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SECTION A

THE STUDY AND REPORT

This report incorporates the results of a study which evaluates the

water and related land resources problems of the Grand Lake St. Marys,

Ohio, area. The study was initiated in Fiscal Year 1979 (December

1978).

PURPOSE AND AUTHORITY

Because of the almost yearly flooding experienced in the Grand Lake

St. Marys, Ohio, area and because of the threat of flooding of agricul-

tural areas and lake shores, the Congress, at the request of state and

local interests through their representatives, authorized a study, by

Section 217 of the Flood Control Act of 1970 (Title II, Public Law 91-

611, approved 31 December 1970) for flood control and allied purposes

including channel and major drainage improvements. The applicable

section is quoted, in Part, as follows:

"The Secretary of the Army is hereby authorized and

directed to cause surveys for flood control and allied
purposes, including channel and majoT drainage improve-
ments, and floods aggravated by or due to wind or tidal
effects, to be made under the direction of the Chief of
Engineers, in drainage areas of the United States and

Its territorial possessions, which include the locali-
ties specifically named in this section. After the
regular or formal reports made on any survey authorized
by this section are submitted to Congress, no supole-
mental or additional report or estimate shall be made

unless authorized by law except that the Secretary of
the Army may cause a review or any examination or
survey to be made and a report thereto submtted to
Congress, if such review is required by the national
defense or changed by Physical or economic conditions."

The Grand Lake St. Marys, Ohio, study is one of 23 authorized under this

section.
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SCOPE OF THE STUDY

This study is confined to evaluating the advisability and economic

feasibility of providing flood control and related water and land

resource improvements in the vicinity of Grand Lake St. Marys, Ohio.

Existing studies, published data, interviews, and field reconnaissance

information were used extensively as sources of information in preparing

this report. The overall aim of the study is to analyze water resource

problems and the potential for solving such problems. Alternatives have

been investigated in an attempt to resolve the area's water resource

problems after considering all factors, including those expressed by

concerned agencies, the State of Ohio, and local interests.

Current cost-benefit analysis was utilized to evaluate measures

potentially available for Corps participation, i.e., flood control.

Cost effectiveness, imnacts and trade-off analysis were utilized in

evaluating and displaying other measures not lending themselves to cost-

benpfit analysis. On these measures, i.e., water quality, sedimentation

and erosion, this report is to conclude with a presentation and evalua-

tion of alternatives from which local, regional, and state interests may

select, implement, or further evaluate.

STUDY PARTICIPANTS AND COORDINATION

A news release announcing initiation of the study was issued to the

appropriate news media in December 1978. Prior to the official news

release, initial briefing sessions and coordination were effected with

the Ohio Department of Natural Resources on 21 November 1978; and with

local officials, private interests and concerned citizens on 22 November

1978, for the purpose of introduction, general discussion of study

efforts and problem areas, exchange of information, and to obtain views

concerning the study. The following agencies and organizations have

been contacted and have provided input to the study:
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Federal

Soil Conservation Service
Environmental Protection Agency
Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service

Fish and Wildlife Service
Geological Survey

State

Departrient of Natural Resources
Environmental Protection Agency
Department of Health
Department of Administrative Service
Department of Public Works

County

Mercer County Commissioners

Auglaize County Commissioners

City

Celina, Ohio
Coldwater, Ohio
St. Marys, Ohio
Montezuma, Ohio

Organizations

Lake Development Corporation
Lake Improvement Association

Public Meetings

A locally sponsored public meeting was held on 25 April 1979 in

Celina, Ohio, at which the Louisville District was invited to make a

presentation on study background, problems and needs, study efforts,

coordination efforts, expectations, and to solicit information, con-

firmation of study issue, and views on study emphasis and participa-

tion. This meeting was attended by approximately 55 persons comprised

of local, state and Congressional officials, representatives of Chambers

of Commerce, private interests and the general public.
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Durnp the plan formulAtion stage of investigation, an informal

public meeting, sponsored by the Lake Development Corporation, was held

on 6 November 1980 to present alternatives and provide opportunity for

public comment. Approximately 32 persons including private citizens and

representatives of local and private organizations attended the meeting.

Information Brochure

An information brochure was prepared and presented at the November

1980 meeting for public evaluation, alternative solutions investigated

for flood control, water quality improvement, erosion/sedimentation

control, and associated needs in the Grand Lake St. Marys area.

OTHER STUDIES AND REPORTS

Wabash River Basin Comprehensive Study, Wabash River Coordinating

Committee, Appendix A-M, June 1971. The study discussed the Grand Lake

St. Marys area in terms of a cursory consideration of water and related

land and institutional problems and concluded that the determination of

solutions were beyond the scope and resources of the Wabash Comprehen-

sive Study. The report recommended that "a detailed study be made to

determine what measures should be undertaken to restore and enhance

Grand Lake and its related and tributary areas as a viable natural

resource."

Grand Lake Regional Sever System Facilities Plan, Finkbeiner,

Pettis, Strout, Ltd., June 1977. The report presents valuable back-

ground information on social, economic, environmental, and water quality

aspects of the study area nlus a sewerage system facilities plan for

Celina, St. Marys, and portions of Mercer and Auglaize Counties.

U. S. Environmental Protection Agency. 1971. Report on Grand Lake

St. Harys, National Putrophication Survey. Working Paper No. 411. The

report develops information on nutrient sources, concentrations, and f)
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impact on the lake as a basis for formulating management practices

relating to point-source discharge reduction and non-point source pollu-

tion abatement in the lake watershed.

Ohio Department of Natural Resources, Division of Wildlife, Lake

St. Marys and Its Management, by Clarence F. Clark, 1960. The report,

although nearly 20 years old, contains a wealth of information on the

.!Ldv arei and its phyqical, chemical, and hiological nrohlems, most of

which is still pertinent. The study was basically an effort to compile

available data concerning the fisheries of the lake's past, present, and

future use in developing a fisheries program for this recreational area.

U. S. Geological Survey. Limnology of Selected Lakes in Ohio,

Water Resources Investigations 77-105, 1975. This report is the result

of a reconnaissance to gather baseline data, particularly water quality

sampling, useful in appraising and managing Ohio's lakes. Grand Lake

St. Marys was one of 17 Ohio lakes studied.

U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Grand Lake St. Marys, Ohio, Environ-

mental Study July 1979. This report was prepared by WAPORA, Inc.,

Cincinnati, Ohio, under contract with the Louisville District Corps of

Engineers. The report provides an assessment of the environmental

resources and a discussion of environmental problems of Grand Lake

St. Marys and the area surrounding it in Mercer and AuRlaize Counties,

Ohio. The report eescribes various aspects of the existing environment,

environmental problems and hazard areas, possible solutions for existing

identifiable problems, and environmental impacts of possible

alternatives.

Fish and Wildlife Report, U. S. Department of the Interior, Fish

and Wildlife Service, 17 August 1979. This is a preliminary report

prepared under the authority of and in accordance with provisions of the

Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act and in compliance with the intent of

the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. The report compiles

A-5
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existing information on the fish and wildlife resources of the Grand

Lake St. Marys, Ohio, study area; discusses historical, current and

future potential impacts on these resources due to identified water and

land-related resources problems and needs; makes recommendations for

Improving the resource base; Identifies and recommends additional

stvudies that address data deficiencies.

U. S. Army Corps of Engineers. Development, Assessment and Evalua-

tion of Water and Related Land Resources Alternatives. Grand Lake

St. Marys, Ohio. November 1979. This report was prepared by GAI Con-

sitltants, Inc., Monroeville, Pa., under contract with the Louisville

District Corps of Engineers. The main report and supporting technical

appendix develop, assess, and evaluate alternatives that address certain

water and related land resources problems in the Grand Lake St. Marys,

Ohio, study area. Principal investigations were centered around lake

watee quality and ernsion problem categories.

THE REPORT

This report is arranged into a main report and three appendices.

The main report, a stnnmary of Appendix 1 (the Technical Report) is meant

to be readily understandable to the non-techqical reader. The main

report also contains material on summary of findings, conclusions and

recommendations.

Appendix 1 presents for the technical reviewer more detailed tech-

nical aspects of the study and results. The main report and Appendix 1

generally follow the same format in presenting problems and developing

alternatives.

Appendix 2 contains comments received as the result of coordination

of the draft feasibility report. Responses to these comments received

are also included in Appendix 2. Appendix 2 also contains public

involvement activities and related coverage during the course of study.

Appendix 3 contains a report by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
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SECTION B

RESOURCES AND ECONOMY
OF THE STUDY AREA

The purpose of this section is to provide basic information con-

cerning environmental, natural, human resources and economic profiles in

the general study area.

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING AND NATURAL RESOURCES

General Study Area Description

The Grand Lake St. Marys area (Plate B-i) is situated in Mercer and

Auglaize Counties in west-central Ohio on the watershed divide between

the Wabash and St. Marys Rivers. The lake is formed by a dam at its

west en on Beaver Creek which drains to the Wabash River and a dam at

its east end on Chickasaw Creek which drains to the St. Marvs River via

the Miami-Erie feeder canal. The impoundment covers the low watershed

divide forming a lake with a surface area of some 21 square miles at

approximately 87n mean sea level (msl). The lake is approximately eight

miles in length east to west and averages over two miles in width north

and south. Average depth of the lake is 6.8 feet. The total drainage

area to the lake is some 112.1 square miles, of which over 18 percent is

lake surface (21 square miles). The State of Ohio owns the lake,

together with a few small parcels of lakefront property. Lake operation

is by the Ohio Department of Natural Resources and the Ohio Department

of Public Works.

T,: The Ohio Division of Wildlife operates the St. Marys Fish Hatchery

and the Mercer County Waterfowl Refuge at the lake. Several areas along

the lake are operated as part of the Grand Lake St Marys State Park.

The lake is surrounded by a combination of agricultural, recreational,

permanent and seasonal residential, and urban land uses. Principal

urban areas include Celina and St. Marys, with 1970 nopulations of 8,072

B-1
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and 7,699, respectively. The study area is approximately Q5 air miles

due north of Cincinnati, Ohio, and 92 air miles northwest of Columbus,

n 1n.

Topography

The project area is situated in the Tills Plain Section, which

extends from central Ohio to the Mississippi River and includes much of

Indiana and Illinois. Gently rolling topography is characteristic of

this area with greatest relative relief occurring in stream valleys

where surface waters have eroded stream channels through soils. Ele-

vations range from highs of 910 feet above mean sea level in the north-

central and south-central regions to lows of approximately 850 feet

occurring along the St. Marys River and Beaver Creek at, respectively,

the northeast and west boundaries of the study area. The terrain falls,

generally, toward Grand Lake which has a normal water surface elevation

of 870 feet above mean sea level.

Geology

The study area lies in an area of west-central Ohio which was

glaciated at least three times. The superficial material is till of a

Wisconsin age ground moraine deposit. Till deposits bulldozed ahead by

the advancing glacier were eventually left largely in place at the lows

of farthest advance when the glacier began to retreat and melt. These

land forms, known as terminal moraines, are prevalent in Mercer and

Auglaize Counties. Remnants of a terminal moraine, known as the Wabash

Moraine, lie along the north shore of the lake, and the deposit is 70 to

130 feet thick. The lake overlies the buried valley of the ancestral

Teays River which is now filled with unconsolidated deposits of clay,

sand and gravel. Depth to bedrock in the center of the buried valley is

about 200 feet end up to 300 feet. The underlying bedrock is composed

of Ordovician and Silurian sedimentary rocks consisting predominantly of

limestone and dolomite deposits.
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Soils

Plates B-2a and 2b show the general study area as dominantly

Blount-Pewamo and Blount-Glynwood soil association. The Blount-Pewamo

soils correspond to glacial drift areas. The Blount-Glynwood soils, as

are found just north of the lake and through St. Henry and Chickasaw,

frequently correspond with locations of terminal moraines. Glacial till

deposits prevail throughout the study area as a predominantly clay mate-

rial. The till is generally compact and unstratified, impervious, and

contains gravel, cobbles, and boulders of all sizes. It acts as a con-
V

fining layer or aquaclude for a number of artesian wells in the area.

The till is predominantly Blount-Pewamo association soil type. This is

a silty clay loam or clay loam on gently sloping terrain. It is poorly

drained as are all other soils encountered in the study area.

The lount soil is silty loam on the surface and clay in the sub-

soil with moderate agricultural productivity, moderately slow to slow

permeability, and a poor bearing value for foundations. This is the

most extensive soil found in the study area. The Pewamo is similar,

being a silty clay loam on the surface and a silty clay subsoil. This

soil is found in level or depressional areas, and has moderately slow to

slow permeability, but is highly productive agriculturally.

Along the north shore of the lake from Celina to St. Marys is the

Blount-Glynwood association soil. It is similar to the Blount-Pewamo

except that it occurs on a sloping terrain. This soil is found also

among the outer flood plain reaches of Beaver Creek, south of

Montezuma. The Glynwood has a moderately slow permeability and a

moderate agricultural productivity. It displays a moderate to severe

erosion hazard. Runoff is rapid in the eroded areas.

The Hontgomery-McGary association soil is found in some areas west

of the lake and south of Celina along Beaver Creek. This soil is a

depressional to gently sloping, very poorly drained, water-deposited

sediment of former glacial lake basins. The soil has a slow to very

slow permeability and high available water retention capacity. It is a
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silty clay loam to silty clay on the surface, and a silty clay in the

subsoil. Productivity for agriculture is very high, and it is, like the

Rlount-Pewamo, very poor for septic tank systems because of its wetness

and pon-Ung hazards. Rearing value for foundations is poor to good.

Located south of Montezumza, along the inflowing portion of Beaver

Creek, is found the Defiance-Wabash association. This soil type is on

mostly flat lands, poorly drained with slow permeability, and formed

from clayey, recently deposited stream sediments in flood plains.

Located along the St. Marys River at the east end of the study areaI
is the Shoals-Genesee-Sloan asociation. This soil is poorly drained and

occupies the flood plains along rivers and streams. These soils are

recent alluvi'mi and are subject to occasional flooding. They have poor

bearing values for foundations and are unsuitable for septic tanks.

Agricultural productivity is moderate to moderately high. In general,

these soils drain poorly, but provide good farming when properly drained

with tile.

Poor natural drainage plus a high water table has caused most of

the upland Blount, Pewamo, and Glynwood soils to be seasonally wet.

Erosion is a problem on sloping areas of Blount soils and a severe

problem in cultivated soils.

A general description of each soil association is given in Table

B-1.

The lake bottom for the most part is a fine gray silt or clay with

numerous fine sand areas, widely scattered. Most are on the north side

of the lake and extend outward into the lake to depths of about 5 feet

of water. A few gravel bars exist in the vicinity of Montezuma Bay.

Here, near the west portion of the bay mouth, are large gravel and

rubble areas. Underlying the fine gray sediment on the bottom is a

layer of from 1 to 4 feet of brownish-black muck, which grades from

loose, undecomposed organic matter at the top to highly decomposed

organic matter at the bottom. At other places, the silty sediment is
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TABLE B-I

SOIL ASSOCIATION CLASSIFICATION
MERCER AND AUGLAIZE COUNTIES, OHIO

LEGEND

1 Blount-Pewamo Association. Nearly level to gently sloping,

somewhat poorly drained to very poorly drained upland soils formed
in silty clay loam or clay loam glacial till.

2 Blount-Glynwood Association. Gently sloping to sloping, somewhat

poorly drained to moderately well drained upland soils formed in
silty clay loam or clay loam glacial till.

3 Montgomery-McCary Association. Depressional to gentl'y qloping,
very poorly drained to somewhat poorly drained soils ir upland
flats formed in clayey, water-deposited sediments of lirmer glacial
lake basins.

4 Defiance-Wabash Association. Mostly level, somewhat nnorly drained
to very poorly drained soils formed in clayey, recen-ly deposited
sediments on flood plain.

5 Genesee-Shoals Association. (Mercer County) Mostly level, well
drained to somewhat poorly drained soils formed in loamy, recently
deposited stream sediments on flood plains.

Montgomery Association. (Auglaize County) Nearly level, very
poorly drained soils formed in clayey, glacial lake-leposited
sediments.

6 Sloan Association. Mostly level, very poorly drained soils formed
in loamy, recently deposited stream sediments on flood plains.

7 Millgrove-Digby-Digby Variant Association. (Auglaize County)
Nearly level, very poorly drained and somewhat poorly drained soils

formed in loamy or clayey material overlying poorly sorted sand and
gravel.

9 Shoals-Genesee-Sloan Association. (Auglaize County) Nearly level,

somewhat poorly drained, well drained and very poorly drained soils
formed in loamy and sandy, recently deposited alluvlium.
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uni,.rlafn by a dark gray silty clay loam with a light gray subsoil.

Overall, these conditions indicate that the area was poorly drained and

swampy before the lake was formed.

Mineral Resources

The only minerals of significant economic importance in or near the

general study area are limestone and sand and gravel. Limestone and

dolomite are plentiful in this part of Ohio and are used for road mate-

rial, concrete aggregate, agricultural lime, fluxing stone, chemicel and

industrial lime, cement manufacturing, riprap, and dimensOon stone. The

minerals are readily available at or near the surface, and thickness of

glacial overburden is a principal siting consideration for mining. The

closest active quarries are at Covington in Miami County and near

Lockington in Shelby County. The Karsh quarry, 4-1/4 miles west of the

lake, is the only significant outcrop of rock in the immediate study

area and is a source of riprap for lakeshore protection.

Sand and gravel operations are numerous in the area with the

largest concentration of operation located in the outwash denosits along

major streams. Nearby mining operations are located near Waynesfield,

Wapakoneta, and the southern boundary of Auglaize County, and at Lake

Loramie in Shelby County.

Climate

The study area climate is continental with warm summers anA is

characterized by abundant precipitation, fairly long growing seasons,

and wide ranging annual and daily temperatures. Mean annual temperature

over the area is 49.70 F in January to 850 F in July. Prevailing winds

are from the west during winter and average 9 to 10 mph, and fron the

southwest in summer at an average velocity of about 7 mph. Approxi-

mately 37 inches of precipitation in the form of rain, snow, sleet, or

hail fall annually over the region. Normally, rainfall is distributed

fairly evenly throughout the year, with showers and thunderstorms
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furnishing much of the precipitation during the growing season. Heavi-

est rains usually occur in June. Estimated mean annual evaporation for

the region around Grand Lake is between 33 and 34 inches. Annual snow-

fall varies widely from year to year, but averages between 20 to 25

inches and covers the ground for about 30 days. The number of days

between last frost of spring and first frost of fall is anproxiately

160 days. The normal rainfall is such that the lake water level is

relatively stable, with the normal fluctuations which occur in times of

drought and heavy rainfall.

Surface Hydrology

Grand Lake St. Marys is a manmade lake situated on the watershed

divide between the Wabash and Maumee River Basins in west central

Ohio. The lake is reported to have a surface area of approximately

13,920 acres (21.75 square miles) at a surface elevation of 870.25 feet

mean sea level and a drainage area of 112.1 square miles including the

lake surface. However, anether source reports its surface area to be

44.52 square kilometers (17.19 square miles). Grand Lake is very

shallow. Although estimates do not agree exactly, its mean depth is

believed to be 6.8 feet and maximum depth measured at 10 feet.

Nearly all of Grand Lake's drainage area lies to the south, as

shown on Plate A-I. The lake is fed by six major tributary streams:

Coldwater Creek, Beaver Creek, Prairie Creek, Chickasaw Creek, Little

Chickasaw Creek, and Barnes Creek. The estimated mean flow and drainage

area of each of these tributaries and of the other smaller creeks and

direct drainage areas tributary to the lake are showm in Table H-2. The

total estimated mean yearly flow to the lake is 2.9 cubic minutes (102.4

cfs).
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TABLE B-2

TRIBUTARY STREAMS TO GRAND LAKE ST. MARYS

Drainage Area Mean Discharge

Tributary (square miles) Cubic feet/second

Coldwater Creek 19.2 17.7

Beaver Creek 20.4 17.7

Prairie Creek 5.2 3.5

Chickasaw Creek 18.4 * 17.7

Little Chickasaw Creek 6.9 7.0

Barnes Creek 3.6 3.5

Minor Tributaries and
Immediate Drainage 19.3 35.3

Totals 93.0 102.4

Outlet Streams from Grand Lake St. Marvs

Beaver Creek 66.2 56.5

Miami-Erie Feeder Canal 45.9 38.8

Totals 112.1 Q5.3

Source: Report on Grand Lake of St. Marys, Auqlaize and Mercer
Counties, Ohio, EPA Region V, Working Paper No. 411,

June 1975.
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The historic western 59 percent of the Grand Lake drainage area is

within the Wabash River Basin, and the historic eastern 41 percent of

the drainage area is within the Maumee River Rasin. Flow is discharged

from the western end of the lake to Beaver Creek and thence to the

Wabash River, while the eastern discharge is tributary to the St. Marys

River via the St. Marys feeder canal. Because of the lake's large

volume (113.50 x 106 m3 , or 108,227 acre feet), in relation to its

drainage area and flow, it is estimated to have a mean hydraulic

retention time of 1.3 years.

Beaver Creek flows about 10.6 miles from the western end of Granl

Lake to its confluence with the Wabash River which is apnroximatelv ?.1

miles east of the Indiana border. There are no flow gaging stations on

Beaver Creek, but there is a USGS-maintained gage on the Wabash River

near New Corydon, Indiana, which is on the Indiana-Ohio State line road

bridge. At this station the drainage area of the Wabash River is 262

square miles, with the weaver Creek portion being 125 square miles.

Groundwater

The two main groundwater aquifer types found within the study area

are carbonate rock and buried valley. Regarding the former type, the

general study area is underlain by massive Silurian age dolomite beds.

Groundwater moves through these joints via a complex network of inter-

connected openings occurring as joints, fractures, and solution chan-

nels. Availability of water is dependent upon recharge potential.

Infiltration of precipitation and surface waters down through the

glacial till overburden in the general study area and, to an unknown

extent, in undipped areas to the east, provides this recharge. Well

fields located in limestone deposits yield widely varying amounts from

one area to another, depending on percolation rates through overburden.

A branch of the ancient pre-glacial Teays River once flowed through

(" the central portion of the general study area. Glaciers later filled
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the deep bedrock cut with well-sorted sands and gravels. These ner-

meable materials provide exceptionally high groundwater yields due to

favorable recharge properties and high storage coefficients. The city

of St. Marys water system utilizes water from this high-yield buried

valley aquifer. Some believe that the aquifer receives its main source

of recharge in the study area from Grand Lake. Celina has no ground-

water located i-rnediately below it so the city uses Grand Lake as a

water supply. Powever, studies are being considered to'determine the

feasibility of tapping the Teays River (located east of Celina) as an

alternative water supply.
f

Archeological Values

There are no documented archeological sites, either prehistoric or

historic, in the Grand Lake primary and general study area and no

surveys have been undertaken on lands included in the Grand Lake study

area; however, undocumented reports have indicated possible sites in o

near Celina and St. Marys. There is high potential for the existence ,i

undocumented prehistoric and historic archeological sites, especial.'4y in

the vicinity of the Beaver Creek-Wabash River confluence; lands border-

ing the St. Marys River in St. Marys and northward; lands on a ridge

extending towards Erastus along Beaver Creek; lands adjacent to

Montezuma Bay; and lands bordering Chickasaw Creek and other creeks

tributary to the lake.

A total of 248 historically or architecturally significant sites

have been documented in the Grand Lake study area. Of these, three are

listed in the National Register of Historic Places, one has been nomi-

nated to the National Register, and another is in the process of being

nominated.

Historical Values and Lake Resource

Grand Lake came into being as a reservoir to supply water for the

Miami-Erie Canal. Construction started in 1837 and was completed in )
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1845 at a cost of approximately $528,000. The then 17,500-acre reser-

voir was for many years the largest man-made body of water in the

world. With a current estimated surface area of 13,500, it is the

largest inland water body in the State of Ohio. The lake has a long and

interesting history and played an important part in the development of

the Northwest Territory. The St. Marys River served as a vital link

between the Great Lakes and the Ohio River via the Miami-Erie Canal.

The lake once supported a vast commercial fishery. The canal era,

however, was short-lived as much of the business of transporting goods

was taken over by the expanding railroads. The area experienced another

boom in the late 1890's when oil was discovered and for a time the lake

was dotted with oil derricks. Today a pile of rocks near the center of

the lake marks the spot of the last producing well. The lake has gained

growing popularity among recreationists and sportsmen since 1915 when

the General Assembly of the State of Ohio passed an act through which

this body of water and adjacent lands owned by the State were dedicated

and set apart forever for the use of the public, as public parks or

pleasure resorts.

Today the lake exists primarily for recreation purposes and is a

favorite spot for thousands of vacationists from Ohio and neighboring

states. It is also the principal water supply for Celina, Ohio, and St.

Marys, Ohio, uses lake water for cooling purposes at their power

plant. Primary recreational activities at the lake include boating,

fishing, picnicking, swimming, winter sports, and camping. Several

areas along the lake are operated as part of the Grand Lake St. Marys

State Park. Grand Lake St. Marys State Park is located along the north-

east shore of the lake and provides recreational activities such as

camping, fishing, hiking, picnicking, swimming, and boating. Approxi-

mately 500,000 persons visit the park annually. In addition, the Ohio

Division of Wildlife operates the St. Marys Fish Hatchery located at the

extreme eastern edge of the lake. The Division also operates the 1,400-

acre Mercer County Waterfowl Refuge at the southwest section of the lake

'C
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which provides a haven for migrating as well as nestine Canada geese.

Thousands of birds stop at this refuge during spring and autumn

migrations.

The lake is fairly heavily used, having at least six major marinas,

one state campground, a 4-H camp, and two church camps. Fishermen

abound during early spring. Hunters vie for licenses and blind

privileges during early winter. There are three public beaches on the

lake and hundreds of private beach areas.

Vegetation

Terrestrial Plants

During presettlement times, Mercer and Auglaize Counties were

covered by forests in which beech and sugar maple were predominant.

This forest type occupied much of the till plains of Ohio and adiacent

Indiana and portions of Pennsylvania, Michigan and Wisconsin. In Ohio

the southern boundary of this forest type follows the southern limit of

the Wisconsin drift.

The beech-maple forest region was characterized by its uniformity,

consequently, no subdivisions of this type were recognized by Braun(2).

Generally, beech made up over 50 percent of the stand with the remainder

consisting of sugar maple, tulip tree, black cherry, and a number of

other species.

Presently, woodlands cover about 24 percent of the land area in the

state; however, most of the totally wooded area is in the unglaciated

plateau region of southeastern Ohio. In the 17-county area included in

the Southwest Ohio Water Plan, an average of 11.5 percent of the land

area was wooded; counties adjacent to and immediately south of Grand

Lake St. Marys are less than 10 percent wooded. Except for a fringe of

forest or woodland that remains along the shore of Grand Lake St. Marys,

land away from the lake is extensively used for agricultural purposes.
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The following statistics further emphasize this point:

Total Land Total Acreage Total Acreage
County Acreage in Farms in Woodlands

Mercer 290,700 277,067 17,076
(1,976) l/ (909) 2/

Auglaize 255,900 229,331 18,746
(1,419) 1/ (750) 2/

l/ Total number of farms in 1974.
2/ Total number of farms with woodlots in 1974.

As of 1974, apnroximately 5.8 percent of Mercer County and 7.3 per-

cent of Auglaize County were wooded; the average size of wooded lands in

Mercer County and Au.laize County was 18.8 and 25.0 acres, respectively.

During July 1979 a survey was conducted at several locations within

the study area to characterize vegetation growing near Grand Lake

St. Marys, along tributaries, and in upland areas. The areas surveyed

are identified in Plate B-3 and each area is described as follows:

Site 1. Riparian vegetation along Beaver Creek, immediately
downstream of the dam, revealed that species comprising the
canopy (> 25' in height) included cottonwood, sycamore,
silver maple, and white ash; willow, flowering dogwood,
slippery elm, red mulberry, catalpa, honey locust, and
boxelder formed the understory (<25' in height). Ground
cover on Beaver Creek's banks included river grade, Canada
thistle, Shepherd's purse, milkweed, mint, teasel, fleabane,
Queen Ann's lace, burdock, and nettle.

Site 2. Adjacent to the west end of Grand Lake St. Marys
between Brown and Monroe Streets, trees in the canopy in this
wooded area included cottonwood, bur oak, and mockernut
hickory; species in the understory Included boxelder,
flowering dogwood, mulberry, tree of heaven, weeping willow,
and American elm. Raspberry was noted as ground cover.

Site 3. The area along Coldwater Creek, southwest of the
west end of Grand Lake St. Marys, was assessed. All trees
along the bank were less than 30 feet in height. Species
with individuals ranging between 15 and 30 feet included
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peachleaf willow, red mulberry, honey locust, slippery elm,
cottonwood, river birch, boxelder, and green ash. Ground
cover Included jewelweed, milkweed, mint, daisy fleabane,
thistle, chickory, nigbrshade, white sweet clover, w1l8
parslev, cockspur hawthorn, rose, burdock, Shenherd's purse,
and smartweed.

Site 4. The vegetation of Windy Point State Park consisted
of a canopy of cottonwood, and an understory of dogwood,
silver maple, boxelder, mulberry, ash, elm, and sycamore.

The ground cover in unmowed areas consisted of grape,
goldenrod, fleabane, Canada thistle, raspberry, poison ivy,
strawberry, milkweed, jewelweed, Virginia creeper, burdock,
garlic mustard, and pokeweed.

Site 5. This study site lies adjacent to Karafit, Ctttonwood

and Kittle Roads near the south shore of Grand Lake
St. Marys. Along Karafait Road the predominant vegetation
was sedge and cattails; along Cottonwood Road, white oaks and
cottonwoods were present; along Kittle Road, cottonwoods, bur
oak, and willows were observed.

Site 6. A survey of vegetation along a channelized Portion
of Prairie Creek south of its confluence with Grand Lake
St. Marys revealed that the dominant species growing along
the creek was peachleaf willow; away from the creek's bank

(approximately 20 feet) the following species were observed:
cottonwood, mulberry, ash, elm, pignut hickory, dogwood,
shagbark hickory, and honey locust.

Site 7. This site was an upland woodlot located near the
intersection of Route 33 and Route 116, northeast of Grand
Lake St. Marys. The canopy trees were approximately 50 feet

in height and included mockernut hickory, white oak, and
scarlet oak. The understory consisted of dogwood, black
cherry, plum, white ash, slippery elm, silver maple,
hawthorn, and red cedar; the ground cover included mayapple,
Virginia creeper, Solomon's seal, raspberry, wood sorrel, and

Canada moonseed.

Site 8. The vegetation at Sandy Beach, located along the
north bank of Grand Lake St. Marys, consisted of mature
individuals including the following species: pin oak, white
oak, scarlet oak, bur oak, cottonwood, elm, ash, walnut,
silver maple, dogwood, boxelder, hickory, and weeping willow.
No understory was present and the ground cover consisted of
river grape, cattail, Jewelweed, and Virginia creeper.

Site 9. This study site was lGcated at the intersection of
Staeger Road and Route 703, along the north shore of Grand
Lake St. Marys. Species in the canopy of this upland woodlot
included scarlet oak, shagbark hickory, horse chestnut, bur
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oak, black walnut, beech, honey locust, and black locust;
species in the understory included dogwood, ash, silver
manle, sycamore, paw paw, and ironwood. The ground was
covered by Virginia creeper.

5ite 10. This upland woodlot was located along Weasch Road,
southeast of Grand Lake St. Marys. Species forming the
canopy in this woodlot included ash, shagbark hickory, bur
oak, scarlet oak, black oak, beech, walnut, and Ohio buckeye;
elm, dogwood, red cedar, maple, redbud, paw paw, and cherry
were present in the understory. The ground was covered by
Virginia creeper and raspberry.

Aquatic Plants

Phytoplankton. Roach (cited in Clark, 1960) reported 19 genera of

phytoplankton in samplings from Grand Lake St. Marys during 1932. Seven

green algal taxa, six diatom taxa, four blue-green taxa, and Euglene,

Synura, and Peridinium were identified at that time with diatoms being

the dominant group. Algal densities for the period 1932-1936 averaged

4.5 blue-greens per milliliter, 15.9 greens per milliliter, and 129.8

diatoms per milliliter. The most productive year was 1935, when algal

densities were at least five times those of the other years.

Higert, et al. (3) summarized the results of phytoplankton sampling

conducted by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency during the

National Eutrophication Survey, a survey designed to determine the

relaionship between algal characteristics and the trophic status of a

lake. During spring, summer, and fall of 1973, water samples were

collected from Grand Lake St. Marys. Algae in water samples were

identified and enumerated and the lake's trophic status was assessed.

Hilgert, et al. (3) reported that 128 taxa were collected from Grand

Lake St. Marys, that phytoplankton densities were 116,460, 51,172, and

26,352 individuals per milliliter during May, August, and October,

respectively, and that the lake was eutrophic. The taxonomic compo-

sition and relative abundance (percent of total individuals enumerated)

found by Hilgert, et al. (3) is presented in Table B-3.
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Tobin and Younger (4) presented the results of phytoplankton

studies conducted at Grand Lake St. Marys by the U. S. Ceological Survey

during 1975. The results of the May and August sarnlings, presenteA in

Table B-4, indicate that blue-green algae dominated.

Since Roach's studies in the 193 0's, phytoDlankton density has

increased by three to four orders of magnitude in Grand Lake St. Marys,

and the taxonomic composition has changed from a diatom to a blue-green

algae dominated community, indicative of eutrophication.

Aquatic Macrophytes. A wet prairie of tall grasses occupied mostI

of the area now flooded by the lake. McMurrey (cited in (1)) stated,

"The whole of what is now reservoir was covered with the accumulations

of growth of years of decayed grasses, leaves, and fallen timber...".

"This was bordered on each side by a growth of black willows, averaging

a quarter of a mile in width." The conversion of the wet prairie and

the marginal woodlands into an open lake was a gradual process. The

uncut trees remained standing for many years along both the north and

south shores.

In the early days of the lake, snags, stumps, and fallen timbers

filled the shallow waters and logjams piled up along the east bank and

in many of the shallow bays. The water was cool and clear. Waves were

not a problem, for a blanket of "moss" and the thousands of stumps,

snags and logs helped to keep them under control.

A series of events occurring in rapid succession or simultaneously

between 1890 and 1900 resulted in dramatic changes in the aquatic vege-

tation of Grand Lake St. Marys. These events included:

Removal of timber from the watershed and subsequent initia-

tion of intensive agriculture which produced large yields of

sediment-laden runoff.
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Severe drought and lowering of the lake water level. This

exposed the lake's bed and resulted in desiccation and loss

of aquatic macrophytes.

During the drought, stumps and timber were removed from the

margins, thereby removing the wind-break surrounding the

lake.

Heavy ice occurred during the winters of the drought period

and probably resulted in further loss of vegetation.

Carp were introduced and were thought to consume "moss," a

plant growing in open water areas.

An oil field was developed on the lake's bed from which some

pollution was noted. This resulted in the elimination of

some aquatic vegetation.

These events resulted in: (1) the loss of the wet prairie that

formerly filled the shallows of the lake (these meadows were replaced by

cattail marshes); (2) the disappearance of submerged aquatic vegetation;

(3) the initiation of wind-driven wave action and shore erosion; and

(4) a change from a clear, cool body of water to a turbid, warm lake.

Tiffany (cited in (1)) described the aquatic vegetation of Grand

Lake St. Marys in 1920 as consisting of large areas of cattails, rushes,

bur weed, and pondweed; smaller areas of arrowhead, pickerel weed, water

willow, smartweed, sedge, and pondweed were also present.

During 1940 and 1941, an attempt was made by the Ohio Division of

Wildlife to control the rapid expansion of cattail marsh in many sec-

tions of the lake, and to create holes in the marsh for duck hunters and

anglers. About 100 pools were created, primarily along the south shore,

by means of a mechanical cutter. Due to heavy wave and ice action, the

marsh has retreated, and only a few of these pools remain. "Moss"

became established in the pools that were relatively clear.
(1 )
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Clark(1" stated that the small beds of lotus and sweet flag occur

along the south shore. Small patches of coontail, white water lily,

yellow water lily, pondweed, star duckweed, lesser duckweed, bushy pond-

weeds, and bladderwort are scattered around the lake. Practically the

entire south shore and a few stretches of the north shore were outlined

by cattail marsh. In some areas, this marsh was a half-mile deep, but

it has greatly receded in recent years. Today, Grand Lake St. Marys

contains very little vegetation in the open water area. The largest

beds are water milfoil in Riley Bay, located along the north shore.

These beds provide habitat for benthic macroinvertebrates and a nursery

area for young-of-the-year fish. Only a fringe of forest or woodland

rEqains along the shores, and long openings exist in this fringe.(5 )

Fish and Wildlife

Wildlife

The project area includes a range of habitat types conducive to

supporting a diverse fauna. Habitats available in Mercer and Auglaize

Counties include Grand Lake St. Marys, marsh adjacent to the lake;

several streams; temporary pools adjacent to the lake and streams; and

upland, bottomland, and riparian woodlands. All upland woodlots are

separated and isolated by land under cultivation. Streams, with the

associated riparian vegetation, provide continuous habitat as well as

dispersal corridors for birds, mammals, reptiles, and some amphibians.

Macroinvertebrates

No recent survey of Grand Lake St. Marys macroinvertebrates has

been conducted. Roach (cited in (1)) notes surveys conducted in the

1930's indicated an invertebrate fauna composed of midge larvae, cray-

fish, fairy shrimp, freshwater shrimp, bivalve mussels, -eches, fresh-

water sponges, and moss animals. Roach reported that, over four years

C of study, the average number of macroinvertebrates per square foot of

bottom was 223. Presently, the benthic macroinvertebrate fauna is
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probably dominated by tubificid oligochaetes and larval midges; inver-

tebrate density is probably comparable, if not higher, at present thnn

that reported.

Herpetofauna

Clark (1) reported that five species of frogs -- chorus frog,

cricket frog, bullfrog, green frog, and leopard frog-- and four species

of turtles -- common snanping turtle, spiny softshell, stinkpot, and

painted turtle -- have been collected from Grand Lake St. Marys or its

tributaries. Additional records published by Walker (1946) and Conant

(1938) document the distribution of amphibians and reptiles, respec-

tively, in the study area.

Fish

Grand Lake St. Marys is Ohio's largest inland lake. One of the

greatest values of the lake at present lies in its recreational impor-

tance to hundreds of thousands of users, particularly for anglers.(1 )

The Ohio Department of Natural Resources annually assesses the taxonomic

composition of fishes at Grand Lake St. Marys, assesses the relative

abundance of sport and rough fishes, and stocks sport fishes.

To date, 53 species of fish have been'collecterl from the lake.

Most species recorded probably occurred in tributary streams prior to

lake construction; however, some species have been added to the fauna

via introduction by man. Species introduced include the striped bass,

carp, and the flathead catfish. Species most sought by anglers are

bass, bluegills, crappies, catfish, sunfish, perch, and northern pike.
i

Clark(1 ) summarized the results of test netting conducted in

Grand Lake St. Marys by the Division of Wildlife from 1932 through

1955. Crappie-channel catfish-shad-carp was the dominant combination

of species in all years. In general, the catch increased from 1932 to
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1947, decreased to 1953, and began a recovery that carried through

1955. The rise and fall in total net catch was chiefly due to fluctua-

tions in the take of crappies. Although rough fish were considered by

the public to be over-abundant, they did not dominate the net catches.

The fluctuations in catch indicate that stability in populations is not

the normal course of events, but that a continuous shifting and changing

is the typical trend.

From 1956 through 1978, crappie-channel catfish-shad-carp-

quillback-bullhead composed the dominant combination of species cap-

tured, although considerable fluctuation in the catch of # particular

species occurred through time. Net catch between 1956 and 197P ranged

from a low of 6.9 to a high of 41.1 fish per hour, but did not attain

the peak catch per hour (131.6) recorded in 1947.(1)

A rigorous stocking program for sport and forage fishes by the

State of Ohio insures adequate fish populations in Grand Lake St. Marys.

Sport species stocked include bass (largemouth, striped, white, and

rock), crappie (black and white), sunfishes (bluegill, pumpkinseed, and

green and orangespotted sunfish), catfish (channel and flathead), perch

and northern pike.

Birds

Ohio lies within the Mississippi Flyway, a major north-south

migratory route for many passerine species (perching birds), birds Uf

prey (hawks and owls), and waterfowl (ducks and peese). Trautman an'

Trautman (1968) reported that a total of 355 species of birds have been

recorded from Ohio, of which 286 species are observed annually or breed

here, 50 species are accidental or irregular visitors, 12 species are

exotics, and seven species have been extirpated or are extinct.

The Grand Lake area is considered to be one of the best areas in

Ohio for studying birds. Clark and Sipe (5) reported 290 species of

birds as having been observed in the Grand Lake St. Marys area.
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Located in the southwest corner of the lake is the Mercer County

Waterfowl Management Area. This 1,408-acre area, of which approximately

1,050 acres are water, is managed for waterfowl through a cooperative

agre:enit with the Division of Parks and Recreation. Canadian geese,

wood ducks, mallards, black ducks, and teal nest in the refuge and

around the lake in considerable numbers. Peak fall populations of

Canadian geese have numbered as high as 7,000 in recent vears.(
6 )

Mammals

A large variety of mammals probably occur in Mercer and Auglaize

Counties because of the farmland, forestland, and wetland habitats

present in the area. Larger mammals that would commonly be observed on

farmland include the cottontail rabbit, gray squirrel, fox squirrel,

opossum, and raccoon; mammals of forests would include squirrels, deer,

raccoon, and opossum. Muskrat, raccoon, mink, skunk, and fox would

frequent wetland habitats. Many small mammals -- shrews, moles, mice,

voles, and bats -- are common to the study area, but are observed

infrequently.

Endangered Species

Three species of birds that are listed as endangered or threatened

migrate through Ohio. These species are the Eskimo curlew, bald eagle

and the American peregrine falcon. Of these species, only the bald

eagle nests in Ohio and presently on islands in Lake Erie.

The range of one endangered mammal, the Indiana bat, is known to

include the project area. In Indiana, this species has been observed

clinging to the loose bark of trees in riparian habitats during daylight

hours. (7)
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC MEASURES

Study Area

Two counties in west central Ohio, Mercer and Auglaize, comprise

the project study area. Included in this predominantly urbanized area

are the cities of Celina, St. Marys, and Coldwater and the village of

Montezuma. Portions of the townships of St. Marys and Noble in Auglaize

County and Jefferson, Franklin, and Butler in Mercer County are included

within the study area boundaries. The two counties encompass about 844

square miles, which includes approximately 21 square miles in Grand

Lake. The study area is not located within any portion of a Standard

Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA), and is actually some distance from

surrounding SMSA's such as Ft. Wayne (about 50 miles) and Indianapolis

(about 100 miles) in Indiana, and Dayton (about 60 miles) and Columbus

(about 100 miles) in Ohio.

Population Characteristics

The combined population of the two counties was 80,703 in 1980,

38,242 in Mercer, and 42,461 in Auglaize. During the decade of 1970 to

1980, Mercer and Auglaize Counties had population gains of 20.4 and 1.0

percent, respectively. This can be compared to a 1.0 percent statewide

population increase and an 11.4 percent national population growth

during the same period. (See Table B-5).

Total population in the United States is currently projected to

increase from the 1980 level of 226,504,825 to 263,830,000 by the year

2000, and to 297,146,000 by 2020. This represents projected increases

of nearly 16.5 percent between 1980 and 2000 and over 12 percent between

2000 and 2020. The State of Ohio, population 10,758,421 in 1980, is

projected to experience gains of 2,623,779, or 24.4 percent, between

1980 and 2000 and 1,385,000, some 9 percent, from 2000 to 2020, slightly

below the nationally projected growth levels. Mercer and Auglaize

Counties are also expected to show steady population gains during the

50-year period, 1980 to 2020, at somewhat greater rates of growth than

the state and the nation. During the periods 1980 to 2000, Mercer
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County population is projected to Increase 4,769, or 12.5 percent, and by

18,300, or 21 percent, between 2000 ane 2020. Auglaize County population

projections show gains of 4,043, or 9.5 percent, in the 20-year period,

1980 to 2000, and 10,460, or 20 percent, from 2000 to 2020. As of 1980,

the principal cities in the study area, Celina and St. Marys, had

populations of 9,127 and 8,368, respectively. Approximated population

projections for these two cities, selected townships, and the village of

Montezuma are shown in Table B-6.

The above population projections were derived from sources indicated
f

by footnotes in Tables B-5 and B-6. It will be noted that data for BEA

No. 69 is also presented in Table B-5. This is defined as the Lima,

Ohio, Economic Area for OBERS2. studies and projections, and includes

Mercer and Auglaize Counties in addition to Hardin, Allen, Van Wert, and

Putnam Counties in Ohio. OBERS projection 2000 through 2020 for BEA No.

69 was disaggregated to derive projections for the two counties

comprising the study area.

Employment and Labor Force

In 1980 total employment in Mercer County was 17,760, or 46.4 per-

cent of its population. Auglaize County total employment was 15,014 in

1970, or 39 percent of the population. By the year 2000, total employ-

ment has been projected to increase 7.3 percent, to 19,051 in Mercer

County, and by 17.3 percent, to 21,972, in Auglaize County. For the

period between 2000 and 2020, Mercer County total employment projection

shows an increase of 8 percent, lagging slightly behind a 9 percent

projected increase for Auglaize County. Comparisons with projected state

and national employment levels can be made by referring to Table B-5.

I/ Office of Business Economics, U.S. Department of Commerce and(7 - Economic Research Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture
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TABLE B-6

PERMANENT POPULATION PROJECTIONS 1/

Study
Areas 1970 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000

Celina
(Mercer County) 8,072 9,127 9,318 9,775 10,252 10,750

St. Marys
(Auglaize County) 7,699 8,368 8,885 9,320 9,780 10,250t

Jefferson Township
(Mercer County) 2,330 12,118 2,665 2,820 2,985 3,150

Franklin Township
(Mercer County) 1,120 1,801 1,280 1,360 1,440 1,520

St. Marys Township

(Auglaize County) 2,230 11,158 2,550 2,700 2,860 3,025

Montezuma 160 201 315 340 370 400

TOTAL 21,711 42,773 25,013 26,315 27,687 29,095

NOTE: Butler Township, which is not shown separately, permanent

population represents less than 14.1% of 1980 total.

I/ Grand Lake Regional Sewer Facilities Plan, Finkbeiner, Pettis,

and Strout, Ltd. Volume 1, P. 60, June 1977.
Population projections 1985 - 2000.

01
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Employment data, both historical and projected, were derived from

the same sources as for population. A breakdown of civilian labor force

employment by industry sectors in the two counties is presented in Table

B-7 for 1960 and 1970. Table B-8 presents major industrial employers in

Celina and St. Marys, Ohio.

TABLE B-7

CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE, EMPLOYMENT BY INDUSTRY

FOR SELECTED AREAS - 1960 AND 1970

Auglaize Mercer Auglaize Mercer

County County County County

Industry Ohio, 1960 Ohio, 1960 Ohio, 1970 Ohio, 1970

Agriculture,
Forestry and
Fisheries 1,622 1,914 997 1,301

Mining 40 50 51 61

Construction 638 666 781 719

Manufacturing 4,908 3,850 6,467 4,750

Communication,
Transportation,
and Utilities 518 390 611 613

Public 253 220 399 215

Administration

Legal, Engineering,

and Misc. Profes-
sional Services 234 162 94 86

Education and
Government 1,657 1,363 2,057 3,409

Wholesale and
Retail Trade 2,238 1,826 2,778 2,649

Finance Insurance
and Real Estate 254 357 273 435

C Health Services./ 254 171 531 428

!/ Primarily Hospitals
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Personal Income

Per capita income in 1970 was $2,540 in Mercer County and $2,668 in

Auglaize County. During the decade 1970 to 1980, per capita income is

projected to rise to $3,580 in Mercer County and to $3,760 in Au1alze

County, or 41 percent in both counties. From 1980 to 2000, per capita

income levels are expected to show steady gains of some 74 percent in

both Mercer and Auglaize Counties. By 2020, the expected per capita

income for Mercer County is $10,116 and $10,626 for Auglaize County.

These per capita income figures, unadjusted for inflation, indicate

about a three-fold increase in levels between the present and the year

2020 in both counties.

In comparison, per capita income in 1970 for the State of Ohio was

$3,512, projected to increase some 36 percent by 1980, 71 percent

between 1980 and 2000, and an additional 65 percent between 2000 and

2020. For the United States, per capita income was $3,476 in 1970.

Projected national figures show an increase of about 35 percent to

$4,700 by 1980, 72 percent from 1980 to 2000, and 63 percent from 2000

to 2020. Overall, the two-county per capita income levels are expected

to rise at a faster rate, but remain some 20 to 30 percent below the

state and national levels.

Historical and projected per capita income levels are presented in

Table B-5 with footnoting as to sources of data.

Business and Industrial Activity

In 1980 the labor force of the two-county study area was enumerated

at 41,548, about 39 percent of the total population. Of this number,

12.2 percent were unemployed, above unemployment levels statewide and

nationally.

The major sectors of employment during 1970 were manufacturing (40

percent), service industries, including government and education (19.4
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percent), wiolesale and retail trade (19.2 percent), construction (5.3

percent), ard agriculture forestry and fisheries (8.1 percent). Mining

activities accounted for less than 1 percent of the two-county work-

force. Table B-7 identifies the distribution of employment by industry

categories 'or each county for the years 1960 and 1970. Sizable

increases in the manufacturing, trade, and services sectors, with

declining numbers in agricultural, forestry, and fishery occupations are

typical of the statewide employment trends in recent decades.

Transportation Facilities

Transportation facilities are vital to the welfare of all sectors

of the economy. The need for an efficient transportation system can

easily be appreciated, even by those in the most rural settings. Ohio

has historically been one of the leading states in the nation in the

development of its transportation facilities.

Almost all regions of Ohio are well served by all types of

transport. The road, rail, and airline networks all have east-west

routes through the central part of the state. Three major north-south

transportation routes are also discernable.

Ohio's road systems are more intensely developed than the national

average. Its share of high quality, high cost primary and interstate

highways exceed its share of secondary roads. Because of Ohio's highly

industrialized economy, it also has a highly efficient trucking

industry.

Ohio's share of the national rai± mileage is three times its share

of the Naticn's land area. The density of the rail network is very

high. Railroad usage in Ohio decreased at a slower rate than the

Nation's, but faster than the east, north central region rate.

Because of Ohio's interior position in the United States, its air

transportation industry cannot be developed to its fullest potential.
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None of the Nation's domestic trunk or international airlines are based

in Ohio. However, many private airports have been constructed to serve

the needs ot the population.

Ohio Is served by two major water routes, the Ohio River on the

southern border and Lake Erie on the northern border; the Ohio River

carrying more gross annual tonnage of the two. Since most of the river

traffic originates outside Ohio, the effect on its economy is slight

compared to several other states, although tonnage of Ohio Piver traffic

has been steadily increasing since 1940.

On a regional level, high population densities and urbanization

have made ne-essary the development of many short routes which may best

be served by truck transport.

As for transportation facilities in the study area, Mercer County

is served by the Norfolk and Western and Penn Central Railroads, forming

a north-south route near the easternmost end of Grand Lake and branching

off in an easterly direction across Auglaize County.

Mercer County is also served by U.S. Route 27, a heavily traveled

route running north-south through Celina, the main city in that county,

and branching off to the west into Auglaize County. The other main

arteries in the county are classified as medium duty state roads. These

roads, the majority of which run into Celina and become a part of U.S.

Route 127, Include State Routes 197, 703, and 29. (Plate B-4)

Mercer '3ounty is also traversed by four oil and gas pinelines. The

State of Ohl) is also a pioneer in the transport of coal by pipeline.

The same pipelines serving Mercer County serve Auglaize County as well

and continue onward in a northeasterly direction.

Auglaize County is served by the Norfolk and Western Railroad line

running into the city of St. Marys, Ohio, the main city in that county.

U.S. Route 33 crosses the county from the northeast and runs into

St. Marys, branching off into numerous state routes serving Auglaize
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County. These include State Routes 29 and 116 -- many of which branch

off into meeium-duty routes serving the less traveled areas of the

county.

Recreation lopulation

To date, no completely accurate data have been gathered which would

give any good indication of what might be expected insofar as the

weekend summer recreational or seasonal population of the Grand Lake

area.

However, a method was developed by the engineering consulting firm

of Finkbeiner, Pettis, and Strout, Ltd., which determines with a reason-

able amount of accuracy what to expect in lake area seasonal popula-

tions. In addition to the recreational population figures, data on

seasonal type cottage owners were obtained through review of various

maps plus a physical survey along with a comparison with permanent popu-

lation figures. Included in this seasonal category are persons visiting

the lake area permanent population.

In projecting this seasonal population, the consulting firm assumed

in view of the high availability of land, and the fact that a building

ban has been in effect since 1971, that the seasonal population of the

lake area should increase at a greater rate than the permanent popula-

tion projected by the U.S. Bureau of the Census. These permanent and

seasonal population projections are shown in Tables B-6 and B-9,

respectively.

B3
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TABLE B-9

SEASONAL POPIULATION PROJECTIONS l/

(Peak Weekend)

Township 1970 2/ 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000

Jefferson Townslip 3,000 3,450 3,700 3,960 4,250 4,550

Franklin Township 8,000 9,200 9,900 10,600 11,400 12,200

St. Marys Townslip 6,800 7,820 8,400 8,990 9,640 10,300

TOTAL 17,800 20,470 22,000 23,550 15,290 27,050

l/ Grand Lake Tegional Sewer Facilities Plan, Finkbeiner, Pettis, and

Strout, Ltd., Volume 1, Page 64, June 1977.
2/ Estimated.

Land Use Patterrs

Celina

Most of Celina is residential, with the major portion of homes

being single-favily. Residential areas predominate to the southwest,

north, and nortleast of the central business district. As indicated in

Table B-10, multiple family development represents less than one percent

of the total land area in Celina.

Celina's commercial areas are generally in the southern part of

town along Main Street. A shopping center to the north of town and

businesses along State Route 29 account for the remaining commercial

uses, except for a few isolated stores. The industrial areas of Celina

are located alorg the two railroads that run through the town in north-

south and west-southwest directions. (6) A land use map of the Celina

area is presented in Plate B-5.
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TABLE B-1O

LAND USE IN CELINA AND ST. MARYS

Celina

Land Use Category Land Used (Acres) Percent Total Land

Residential

a. Single-family 468.42 32.6

b. Two-family 8.14 0.6

c. Multi-family 3.70 0.3

d. Seasonal 3.88 0.3

Commercial

a. Retail or services 28.49 2.0

b. Highway or auto 11.28 0.8

c. Parking 8.14 0.6

Industrial

a. Restricted 29.78 2.1

b. General 84.54 5.9

c. Reserve or parking 25.97 1.8

Subtotal Private Development 672.34 46.7

Railroad 24.79 1.7

Community Service

a. Public 95.53 6.6

b. Institutional 29.74 2.1

c. Recreation 29.22 2.0

Streets 369.43 25.7

Subtotal Public and Semi-Public
Development 559.71 38.9

Subtotal Developed Land 1,232.05 85.6

Vacant 206.82 14.4

TOTAL 1,438.87 100.0
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TABLE B-l (Continued)

St. Marys

Lar:d [Ust (ategory Land Used (Acres) Percent Total Land

Residential

a. Single-family 356.7 25.6

b. 2, 3, and 4 family 4.6 0.3

c. Multi-family 1.9 0.1

Commercial 17.9 1.3

Industrial

a. Light industry
(including railroads) 47.7 3.4

b. Heavy industry 74.7 5.4

Subtotal Private Development 503.5 36.2

Parks and Playgrounds 9.8 0.7

Schools and Public Buildings 22.2 1.6

Other Public and Semi-Public
Buildings 3.6 0.3

Cemeteries 52.9 3.8

Streets and Alleys 272.9 19.6

Subtotal Public and Semi-Public
Development 361.3 25.9

Subtotal Developed Land 864.8 62.09

Vacant Land, including
agricultural and wooded 527.9 37.9

Gross City Area 1,392.7 100.0

Source: Finkbeiner, Pettis & Strout, 1977.
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St. Marvs

As in Celina, most of the land area in St. Marys is develope4 in

single family homes. Residential areas are located to the northwest,

east, and southwest of the central business district. As Indicated in

Table B-i0 there is little multi-family development in St. Marvs.

The commercial area of St. Marys is coicentrated in the central

business district along Main Street. Some land to the east and west of

town along U.S. Route 33 and State Route 29 is also in commercial use.

St. Marys' industrial district extends from directly souti of the town

to the northeast edge of the urban development. Goodyear, the largest

industry in St. Marys, is south of town.

Celina and St. Marys are expected to continue to develop in line

with current zoning. Areas zoned as residential are expected to reach a

population density comparable to those areas already developed.
(6 )

Lake Area

The land surrounding Grand Lake St. Marys is nredominantly agricul-

tural except for those areas immediately adjacent to the lake (Plate

B-5). A great portion of the Grand Lake drainage area is classified as

prime farmland. The land adjacent to the lake consists of many private

and commercial establishments that are used mostly for recreational

purposes. Cottages, campgrounds, and trailer parks are found around the

lake, with highest concentrations on the south side. Large areas of

undeveloped land remain to the north of Grand Lake St. Marys. Adjacent

to the lake are several permanent, year-round residential subdivisions.

However, the year-round population constitutes a very small part of the

population that is present during the summer months.

Land around the lake is presently unzoned, and current growth has

been random, with no efforts made to control lot sizes or land use.

Consequently, developed land abuts areas of undeveloped agricultural

land. Because of its attractiveness for recreational use, the land
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immediately adjacent to Grand Lake St. Marys Is anticinated to he useA

largely for residential and recreational purposes in the future.
(6 )

Environmental and Recreational Areas

The Ohio Department of Natural Resources, Division of Wildlife,

operates the Mercer County Waterfowl Management Area and the State Fish

Farm, two unique management sites located in the primary study area

(Plate B-6). In addition, more than 100 acres of pond area exist along

a stretch of the Miami-Erie Canal system north of St. Marys. This

scenic area is predominantly wooded and provides fishing and informal

recreation.(6 ) Hiking is also popular along the Miami-Erie Canal Tow

Path.

Grand Lake St. Marys Park is located along the northeast shore of

the lake (Plate B-6) and provides recreational activities such as

camping, fishing, hiking, picnicking, swimming, and boating. Approxi-

mately 500,000 persons visit the park annually.

Numerous local parks exist in the Grand Lake St. Marys area. There

are four city parks in Celina and four in St. Marys, as well as one city

park in the village of Montezuma. Adjacent to Grand Lake St. Marys are

more than 60 private recreational sites for seasonal overnight rental or

camping (Plate R-6).

The population of the Grand Lake St. Marys area increases by

approximately 20,000 persons during the summer weekends, when recrea-

tional activity around the lake is at its peak. However, Grand Lake

St. Marys has not developed to its full recreational potential for a

variety of reasons that are discussed in Section C.
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SECTION C

PROBLEMS AND NEEDS

INTRODUCTION

From the time of studv initiation an attempt has leen made to

identify the range of water resources problems in the study area.

Extensive use has been made of various reports, both current and dated,

in identifying existing and historical problems. In addition, informa-

tion was obtained from formal and informal meetings from time to time

over the eight years since study authorization, and particularly from

local, county, and state officials in the recent past. Information has

also been obtained from various service and lake organizations.

The problems in the study area have been divided into four broad

categories: flooding, water quality, water-related recreation, and

physical. These general nroblem areas have more definitive problem

categories that are discussed in subsequent paragraphs. As will be

seen, the water resource problems associated with the existing lake

system have complex interrelationships that are difficult to quantify.

While solutions to individual problems may seem apparent, it is dif-

ficult to find solutions to each of the problems which would not

adversely affect other water resources uses and which are justified

economically. Maps showing locations (or general areas) where water

resource problems have been identified are shown on Plate C-l.

FLOOD PROBLEMS

Beaver Creek

Flooding has been reported for years, not only around Grand Lake,

but also along Beaver Creek. The Federal Insurance Administration has

prepared Flood Hazard Boundary Maps of Mercer and Auglaize Counties that

identify areas that are potentially subject to flooding and flood damage

in general. These maps show moderate flood hazard potential on the
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eastern and northern sides of the lake except for the area alonR State

Highway 703 near Four Turkey Road and Harris Road, where the floo4 plain

reaches a width of 1,000 feet in places. Plonfing on Reiver Creek it'

most often reported in coniunction with uncontrolled rel-ases rrom Irand

Lake and high flows on the Wabash River. The Beaver Creek flood hazard

area is only a few hundred feet wide from Grand Lake to Township Line

Road, but reaches a width of over 3,000 feet as it approaches the Wabash

River.

Periodic bigh rates of rainfall and runoff below the lake have

caused high water condition and agricultural field flooding. The field

flooding problems are due in part to restricted channel conditions and

the limited flood control capability of Grand Lake, poor surface drain-

age, low creek gradient (1.5 foot per mile), and high creek stages that

prevent adequate outlet for numerous artificial agricultural drains to

Beaver Creek. Farmers along Beaver Creek have excess water problems

such as drainage difficulties, destruction of crops, and late plantings

as a result of flooding.

Information available includes rating curves, area and capacity

data for the lake and pool elevations from 1927 to date. Surveyed cross

sections and locations and outlet elevations of some field tiles along

Beaver Creek are also known (Plate C-2).

The soil type along Beaver Creek is Defiance-Wabasha association.

The dominant Defiance soil is somewhat poorly drained and has a depth of

approximately 8 inches. The Wabasha soils are very poorly drained.

Adequate artificial drainage is commonly difficult to establish because

of the nearly flat topography and low grade to tile outlet. Addition-

ally, extensive spoil banks along the creek tend to further confine

surface runoff. Preliminary field inspection of the area indicated that

the few tile drains observed may not be functioning properly.
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Data are limited in regard to frequency of floodinp along Reavpr

Creek. The only available information are pool hydrographs for Grand

Lake. As such, it was necessary to develop a frequency curve by rela-

tion to other stream gages in the region. The reasonableness of the

curve was checked by relating a few flood peaks computed from the

changes in reservoir pool elevations, to the curve, determining their

frequency, and comparing to the floods' frequency at other gages. The

discharge frequency curve was then converted to an elevatlon-frequency

curve, Plate C-3, by utilizing a rating curve determined from backwater

computations.

Stream profiles without Grand Lake St. Marys (Plate C-2) were

computed and plotted to reflect present conditions along Beaver Creek.

These profiles indicate an impediment to drainage. It is not known at

this time the complete extent of field tiles in the Beaver Creek basin.

However, it is clear from studying Plate C-2 that any floodine will

inhibit the drainage tiles from functioning properly. On 26-30 November

1979 a field survey of the flooding, drainage, and related water manage-

ment problems along Beaver Creek and its major tributaries was conducted

in Aulaize and Mercer Counties, Ohio. Beaver Creek is a natural tribu-

tary in Mercer County west of Grand Lake St. Marys.

A number of farmers/landowners along Beaver Creek were contacted

and most were interviewed at length to record flooding and drainage

problems, dates and magnitudes of major floods, and conditions believed

to have caused or contributed to such damages and losses. From these

interviews and through observations of inundated flood plain lands,

which in some places obscured the locations of the stream channel, it

was noted that, in addition to flooding, the lack of adequate drainage

outlets throughout the lower portion of Beaver Creek constitutes a major

obstacle to successful farming in this area. At that time, releases

from Grand Lake were filling the stream's channel about three-fourths

full immediately below the lake and the Wabash River was at or near

flood elevation near its confluence with Beaver Creek.
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Reductions of water levels maintained for recreational purposes in

Grand Lake are made each year by releases into Beaver Creek. Efforts

are said to be made to routinely slowly and steadily release water from

the lake during the winter and early spring months when recreation

demands are lowest. This is also the time of year when farming activi-

ties are normally at a minimum. However, most of the farmers inter-

viewed along Beaver Creek stated that major releases from the lake were

"automatically dumped" on them at excessive rates and volumes after very

lengthy rainy periods, most notably in April and May, and also following

such rainy periods that sometime occur in summer and fall, resulting in

compounding the extent and severity of flood damages to their growing

'rops and farming operations in general. Numerous formal complaints,

even litigation steps, have reportedly been made in recent years by a

Beaver Creek farming interest in an effort to get the state to remedy

this problem.

Through research of local newspaper accountings, it was learned

that a formally organized Beaver Creek Improvement Association, no

longer in existence, did in 1950-51 promote the widening, deepening, and

straightening of Beaver Creek with the assistance of matching state

funds. Some 13 miles of stream channel were improved at a total cost of

$92,000, varying from 14-foot bottom width at Grand Lake increasing to

40-foot bottom width along a two-mile stretch of the Wabash River. This

improvement reportedly proved to be somewhat effective in reducing flood

problems for several years along Beaver Creek, but these have since been

determined to be dry years. According to some interviewees who were

members of that asociation, no additional local funding was provided for

maintenance of the improved channel after the 1950's. As a result, un-

controlled vegetative growth along the banks, and filling of the stream

with sediment and other obstructions have gradually diminished the

capacity and effectiveness of much of Beaver Creek as a drainage outlet.

Some farmers, mainly in the upper segments of 3eaver Creek, have1

managed to maintain the creek and banks which some-hat effectively

minimize local flooding on their farms. Currently, however, according 1_
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to local observers the lower 4 to 5 miles of Beaver Creek floods more

frequently for several days duration. While these flooding problems do

occur most frequently during the non-cropping winter and early spring

seasons, such farming practices as late fall and winter plowing, early

spring plantings, winter grain crops and cover crops, and late crop

harvestings are usually not possible. Many other options necessary for

diversified farming, such as pasture and hay crops, double cropping, and

dairy/livestock production, operations that would significantly enhance

farming incomes, are not available to the majority of farmers along

Beaver Creek.

Although there has been no formally organized group since the

1950-s representing the farmers and landowners, there is considerable

concern expressed publicly about their flooding problems from time to

time. It is generally recognized in this area that he Beaver Creek

Valley has the fertility potential of being one of the most productive

farming areas in the State of Ohio. An article appearing in the

29 November 1979 issue of The Daily Standard, a Celina, Ohio, local

daily newspaper, states that the Ohio Senate, as an economy measure, had

cut a $250,000 capital bill for improvements of Beaver Creek, along with

numerous other funding items in a package proposal, from the state

budget for the biennium, 1980-81. However, in a subsequent edition, the

same newspaper quotes the local representatives in the State's legisla-

ture as having "considerable optimism" that another package bill con-

taining the funding for improvement of Beaver Creek will be reintroduced

and is "highly likely" to receive favorable committee action. There is

considerable local interest in the passage of this bill.

The Mercer County engineering staff completed design of a plan for

improvement of Beaver Creek, based on 1978 values, which was considered

in the funding proposal in the Ohio legislature. It is believed that

the County improvement proposal is based on matching funds from the

&state and that equal or some proportional share of local funding would

have to be arranged.
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Concensus of the persons interviewed, primarily residents and

farmers in the Beaver Creek area, ranging in tenure from 4 years to 38

years, was that the largest floods observed cccurred during January

1949, December and January 1957-58, March and April 1964, May 1972 and

March 1975. Several other lesser floods were said to have occurred,

some during June through November months of the year when crop losses

were much greater. Assessment of actual damage values by specific

floods were difficult to ascertain and confirm through interviews and

were not incorporated in this survey effort.

For purposes of assessing the values of flood damages and losses,

zero damage elevation points were established at 855 feet and 850 feet

NGVD for the upper and lower evaluation reaches, respectively, of Beaver

Creek. Representative gaging locations for these zero damage elevations

within the upper and lower reaches were selected at stream miles 7.50

and 2.67, respectively. It was observed that in some low-lying fields,

where higher water levels from within the stream's channel back up

through tile systems causing saturation damages, the lowest elevations

were below the 855-foot and 850-foot elevations. Actual elevations in

these fields could not be seen, located, or quantified in terms of acre-

ages, due to the extensiveness of standing water at the time of survey.

However, it was also observed and recognized that both surface ditching

systems and levee ponding and pumping operations served to raise the

otherwise natural zero damage elevation points in other flood plain

locations, in some instances two or more feet above the 855-foot and

850-foot elevations. These two man-made factors, lowering and raising

zero damage elevations in given locations, were considered to be off-

setting in establishing the representative average zero damage

elevations.

Information obtained from landowners and local county agricultural

officials indicated that presently about 60 percent of the flood plain

fields along Beaver Creek are equipped with some form of tile drainage.
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fields along Beaver Creek are equipped with some form of tV. erainage.

The ages and underground configurations of some of the t'l. - a is in

place are unknown, dating back to installations in the 19 30's and

perhaps beyond, and the effectiveness, if any, of these older svstems is

described as being suspect by the present landowners. However, most of

the tile systems estimated by local agricultural officials to comprise

over 30 pecrent of the total acreage tiled have been installed in the

late 1950's, 1960's and 1970's. It is these more recently installed

tile systems that are said by the farmers to not function effectively

when Beaver Creek is flowinp at or above one-half to three-fourths

bankfull. Such flows are said to submerge the tile system outlets,

backing the water up through the systems and saturating the lower lying

areas in fields served by the systems.

Some of the farmers interviewed are presently maintaining surface

ditched systems in addition to, or in iieu of, tile drainage in attempts

to combat standing water problems in affected fields. Within more

recent years, an inczeasing number of farm owners are utilizing leveed

ponding basins with rather large pumps to remove the excess water off

their fields during the crop growing season.

Considering the current installation costs of around S600 per acre

for tile, plastic or ceramic, $200 to $400 for just moderate surface

ditching of an average acre, and upward to over $800 per acre for in-

stalling a leveed pumping system, such initial costs and subsequent

maintenance expenses for water management are significant to the finan-

cial success of many of the farming operations located largely along

Beaver Creek. Farm ownership turnover is said by some interviewees to

be at a relatively high rate in this particular area of Mercer County.

gOther information obtained by interviews included agricultural

cropping patterns, acreages and yields, planting, cultivation and har-

vesting practices and dates, and other pertinent farm operation data.

Agricultural non-crop damage data were found to consist mostly of costs

( of clean-out, repair, and maintenance of surface ditches, tile outlets,

on-farm roads and levees. Farm buildings, feed lots and fencing are

virtually nonexistent along Beaver Creek.
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Representatives of county and state highway departments, telephone,

gas, electric, water, and other public utility services were contacted

about flood damages/costs experiences along Beaver Creek. In most

cases, such flood problems were described as minimal and were considered

to be little more than costs of normal maintenance. Disruptions of

public traffic due to floods were described as very infrequent, involv-

ing only some few isolated cases and of short durations.

Two established local real estate contacts were made concerning

property values along Beaver Creek. Generalizations were discussed

about the different on-farm buildings and other improvements made in

evaluating farms, the relationships of farm size and exact location to

market value, the effects of flooding property values generally, etc.

The real etate agents' views were that Beaver Creek farms having mostly,

or a majority of, flood plain land to farm are currently marketing up to

$1,200 less per acre on the average than comparable farms in the county

removed from flooding problems. The farms with less than one-third or

no flood plain land are marketing at values fairly close to values of

comparable upland farms in the area. A conservative overall estimate of

market value of farm land, per se, was considered to be S800 less per

acre in the Beaver Creek flood plain. The going market price for medium

size farms with Improvements was estimated to average $2,700 per acre in

the general farming areas of Mercer County.

Lake Shore Flooding

In addition to Beaver Creek, periodic flooding also occurs along

the south side of the lake where the shore topography and the develop-

ments are generally at a low elevation. The recreation-oriented devel-

opments around the lake tend to make any lowering of the water surface

undesirable. Soils of the upland watershed are considered poorly

drained. Poor natural drainage plus a high water table has caused most

of these soils to be seasonally wet. Even though there is considerable

agricultural tile, this poor drainage is aggravated by fluctuating lake -

water levels which cause localized and widespread flooding along the
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south shore and in depression areas. In addition, wave runup along the

south shore occurs from frequent wind-induced wave action. During

severe storms waves overtop existing riprap and walled reaches of the

shoreline causing ponding and erosion behind them on occupied property.

There is evidence of damage to buildings or homes due to flooding on the

south shore.

During the week of 11-15 February 1980 a field survey was conducted

of the flooding, erosion, and other lake-related shoreline Droblems

along Grand Lake St. Marys. Principal emphasis was put on surveying

those problems along the lake's south shoreline area, where the greatest

incidence and magnitude of damages are reported to exist, although all

accessible shoreline was investigated for potential and existing

problems during the visit.

A number of residents, property owners, and business operators were

contacted and most were interviewed to record their accounts of lake-

related shoreline problems. Local government officials and realtors

were also contacted for information relating to property ownerships,

taxes and assessments, recent sales and real estate values. Since the

lake was solidly frozen across, winter-time recreation activities were

observed including ice fishing, skating, sledding and skimobiling.

Beginning at the state owned/operated St. Marys Wildlife Area at

the southwest "corner" of the lake and traveling eastward, approximately

two miles of unprotected shoreline was observed which has been eroding.

In Montezuma Bay, Just to the east of St. Marys Wildlife Area, the

Grand Lake State Park and residential developments in the city of

Montezuma comprise about 1.8 miles of the lake's shoreline. Interviews

and observations made in this area indicated relatively minor problems

of flooding and erosion of mostly private properties. Some upland run-

off flooding along Beaver Creek and Stafford Ditch adds to the problems

of maintaining private property residences and businesses adjacent to

C this reach of the lake's shoreline.
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Windy Point, just to the east of Montezuma Bay, provides a year-

round outdoor recreation facility for the public, including a 2,000-foot

riprapped jetty out into the lake. This state park facility is rip-

rapped in several vital areas, unprotected in most other shoreline

areas, but does provide some degree of protection from erosion by

breakiag wave action in the adjacent shoreline areas to the east.

Survey interviews in the Grand Haven Court development, immediately

to the east of Windy Point, indicated that private property shoreline

protection is generally effective through individual efforts of rip-

rapping, concreting, and boarding of the lakeward area of boat docks and

yards. These efforts are renewed practically every year and are costly

to the property owners. However, as in most shoreline development

areas, there are a number of private properties in Grand Haven Court

being flooded and severely eroded by wave action from the lake.

For a distance of about six road miles east of Montezuma Bay and

Windy Point there are over a dozen separate developments including

multi-unit marinas, trailer courts, boat landings, recreation sales

enterprises, and year-round residential communities. These complexes

represent the major flooding and erosion problem areas along the entire

shoreline of Grand Lake St. Marys. Each development is clustered around

an individual spur road extension northward off U.S. Highway 703 leading

into the lake, has at least one business office and some degree of rec-

reation commercialization. Although most activities are minimal and

almost dormant during the winter, it is obvious that the hundreds of

boats, housetrailers and cabins, the beaches and ramps, and the many

vacant residences are fully occupied during the recreation season.

There are at least 400 parcels of property strung out along this

six-mile reach of the lake's south shoreline. From Windy Point east,

these organized and named developments include Grand Haven Court, Bass

Landing, The Maples, Wright Resort, Bayview Marina, Doss Landing, Bekins

Landing, Hechts Landing, South Shore Acres, and Harmon's Landing. No

attempt was made during this visit to inventory the obviously numerous

shoreline problems in all of these developments. However, through some
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interviews and general observations, where snow and ice conditions of

internal roads permitted, an identification of each complex was made in

terms of approximate size, kinds of development and major shoreline

exposure problems. Some of these developments have been in existence

over 20 years, others were built in the 1960's and 1970's; some are

obviously well maintained and managed, more so than others. Just to the

east of Harmon's Landing, a recent development known as Southmoor Shores

consists of some 20 to 30 rather expensive new residences located in the

southeast "corner" of the lake. This is the only shoreline area

observed that is presently undergoing new development, including new

roads and streets, utilities, and developable lots.

The north shoreline of Grand Lake St. Marys is relatively much less

developed, with four multiunit clusters of residential, recreational and

commercial developments. This entire shoreline is largely stabilized,

except for a few very small areas, by vegetation, riprapping, and

natural rock outcrops. The west shoreline lies primarily along the edge

of the city of Celina, Ohio, and U.S. Highway 703 where concrete walls

and riprapping stabilize practically this entire length of shoreline.

The east shoreline adjoins U.S. Highway 364 and a large State-owned park

and fish hatchery development which is riprapped over a two-mile dis-

tance. In general, the shorelines on the east, west, and north borders

of the lake are lacking the severe and widespread erosion and flooding

problems that are prevalent along the south shoreline.

Erosion occurs along the five to six miles of raw exposed banks of

the southern shoreline, much of which is owned by the State of Ohio, and

from the thousands of acres of intensively cultivated private farm lands

having natural drainage directly into the lake from the south. Aside

from the individual efforts of private property owners along the south

shoreline, there were no observations nor known plans to control erosion

and sedimentation from these sources. The concensus of all individuals

interviewed during this field survey was that the lake is filling up

with sediment each year, and the lake's pool elevations are being raised

C
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each year to maintain adequate depths for recreation purposes. Dredging

operations within the lake in recent years are said by locals to have

been relatively ineffective in remedying this continuing sediment

problem.

Flooding of private properties, access roads, and public recreation

developments is an annual problem along the south shoreline area. It is

much more visible than the erosion and sedimentation problems in that it

disrupts the day-to-day activities of the people in the area. The

observations of those individuals interviewed varied as to the personal

costs and inconveniences experienced. However, all were in agreement

that their flooding and erosion problems are getting worse over time.

Wave Runup and Wind Setup

The current and projected uses of the flood-prone areas adjacent to

Grand Lake are seasonal residential, recreational and vacation types of

uses. There are, however, permanent type residential structures of

considerable value as well as business and commercial establishments

catering to the lake community and its use of the lake.

The primary objective is to provide relief from flooding and flood

damages while preserving the lake and the aesthetic nature of the resi-

der.tial, recreational and vacation type uses.

The problems of flooding from the lake occurs partially from lake

level fluctuations. This, however, is not seen as the major determinant

of damages. A m:.jor factor causing lakeshore flooding is the wind. Due

to the rectangular shape of the 13,500-acre lake, moderate to high

velocity winds produce damaging wave action and wind setup or higher

lake levels at the leeward shore areas of the lake. Studies performed

by a consultant firm working for the Louisville District point out that

wind-produced wave action and wind setup are significant factors causing

shore and beach erosion and structural floo',ng.
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A check of lake level fluctuations above elevation P70.7, indicated

that annual peak elevations averaged about 1 foot above the seasonal

level. Single peakes for years that the lake levf-I exceeded the ru~e

curve were averaged and amounted to 0.85 foot, ranging from 0.1 foot

to over 2 feet which is the maximum. In many years when the lake level

exceeded the rule curve, it did so on more than one occasion. There-

fore, 1.0 foot was used as the average lake level fluctuation above the

rule curve.

Both wind setup and wave action are functions of wind velocity and

fetch or open water distance. At Grand Lake the -pen water length or

fetch along the west-east axis is about 8 miles. The -ignificant wave

hoight produced by a 60-mile-per-hour wind along i-he west-east axis of

the lake would be about 2.7 feet. While the fetri along the north-south

axis is considerably shorter, it is sufficient For wind-produced wave

action to reach 2.6 feet at the same wind velocirv. Wind setup produced

by a 60-mile-per-hour wind is expected to be abott 2 feet, 2.n5 at the

east end of the lake, while wind set up along th, south shore would he

about one-third that experienced at the east end -)f the lake. The

design elevation for evaluation purposes is developed as follows:

Development of Design Flevat~on

Rule curve elevation = El. 870.75 NGVD

plus:

Average increase over rule curve - 1.0 ft.

Wind setup at 60 mph - !.0 ft.

Wind-driven wave action at 60 mph = 1.6 ft 5.6

Design level El. 876.35 ft NGVD

The analysis addresses flood problems !enerr ted by the combination

of higher than normal lake levels and wind setup - wave action. There-

fore, the specific elevation for protection woul, be apnroximately

876.35, as noted above.
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Since a great majority of the structuralt uni-s ar., Iocate"l in close

nrovimity tn the lake shoreline, the potential e'ists For flooflino ani

,tomi diripg.

Lake Regulation

Observed lake pool elevations, provided by the Ohio Department of

Natural Resources, Division of Parks and Recreation, For a 51-year

period (1928-1978) indicate that a regulation schedule or plan of

operation was apparently nonexistent during the early years. However,

an increasing emphasis on lake regulation was notd during the last 15-

20 years with the corresponding emphasis for recreation and agricultural

considerations. The existing operation schedule includes a 1-foot draw-

down from the west bank spillway elevation P70.7, beginning 1 November.

However, after the 1-foot drawdown for flood storage is attained, no

significant regulation is exercised to maintain elevation 869.75

throughout the winter months. A practice of impoinding some excess

runoff early in the year to aid in attaining recroation nool by late

March or early April appears to prevail.

Through discussion with the rrand Lake St. '-rvs Park management,

an estimated maximum west bank conduit release of 200 cfs combined with

Beaver Creek base flows is considered a near hanlw"ull flow conAition at

low bank locations along Beaver Creek. During flood periods producing

pool elevations in excess of elevation 870.75, uroontrolled outflows

pass over the west hank spillway (200 cfs at elevation 872.45). During

these periods, the conduit discharge must he redu,-ed in order to main-

tain a maximum 200 cfs total outflow.

Lake pool elevation 871.75 was identified as the wqter surface

elevation, together with wind wave action, "where lake shore flooding

b, gins." Table C-i presents 11 of the 12 observed annual events which

e',-ceeded elevation 871.75 for the period of record. Note that 7 of the

12 events occurred during the recreation season, 'herehv minimizing the

btneficial effects of winter pool drawdown. Thepo peak pool elevations
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TABLE C-I

HISTORICAL LAKE POO. CLEVAT[OfNS
ABOVE ELEVATION 870.75

Observed Data
Peak Pool Days Above Ele- Peak Mean

Date Elevation vation 871.75 Daily Outflow

(feet) (cfs)

January 1930 872.83 18 300

May 1943 872.67 24 330

April 1972 872.67 32 310
April 1938 872.42 19 550
February 1950 872.42 24 520

April 1978 872.17 37 380
January 1949 872.08 19 260
April 1957 872.08 93 550

June 1958 871.92 11 380
May 1933 871.92 5 490
November 1972 871.92 9 510

resulted from a wide variety of initial pool elevations, inflows and

outflow conditions. Outflows ranged from spillway flow only (January

1930) to an estimated total west bank outflow (conduit plus spillway) of

550 cfs in April 1938. A pool elevation-frequency curve (Plate C-4) was

developed from observed annual peak pool elevations derived from the 51-

year period of record (Curve A). Also shown for this same period of

record is a "paper routing" which reflects the current regulation of the

lake (Curve B).

During initial field investigations and interviews with local

interests, doubts have been expressed as to the effectiveness of the

lake in reducing flood damage. In order to identify the effectiveness

of the lake in reducing flooding, a comparison was made between existing

operating methods and the hypothetical "no-lake" condition. For all

cases evaluated (1-, 10-, and 100-year eventz) the existing operation

reduced the area inundated substantially. For example, the existing

lake operations reduce the area of cropland which would be inundated

along Beaver Creek by a 10-year flood event from 2,720 acres to 2,000

acres.
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The existing lake regulation plan includes a 10-inch drawdown from

recreation pool, elevation 870.75 (west spillway crest), beginning the

first of November. This drawdown provides approximately 1-3/4 inches of

storage potential during the "flood prone months" (December through

March). The 1-3/4 inches of runoff storage is available only at the

start of the flood prone season in December and once filled it is main-

tained near west spillway crest to insure obtaining recreation pool by

the first of April. Additionally, approximately 2-1/4 inches of storage

Is realized by surcharging to 1 foot above west spillway crest. This

1 foot is the limit considered necessary to minimize flooding of homes

surrounding the lake.

It should be understood that references to inches of storage means

the amount of runoff occurring from the total contributing drainage area

of 112.1 square miles including the lake. One inch of runoff would then

be equal to 5,980 acre-feet of storage in the lake. Therefore, a 1-foot

rise above west spillway crest is equivalent to 13,600 acre-feet or

2-1/4 inches of runoff from the drainage area. Since a number of storms

produce this amount or greater, the west embankment gates are opened to

release excessive runoff.

Current regulation practices for the Grand Lake St. Marys western

outlet will reduce natural peak discharges from excessive runoff to a

modified condition. Attempts are being made to reduce natural Beaver

Creek flows to a maximum bankfull flow condition while limiting lake

storage to a maximum 1 foot above weqt spillway crest. Prolonged dis-

charges, spillway plus gates, are reduced to optimize lake and down-

stream considerations. To deplete stored waters at an outlet rate of

150 cfs (which is considered the maximum feasible) will require approxi-

matel,, 46 days for the 2-1/4 inches of runoff. Therefore, the flood

control capability of Grand Lake is considered limited.
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FLOOD DAMAGES

Extent and Character of the Study Area

Flood problems in the Grand Lake study are located in agricultural

areas along Beaver Creek and to some extend along developed suburban

areas along the lake's south shore. Beaver Creek extends 10.6 miles

from the western end of Grand Lake to its confluence with the Wabash

River. For study purposes, Beaver Creek is divided into two reaches

(Plate C-5). Reach BC-I extends from the confluence of Beaver Creek

with the Wabash River stream mile 0.0, to stream mile 4.75; and Reach

BC-2 extends from stream mile 4.75 to Grand Lakestream mile 10.6.

Selected representative gaging locations within the upper and lower

reaches were selected at stream miles 2.67 and 7.50, respectively.

Development of damage curves, tables, and other supportive data are pre-

sented for these reaches. The total affected area in reaches BC-l and

BC-2 are shown on stage-area inundated curves, Figures C-I and C-2,

respectively.

With the exception of those areas immediately adjacent to the lake,

the land surrounding Grand Lake is primarily agricultural and open land,

60 percent of which is equipped with some form of tile drainage sys-

tem. Per field survey efforts in conjunction with relevant office data,

it was determined that the majority of land in the Beaver Creek flood

plain is for corn, soybeans, and hay production, with average per acre

yields of 101 bushels, 38 bushels, and 1.5 tons, respectively, under

flood-free conditions.

Two local real estate agents were contacted during a December 1979

field survey effort concerning the valuation of property within the

estimated 3,216-acre flood plain of Beaver Creek. A conservative over-

all estimate of the value of the farmland was $800 less per acre for

farms in the Beaver Creek flood plain than for comparable farms in the

county removed from flooding problems. The prevailing price for medium

C size farms, with improvements, was estimated to average $2,700 Der acre
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in the general farming areas of Mercer County, as comnared to approxi-

mately $1,900 an acre for properties located in the Beaver Creek flood

plain. The total value of land and improvements on Beaver Creek below

Grand Lake is about $6.5 million. The number of acres potentially

affected and estimated value are presented by reach in Table C-2.

TABLE C-?

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF ACRES AND VALUE OF
LAND AND IMPROVEMENTS

BEAVER CREEK, MERCER COUNTY, OHIO
1979 CONDITIONS AND PRICE LEVELS

Upper Limits of Reach
Reach Geographic Mile Acres Value

($1,000)

BC-I Gause Road Bridge 4.75 1,520 $2,888

BC-2 Grand Lake Western Embankment 10.60 1,875 3,562

Total 3,395 $6,450

The land adjacent to the lake, particularly along the south shore,

consists of many private and commercial establishments used primarily

for recreational purposes, along with several residential subdivisions.

Much of the land to the north of the lake remains undeveloped. To the

surrounding towns of St. Marys, Celina, Montezuma, Coldwater and

Wapokoneta, there are sizable revenues to be earned each year from the

commercial base directly dependent upon recreational uses of the lake.

Damages

Present (1979) flood damages were deteripined for crop, non-crop,

transportation facilities, and public utility categories along Beaver

Creek. Residential damages were evaluated for the lake shore proper-

ties. Estimation of said damges was based on field survey data gathered

during the periods of May 1979, November 1979, and February 1980, and

subsequent office studies.

C-20
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Crop
S

The analyses of crop damages involved relating flooding along

Beaver Creek to gross crop valuation data. The gross crop damage per

acre values for reaches BC-l and BC-2 were determined for the major

crops produced in the study area, corn, soybeans, and hay, based on

estimated current average flood-free yields and normalized prices,

provided by the U.S. Water Resources Council dated September 1979.

Stage-crop area inundated curves for Reaches BC-I and BC-2 are presented

as Figures C-3 and C-4, respectively. Crop damage curves, developed by

relating crop area inundation data and gross crop valuation data, are

shown on Figures C-5 and C-6 for Reaches BC-I and BC-2.

Non-Crop

This category consists of damage to agricultural properties other

than crop, i.e., siltation of tile, debris removal, land erosion and

repair, and maintenance of surface ditches and on farm roads and

levees. Damage to personal property such as farm buildings, feed lots,

and fencing is virtually nonexistent and thus will not be considered

here. Figures C-7 and C-8 show estimated non-crop curves for Reaches

BC-I and BC-2.

Transportation

This category includes estimates of physical damages to roads, road

fills, bridges and culverts based on interviews with county and state

highway departments and supplemented by pertinent in-office data.

Disruptions of public traffic due to floods were described as very

infrequent, involving isolated cases of short duration. Estimated

transportation damages curves for Reaches RC-1 and BC-2 appear as

Figures C-9 and C-1O.
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Public Utilities

Representatives of telephone, gas and electric, water, and other

public utility services were contacted about flood damage costs along

Beaver Creek. In most cases, problems resulting from flooding were

described as minimal and were considered to be little more than costs of

normal maintenance. Damages to public utilities, although not of great

significance in the study area, were evaluated, and are illustrated by

the elevation-damage curves presented as Figures C-i and C-12.

Trban

Flood damage surveys were made for selected residences along the

Grand Lake shoreline area. Because commercial establishments in the

area were located either at elevations out of reach of flooding, or

sufficiently removed from the lake shoreline, damages were virtually

nonexistent, and therefore not evaluated here. During these surveys,

a fairly representative sampling of dwellings was surveyed as to dollar

amounts of residential damages, debris removal, content damages, and

other areas in which costs were incurred as a result of flooding. The

total value of residences along the south shore of Grand Lake was

estimated to be approximately $6.0 million. The residential damage

curve for the south shore of Grand Lake is shown as Figure C-13.

Average Annual Damages

Present average annual flood damages were computed by relating

damage curve data to that provided by all-season flood frequency curves

for Reaches BC-1 and BC-2. These damages are summarized in Table C-3.

Table C-4 is an estimate of flood damage that would result from occur-

rence of the 5-, 10-, and 100-year frequency flood events. Flood dan-

ages for the lake shoreline area are attributed to a high lake level,

combined with wave action. Present average annual damages for the south

shore of Grand Lake are estimated to be $150,000 for some 142 private

shoreline properties as given in Table C-5.
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TABLE C-3

AVERAGE ANNUAL DAMAGES
BEAVER CREEK

(Present 1979 Conditions)

Reach Damage

Damage Category BC-1 BC-2 Totals

Crop $30,850 $32,350 $63,200

Non-Crop 9,700 3,200 12,900

Transportation Facilities 1,400 1,310 2,710

Public Utilities 3,950 $ 2,240 $ 6,190

Totals $45,900 $39,100 $85,000

.C
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TABLE C-5

AVERAGE ANNUAL DAMAGES
SOUTH SHORE OF

GRAND LAKE ST. MARYS

Estimated Number Estimated
of Properties Annual

Location 1/ Subject to Damage Damages 2/

1 10 $ 10,680

2 31 32,500

3 39 42,610

4 14 14,940

5 6 6,900

6 18 15,750

7 12 15,000

8 7 7,480

9 5 5,340

142 $150,200

1/ See Plate C-6.
2/ Structure and contents damage.

J
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WATER QUALITY PROBLEMS

Crand Lake St. Marys

Grand Lake St. Marys has a significant water Quality problem caused

by excessive algal growths. Grand Lake St. Marys is an eutrophic lake

in that its rich nutrient content allows for massive algal blooms during

certain times of the year. This interferes with one of its beneficial

uses which is recreation. The other major beneficial use of the lake,

that of a raw water supply for the city of Celina, is adversely affected

by the lake water quality because of severe taste and odor problems in

both the raw and finished water.

Nitrogen and phosphorus, the nutrients of major concern for algal

growth in any water body, enter Grand Lake St. Marys from streamflows

and overland runoff. Nutrients already in the lake play an important

role in the seasonal algal growth cycles, since these nutrients are

recycled when death and biological oxidation release them from their

organic bonds.

The algal blooms of Grand Lake St. Marys cause a "pea soup" appear-

ance. When wind-swept to the shoreline, the algae die, producing an

unsightly appearance and an unpleasant odor which detrimentally affect

recreation. The blue-green algae in the lake are the most obnoxious of

all the algae species, since in addition to the above, they also release

by-products which are toxic in the higher concentrations. Certain blue-

green algal species maintain their dominant position in the lake because

they possess gas vacuoles which allow them to remain in the lighted zone

of the lake waters. Thus, they get the light needed for their growth,

while shading other genera of algae such as the greens and diatoms.

The Grand Lake St. Marys area has been the object of several water

quality related studies in the past few years. The lake is used pri-

marily as a recreational facility and is administered by the OhioS
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Department of Natural Resources. Its recreational uses include boating,

fishing, and body contact water activities such as skiing and swimming.

Another important use is as a water supply for the City of Celina.

Water Quality Criteria

The water quality criteria for the lake and its tributaries are

found in the Ohio Administrative Code, Regulations 3745-1 through 3745-

1-14, which became effective 14 February 1978. The lake is classified

as an exceptional warm water habitat, a public water supply, and as

bathing waters. Its tributaries are classified as warm water habitats.

In general, all waters of the State of Ohio are required to be free of

floating oil or debris and substances attributable to discharges that

would form sludge deposits, produce disagreeable taste and odor, or

exhibit toxic effects on people, animals, or plant life.

Because the lake has three designated uses, no one set of State

water quality criteria is exclusively applicable to it. In the case

where several sets of criteria exist for the same body of water, the

most stringent criteria apply. The most stringent of the criteria

applicable to Grand Lake for its three classifications (exceptional

warmwater habitat, bathing waters, and public water supply) are identi-

fied below. The criteria are presented as: (a) those applicable to both

Grand Lake and its tributaries, (b) criteria applicable to Grand Lake

alone, and (c) criteria applicable to tributary streams only.

a. Water quality criteria that are not to be exceeded for Grand

Lake St. Marys and its tributaries - these criteria apply to all waters

of all classifications within the Grand Lake watershed.

Beryllium - 1,100 mg/l
Chlorine (total residue) - 0.002 mg/l
Cyanide - 0.025 mg/i
Lead - 0.03 mg/l
MBAS - 0.500 mg/l
Oil and grease - none
Pesticides - see Table C-6 (")
pH - 6.5 -9.0
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S Department of Natural Resources. Its recreational uses include boating,

fishing, and body contact water activities such as skiing and swimming.

Another important use is as a water supply for the City of Celina.

Water Quality Criteria

The water quality criteria for the lake and its tributaries are

found in the Ohio Administrative Code, Regulations 3745-1 through 3745-

1-14, which became effective 14 February 1978. The lake is classified

as an exceptional warm water habitat, a public water supply, and as

bathing waters. Its tributaries are classified as warm water habitats.

In general, all waters of the State of Ohio are required to be free of

floating oil or debris and substances attributable to discharges that

would form sludge deposits, produce disagreeable taste and odor, or

exhibit toxic effects on people, animals, or plant life.

Because the lake has three designated uses, no one set of State

water quality criteria is exclusively applicable to it. In the case

where several sets of criteria exist for the same body of water, the

most stringent criteria apply. The most stringent of the criteria

applicable to Grand Lake for its three classifications (exceptional

warlmater habitat, bathing waters, and public water supply) are identi-

fied below. The criteria are presented as: (a) those applicable to both

Grand Lake and its tributaries, (b) criteria applicable to Grand Lake

alone, and (c) criteria applicable to tributary streams only.

a. Water quality criteria that are not to be exceeded for Grand

Lake St. Marys and its tributaries - these criteria apply to all waters

of all classifications within the Grand Lake watershed.

Beryllium - 1,100 mg/l
Chlorine (total residue) - 0.002 mg/l
Cyanide - 0.025 mg/l
Lead - 0.03 mg/l
MBAS (Foaming Agents) - 0.500 mg/l
Oil and grease - none
Pesticides - see Table C-6

pH - 6.5 -9.0
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Ammonia - 6.5 mg/i
Arsenic - 0.05 mg/i
Barium - 1.0 mg/i
Cadmium - 0.0012 mg/i
Chloride - 250 mg/i
Chromium - 0.05 mg/l
Copper - 0.005 mg/l
Cyanide (amenable to

chlorination) - 0.005 mg/l
Dissolved oxygen - 6 mg/i
Dissolved solids - may exceed one hut not both

of the following:

(a) 750 mg/l
(b) 150 mg/l attributable to

human activities

Fecal coliform - geometric mean shall not exceed

200 per 100 ml
Fluoride - 1.8 mg/l
Iron - 0.3 mg/l
Mercury - 0.002 mg/l
Nickel - 0.025 mg/I
Nitrates - 10.0 mg/i
Phenolic compounds - 0.001 mg/l
Polychlorinated biphenyls - none
Silver - 0.01 x 96 hour LC50 of any repre-

sentative aquatic species
Sulfates - 250. mg/i
Temperature - at no time shall the water temp-

erature exceed the temperature
which would occur if there were

no temperature change attribu-
table to man's activities

Zinc - 0.03 mg/i

c. Additional water quality criteria applicable to the tributar-

ies to Grand Lake St. Marys -

Ammonia - 13 mg/l
Cadmium - 0.012 mg/l
Chromium - 0.100 mg/1
Copper - 0.145 mg/l
Dissolved oxygen - 4.0 mg/l
Dissolved solids - may exceed one but not both

of the following:

(a) 1500 mg/l
(b) 150 mg/i attributable to 7)

human activities
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Iron - 1.0 mg/i
Mercury - 0.002 mg/l
Nickel - 0.01 x 96 hour LC50 of any repre-

sentative aquatic species
Phenolic compounds - 0.01 mg/i
Polychlorinated biphenyls - 0.00001 mg/I
Temperature - 820 F. (27.80 C.)
Zinc - 0.365 mg/i

Existing Water Quality

ihe water quality of Grand Lake St. Marys has beei most thoroughly

examined in connection with its eutrophication proble-m. The lake

experiences massive algal blooms several times each yeir, and taste,

odor, and fish-tainting problems with the water have baen reported

frequently. In the National Eutrophication Survey (I ) report on Grand

Lake St. Marys, algal productivity was found to be phoiphorus-limited

during the spring and summer and nitrogen-limited in tie fall. The

estimated phosphorus loading of the lake (0.49 g/m2 /yr) was 1.8 times

greater than the eutrophic loading limit of 0.28 g/m2 /yr proposed by

Vollenweider and Dillon, 1974 in (I). Nutrient samplei taken in 1973-

1974 from each of the six main tributaries (Table C-7) were used in

conjunctton with estimates of nutrient loadings from snall tributaries

and direct drainage areas to produce a nutrient "budget" for the lake.

According to this survey, 92 percent of the nutrient 1,)ading to the lake

is from non-point sources, and 8 percent is due to po~it sources (sewage

treatment plant effluents) as listed in Table C-8. T ! non-point

nutrient export rates for each of the drainage area a:e shown in Table

C-9.
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TABLE C-6

PERMISSIBLE CONCENTRATIONS OF PESTICIDES
FOR VARIOUS WATER QUALITY CLASSIFICATIONS

Public Water Warmwater
Supply Habitat

Pesticide (PP/f), (lig/1)

Aldrin "/ 1.0 0.01
Benzene hexachloride 0.1
Chlordane 3.0 0.01
Chlorophenoxy herbicides

2,4-D 1/ 100.0
2,4,5,-TP (Silvex) 1/ 10.0

Ciodrin 0.1
Coumapbos 0.001

Dalapon 110.0
DDT 1/ 50.0 0.001

Demeton 0.1

Diazinon 0.009
Dicamba 200.0

Dichlorvos 0.001
Dieldrina 1.0 0.005

Diquat 0.5
Dursban 0.001

Endosulfan 0.003

Endrin 0.2 0.002

Guthion 0.005

Heptachlor 1J 0.1 0.001
Heptachlor expoxide 0.1
Lindane 4.0 0.01

Malathion 0.1

Methoxychlor 100.0 0.005

Mirex 0.001
Naled 0.004

Parathion 0.008
Phosphamidon 0.03

Simazine 10.0

TEPP 0.4

Toxaphene 5.0 0.005

Ba Inned
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TABLE C-8

ANNUAL TOTAL PHOSPHORUS LOADING - AVERAGE YEAR

Percent of
Source Loading Total

(kg/yr)
Inputs

Tributaries (non-point load)

Little Chickasaw Creek 825 3.8
Chickasaw Creek 3,450 15.9
Beaver Creek 2,960 13.7
Coldwater Creek 6,430 29.7
Barnes Creek 635 2.9
Prairie Creek 1,785 8.5

Minor tributaries including Monroe
Creek, Grassy Creek, several
unnamed creeks, and immediate
drainage 3,085 14.2

Known municipal STP-s

St. Henry 1,445 6.7

Septic tanks 1/  275 1.3

Known industrial - Avco New Idea ?

Direct precipitation2/ 780 3.6

Total 21,670 100.0

Outputs

Beaver Creek 9,695
Lake outlet - Miami and Erie 5,325

Canal 15,020

Total

Net annual P accumulation 6,650 kg

11 Estimate based on 500 permanent and 169 seasonal shoreline
dwellings and one state park; see Working Paper No. 175.

3-' See Working Paper No. 175.

Source: (1)
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(TABLE C-9

MEAN ANNUAL NON-POINT NUTRIENT EXPORT
BY SUBDRAINAGE AREA

Phosphjrus Ni trosen
Tributary (kg/km /yr) (k,/km /yr)

Little Chickasaw Creek 45 1,502

Chickasaw Creek 72 1,291

Beaver Creek 56 1,305

Coldwater Creek 129 1,340

Barnes Creek 68 1,537

Prairie Creek 131 1,656

Minor Tributaries including
Monroe Creek, Grassy Creek,
Several Unnamed Creeks,
and Immediate Drainage 57 1,520

Source: (1)
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Of the total annual non-point phosphorus (19,950 Kg), Chickasaw

Creek contributed 15.9 percent; Beaver Creek, 13.7 percent; Coldwater

Creek, 29.7 percent; Prairie Creek, 8.2 percent; Little Chickasaw Creek,

3.8 percent; Barnes Creek, 2.9 percent; and unsampled tributaries, 14.2

percent. The report postulated, however, that because the export rates

for Coldwater and Prairie Creeks were much higher than for the others,

there may have been point source loadings that were not accounted for in

the survey.

In addition to the USEPA study, the Mercer-Auglaize Environmental

Research Association monitored water quality in the Grand Lake St. Marys

area from 1973 to 1975 at locations shown in Plate C-7. A summary of

this data is presented in Table C-10. In general, the data support the

high nutrient loadings found during the USEPA study, but it also indi-

cates significant bacterial pollution of the lake. The average fecal

coliform concentrations from 1972 to 1975 exceeded the state water

quality criteria for bathing waters (200 coliform/lO0 ml) at all 10

sites sampled. The bacterial contaminatior of the lake has been attrib-

uted to the Mercer Wildlife Refuge on Montezuma Bay. Considering the

large number of persons that visit the lake annually and the extensive

use of septic tanks in many unsuitable areas along the south shore, it

is probable that a large part of the lake's microbiological contamina-

tion is due to human waste. (2 ) Contamination from boat waste is also

suspected although the extent is unknown.

Severe taste and odor problems have been reported with the water of

Grand Lake St. Marys. People living around the lake complain of a musty

odor in the air at times, and the City of Celina experiences taste and

odor problems both with the raw water it withdraws from the lake for its

public water supply and with finished water. A threshold odor level of

3-4 is detectable to the customer and the city has experienced threshold

odor levels as high as 17 in its finished water (by interview, Lowell

0
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Dock of the City of Celina, 8 May 1979). These threshold values indi-

cate that a definite odor problem exists. The threshold odor number is

the dilution ratio at which odor is just detectable. A threshold number

is not a precise value. In the case of a single observer, it represents

a judgment at the time of testing. Panel results are more meaningful

because individual differences have less influence on the result.

The State has no specific water quality standard for taste and

odor, but general water quality criteria recommend that public water

supplies be free from objectionable odor for aesthetic reasons.
(3 )

Odor-producing substances found in raw water supplies include organic

compounds produced by microorganisms as well as tainting substances from

human and industrial wastes. (3 ) Phenolic compounds are typically

associated with taste and odor problems, and other hydrocarbons in waste

and oils are suspected as well. Odorous compounds of biological origin

known to taint water supplies were found in Grand Lake during a study of

its odor problems. (4 ) These compounds included geosmin and 2-methyllso-

borneol, which are produced by certain strains of actinomycetes.

Although geosmin is characteristically associated with the musty odor of

heavy algae blooms in reservoirs (NAS, 1972), data indicated that

2-methylisoborneol constituted 68 percent of the odor from Grand Lake

and 75 percent of the odor from nearby Indian Lake, Ohio.(4 ) In 1964, a

taste and odor study of Celina's water supply (Grand Lake) was conducted

by Finkbeiner, Pettis & Strout, Ltd. The study indicated that algae,

either directly or indirectly, were responsible for the majority of the

taste and odor problems. The study also indicated that by applying

copper sulfate to the water the quality could be improved to a point

where conventional treatment processes could produce palatable water.

The municipal water supply of the City of Celina is drawn from the

northwest corner of Grand Lake in conjunction with the municipal power

plant intake. While the water supply is more than ample in quantity to
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satisfy needs, the quality of the finished water has generally deterio-

rated in regard to flavors, tastes and odors. Previous reports con-

ducted in the early 60's identified many different taste and odor algae,

three of which were found in abundant numbers in the raw water from

Grand Lake. It is suspected that high phosphorus levels in the lake

provide a food source for higher forms of aquatic life such as algae

which have been blamed, at least in part, for the taste and odor prob-

lems that currently plague the lake resource. Past studies indicate

that: (1) algae are the prime source of Celina's taste and odor problem;

(2) chemical costs for treatment of the raw lake water are high as com-

pared to other cities and will continue to rise; (3) the limited quan-

tity and objectionable mineral content of Celina's available well water

is such that using groundwater so a supplemental source is not prac-

tical; and (4) the daily per capita water consumption is increasing at

an increasing rate.

Recent reviews of previous reports Indicate that most of the

extended future predictions have been realized. The cost of chemical

treatment has risen sharply, the gallons per capita is over 100 gpd, and

the finished water still has taste and odor problems even though many

alternative treatment techniques have been applied. The cost and tech-

nical feasibility of removing tastes and odors, sometime without great

success, is a major reason for improving the raw water quality.

The primary water pollution problem in the Grand Lake St. Marys

study area is the eutrophication of the lake as described above. The

main water quality problems are associated with nuisance algae blooms

and inadequate sewage treatment. Taste and odor problems in the Lake

have been linked to the algae blooms, which also interfere with recre-

ation and water supply uses. Other Information indicates significant

bacterial pollution of the lake. Presently, t .e lake receives effluent

discharges from 22 small wastewater treatment plants as well as runoff

from surrounding agricultural areas. (2 ) These small plants discharge
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high biochemical oxygen-demanding pollutants, suspended solids, as well

as nutrients, but the phosphorus from all of the point sources combined

amounts to only 8 percent of the total phosphorus load to the lake.
(1 )

It was concluded in the USEPA study of Grand Lake that even complete

removal of phosphorus from the point source discharges would not reduce

the lake loading to a subeutrophic level because non-point sources

contribute 92 percent of the phosphorus load to Grand Lake, most of

which is from agricultural runoff.

Bacterial pollution of Grand Lake has been reported by two

sources. Samples taken by the Mercer-Auglaize Environmental Research

Association show numerous instances of fecal coliform contamination on

the south side of the Lake. A Master's thesis by James P. Loughran

(1973) entitled, "The Analysis of Tributary Outfalls as Possible Sources

of Micro-biological Contamination of Grand Lake-St. Marys" concluded

that the bacterial pollution of the lake was severe enough to warrant

action discouraging its use for primary body contact recreation. Data

presented in this thesis indicated that bacterial contamination of the

lake was from both human and animal sources, although the relative

magnitude of each of these sources was not identified. (2 ) A possible

source of animal waste contamination of the lake was identified as the

Mercer County Waterfowl Refuge on Montezuma Bay, but no attempt was made

to determine the magnitude of this source.

Sources of Nutrients

Phosphorus input sources have been reassessed in this study and

categorized as either "point" or "non-point" sources for purposes of

estimating annual phosphorus loadings to the lake.
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9
Point Sources. Point sources are those which discharge effluent at

known locations and include one municipal sewage treatment plant

(St. lenry) and 17 small pre-manufactured (package) treatment plants

surr)utnding the lake, Pach of which discharge effluent with varying

degrees of treatment directly or indirectly to the lake.

Non-point Sources. Non-point sources include phosphorus from such

diverse sources as precipitation, agricultural and livestock areas,

waterfowl, septic-tank-soil absorption systems, and direct urban and

suburban runoff.

Phosphorus contained in rainwater falling directly on the

lakesurface is generally uncontrollable and the ability of algae to

utilize the ohosphorus is still in question with researchers. Cropland

and animal concentration areas (feedlots) both contribute nutrients and

sediment through runoff and erosion. The high concentration and number

of waterfowl at Grand Lake St. Marys has been susoected of contributing

phosphorus and bacterial contamination of the lake. Although the con-

centration of sept ic tank-soil absorption systems around the lake is

generally known, they are considerd non-point sources *:ecause pollution

from them seeps into the lake over a dispersed area. !.ban and suburban

runoff contributes pollutants after rainfall events from residential

areas and streets. Finally, erosion of watershed lands, streambanks,

and shoreline contribute sediments which cause turbidity and phosphorus-

bound particulate matter which causes the proliferation of algae

throughout the lake.

It is estimated that approximately 33,000 kilograms of total

phosphorus are currently contributed to the lake on an annual basis.

V The estimated phosphorus loading rate is greater than the commonly

,* accepted loading limit. This means that Grand Lake St. Marys can be

considered eutrophic. The excess nutrient qoncentration results in
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increased biological activity and culminates in nuisance algal growths,

reduced dissolved oxygen content at times, and noxious tastes and odors.

Of the total phosphorus loading, it Is estimated that on the

average, approximately 15,000 kilograms are removed from the lake

annually via Beaver Creek and the St. Marys Feeder Canal. At the

current estimated rate of phosphorus input and output, approximately

18,000 kilograms of total phosphorus accumulates annually in the lake.

Several sources of phosphorus which were thought to be significant,

specifically septic tank systems and waterfowl, are contributing only

small quantities of phosphorus to the lake.

The estimated percentage contributed by each source is identified

in Table C-lI. The most significant contribution or phosphrus to the

lake appears to be from non-point sources or rural, nrimaril', agricul-

tural land. Phosphorus load calculat'ons are shown n Attacument 3 to

Sect on C.

TABLE C-I

ESTIMATED ANNUAL
TOTAL PHOSPHORUS LOAD FROM SPECIFIC SURCES

GRAND LAKE ST. MARYS

Annual Percentage
P Load Of

Source Kilogra - Total

Precipitation 780 2.3
Watertowl (geese) 216 .6
Animail Concentration Areas (Feedlots) 7,500 ?2.6
Agri,,itltural/Rural Land 21,000 62.q
Muni,-ipal Point Sources (St. Henrys) 1,449 4.3
Dome,;tic Point Sources (small plants) 746 2.2
Septic Tank-Soil Absorption Systems 610 1.8
Dirert Urban and Suburban Runoff 1,088 3.3

Totals 33,389 100.0
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Beaver Creek

Other than in Grand Lake, the major water pollution problem in the

study area involves Beaver Creek. During dry periods, the flows in the

upper reaches of Beaver Creek essentially cease (2 ), and the only flow in

Beaver Creek is the effluent from the Celina wastewater treatment

plant. (5 ) This has resulted in serious water quality problems in the

creek, including high levels of suspended solids and nutrient concentra-

tions and low dissolved oxygen. Plans are presently being prepared for

improvements to Celina's wastewater treatment plant that will alleviate

this problem.

General Recreation Needs

The State of Ohio Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan indicates

significant deficiencies in realizing the recreational potential for

boating, camping, canoeing, sailing, swimming, and pionicking in the

Mercer and Auglaize County area. The plan, for example, states that the

study area "has not developed its full potential becaise of (1) lake

siltation and pollution problems, (2) lack of adequat- lands to balance

water area, and (3) unconsolidated land ownership sur-ounding the lake."

Table C-12 compares visitation at other lake facilities in a 60-

mile radius region. A determination of average lake visitation to

surface acres from this table shows the following:

Grand Lake 129 visitors/acre

Lake Loramie 457 visitors/acre

Indian Lake 221 visitors/acre

Huntington Lake 332 visitors/acre

0
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S
The comparison of visitor numbers generally indicates that Grand

Lake is underutilized. The reasons for this are many and varied since

several water-related problems exist at the lake. These include extreme

Ohallowness, siltation, submerged tree trunks and stlckups which inter-

fere with boating, water pollution, water odors, and wind and wave

problems. In addition, lake freezing in winter combined with level

fluctuations cause damage to launch ramps as well as to marinas and

docks. All the above cited problems, when considered alone, create

difficulties with existing and potential recreation; however, when

considered simultaneously, the overall effect of these problems are mas-

sive. A smaller than usual amount of boating occurs for such a volume

of water and this is attributed to problems associated with the lake.

Using approved forecasting methods, it was determined that, were

the lake free of its problems (shallowness, pollution, wind and wave

action, tree stumps, etc.), the 1980 visitation would approach 2,750,000

visitor days; the 2000 visitation would be 3,000,000, and the 2020 visi-

tation would be 3,600,000. This anticipated attendance, however, would

require additional recreation facilities (camp sites, picnic sites, boat

ramps, etc.) and additional lands. It might also pose stress to the

presently good fishery and existing waterfowl values.

Fish and Wildlife Needs

During the early years, the lake was used as a successful com-

mercial fishery. Between 1890 and 1900, several droughts lowered the

lake level considerably. Heavy fish kills occurred, stumps and snags

were removed, and aquatic vegetation disappeared. Carp and white

crappie became numerous. The lake changed from a clear body of water to

a turbid lake. Fish population changed to less desirable species (from

bass, bluegill, sunfish, perch, and bullhead to predominantly crappies,

bullhead, channel catfish, and carp). Since the time the lake was

turned over for recreational purposes, in the 1930's, many attempts have

(been made to improve fishing habitat, and in recent years fishing has

improved greatly and has a good population of largemouth bass, gills,
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black and white crappie, channel catfish, buillhead, yellow perch, and

occasionally northern pike and striped bass. Fishing is considered

excellent the year round. However, fluctuating lake waters may affect

fish habitats along the shoreline and areas set aside for this

purpose. Low water in the winter has an adverse effect on the large

gamefish. Low water in the spring also effectively eliminates some

traditional fish spawning areas. A rigorous stocking program is

required and followed by the State of Ohio to insure that adeauate

populations of the various species are maintained.

The State of Ohio maintains the 1,400-acre Mercer County Ilaterfowl

Management Area in the southwest corner of the lake. This is a nesting

refuge for Canadian geese, wood ducks, mallards, blackducks and teal.

In addition, other wildlife forms exist in mediun density within the

planning area such as cottontail rabbit, fox squirrel, white-tailed

deer, ruffed grouse, muskrat, and many others.

Lake problems such as widely fluctuating water levels may cause

disruption of fish and wildlife habitats and wetlands. These fish and

wildlife resources must be protected, if not enhanced.

The present fishery at Grand Lake provides fishing opportunity for

many anglers, but apparently does not compare to the fishery which

existed prior to 1900. The inevitable comparison between the fishing

then and now and the question of whether or how the lake could be re-

turned to its previous condition has been discussed for several years.

Water quality has probably had a role in limiting the fishery.

EROSION AND SEDIMEMNTATION PROBLEMS

Erosion

Organizations representing lake users and lake-derived commerce

have been persistent In citing the gradual steady erosion of the lake as

the major concern. Erosion has been identified in six categories of
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Sconcern to lake users: Farm drainage erosion, streambank erosion,

channel erosion, lake shoreline erosion, island erosion, and dredge

spoil erosion.

Farm Drainage Erosion

Farm drainage erosion includes displacement and washoff of agri-

cultural soils and farm chemicals dissolved in the runoff. Normally,

soil erosion creates economic and environmental problems because fertile

soil components are depleted or massive areas of topsoil and subsoil are

lost when gullying takes place, and because of the effects of suspended

and dissolved solids on water quality and of sedimentation on water

column and bottom-dwelling flora and fauna. In this case, much of the

erosion within the general study area creates further complications as a

potential cause of sedimentation and shallowing of Grand Lake, with

attendant effects on lake circulation, aeration, water quality concen-

trations, and navigation. In addition, bare soils produce rapid runoff,

accelerated flooding, and scour erosion of the channels of receiving

streams and the lake. Erosion of cultivated soil has been taking place

since the native forests of the area were extensively stripped in the

late 1800's and early 1900's for farming. Erosion of the soils in the

lake's drainage area consists of slight to moderate sheet erosion.

Nearly all waters observed entering the lake have considerable amounts

of suspended silt.

Streambank Erosion

Streambank erosion occurs in the study area although the erosion is

considered moderate. Soils notable for erosion problems - Rlount and

Glynwood (or Morley) - occur throughout the drainage areas feeding into

Grand Lake from the south and southwest. These streams include

Coldwater, Burntwood, and Chickasaw Creeks and several streams entering

along the south shore. Coldwater Creek banks have developed serious

erosion problems due to runoff scour, increasing sediment load delivered

to Grand Lake. Beaver Creek is also affected by stream channel and bank

erosion.
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Channel Erosion

Channel erosion problems result from a combination of factors and

affects boat channels, boat basins, and natural inlets which are subject

to severe bank undercutting from natural flows and boat wash. The

shallow depth makes channel banks susceptible to wave scour. Rapid

surface runoff erodes and silts in natural inlets. Prop wash and boat

wakes, not a problem during the first 100 years of lake processes, have

become a major and growing factor with conversion of lake use to recre-

ational boating. Lack of coarse gravels and rocks or bottom vegetation

contributes to the erodibility of channels and other bottom features.

Periodic dredging of these channels are required to allow boater access

to open water.

Lake Shoreline Erosion

Lake shoreline erosion is caused by a number of factors, including

wind-driven waves, boat wake attack, high water, winter ice, and, along

the north shore and east and west ends of the lake, lack of onshore or

along-shore sediment sources for shore building and the absence of

natural-type wave action for beach replenishment. In the latter areas,

revetments, walls, and riprap have been constructed over an estimated 80

percent of the shoreline to protect the backshore from erosion. The

condition and effectiveness of these protective measures is a matter of

concern. Many miles of shoreline have been protected with rock riprap

or concrete walls, but unusual wave and ice action tear loose the

installations or break over and cut behind them. In addition, many

areas, both public and private, are unprotected.

Along the south shore, a trend toward marsh formation and shoreline

encroachment into the lake continued into the 1940's and 1950's. Habi-

tat improvement projects in the 194 0's were carried out by the Ohio

Department of Public Works and included clear-cutting of coves into the

cattail vegetation mass. Whether these or other forces were the cause )
is not known, but recent reconnaissance of the south shore indicates

that shoreline erosion is now prevalent in many locations there.
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Islands

Islands are especially susceptible to ice and wind erosion becauge

of their small size and exposure from any side. Tring extremely high

water several years ago, Safety Island lost large areas of shoreline

above the riprap protection. According to the Lake Development Corpora-

tion (1977), "two islands created by dredging and not riprapped have

lost one-fourth of their original size to erosion."

Dredge Spoil Material

Dredge spoil material placed in unprotected rows and left unpro-

tected erodes quickly back into channels and into other parts of the

lake. Contained dredge spoil areas for dredging is warranted in a water

body subject to high wind and wave activity. Currently, dredge spoils

are being deposited in unprotected disposal areas along portions of the

exteme east and west ends of the lake. Dredged rows are suspected of

contributing sediment back into the lake and channels where turbidity is

increased for long periods of time.

Sedimentation

The patterns, extent, sources, and distribution of sediment in

Grand Lake are not well documented and there are conflicting viewpoints

in the absence of good data. On the one hand, although historical

mapping of the lake does not exist, it is considered that the lake,

because of its location on a major drainage divide, has always been

extremely shallow. It has been generally assumed that tremendous silt

loads are carried into the lake by tributary streams from the 93 square

mile contributing watershed. The State of Ohio operates a continuous

dredging program at the lake to keep access channels open for boat

traffic, and the operation suggests that the lake receives a high

sediment load from its drainage area. The turbid nature of the lake

also would seem to confirm this conclusion. This contributing watershed

is predominantly agricultural, with an average of 67 percent under

cultivation.
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The only sedimentation survey on Grand Lake was made in 1948. The

survey estimated that in the 96 years of operation between 1844 and

1940, approximately 23,570 acre-feet of sediment, representing approxi-

mately 18.1 percent or 0.2 percent annually, of the storage capacity was

deposited. The sedimentation rate from that survey of 2.64 acre-

feet/square mile/year corresponds to about 3,200 tons/square mile/

year or 5 tons per acre per year. For comparison purposes this very

high production rate is almost 2.5 times the average of lakes measured

in the Great Lakes and Maumee River Basins.

Unofficial reports indicated that sediment deposits were heaviest

along the north and south offshore areas, but that sediments were vir-

tually absent in the central part of the lake, in the area of former oil

derricks. According to the only controlled sedimentation survey on

record for Grand Lake (Brune, 1948)(6), the greatest depth of sediment

(7.2 feet) was found in the northwest corner near the Beaver Creek out-

let, and the greatest average depths of 2.7 and 2.3 feet, respectively,

were found at the extreme west and east ends. This information may

reflect a general absence of currents in the lake except in the immedi-

ate vicinity of the outlets, especially during flood stages. If sedi-

ment accumulations are otherwise concentrated along the north and south

shores, as has been reported, this may indicate the priority of down-

slope surface creep, or gravity flow, in transporting of heavier

constituents, while clay and silt may be kept in suspension for some

time by the water turbule ce that is characteristic throughout much of

the year.

On the other hand, there are other factors which suggest that the

lake does not receive a high sediment input from its basin as previously

thought. A recent reconnaissance survey of the basin indicates that

relief is almost non-existent, stream gradients are extremely low, and

there is no visible evidence of "excessive" erosion. The lake is

located in an area designated by the U.S.G.S. as "moderately low" in

sediment yield (100 to 200 tons/square mile/year) as compared to the

reported 3,200 tons/square mile/year in the 1948 survey report. The

soils of the basin are mostly clays and silts and are not particularly
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S susceptible to high erosion. The results of the original survey,

therefore, appear to be unrealistic and are not yet consistent with

known characteristics of the basin. The fact that the 1940's survey was

used in conjunction with information collected in 1844 makes the results

even more questionable.

The great reduction in storage capacity estimated in the 40's was

probably the result of encroaching marshes more than sediment input from

the basin. The ODNR report, "Lake St. Marys and Its Management," (7 )

indicates that "the accumulation of years of partially decomposed plants

and silt and debris soon fill in the shallow areas of the lake." The

report also notes that the cattail marsh may have advanced as much as 20

to 50 feet In one year. The sedimentation report describes heavy

organic deposits of three or four feet in thickness in the marshy areas

of the lake. Thus it appears that most of the material measured by the

survey was due to formation of marshes or to erosion of the shoreline

rather than input from the drainage basin.

Sedimentation does not appear to be seriously depleting lake

storage. The main problem is that the material accumulates in places

where it is especially noticeable and troublesome.

There are numerous access channels entering the lake and its

tributaries, mostly on the south shore. These channels serve many

private homes, rental cottages, and recreation and camping areas, pro-

viding easy access to the main lake by boat. Deposition near the mouths

of these channels and tributaries is the main reason for the state

dredging program.

Dredged material is disposed of on land and at sites within the

lake itself. The in-lake sites are located along the shoreline, where

the material is used to build additional recreation lands.

The sediment removed by the dredging is mostly silt and clay. It

apparently deposits at the mouths of the channels because of the slack

(water there. Material carried in by streamflow on the one hand and by

wave wash on the other would all tend to be deposited there.
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The source of the deposited material appears to be the main "°

question. If the main source is material eroded by wave action, then

additional bank protection measures would be helpful in reducing the

problem. If the main source is inflow from the drainage basin, then

soil conservation practices would be more beneficial. It is almost

certain that wind and wave action distribute the silt loads over the

lake since the shallowness of the lake permits the entire area to be

stirred up from top to bottom. Evidence exists that the lake bottom is

in a continuous flux with changes in wind and wave action and results in

dispersal of sediment. Numerous areas that were once deep are now only

2 to 3 feet deep. A 25-foot channel dredged several years ago in a

north-south direction on the east side of the lake has completely filled

in.

The most important statistic, however, for net sedimentation in

Grand Lake is the estimated 99 percent trap efficiency of the reser-

voir. Trap efficiency is a measure of the ability of a basin to catch

and hold the sediment load of the inflowing water. The small contribut-

ing drainage area and large surface area of Grand Lake make it a nearly

ideal sedimentation basin. Any plans to improve the conditions in Grand

Lake cannot be considered completely reliable or quantifiable until more

current sedimentation data are available.

The material which causes the deposition problems also contribute

to the turbid condition of the lake. While the warmwater habitat

standards do not have a criterion for turbidity or suspended solids,

particulates in large concentration do limit the quality of an aquatic

habitat. Persons familiar with Grand Lake have generally described the

water as turbid or "muddy" and the data verifies this; Secchi disc

readings for the EPA ranged only between 12 and 20 inches. There is no

exact correlation between Secchi inches, turbidity units, percent light

transmission, or suspended solids concentrations, so it is difficult to

judge the actual effect of suspended solids on the aquatic community.

Potentially suspended material can have several effects on the habitat,

some of which depend on the materials' light scattering effect and
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3 others on the actual bulk or weight of sediment that might settle out or

accumulate. The material in suspension in Grand Lake is most likely a

clay originating from the soils of the area. As such, it could limit

the ability of the water to transmit light without causing an extremely

high suspended solids concentration.

The Water Quality Criteria published in 1972 by EPA (8 suggests

that turbidity can impact a lake fishery by: (1) acting directly on fish

swimming in water in which solids are suspended; (2) preventing the

successful development of fish eggs and larvae; (3) modifying natural

movements and migrations of fish; (4) reducing the food available to

fish; and (5) affecting efficiency in catching the fish.

These effects are important at Grand Lake because the character and

quality of its fishery began to deteriorate (at least in the opinion of

many) concurrently with the increases in turbidity. The increase in

turbidity apparently resulted from the clearing of the lake bed and

shore of trees and stumps and the loss of rooted aquatic vegetation in

the period 1890-1900. The clearing increased the effect of wind in

producing wave action, resulting in bank erosion and constant resuspen-

sion of sediment particles.

Turbidity also produces other impacts which would indirectly affect

the fishery. Because suspended particles inhibit the penetration of

sunlight, water temperatures are increased. Photosynthetic activity is

also affected; the populations of algae and fixed aquatic plants have

apparently changed drastically at Grand Lake, partly because of higher

turbidities.

In an effort to relate sedimentation and lake depths, a hydro-

graphic survey was conducted by the Corps of Engineers in October

1979. Results of the date in the form of depth contours are shown on

Plate C-R. The great portion of the lake (80 percent) averages 8 feet

in depth while the remaining 20 percent portion is littoral based on the

6-foot depth contour. This suggests that, except for isolated concen-

tration areas within the main body of the lake, most of the sediment
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accumulations occur at the mouths of tributaries, in bays, and along the

littoral zone.

PROBLEM SUMMARY

Water and related land resources problems in the study area are

varied, complex, and interrelated. Problems of downstream and lake

shore flooding can be expected to continue. Problems with lake water

quality, sedimentation and erosion, are expected to continue and in most

instances produce negative impacts on the lake resource. Recreation use

on the lake could continue to decline if problems of lake depth, water

quality, physical obstructions, and wave action, to name a few, are not

resolved.

IMPROVEMENTS DESIRED

State and local officials and organizations have from time to time

since 1970 expressed, through meetings, correspondence, and minor

reporting efforts, their desires for improvements to problems in the

areas of flood control, drainage, water quality, erosion and water-

related recreation. Local lake interests cite lake water quality

problems including adverse odor and taste caused by frequent widespread

blue-algae blooms, severe wave action, shallow lake water depths, and

erosion as problem areas of primary concern. The State of Ohio, Depart-

ment of Natural Resources, has indicated that erosion control, pool

level control, and nutrient-algae control are the State's primarv con-

cerns as related to the lake's primary purpose which is water-related

recreation.

Local concerns would like to have the water qua]ity improved and

the lake level stabilized to enhance recreation potential and control

flooding of portions of the lake perimeter. Downstream farmers along

the like's western outlet channel, Beaver Creek, seek relief from

periodic flooding caused by restrictive channel conditions, low stream

gratlient, inadequate outlets, and releases from the lake.
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PLANNING OBJECTIVES

The primary objectives of this survey investigation were to report

to Congress an inventory of the publicly identified water and related

resources problems and needs in the study area and to investigate a

range of feasible alternatives for resolving water-related problems that

may be implemented individually or collectively by local, state, and

Federal agencies. The general overall objective is to determine what,

if any, feasible, economic measures could be undertaken to restore and

enhance Grand Lake St. Marys and its environs as a viable water

resource.

For the Beaver Creek and lake shore area, specifically, planning

objectives were established to provide for problems and needs which were

identified. The authorization for this investigation made particular

reference to the flood problems at Grand Lake St. Marys. Therefore,

flood control for the south side of the lake and for Beaver Creek was

established as a primary planning objective.

Review of other study area problems and needs indicated that there

was a need to include opportunities for improvement, restoration, or

enhancement of overall water quality of the lake as a planning objective

as well as erosion control and sedimentation control. All of these

objectives are oriented toward enhancing and increasing the potential of

water-oriented outdoor recreation opportunities.

I
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Introduction

The water quality of Grand Lake has undergone a number of
changes since the impoundment of the lake in the 1840's. Some have
been of natural origin, but others can be attributed to man's activi-
ties in the drainage basin and lake. The primary uses of the lake
have changed also, and the water quality problems experienced there
now are particularly troublesome for recreation and water supply
uses.

The main water quality problems are associated with nuisance
algae blooms and inadequate sewage treatment. Taste and odor prob-
lems in the lake have been linked to the algae blooms, which also
interfere with recreation. High bacteria counts are apparently the
result of inadequate sewage treatment.

The fishery of the lake is also considered in this water quality
investigation. The present fishery at Grand Lake provides fishing
opportunity for many anglers, but apparently does not compare to the
fishery which existed prior to 1900. The inevitable comparison be-
tween the fishery then and now and the question of whether or how the
lake could be returned to its previous condition has been discussed
for several years. Water quality has probably had a role in limiting
the fishery.

Water Quality Data

Data describing the water quality of Grand Lake are available
from several sources. Extensive sampling was done from 1972 through
1975 by a volunteer group composed mainly of Wright State University
faculty and students called the Grand Lake Environmental Research
Associates (ERA). Their program included monitoring most of the
common parameters, but also included sampling for plankton and macro-
invertebrates. The United States Environmental Protection Agency
(U.S.E.P.A.) sampled the lake and its tributaries during 1973 as part
of the National Eutrophication Survey; parameters of interest in that
study were confined mainly to nutrients and plankton concentra-
tions. EPA has also sampled the Celina raw water intake and the
treated water and did extensive analyses, including pesticides.
In 1975 the United States Geological Survey (U.S.G.S.) and Ohio
Environmental Protection Agency (O.E.P.A.) surveyed 17 Ohio lakes,
including Grand Lake, to evaluate the status of Ohio's lakes and
reservoirs. Extensive sampling, including profiles of the water
column, was done once in spring and once in late summer. The data
from these sources are summarized in Tables 1 through 16.
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The sampling stations are indicated in Exhibits 1 and 2. It
should be noted that the U.S.G.S. station is located in the main body
of the lake, a considerable distance from the banks or any point of
inflow. The ERA stations are mainly located at the mouths of tribu-
tAries; they are in the slack water of the lake, but each should show
at least some of the characteristics of the respective tributary. Of
the four EPA lake stations, three are near the bank and one is at
midlake.

Water Quality of the Lake

In its 1975 report the U.S.G.S. characterized Grand Lake as a
moderately hard, magnesium calcium sulfate bicarbonate type, a
description which fits most Louisville District lakes. However,
there are major differences in water quality between Grand Lake and
the multipurpose lake projects operated by the Louisville District.

The primary reasons for the difference are the extreme shallow-
ness of the lake, its high capacity to inflow ratio (C/I), and the
relatively high degree of residential and commercial development on
the lake shores. The U.S.G.S. reported a maximum depth of 10 feet, a
mean depth of 6.8 feet, and a C/I of 1.3 years.

The shallow nature of the lake, along with its wide expanse of
open water (which promotes mixing by wind action) prevents stratifi-
cation. The lake is essentially well mixed throughout the summer,
showing only slight decreases in temperature and dissolved oxygen
near the bottom.

A comparison of existing data with criteria of the Ohio Water
Quality Standards provides a basis for evaluating the relative
quality of the lake. Grand Lake is classified for warmwater aquatic
habitat, public water supply, and bathing and primary contact rec-
reation. These are among the highest use of surface waters and
generally impose the most stringent criteria in the Standards.

Dissolved oxygen (D.O.) has traditionally been used as the
primary indicator of water quality and its effect on aquatic life is
obvious. Ohio Standards for the warmwater habitat designation
require a minimum of 5.0 mg/I for 16 hours of any 24-hour period and
an absolute minimum of 4.0 mg/l. Available data indicate that Grand
Lake exceeds those values by a wide margin; dissolved oxygen (or lack
of it) does not limit the lake as aquatic habitat. The U.S.G.S.
profile data indicate that during the summer the D.O. drops only
slightly near the bottom. The heavy algae growth, extreme shallow-
ness, and very effective mixing by wind and wave action are the most
important factors in keeping the lake well oxygenated, in spite of
abnormally high Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD).
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There are no data to describe diurnal fluctuations in dissolved
oxygen. The lake could be expected to experience a decrease in D.O.
at night due to respiration of the large algae population. If such a
depletion does occur, it does not produce significant adverse
effects.

The BOD is usually in the range of 10-12 mg/l (ERA data); how-
ever, as noted above, the D.O. remains near saturation. Apparently
the high ROD is not detrimental except during periods of prolonged
Cie cojer. During such occurrences, the high BOD has caused enough
depletion of D.O. to cause the death of fish, mainly shad and rough
fish such as carp. The ice cover apparently prevents reoxygenation
through wind action and photosynthesis. During most winters, wind
and wave action is sufficient to prevent the formation of thick ice
and snow cover, thus preventing D.O. depletion.

The only other parameters which would affect the warmwater
habitat designation are iron and total phosphorus. The iron criteria
of 1.0 mg/l has been exceeded several times in the data. At the
Celina raw water intake, the average total iron concentration is 1.2
mg/l. The source of the iron is apparently natural and the lake has
not suffered significant damage from it. Because the water is so
well oxygenated, most of the iron is probably in the particulate
form; the material which causes the lake's high turbidity would carry
most of the iron.

The Ohio standards require that "total phosphorus shall be
limited to the extent necessary to prevent nuisance growths of
algae..." That requirement is not being met at Grand Lake where
algae blooms are a nuisance throughout the summer and fall. The ERA
data indicate that average ortho-phosphorus concentrations are above
124 Ug/l at all stations, The U.S.E.P.A. in its National Eutrophi-
cation Survey has indicated that the majority of phosphorus entering
the lake is from non-point sources and is therefore difficult to
control. The role of phosphorus in the algae problem is discussed
further in the section on productivity.

Other parameters for which criteria are listed in the warmwater
habitat standards do not affect Grand Lake. No sources of poten-
tially toxic materials are known to exist. Pesticide data are very
limited, but the one sample taken at Celina's intake revealed no
significant concentrations and none were detected in the U.S.G.S.
study.

Celina uses Grand Lake as a source of raw water for its public
water supply, and the lake around the intake (northwest corner) would

be expected to meet the public water supply standards. The only
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parameters of concern there appear to be iron and nitrates. The
nitrate criterion sets a limit of 10 mg/i as N; nitrates at higher
concentrations are a potential health hazard. Dissolved iron is
limited to 0.3 mg/i by the standards for aesthetic reasons (taste and
staining), not for health reasons.

The ERA data indicate a potential nitrate problem with some
concentrations in the 10-11 mg/l range. However, the ERA sampling
points are near the south shore and the data from other sources
indicate that no nitrate problem exists near the Celina intake. The
,'A data (Tables 3 and 4) indicate that the raw water and finished
water do not contain nearly enough nitrate to be a health hazard.

As mentioned before, most of the iron in Grand Lake is in the
particulate form, which is readily removed in the common water
treatment process. Celina has not experienced problems with dis-
solved iron and probably will not as long as the lake remains wel:
oxygenated.

The bathing waters and primary contact recreation standards are
based on fecal coliform content. Both standards require not less
than five samples in a 30-day period to establish a geometric mean.
Such extensive data are not available. However, the ERA data con-
tains the results of monthly samples which indicate that the waters
of Grand Lake would not meet the primary contact criterion (geometric
mean less than 1,000 per 100 ml), much less the bathing waters cri-
terion (geometric mean less than 200 per 100 ml). The proximity of
these sampling stations to thc- south shore and tributary mouths is
the probable reason for the consistently high readings for fecal
coliform (as well as nitrates). While they may not be representative
of the whole lake, they do illustrate the effect of septic tank dis-
charges and other sewage sources on the south shore.

The U.S.G.S. samples were taken in the main body of the lake and
do not indicate a violation of fecal coliform standards. The ERA
station near Safety Island also shows lower readings. These reduc-
tions would be expected since the coliforms would not reproduce
significantly and would not persist long in the open waters of the
lake.

Fecal coliform are, of course, only indicator organisms and show
only the potential for existence of pathogens. No known water-borne
diseases have been attributed to the lake, which is heavily used for
recreation.
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Productivity and Fishery

The biological productivity of Grand Lake is quite different
today than it was during the first 50-60 years of the lake's exist-

ence. Certainly the natural aging process accounts for part of the
change, but a large part is also attributable to man's activities in
Ohv ba:,in.

The lake has apparently gone through three "stages" of produc-

tivity. During its early years, up until around 1900, a very dense

stand of rooted aquatic plants (locally known as moss) extended from

the shore about one-half to one mile into the lake. The center of
the lake was an open water area with little underwater vegetation.
It was during this period that an extraordinary fishery existed; the

fishery reportedly supported u) to 100 commercial fishermen and

attracted many sport fishermen. The dominant fish were black bass,
sunfish, perch and catfish.

In the decade of 1890-1900, several changes occurred which

apparently greatly affected the water quality, productivity, and the
fishery of the lake. A drought exposed large areas of the uncleared

lake bottom and much of the remaining standing timber and log jams
were removed. As many as 200-300 oil wells were drilled in the lake
during this period and undoubtedly produced leakages and spills.

Thus, when the lake refilled after the drought, wave action was

increased by the lack of vegetation and timber, and turbidity in-
creased. In a very short time the lake was converted from a rela-
tively clear, cool body of water to a turbid, warmwater area with
much increased wave action (ODNR). The fishery became dominated by

carp and white crappie at this same time. The relationship between
the fishery, the rooted aquatic vegetation, the wave action, and tur-

bidity levels of the lake has not been precisely defined or proven,
but the fact that all changed at about the same time has been taken
to indicate this relationship or interdependency.

The lake remained in this turbid, relatively unproductive con-

dition for the next six or seven decades. Research conducted by the
state during this period indicated a nutrient deficient lake with a

relatively sparse plankton population. Crappie and carp remained the
dominant fishes, although game fish were also caught. Much research
on the fish populations was done during this period including

attempts to enhance the habitat and spawning areas to increase the

game fish population. Attempts also were made to reestablish the
rooted aquatic vegetation of the previous period.
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The productivity of the lake during this second stage was
apparently limited by low levels of dissolved nutrients. Sampling in
the 1930's revealed that nitrate concentrations were so low as to be

drot.. -tah1'. The plankton concentration was measured in the 1930's
iId 4:1 .15 . founJ to be relatively low (average of 150,000 cells/
liter); the population was dominated by diatoms and green algae, with
a low percentage of blue-green algae (ODNR). Rooted aquatic vegeta-
tion was mainly limited to cattails in the shallow areas.

During the last two-three decades, another major change has
occurred in the productivity of the lake. The nutrient concentra-
tions have increased dramatically and the lake has become a classic
example of a culturally eutrophic impoundment. The increase in
nutrients and subsequent eutrophication were concurrent with the
increased development of the south shore and increased use of fer-
tilizer in farming practices. The contributions of the various
nutrient sources are summarized in the section on sources of
pollutants.

The term "eutrophic" covers a wide range of water quality con-
ditions from very desirable lakes which support excellent warmwater
fisheries (and which may also experience occasional nuisance algal
hlooms) to the lakes which are in essence comparable to pea soup and
are of no value except, perhaps, as sources of irrigation water.

Grand Lake has remained a valuable resource in spite of its
algae problems, which are certainly more than occasional. Starting
in May, the lake experiences an almost continual algae bloom through-
out the summer. Later in the summer an odor problem develops from
decaying algae; fish are tainted by the products of the decomposi-
tion. The Celina public water supply also develops taste and odor
problems. The algae adversely affects the aesthetic appeal of the
lake and reduces recreation potential. Several factors appear to
contribute to the eutrophic condition of Grand Lake. The most im-
portant is the high concentration of nutrients (nitrogen and
phosphorus).

Ambient nutrient levels are shown in the data from each
source. All indicate phosphorus and nitrogen concentrations in
excess of those required to support nuisance algae blooms. As noted
in the U.S.G.S. report, relatively low concentrations of inorganic
nitrogen and ortho-phosphorus may exist at times because so much of
these nutrients are incorporated into the biomass of the algae
blooms.

The effect of the nutrient levels on algae production is com-
pounded by other factors. The U.S.G.S. estimates the C/I ratio to be
1.3 years at Grand Lake. A lake with such a long hydraulic residence
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time has been shown to be more susceptible to the effects of
increased nutrient loading. Evidence also exists that the shallow,
warm nature of the lake would contribute to increased plankton pro-
duction. The stirring by wave action extends to the bottom of the
lake, continuously recycling the nutrients and preventing their
removal by sedimentation.

:'utrophication not only results in the production of more algae,
but quite often results in a change in the type of algae. Generally
blue-green algae become dominant, producing obnoxious blooms and
changing the base of the normal food chain. The blue-greens are not
utilized to a great extent as a food source by the higher life forms
in the food chain; this can lead to production of less valuable fish
species and the accumulation of algae because of reduced grazing by
herbivores.

The U.S.G.S., ERA, and USEPA data on algae numbers and species
indicate that Grand Lake follows the general pattern of eutrophica-
tion described above. All found that the blue-green algae have
replaced the green algae and diatoms reported in the 1930's data as
the dominant form. The U.S.G.S., on two sampling trips in 1975,
found cell counts of 2,830,000 and 2,400,000 cells per ml as opposed
to the average count of 150,000/liter found in the 1930's.

The exact reason blue-green algae become dominant in culturally
eutrophic lakes is not known. It is a common occurrence and is quite
often accompanied by the taste, odor, and aesthetic problems encount-
ered at Grand Lake.

The occurrence and magnitude of the blooms at Grand Lake are
increased by a lack of rainfall. The problems associated with the

algae blooms are more prominent during periods of low lake levels,
when there is no inflow or outflow.

Taste and Odor

The taste and odor problems at Grand Lake have been studied
extensively. The researchers agree that the heavy algae production
is the main cause of the problem, with the actinomycetes bacteria
group possibly contributing, also.

The city of Celina experiences the most trouble because it uses
the lake as a source of raw water. The taste and odor increases the
treatment costs substantially and persist in the finished water. The
recreational potential of the lake also suffers, since the odor is
quite apparent around the lake and even taints the flesh of fish
later in the summer.
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Two organic compounds (2-methylisoborneol and Geosmin), which
are known to produce the earthy-musty odors characteristic of the
lake, have been isolated in the waters of Grand Lake. The actinomy-
cetes have been shown to produce both compounds while certain algae
are known to produce Geosmin. The growth of actinomycetes normally
depends on the presence of algae for a food supply, so the ultimate
source of the taste and odor appears to be the heavy algae bloom.
The blue-green algae are usually considered the worst offenders, but
some of the other types of algae can produce taste and odor also.

Sources of Pollutants

Grand Lake is affected by two types of pollutants: nutrients
(which encourage the growth of algae) and bacteria. The bacteria
comes mainly from poorly treated sewage while nutrients (phosphorus
and nitrogen) come from sewage and surface runoff.

The drainage area of the lake lies almost entirely on the south
side. All of the tributary streams enter the lake on that side and
most of the shoreline development (commercial and residential) is
located there. Most pollution therefore enters the lake from the
south.

Sewage treatment for the businesses and residencps around the

shore now consists of sep-ic tanks and small package treatment
plants. Because of the soil types and high water table, sentic tanks
do not operate well and allow improperly treated sewage to seep into
the lake and its tributaries. The small package plants cannot pro-
vide a high enough degree of treatment to protect the lake. Their
efficiency is limited by their small size and by the seasonal fluc-
tuations in waste volumes. According to EPA, the only municipal
plant in the basin is at St. Henry's, which is probably far enough
from the lake that its impact is not significant.

The main impact of the septic tanks and package plants is the
high coliform counts found in the lake, especially around the south
shore. Their effluent also contains phosphorus and nitrogen, but EPA
has indicated that their contribution to the total nutrient inflow is
minor.

The National Eutrophication Survey (EPA, 1973) estimated that 92
percent of the phosphorus entering the lake comes from non-point
sources; these would include cropland, feedlots, barnyards, and other
places where fertilizers or animal wastes could enter surface
waters. The non-point sources also contribute most of the nitrogen
in the lake and would also be the source of part of the coliform
count. Most of these pollutants would enter tributary streams only
during surface runoff, not continuously as sewage does.
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The non-point sources would also include the waterfowl refuge at

the southwest corner of the lake. The refuge has a population of

10,000 Canada geese, which would contribute to the nutrient and
coliform content of the lake. It is doubtful that the effects are

major, however.

Industrial effluents do not affect the lake. The largest

industry in the basin is a farm machinery plant at Coldwater, which

discharges cooling water to Coldwater Creek. Otherwise, no indus-
trial discharges are known.

In 1972, in an effort to relieve the pollution problerrat Grand

Lake, the Ohio Department of Health created the Grand Lake St. Marys

Special Sanitary District and banned further construction of sewage

systems. Further cooperative action by Ohio EPA, the Ohio Water
Development Authority, the cities of St. Marys, Celina and Montezuma

and Mercer and Auglaize Counties, resulted in development of a
Regional Sewage System Facilities Plan. The purpose of the plan was
to determine the most cost-effectivo means of dealing with human
pollution problems generated v:ti.r The Grand Lake area.

The recommended plan propo-.s t :o construction of sanitary

sewers around the lake and the vtilV~ation and expansion of the

existing wastewater treatment pldncs at St. Marys and Celina.
Neither of these facilities discharge to Grand Lake; thus, the sewage

collected by the proposed sewers would be removed from the basin with

no contamination to Grand Lake. It is believed that the recommended
plan will relieve a significant portion of the pollution problem,

especially the high coliform content. Some of the benefits of the

recommended plan are:

(1) Reduction of pollution by elimination of 22 package waste-

water treatment plants which presently discharge into Grand Lake.

(2) Elimination of septic tanks and tile fields which exist

around the lake.

(3) Removal of a significant portion of human pollutants from

the lake, thus improving water quality.

The main improvement in water quality would be the reduction of

coliforr. :. However, domestic wastes contain high concentrations of
phosphorus, which would also be eliminated from the lake by the

recommended plan. The National Eutrophication Survey has indicated
that the productivity of the lake is phosphorus limited, so any
reduction in phosphorus should produce some improvement in trophic

conditions.

C ATTACNHET I
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Sewage effluents contain substances other than nutrients which
may encourage algae growth, including vitamins and minerals. Tlese
substances will also be removed from the lake by the proposed plan;
thus, the benefit in algae reduction may be greater than would be
predicted from a nutrient analysis alone.

Sedimentation and Turbidity

The State of Ohio operates a continuous dredging program at
Grand Lake to keep access channels open for boat traffic. This con-
tinuous requirement for dredging suggests that the lake receives a
high sediment load from its drainage area. The turbid nature of the
lake also would seem to confirm this conclusion.

There are other factors, however, which suggest that Grand Lake
does not receive a high sediment input from its basin. A reconnais-
sance of the basin indicates that relief is almost non-existent,
stream gradients are extremely low, and there is no visible evidence
of excessive erosion. The lake is located in an area designated by
the U.S.G.S. as "moderately low" in sediment yield (100-200 tons/sq.
mi./yr).

The ERA sampling program included attempts to sample the
deposited material at the bottom of the lake. The extreme shallow-
ness of the deposits (2-4 mm) made sampling very difficult.

The one existing sediment survey of the lake was a reconnais-
sance survey of eight ranges in 1940; it is mentioned here only to
acknowledge its existence. The results appear to be somewhat
unrealistic and are not consistent with the known characteristics of
the basin. For instance, the sedimentation rate from that survey of
2.64 ac.-ft./sq. mi/yr. corresponds to about 3,200 tons/sq. mi./yr.
in an area where soil loss is normally between 100 and 200 tons/sq.
mi./yr. The fact that this survey was used in conjunction with
information collected in 1844 makes the results even more
questionable.

The great reduction in storage capacity measured in 1940 was
probably the result of encroaching marshes more than sediment input
from the basin. The ODNR report, "Lake St. Marys and Its Manage-
ment," (1960) indicates that "the accumulation of years of partially
decomposed plants and silt and debris soon fill in the shallow areas
of the lake." The report also notes that the cattail marsh advanced
as much as 20 to 50 feet in one year. The sedimentation report
describes heavy organic deposits of three or four feet in thickness

in the marshy areas of the lake. Thus it appears that most of the
material measured by the 1940 survey was due to formation of marshes
or to erosion of the shoreline rather than input from the drainage
basin.

ATTACMIT 1
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Sedimentation does not appear to be seriously depleting lake
storage. The main problem is that the material accumulates in places
where it is especially noticeable and troublesome.

There are numerous access channels entering the lake and its
tributaries, mostly on the south shore. These channels serve many
private homes, rental cottages, and recreation and camping areas,
providing easy access to the main lake by boat. Deposition near the
mouths of these channels and tributaries is the main reason for the
state dredging program.

Dredged material is disposed of on land and at sites within the
lake itself. The in-lake sites are located along the shoreline,
where the material is used to build additional recreation lands.

The sediment removed by the dredging is mostly silt and clay.

It apparently deposits at the mouths of the channels because of the
slack water there. Material carried in by streamflow on the one hand
and by wave wash on the other would all tend to be deposited there.

The source of the deposited material appears to be the main
question here. If the main source is material eroded by wave action,
then additional bank protection measures would be helpful in reducing
the problem. If the main source is inflow from the drainage basin,
then soil conservation practices would be more beneficial. The lake
is so shallow that it may be possible that some material comes from
wave action on the lake bed, also. The ultimate solution appears to
be reduction of wave action, which would reduce turbidity and bank
cutting. Whether such a reduction is technologically or economically
feasible is doubtful. Riprapping and other methods of shore protec-
tion appear to be the most viable alternatives for improving the
situation.

The material which causes the deposition problems also con-
tribute to the turbid condition of the lake. While the warmwater
habitat standards do not have a criterion for turbidity or suspended
solids, particulates in large concentration do limit the quality of
an aquatic habitat. Persons familiar with Grand Lake have generally
described the water as turbid or "muddy" and the data verifies this;
Secchi disc readings for the EPA ranged only between 12 and 20
inches. There is no exact correlation between Secchi inches, tur-
bidity units, percent light transmission, or suspended solids con-
centrations, so it is difficult to judge the actual effect of sus-
pended solids on the aquatic community. Potentially, suspended
material can have several effects on the habitat, some of which
depend on the materials' light scattering effect and others on the
actual bulk or weight of sediment that might settle out or accumu-
late. The material in suspension in Grand Lake is most likely a clay
originating from the soils of the area. As such, it could limit the

ATTACIHENT 1
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ability of the water to transmit light without causing an extremely
high suspended solids concentration.

The Water Quality Criteria published in 1972 by EPA suggests
that turbidity can impact a lake fishery by: (1) acting directly on
fish swimming in water in which solids are suspended; (2) preventing
the successful development of fish eggs and larvae; (3) modifying
natural movements and migrations of fish; (4) reducing the food
available to fish; and (5) affecting efficiency in catching the fish.

These effects are important at Grand Lake because the character
and quality of its fishery began to deteriorate (at least in the
opinion of many) concurrently with the increase in turbidity. The
increase in turbidity apparently resulted from the clearing of the
lake bed and shore of trees and stumps, and the loss of rooted
aquatic vegetation in the period 1890-1900. The clearing increased
the effect of wind in producing wave action, resulting in bank ero-
sion and constant resuspension of sediment particles.

Turbidity also produces other impacts which would indirectly
affect the fishery. Because suspended particles inhibit the penetra-
tion of sunlight, water temperatures are increased. Photosynthetic
activity is also affected; the populations of algae and fixed aquatic
plants have apparently changed drastically at Grand Lake, partly
because of higher turbidities.

Conclusions

The water quality of Grand Lake has been monitored sufficiently
to identify its problems and their probable causes. Further monitor-
ing, without a specific objective, does not appear necessary.

Implementation of the proposed facilities plan should improve
the bacteriological quality of the lake and may provide some degree
of relief from the algae problem. Documentation of these results
could be an interesting research project, but would not be especially
beneficial to Grand Lake.

The sediment problems of the lake have not been as well docu-
mented. That sedimentation causes problems is apparent from the
amount of dredging done by the State of Ohio. However, little is
actually known about the quantities and source of sediment or the
extent of deposition in areas that are not dredged.
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INTRODUCTION

An investigation of sediment in Grand Lake St. Marys was made at nine
locations (Plate 1) around the offshore perimeter and lake center using Eckman

Dredge sampler and thin wall sampler to obtain sediment samples. The Eckman
Dredge obtained samples from the top of the sediment and the thin wall sampler

attempted to take samples of the total depth. Sample station descriptions and

pertinent data are given on Table 1.

The sediment found on the bed of Grand Lake St. Marys varied from highly
organic silts and clays to peat. The organic silts and clays are very soft

and mucky with decayed leaves, roots and algae. The material is presently
being deposited by a combination of stream carried silts and clays mixed with

algal decay in the lake proper. There are also similar remnants from the past
marshy condition which existed prior to inundation by the lake. Peat is

fibrous, partly decomposed vegetation, formed in a marsh or swampy condi-

tion. The deposits of organic materials are of varying thickness overlying
glacial till, a very stiff to hard sandy clay.

Water depth at the nine sites sampled varied from 4.0 to almost 8 feet.

Not all the thin wall samples taken were able to penetrate the full depth of
the organic material and reach glacial till. The thickness of the highly
organic, mucky, silty clay varied from 0.6 feet to 7.6 feet. The samples
which encountered the stiff glacial till did so at depths of 5.0 to 10.6

feet. Near the center of the lake, only peat was encountered, with no

indication of silt or clay type sediments. Near the mouth of Coldwater Creek,

approximately 5 feet of sandy clay was found overlying the highly organic

silty clay muck.

WATER AND SEDIMENT ANALYSIS

Water and sediment samples were collected at the nine sites and were

tested for the purpose of determining the effects dredging would have on
nutrient release. Elutriate samples were established for each sample by

mixing the sediment with the raw water under specific laboratory conditions

and filtering the supernatant. Phosphorus and nitrogen determinations were

made on the raw water, sediment, and the elutriate samples for all nine

stations. Station 3 was also analyzed for metals.

Productivity is the main water quality concern in Grand Lake St. Marys.

Phosphorus concentration is normally the most important consideration for

control of algal growth and was the focal point of this investigation. The
Ohio standards require that "total phosphorus shall be limited to the extent
necessary to prevent nuisance growths of algae..." Grand Lake St. Marys,

.4 however, has encountered more than occasional blooms in the past several years
and any new source of phosphorus to the lake should be scrutinized.

A
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The heavy algal growth, extreme shallowness, and very effective mixing by

wind/wave action have been the important factors in keeping Grand Lake St.
Marys well oxygenated, in spite of abnormally high biochemical oxygen demand
(BOD). This lack of an anaerobic state has been an important factor in
retarding a much freer exchange of phosphorus between the sediment and the

water above.

Table 2 shows significant phosphorus in the sediments at all nine

stations (270 mg/kg to 580 mg/kg) with statio..s 1 and 5 being somewhat lower
than the others. In the raw water samples, total phosphorus values were
generally higher at stations along the west and south shores. These same
areas, however, showed lower dissolved phosphorus values. The dissolved
phosphorus in the elutriate samples compared to the raw water showed signifi-

cant increases in all nine samples. There was no apparent relationship
between the amount of phosphorus in the raw water or in the sediment with
concentrations observed in the elutriate samples at the nine stations. The
important consideration here was that the sediment in all cases did release a

signiticant amount of phosphorus to the water. In the nine elutriate samples,
dissolved phosphorus ranged from 140 Mg/l at station 6 to 290 ug/l at station
8.

Nitrogen concentrations were also analyzed in the water, sediment and

elutriate samples. The raw water was tested for ammonia, Kjeldahl and nitrate
plus nitrite nitrogen. Results are shown in Table 3. Low concentrations of
ammonia and nitrate plus nitrite were observed with Kjeldahl nitrogen ranging
between 1.6 mg/i to 3.1 mg/l, representing basically organic nitrogen. In the
sediment samples nitrate plus nitrite was in very low concentrations (less
than 10 mg/kg). Ammonia nitrogen ranged between 80 mg/kg at station I to 650

mg/kg at station 6 representing a significant amount of ammonia in the sedi-

ment. Kjeldahl values ranged between 1,200 mg/kg to 5,400 mg/kg representing
expected high concentrations of organic nitrogen found naturally in soils. In
almost all cases the elutriate test showed ammonia to be the predominant form

of nitrogen being released from the sediment. The concentrations of ammonia
nitrogen in the elutriate samples ranged between 1.2 mg/l tr 20.7 mg/l
representing moderate to high releases from the sediments. Mixing of the
sediments is definitely a potential source of nitrogen to the lake, but is not
considered as crucial as the release of phosphorus because of the availability

of other sources of nitrogen in concentrations suitable for productivity.

Samples collected at station 3, near Celina, were also analyzed for the

effects of sediment disturbance on metal concentrations. Results are shown in
Table 4. Eleven metals were tested from the raw water and elutriate
samples. Cadmium, chromium, copper, lead, nickel, zinc and selenium showed
little or no increase in concentration in the elutriate sample compared to the
filtered raw water sample. Concentrations of dissolved iron and manganese
increased from 160 )ug/l and less than 10 jig/l to 1,487 Mg/I and 1,230 Ag/l,
respectively after mixing. Dissolved arsenic concentration increased from

less than 1 ug/l to 39 jig/l and dissolved aluminum from 127 Ug/l to 1,050
pg/l. Although these increases pose no problem to human health, both the iron
and the manganese could cause aesthetic problems if the concentrations were to
remain elevated for an appreciable period of time.
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There was interest in the high amounts of organic material in the top
layer of the sediment and samples collected with the Eckman Dredge were
analyzed to determine the percent of total volatile solids (TVS) versus total
solids (TS). Data are shown in Table 4. The higher percentages were in the
western end of the lake with a range of 3.0 percent at station 8 to 12.3
perccnt at station 4 in the center of the lake. These values are indicative
of the large amount of algal blooms in Grand Lake St. Marys.

During sampling of sediment it should be noted that a zone of floc
occurred in about the bottom six to 12 inches of the water column. This zone
consists of highly organic solids which remain in suspension due to their low
mass to volume ratio. Normal wind/wave action contributes to this quasi-
-equilibrium state with motor boats and other more concentrated water
disturbances causing this material to suspend throughout the water column
causing turbid water. This material being in a quasi-equilibrium state and
already in suspension should not contribute significantly to the dissolved
nutrient load when disturbed.

EFFECTS OF DREDGING

Dredging in Grand Lake St. Marys will allow the spoil consisting of the
coarser fractions such as sand and silt, to become stable; however, the highly
organic muck encountered over much of the lake will have a tendency to
disperse in suspension around the discharge of the dredge. In order to
stockpile the muck, it must be adequately contained until it drains and
consolidates.

The sediment at the bottom of Grand Lake St. Marys has become a sink for
nutrients and does have the potential for significant nutrient release when
mixed into the water column. The short term effects of dredging on lake water
quality cannot be fully predicted but nutrient release from dredging should be
viewed as a point source of phosphorus and nitrogen and dealt with just as any
other point source of nutrients. Problem concentrations of nutrients already
exist at Grand Lake St. Marys as do problems with algal growth. Additional
loading of nutrients may cause an already bad situation to get worse or may
have no effect on productivity if nutrients are not the limiting factor for
productivity here. Increased turbidity from dredging may cause a decrease in
productivity. Grand Lake St. Marys as a whole, because of its size, should
not be greatly affected by localized nutrient loadings from dredging on a
small scale.

While our studies, were not detailed enough to definitely establish or
disclaim that there may be a significant change in sediment characteristics
with depth, visual observation of the core samples did not indicate this
probability. From the standpoint of long term water quality enhancement,
there is no apparent benefit in dredging at Grand Lake St. Marys short of
dredging the entire lake down to the glacial till bottom.
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WTABLE 2

PHOSPHORUS DATA

Water Column Elutriate Mud
Total Dissolved Dissolved Total

Phosphorus Phosphorus Phosphorus Phosphorus

Station jg/l ug/l g/i mg/kg

1 160 120 180 270

2 110 60 140 460

3 230 50 270 580

4 170 60 170 470

5 90 90 220 280

6 240 20 140 580

7 190 20 150 520

8 190 20 290 410

9 270 20 150 402

0
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TABLE 3
NITROGEN DATA

Ammonia Kjeldahl NO3 + NO'2
Water Elutriate Mud Wate Elutriate Mud Water Elutrlate Mud

STATION mg/l mg/l mg/kg mg/l mg/l mg/kg mg/l mg/l mg/kg

1 (a) <0.1 9.3 80 2.7 9.3 5400 <0.1 <0.1 <10

2 (0.1 5.5 240 2.5 5.5 1800 (0.1 <0.1 <10

3 <0.1 20.7 490 3.1 20.7 2000 <0.1 <0.1 <10

4 <0.1 4.8 330 2.8 4.8 5200 (0.1 <0.1 <10

5 <0.1 1.2 460 2.2 1.2 1400 <0.1 <0.I <10

6 0.6 1.3 650 1.6 1.9 2310 <0.1 <0.1 <10

7 <0.1 3.7 92 2.2 3.7 2200 <0.1 <0.1 <10

8 <0.1 6.3 110 3.0 35.0 1900 <0.1 <0.1 <10

9 0.5 17.0 186 2.2 19.8 1200 <0.1 <0.1 <10

(a) < symbol for less than value given

ATTACHU4MT 2
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STABLE 
4

STATION 3
DISSOLVED METALS DATA

Concentration jug/L
WaterMetals Column Elutriate

Arsenic (As) (1.0 39

Cadmium (Cd) <1.0 <1.0

Chromium (Cr) <1.0 (1.0

Copper (Cu) <5.0 <5.0

Iron (Fe) 160 14870

Lead (Pb) <2.0 <2.0

Manganese (Mn) <10.0 1230

Nickel (Ni) <5.0 8

Zinc (Zn) <50.0 <50.0

Aluminum (Al) 127 1050

Selenium (Se) <1.0 <1.0

I

I
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TABLR 5

SOLIDS DATA

Sample Percent Volatile Solids
Station (Total Volatile Solids/Total Solids X 100)

1 10.1

2 3.6

3 10.0

4 12.3

5 5.1

6 6.6

7 7.5

8 3.0

9 5.0

100
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SECTION D

FORMULATION AND EVALUATION
OF ALTERNATIVES

INTRODUCTION

The following section is intended to present and discuss the range

of alternatives considered and studied for the Grand Lake St. Marys

study area. The first section discusses "Initial Screening" and con-

tains alternatives that have been considered as inadequate solutions by

themselves. The second section contains those alternatives that were

under more active consideration. Each alternative will contain informa-

tion if applicable on: description; impacts and effects; costs; eco-

nomic data - benefits and benefits to cost ratio; and comments on eco-

nomic, technical, and institutional feasibility. Possible alternatives

are discussed in terms of three general problem categories: flooding,

lake water quality and erosion/sedimentation.

INITIAL SCREENING

As an initial screening of the alternatives listed on Table D-1,

the following section offers comments on those alternatives which have

not been given detailed consideration.

Downstream Flooding (Beaver Creek)

Natural Impoundments

Relatively few natural impoundments exist, outside of Grand Lake

St. Marys itself, either naturally or as might be modified to retard

peak flows entering from the uncontrolled drainage area of Beaver

Creek. Use of natural impoundments was given no further consideration.
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Weather Modifications

The effectiveness of identifying and then modifying potential storm

centers is not believed to be sufficiently accurate at this time to

warrant further consideration for the study area.

Pre-flood Emergency Action

Flood fighting is, to a limited extent, a current practice by per-

sons being flooded along Beaver Creek. It takes the form of knowing, by

years of attendant experience, when releases from the lake are expected

to contribute to field flooding. Unfortunately, there are no estab-

lished physical emergency actions that can be employed because potential

flooding problems are not localized, but extend throughout the entire

reach of Beaver Creek.

Flood Proofing and Permanent Evacuation

These alternatives would appear to offer minimum opportunity since

only a few structures are located in areas subject to flooding. These

alternatives are not viable or realistic solutions to rural and agricul-

tural flood problems.

Flood Plain Zoning, Land Use Regulation

There are no existing comprehensive zoning ordinances which

prohibit building in the flood plain. However, flood plain zoning and

land use regulation offer little opportunity by themselves along Beaver

Creek since the major damages occur to cropland. No change or variance

in this existing land use is expected in the future.

Flood Forecasting and Temporary Flood Evacuation

Flood forecasting is and will be used, but the predictive capa-

bility problems associated with a drainage/lake system such as at

D-3L !



Grand Lake makes this solution generally ineffective. As with permanent

evacuation, temporary evacuation is not a realistic solution to rural

and agricultural flood problems because of the limited number of struc-

tures and property (contents).

Flood Insurance

Flood insurance does not prevent flood damage to either existing or

future development, but rather indemnifies a policy holder for financill

losses suffered during a flood. Insurance available through the

National Flood Insurance Program does not cover growing crops, or live-

stock, and therefore is not available for agricultural crop damages.

The Federal Crop Insurance Act of 1970 (FCIA), however, offers farmers

new alternatives for reducing crop production risks from natural

disasters such as flooding. For the 1981 crop year farmers may elect

Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS) disaster

payments, Federal Crop Insurance Corporation (FCIC) payments, or both,

depending upon whether their FCIC premiums are subsidized.

Beginning in 1981 the ASCS disaster payment program will be dis-

continued. Disaster payments will be replaced by a crop insurance

program which permits farmers to select the level of protection desired

and pay a corresponding premium. Mercer and Auglaize Counties will

offer the new insurance program in 1981 and 1992. Since this Federal

program is available to affected farmers, no further evaluation is

necessary in this study.

Lakeshore Flooding

Natural Impoundments

Examination of topographic maps and aerial photographs has deter-

mined that few natural impoundments exist either naturally or as might

be modified to retard peak flows entering from the lake's watershed.

Those that do exist have insufficient capacity to result in flood damage

reduction to lake shore property.

D-4



Nonstructural Alternatives

For this evaluation, the analysis was performed using available

flood damage survey data which is described in more detail later in this

discussion. The data indicates some 130 to 142 structures are located

individually or in subdivision groupings about the south side of the

lake. Although the structures are primarily residential in nature,

there are a number of business and/or commercial units in the area as

well.

The above-described development is subject to flood damage due to a

number of factors associated with the lake. This evaluation and dis-

cussion concerns the possible application of nonstructural measures to

provide relief from physical and economic damage due to flooding.

Data and information utilized in the evaluation of nonstructural

alternatives consisted principally of lake level hydrographs, exceedence

frequencies, flood damage appraisal interviews with a number of property

owners as well as findings of studies performed under contract for The

Louisville District.

The most obvious remedy to alleviate damages due to flooding of

structures and other improvements in flood-prone areas is to remove

those structures and utilize the vacated land for other uses more

compatible with the risk of flooding. Permanent evacuation is an

expensive measure and difficult to justify physically, economically or

socially.

A slight modification of the above alternative - relocation of the

structures - makes the economic picture somewhat better, but again, the

relocation alternative is expensive and difficult to justify.

Both of the above alternatives have little expectation of feasi-

bility unless the structures are of relatively high value and/or subject

to fairly frequent flooding. Prudent builders and/or occupants in the

D-5



flood plain normally would not choose frequently flooded sites; however,

changed physical or hydrologic conditions could produce more frequent

flooding.

Other protective type nonstructural measures such as raise in

place, flood proofing, temporary evacuation and flood warning systems

offer means to reduce or eliminate flood damages.

Management-type structural measures such as flood plain zoning,

subdivision regulations and building codes address themselves prin-

cipally to prevent damages to future development.

Flood insurance, while having a limiting effect only on flood dam-

ages to future development by requiring the management measures, such as

those listed above, does offer financial protection from flood damages

to owners and occupants of existing development. The National Flood

Insurance Program requires the participating cities and counties to

manage the flood plain to minimize flood damages.

Permanent Evacuation

Future structural damage can be prevented by permanently evacuating

persons and property from the flood plain if lands are purchased in fee;

however, whether such measures are feasible depends upon the value of

lands and existing structures and the availability of alternative devel-

opment sites. By evacuating all flood-affected structural development

from the flood plain, about $150,000 in annual flood damages would be

prevented. However, lake south shore damageable property valued at

$6,390,000, amortized over 50 years, would total about S400,000. Annual

costs of evacuation with and without recreation benefits are $572,000

and $551,000, respectively. Total annual benefits with and without

recreation are estimated at $275,000 and $249,000, respectively.

Benefit-to-cost estimates for the alternative showed a ratio of 0.48

with conversion of vacated lands to recreation and a ratio of 0.45

without conversion to recreation. Since costs (which do not include

such items as utilities, land, and relocation costs) exceed benefits

D-6
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which could be derived, this alternative was considered economically

impractical and not considered further. Additionally, this alternative

would not be socially acceptable since it would involve displacement of

many residences, many of which were located adjacent to Grand Lake

St. Marys specifically to take advantage of its scenic and recreational

values.

Relocation

Relocating flood-prone structures is a protective measure that

would be technically feasible since a great majority of the residential

structues affected are constructed on raised foundations. From a social

standpoint, however, this alternative does not meet objectives since it

would reqire relocation from an area having scenic and recreational

value to residents who located there for that reason. In addition, this

alternative is economically infeasible. Annual costs for relocating

some 131 structures including acquisition of flood-free land, site

preparation, transfer of structures and miscellaneous expenses amount to

$790,000 without recreation benefits. With conversion of the vacated

lands to recreation use, annual costs amount to $807,000. Annual bene-

fits are estimated at $627,000 and $601,000, with and without recre-

ation, giving benefit-cost ratios of 0.77 and 0.76, respectively.

Floodproofing Existing Dwellings

Floodproofing, which involves the modification of structures by

waterproofing or raising them to prevent floodwater intrusion, may be

undertaken by individual owners or as a group action. These measures

are usually applied through building codes to new structures within the

designated flood-prone Area. Existing flooded structures adjacent to

the lake in the study area, however, are predominantly residential and

of frame construction. Application of waterproofing measures to groups

of structures is inhibited by the predouinance of single family struc-

tures on individual lots. Waterproofing was rejected for two reasons.

First, the nature of flooding-- wave action-- would mitigate against

D-7
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protecting the structure from flooding since closures or flood walls

constructed immediately adjacent to the structures would allow impact of

waves and floodwaters on the structures. Due to the power exhibited by

the wave action, this measure was deemed unacceptable.

Second, since the structures are built over crawl spaces, any

protective walls or flood proofing measure would not only have to seal

the crawl space, but would have to provide protection for the structure

at and above the first floor. This is considered an extremely expensive

measure and unacceptable in meeting study objectives.

Raise-in-Place

This protective type nonstructural measure offers the greatest

opportunity to meeting objectives in that flooding and its impacts are

reduced or eliminated while preserving the use of the area to the

highest extent possible.

Since the great majority of the structures are one story without

basements, the analysis was made utilizing the following assumptions:

Type --1 story, no basement (1 SNB)

Structure Value (Vs) - $30,000 (average)

Content Value (Vc) $10,500

(Vc/Vs - 0.35)

Flood Hazard Factor (FHF) - 4.0

Distribution in the flood zone was evaluated as follows:

D-8
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Mi nimum
Number of Existing 1st Height to
Structures Floor Elevation he Raised

(feet)

8 877.75 0

12 876.75 1
18 875.75 2

25 974.75 3
31 873.75 4
37 872.75 5

T-3-1

Expected annual damages were computed from Corps of Engineers

Hydrologic Engineering Center (HEC) information (Figure D-1) from

"Physical and Economic Feasibility of Nonstructural Floodplain

Management Measures.
" (1 )

The incremental analysis of the raise in place alternative is

presented in Table D-2. As shown in the table a high percentage of the

units wxould be affected. At the higher elevations, those considered for

the raise-in-place measure would become marginally infeasible. However,

the benefits generated for raising those units at lower elevations would

be sufficient to maintain a positive benefit to cost ratio.

Relatively high unit costs for raise-in-place were used in this

determination to permit some treatment of the structures at their new

elevations specifically for aesthetic purposes. This could take the

form of a raised wood deck.

The findings of this analysis are generally supported in the

information presented In the above reference (Figures D-2 and D-3) for

1SNB structures raised 3 and 5 feet.

D
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Flood Proofing Future Facilities

As will be discussed below, Mercer County, as a participant in the

National Flood Insurance Program, will be required to adopt ordinances

or other controls to regulate land use and construction within the 100-

year flood plain (land area inundated once every hundred years, on the

average). The 100-year flood plain ccrresponds, tentatively, to a Grand

Lake elevation of 875.0 feet NGVD.

With this alternative an increment would be added to the existing

regulated land use to require all future development to be floodproofed

to the level of the Standard Project Flood, which is a flood represent-

ing the critical flood runoff volume and peak discharge that may be

expected from the most severe combination of meteorologic and hydraulic

conditions that are considered reasonably characteristic of the hydro-

logic region involved, excluding extremely rare combinations. Flood-

proofing, in this sense, would consist of elevating future buildings on

pads or piles, constructing dikes, providing watertight closures and

anchorage systems, waterproofing or using any other such method designed

to resist inundation. Expenses would be borne by individual property

owners. With this plan, the increased costs of flood proofing may tend

to discourage development in the Standard Project Flood plain, thus

satisfying the concerns of fish and wildlife agencies and environmental

interests. However, this plan would provide no measure of flood protec-

tion to existing development on the lake rim, a problem which, to a

limited extent, concerns individuals and local government in tha area.

In addition, economic and individual costs of floodproofing new and

replacement structures may prove to be excessive and would be the

responsibility of local interests.

Temporary Evacuation

Information collected during field surveys and interviews indicated

that some warning of high lake levels and/or wind conditions permitted
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TABLE D-13

POTENTIAL REVENUE FROM GRAND LAND VISITATION

Lake Visitation Potential Net Revenue Relative
Year (Visitor-Days) Revenue 1/ to 1973 Visitation

1970 1,711,800 $ 6,847,200

1971 1,636,200 6,544,800

1972 2,106,100 8,424,400

1973 2,448,500 9,794,000

1974 1,725,200 6,900,800 - $ 2,893,200

1975 1,658,800 6,635,200 - 3,158,800

1976 1,489,900 5,959,600 - 3,834,400

1977 1,474,950 2J 5,899,800 - 3,894,200

1978 1,479,0182J 5,912,100 - 3,881,90,

1979 1,219,637_V. 4,878,500 - 4,915,500

2000 3,000,000_1/ 12,000,000 + 2,206,000

2020 3,600,0001/ 14,400,000 + 4,406,000

Based on $4.00 per visitor-day.
2_ Visitation figures are for fiscal year, not calendar year

(Source: ODNR).

_V/ Projected.
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accessible on the tributaries to Grand Lake. In addition, about an

equal length of boat access channels to private dwellings exists along

the south shore. To guarantee that these channels satisfy their

principal recreational purpose, periodic dredging must be performed.

According to the State of Ohio major access areas are dredged approxi-

mately every 3 years.

Table D-14 presents estimated costs of maintenance dredging. These

values are based on a unit cost of $2.00/cubic yard, a 25-foot channel

width, and 2 feet of sediment removal. The corresponding cost per 50

feet of channel length is $185, or about $60 per year. This latter

figure is illustrative of a channel along a typical residential front-

age, and provides input to the issue of cost sharing for maintenance

dredging of private boat access channels.

TABLE D-14

COST OF MAINTENANCE DREDGING:
TRIBUTARIES AND BOAT ACCESS CHANNELS

Cost to
Dredge Every Dredging Cost

Channel Length 3 Years per Year
(feet)

Coldwater Creek 9,000 S 33,000 $ 11,00
Chickasaw Creek 7,500 28,000 9,300
Little Chickasaw Creek 3,000 11,000 3,700
Prairie Creek 4,500 17,000 5,600
Beaver Creek 7,500 28,000 9,300
Barnes Creek 3,000 11,000 3,700
Monroe Creek 2,000 7,500 2,500
Boat Access Channels 36,000 133,000 44,000

The major concern with this type of dredging is the proper disposal

of the spoil material. The current method of placing the spoil on the

channel banks is technically deficient due to the susceptibility of the

material to erode back into the channel. The proper containment of the
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a
emergency actions prior to evacuating the premises prior to actual

flooding. Temporary evacuation, while questionable in regard to levels

of damages prevented or reduced, does offer the principal means of pro-

tecting life and limb, the personal safety aspect of risks associated

with flooding.

To be fully effective, an evacuation plan must provide for a given

format of responses when it is determined that flooding is about to

occur. To develop the maximum effectiveness of a temporary evacuation

plan, a flood warning system must be utilized to signal the threat of

flooding.

Flood Warning System

In the case of Grand Lake, a warning system would appear to be

fairly straightforward in gaging the critical parameters (factors) of

lake levels, wind velocity and wind direction, as follows:

Lake Levels Water surface elevations at critical stage can easily

be signaled by a sensor in a freeze-proof wet wall. This would be

important in that lake levels higher than the rule curve maximum (eleva-

tion 870.75) would be indicative of a potential flooding period.

Wind Velocity An anemometer at one or more locations about the

lake would provide for gaging high wind velocities over broad areas or

more localized conditions.

Wind Direction Winds from the west and the north are potentially

the most damaging as far as wave action and wind setup are concerned.

Therefore wind direction should also be measured and utilized in an

overall warning system.

These three factors, seen as having a compounding effect in pro-

ducing the most damaging conditions, can be integrated into a signal

analyzing device which would set off a warning system. Such warning

systems are generally displayed in police or fire department head-

quarters which are 24-hour duty stations.
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The effectiveness of an evacuation plan and response of the com-

munity to it cannot be accurately predetermined and, consequently,

neither can potential flood damage reduction.

Flood Insurance

Flood insurance, at least in some aspects, is both a protective

measure and a management measure. It is considered separately in this

discussion in that it does little or nothing to prevent damages from

flooding. Rather, it indemnifies the property owner against economic

loss due to flooding. Flood insurance may indirectly prevent some flood

damages by the awareness that the property owner is or may be in the

flood plain. This, however, would require follow-up action on the part

of the property owner to prevent physical damage from flooding.

Flood insurance is primarily considered a management measure since

the program requires a trade-off from the community to join the insur-

ance program. That trade-off consists of the following: the program in

general and individual flood insurance policies provide economic or

financial protection up to given levels depending on the initial

(emergency) phase or full participation (regular) phase, in which the

community is enrolled. The community, on the other hand, agrees to

manage the program and, also, to manage the specific use of the flood

plain within the guidelines of the program. This flood plain management

feature of the program requires that any new development in the flood

plain be accomplished in such a manner to prevent or minimize damages by

floods at least up to the 100-year event.

The emergency phase provides subsidized flood insurance to flood-

prone occupants up to a stated amount on structure and contents, as

follows:
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Flood Insurance Coverage

Under Emergency Phase
National Flood Insurance Program

Coverage

Type Structure Structure Contents

Residential $ 35,000 S 10,000
Small Business 100,000 100,000
Other 100,000 100,000

Upon completion of a flood insurance study, the communities would

be converted to the regular program in which coverage is substantially

higher in each category and rates are on an actuarial (risk) basis.

Participation in the National Flood Insurance Program is a local,

option in which Mercer County is enrolled in the first or "emergency"

phase and limited Federally subsidized coverage is available to all

property owners. A flood insurance study (F.I.S.) to convert from the

emergency to the "regular" phase has not been scheduled for Mercer

County as of February 1981. Auglaize County was identified by the

Federal Emergency Management Agency as having flood-prone areas, but to

date (February 1981) the county has chosen not to participate in the

program.

Since this Federal program is available to local governments, no

further evaluation in this study is deemed necessary.

Lake Water Quality

Water quality improvement measures considered but deemed in-

appropriate for various reasons are as follows:

Destratification/Aeration

Artificial aeration is a process in which air or oxygen is added to

the lake by mechanical means to improve dissolved oxygen conditions for

fishery and water quality purposes. Artificial aeration is generally
I;-

W applicable to eutrophic lakes that are deep enough to stratify thermally
~D-17



and in which the hypolimnion is essentially devoid of dissolved oxygen

and thus uninhabitable by aerobic (oxygen-consuming) organisms. The

objective is to increase oxygen concentrations throughout the lake and

promote the rate of oxidation and decomposition of organic hottom sedi-

ments and organic matter in the water column. Besides being cost

prohibitive for a lake of this size, the method is not a practical

alternative for improving water quality at Crand Lake St. Marvs since

(1) oxygen levels in the lake are generally high and fairly well dis-

tributed from top to bottom because of natural lake mixing; (2) the lake

does not stratify thermally because of its shallow depth; and (3) the

method would not, in itself, restore lake water quality since it treats

the symptoms of overfertilization rather than the source.

Runoff Treatment, Flocculant Addition, and Lake Bottom Sealing

The primary mechanism to be investigated in the runoff treatment

and flocculant addition alternative is the inactivation of soluble

orthophosphate by aluminum or iron flocculants, with consequent transfer

to the sediments. Each of these nutrient inactivation/precipitation

methods has been a documented lake restoration technique, especially in

the case of small, eutrophic lakes. The method involves chemical or

inert material addition that will bond with, absorb, or otherwise

immobilize necessary algal nutrients, thereby preventing them from being

utilized by these organisms for their growth. The primary difference

between the two alternatives is that runoff treatment infers a continu-

ous chemical feed, while flocculant addition involves a single applica-

tion over the lake surface. In the case of bottom sealing, the use of

fly ash (the residue remaining from the burning of coal) and a synthetic

fabric filter are each considered. Because all of these measures are

generally infeasible for the conditions at Grand Lake, a brief presen-

tation is given to demonstrate the principal const-aints.

The anticipated beneficial impact of the three methods is an

improvement in water quality resulting from the inactivation and conse-

quent unavailability of phosphorus for primary production. In most .)
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cases, dissolved oxygen levels and water transparency are increased as a

result of the inhibition of algal growth. The use of a fabric filter

would additionally eliminate sediment resuspension and its attendant

turbidity and phosphorus renewal problems.

For several reasons, these benefits will be less significant in the

case of Grand Lake than in other reported applications. First, Grand

Lake is shallow and wind-induced mixing keeps the lake well-oxygenated

throughout its depth with no stable thermocline development. The

release of sediment phosphorus under anaerobic condition is, therefore,

not a widespread problem. Second, the orthophosphate (the target of

these techniques) accounts for only ten percent of the total phosphorus

due to a high degree of phosphate adsorption onto suspended sediments.

Related to this sediment resuspension is the fact that the chemical

flocs or the fly ash will not permanently settle to the bottom as they

would in deeper water bodies.

The adverse impacts on water quality could potentially override any

improvements and create more critical problems than currently exist at

Grand Lake. In general, the aluminum or iron flocs will remain in

suspension and be shifted by wind-driven currents to lakeshore areas,

creating adverse aesthetic and possibly public health conditions. Of.

special concern is the continuous feed of chemicals for runoff treat-

ment, since the trap efficiency of the lake is reportedly high. Given

the commercial grade of alum commonly used, substantial increases in

alkalinity, hardness, and sulfate would occur and impact on the Celina

water treatment operation.

The use of fly ash is even more constrained by potential water

quality problems. Trace materials in the fly ash are particularly

problematical. For example, using a typical fly ash composition and a

4 cm bottom layer of fly ash, the concentration of copper in Grand Lake

could violate Ohio stream standards if only one percent of the copper

available in the ash is released over a short period. The use of Grand

Lake for water supply purposes further aggravates this concern.
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The impact of chemical flocs or fly a., - fish and wildlife at

Grand Lake cannot be evaluated at this time. Extensive testing would be

required before any of these alternatives could he implemented. Renthic

organisms would appear to be the most susceptible to an environmental

stress, although past applications do not indicate severe consequences.

Use of a fabric filter will have the greatest impact on lake bottom

habitats.

The use of chemical flocculants or fly ash is limited most by the

turbulent nature of the lake bottom, since this negates the primary

purpose of permanent removal of phosphorus to the sediments. The

physical dimensions of the Grand Lake basin further constrain the

implementation of these alternatives. Calculations based on previous

studies and USEPA design manuals indicate that runoff treatment based on

average annual flows to Grand Lake would require about 300 tons of alum

or ferric chloride (FeC13) annually, whereas flocculant addition would

necessitate approximately 1,500 tons of aluminum sulfate (AlSO4 ) every

three years. An even more noteworthy finding is that over five million

tons of fly ash are needed to cover the lake bottom to a depth of 4 cm.

This represents ten percent of the annual national production of fly

ash.

The use of chemical treatment of tributary flows is limited by the

extreme fluctuations in the flow rate and the need to vary the chemical

feed rate accordingly. The use of fly ash will be prohibited outright

if it is eventually classified as a hazardous material under the

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act. In the case of a fabric filter,

the physical limitations are obvious. Securing the fabric to the lake

bottom so as not to interfere with recreational boating is an especially

difficult task.

An important limitation of any of these methods is that they are

temporary. For example, chemical flocculants or fly ash would be needed

approximately every three years. In a sense, these methods are most

applicable when a major nutrient reduction program is implemented and

the technique serves to "seal off" historical nutrient build-up.
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Even though these three alternatives can be deemed Infeasible due

to a physical and environmental constraints, a consideration of the

respo':tive costs is included for completeness. The fabric filter is

most obviously cost prohibitive, the total being S121 million based on

$0.20 per square foot. The cost of fly ash would ordinarily be low due

to the supplier's willingness to provide the ash as an alternative to

disposal. However, the volume requirements at Grand Lake cannot be met

by local supplies and transportation costs alone could be exorbitant.

(For example, approximately 300,000 truckloads of dry ash would be

required.)

Chemical addition to tributary inflows has a relatively low cost

due to the low concentration of total phosphorus (relative to sanitary

sewage). For example, the cost of chemicals, feeder equipment, and

labor to treat the major tributaries is about $100,000 annually. The

problem is that the sludge produced would aggravate environmental and

water quality concerns, and facilities for its removal would be cost

prohibitive. This would essentially require a tertiary treatment plant

for a flow of 43.3 MCD, or about 12 times the design flow rate for the

Celina treatment plant under the proposed sewage system.

In the case of flocculant addition to Grand Lake, a consideration

of total costs for past studies leads to a cost of S232,000 per year for

a three-year application cycle. Again, flocculant removal would

probably be necessary. A

Dilution/Flushing

Dilution/flushing has been examined as a means of alleviating

excessive algal (and macrophyte) growth by reducing nutrient levels

within the lake. It is accomplished by replacing nutrient-rich lake

water with nutrient-poor water from another source and hence removing

nutrients contained in the phytoplankton as well as those dissolved in

the water. One method involves pumping water out of the lake to allow

S increased inflow of nutrient-poor groundwater. Another involves
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rerouting nutrient-poor water to the lake from other surface waters or

obtaining it from pumped groundwater sources. The former method has

been tried before at Snake Lake, Wisconsin, but only temporary effects

were achieved.

Several factors preclude use of the technique at Crand Lake

St. Marys. First, there is no adequate, dependable supply of dilution

water in the region that can replace the lake contents. Surface water

supplies such as the St. Marys River and Lake Loramie can generally be

considered undependable and would be expensive sources to develop. In

the case of dilution with Lake Loramie water, costs of diverting

replacement water to the lake would approach $14,000,000 which is cost

prohibitive. In addition, Lake Loramie would have to be completely

drained to supply Grand Lake with only one foot (13,000 acre-feet) of

water. Second, the existing groundwater in the region is high in

minerals and would not be a suitable source unless treated prior to

installation.

An important limitation to this technique is that the dilution

water must contain substantially less nutrients than the lake water to

accomplish the desired objectives. This means that economic consider-

ations and logistics limit its use to lakes in close proximity to a low

nutrient water supply source. This is not the case in the Grand Lake

St. Marys area.

Drawdown

Drawdown is a technique used for lake water quality improvement

wherein the lake level is drawn down, partially or totally, to expose

and consolidate bottom sediments. The primary benefit of a drawdown

action would be (1) the physical stabilization of the upper flocculent

sediment zone or fluff region resulting in a presumed decrease in

nutrient release or regeneration from the sedimevts, and (2) the

flushing of the lake basin of nutrient-rich water, thereby allowing it

to be replaced with nutrient-poor water. In lowering the water level
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the sediments are exposed to air which results in drying the chemical

alterations by oxidation which apparently accelerates microhial con-

version of organic forms of nutrients to inorganic forms.

Consolidation of flocculent sediments by drying is considered

irreversible and would result in secondary benefits of a deepening of

the lake basin and an increase in lake volume. It would be anticipated

that the sediments would he oxidized and would not resuspend upon

reflooding. In addition, exposure and drying of the lake bottom would

provide opportunities for removal of bottom stumps, logs, and other

stickups, leveling of high and low spots, and rough fish eradication.

Drawdown can also result in control in submerged rooted aquatic plants

and production of higher, desirable algal and fish forms.

On the surface, drawdown appears to be an appropriate measure to

use at Grand Lake because of the many benefits it would impart, but

there are other considerations and drawbacks which make it either un-

suitable or infeasible. For one, it would be difficult under present

operating conditions to release water from the lake at a greater rate

than that entering without inducing some flood damage downstream in

Beaver Creek and/or the St. Marys Feeder Canal. In addition, the

existing lake outlet facilities are inadequate to accomplish the

drawdown over a short period of time without extensive supplemental

pumping. To be effective the lake must be completely drained and the

water table must be maintained below the surface of the lake sediment

surface, a task that would be difficult to attain given the many high

and low spots on the lake bottom and the generally high groundwater

table in the area.

Without further testing, it is believed that any consequent con-

solidation of the sediments could be short-lived due to the magnitude of

the wind-induced bottom mixing in the shallow regions of the lake.

Another drawback is that the drawdown would have to be accomplished

and maintained for at least one warm-weather recreation season in order

£to dry out and consolidate the sediments. This could potentially result
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in a multi-million dollar loss to the local economy in addition to a

severe loss of aesthetic enjoyment, recreation, and fish and wildlife

resources.

With regard to refilling, it is doubtful, without extensive reduc-

tion of incoming nutrients, that the make-up water will be of such a

nutrient-poor quality to realize anything but short-term improvement.

Another important drawback involves the potentially severe nuisance

conditions created by offensive odors for an extended period of time

from decomposition of fish and organics. The most important constraint

is the significant reduction in water supply storage for an extended

period which would adversely affect the water supply of Celina which has

no other developed source other than the lake itself.

Biotic Harvesting of Nutrient Organisms

Algae harvesting, or the physical removal of algal blooms, has been

considered as an alternative for improving water quality. In order to

be effective, the algal biomass must be in relatively high concentra-

tions for removal by mechanical means. This method would be particu-

larly ineffective and impractical to apply at Grand Lake because of the

large lake surface area, and the short duration and widespread dispersal

of algal blooms on the lake. Macrophyte (aquatic plant) harvesting can

aid in reversal of eutrophic conditions in some lakes, but control of

excessive growths poses difficult problems from practical, economic, and

aesthetic standpoints. The technical feasibility of plant harvesting at

Grand Lake can be discarded because of the current lack of heavy concen-

tration of macrophyte growth. The largest beds are water milfoil in

Riley Bay (north shore), but these provide habitat for benthic orga-

nisms, young-of-the-year fish, and wildlife. Macrophyte areas at Grand

Lake should be preserved for these reasons except in areas impeding

boater access.
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Other Alternative Considerations

A review of various documents and letters presented by individuals,

organizations and agencies from time to time throughout the course of

the study, has produced alternative suggestions that were given con-

sideration. These suggestions include the following:

1. Locating and uncovering under-the-lake springs that could

provide a source of cold water to the Lake.

2. Providing a supplemental water feeder from Lake Loramie to

Grand Lake as a source of water during low water conditions.

3. Development of the Harbor Point County Park area for recrea-

tional purposes.

4. Seeding dredge disposal areas.

The following comments apply to each of the suggestions:

Springs. No data exists as to the location, number, and flows of

such springs although they are known to exist. The potential flows from

these springs would be more dependent on the relative hydrostatic heads

(pressure) than on the degree of "coverage by silt" or total number of

such springs, and are probably still feeding the lake if indeed they

once did. Any attempt to uncover the springs would be difficult, if not

fruitless, due to the continual movement of bottom sediment (due to

bottom circulation patterns) and consequential re-covering of the

springs in the short-term.

Lake Loramie Feeder. Based on the existing topography of the Grand

Lake watershed, a logical route for the suggested feeder would be north-

erly from Lake Loramle through the existing Miami-Erie Canal System;

thence westerly along Route 219 (the historic dry feeder route) to

Barnes Creek with subsequent inflow to Grand Lake (Plate D-1).
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Assuming that the old lock system on the Miami-Erie Canal is no

longer in service, a piping system would be required. Preliminary

calculations indicate that a 7-foot diameter conduit would be required

to supply enough water to raise the Grand Lake water level by one foot

in thirty days, at a cost of $14 million. This alternative, at these

costs, would appear N:bit prohibitive. In addition, under low flow

conditions, Lake Loramie would be at no more than normal pool with

13,000 acre-feet of impounded water. To raise Grand Lake by one foot

requires more than 13,000 acre-feet of water. Lake Loramie would have

to be drained to achieve a significant improvement at Grand Lake. It is

possible that enough excess water from Lake Loramie would be available,

but only when Grand Lake would not require it.

The same physical constraints apply to the alternative of using

Lake Loramie supplemented flows for purposes of improving Grand Lake

water quality through dilution as has been discussed in a previous

section.

Harbor Point Development. The development of Harbor Point for

recreational purposes is too site specific for the types of remedial

measures considered in this study.

Seeding of Dredge Disposal Sites. The seedinR of dredge disposal

sites is a feasible alternative that does not require a detailed

analysis. In addition to erosion control, an important advantage of

this measure is the potential inhibition of undesirable weed and cotton-

wood growth. One shortcoming is that the seeding will not provide

permanent protection due to the gradual undercutting and sloughing of

the banks.

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED IN DETAIL

This section of Formulation of Alternatives discusses alternatives

that have been given active and more detailed consideration, either

because they have been suggested by local, regional and state interests,

or because they would appear to have technical merit.
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Flood Control

Structural flood damage reduction plans considered for Beaver Creek

and lakeshore together included detention basins, diversion and

spillway/outlet modifications. In addition, nonstructural reservoir

regulation alternatives were examined. Structural flood damage

reduction plans considered for Beaver Creek alone included channel

improvement alternatives -- clearing, cleaning and snagging; channel

enlargement, and agricultural levees. Structural flood damage reduction

plans considered for lakeshore only included breakwaters, groins, and

shoreline levees.

Detention Basins

This alternative refers to structures in which runoff from the

watershed above Grand Lake would be detained in the basin during peak

flood flows and then released downstream to the lake as soon as condi-

tions permit.

The rationale of this alternative was to determine the feasibility

of providing flood control storage on tributaries of the lake to

restrict surcharging of the existing west spillway to a maximum of one

foot. A combined network of four small detention structures was con-

sidered, one for each of the major tributaries to the lake: Coldwater

Creek, upper Beaver Creek, Chickasaw Creek, and Little Chickasaw Creek

(see Plate D-2). The retention structure would control areas of 9.3,

18.9, 15.3, and 6.6 square miles, respectively, for a total of 50.1

square miles or 45 percent of the Grand Lake watershed. Detention

structure sites were located as shown on Plate D-2 based on maximum

drainage area controlled and maximum storage available versus struc-

tural, residential and topographic limitations.

The maximum control storage volume for this alternative is approxi-

mately 29,530 acre-feet (A-F). The total capacity of the four damsites

considered is 10,828 A-F and, therefore, lacks approximately 18,700 A-F
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for the alternative. This maximum flood control storage (10,828 A-F) is

limited at each of the four sites by rim of basin elevations because of

low topographic relief. In addition, top of dam capacities at each

location could not be realized in actual operation because of overtop-

ping and freeboard considerations. Additional locations would only

provide a capacity of 300 to 500 A-F maximum storage based on topo-

graphic limitations.

For this alternative several assumptions, as follows, were made to

determine the reduction of observed peak pool elevation for the lake:

(1) the full 10,828 A-F is available for flood storage; (2) a general

basin-wide storm pattern produces sufficient runoff intensity to fill

each basin to capacity regardless of their outflows; (3) starting pool

elevations are the same as the observed condition prior to the storm;

and (4) observed outflows for the lake, for each storm event, up to the

time of the observed peak pool elevation. These assumptions, in effect,

produce the maximum lake pool reductions possible. The following

information shows historical flood events, in descending order of

magnitude and their computed reductions.

Observed Data Estimated Modification
Pool Pool Reduction

Date Elevation Elevation in Feet

15 Jan 1930 872.83 872.11 0.72

21-22 May 1943 872.67 871.94 0.73
25 April 1972 872.67 871.94 0.73

9-10 April 1938 872.42 871.67 0.75

7- 8 April 1978 872.17 871.40 0.77

Based on pool elevation-frequency analysis, the Grand Lake pool

elevation of 871.75 (one foot above west bank spillway crest) is equaled

or exceeded once every 4 or 5 years under existing conditions. Assuming

the retarding basins provide the maximum reductions possible at top of

dam capacities, the modified exceedence Interval for elevation 871.75
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would be once every 14 to 16 years. This would result In a significant

reduction in average annual flood damages on the south shore for the no-

wave condition for all but rare storm events. However, a guideline

design outflow rate of 5 cfs per square mile would total 250 cfs from

the four retarding basins. This inflow into the lake plus inflows from

the remaining uncontrolled area is considered a substantial west bank

outflow rate in order to maintain a stationary lake pool and would

result in no substantial flood damage reductions in the Beaver Creek

flood plain.

Total first cost of this combined detention basin system is esti-

mated at $14,859,000 and total equivalent annual charges are estimated

at $1,389,000. Total average annual damages (AAD) along Beaver Creek

and the lake shore are estimated at $235,000. Elimination of all AAD

would result in a benefit to cost ratio of 0.17. Since total reduction

of AAD is not realistic, the B/C ratio would be less than indicated.

The economic analysis for this alternative was based strictly on

flood control benefits. However, additional benefits could be realized

through dual purpose use of retention basins as sediment ponds for

settlement of suspended particulate matter entering from the watershed.

However, adding this benefit would still not result In a favorable

alternative.

Although actual economic benefits and flood damage reductions have

not been assessed, estimated annual costs exceed potential maximum

annual benefits. This alternative is, therefore, economically infeasi-

ble and was dropped from further consideration either as a single

alternative or in conjunction with other alternatives.

Diversion

Another structural alternative examined in detail for combined

flood damage reduction involved diversion of lake overflows to the

St. Marys River via Fourmile Creek (see Plate D-3). The rationale of

this alternative consideration is that the lake Is located on a drainage
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divide in which the western 59 percent of the drainage area (66.2 square

miles) is within the Wabash River Basin and the eastern 41 percent (45.9

square miles) is in the Maumee River Basin. Because the west spillway

crest is 19 inches lower than the east bulkhead crest, a greater propor-

tion of overflow from the lake is discharged to the west.

The primary objectives of this alternative were to reduce flood

damages along Beaver Creek by allowing outflows from the lake in propor-

tion to the historical drainage areas of the lake watershed and also

prevent surcharging the existing west spillway by no more than one foot,

which elevation (871.75) is the start of lakeshore flood damages.

The alternative represents a new lake outlet and presumes that no

modification of the two existing outlet structures is undertaken.

The alternative requires a new outlet structure and approximately

2 miles of deep-cut channel connecting the Grand Lake pool, through a

portion of the Grand Lake State Park (just west of Villa Nova on the

north side of the lake), to the near headwater area of Fourmile Creek in

the vicinity of U.S. Route 33. The selected route crosses the drainage

divide which is at an estimated rim elevation of 904 feet NGVD. Selec-

tion of this diversion channel route was predicated on a "best fit" to

existing topography after consideration of other St. Marys River tribu-

tary locations north of the lake. This route had also been identified

in the Wabash River Basin Comprehensive Study (prepared by the Wabash

River Coordinating Committee and dated June 1971), which recommended

that this plan be examined in subsequent studies of Grand Lake

St. Marys.

Examination of 53 years (1927-1979) of lake pool elevations indi-

cated two severe inflow periods occurring at critical times. These

inflows to the lake were experienced during a 6-day period in mid-May

1943, producing 11,750 day-second-feet, and a 6-day period in early June

1958, resulting in approximately 11,300 day-second-feet. Both events

occurred during prime crop and recreational seasons.
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To limit the Grand Lake pool elevation to a maximum of 1-foot rise

above west spillway crest for these two floods, a total mean daily out-

flow of approximately 818 cfs and 843 cfs would be required, respec-

tively. These flows would be required through the severe inflow periods

(mid-May 1973 and early June 1958) disregarding downstream conditions.

Applying the 59 percent criteria would reauire west bank outflows of 483

cfs and 438 cfs for the two inflow periods. The estimated capacity of

the four west bank gates, assumed operational and at pool elevation

870.75, is 450 cfs. Therefore, a combination of fully open gates and

spillway overflows would be required to pass these proportional flows.

The suggested Fourmile Creek diversion channel is, then, designed

to carry the remaining 41 percent of inflows or 335 cfs and 305 cfs for

the two periods studied. Four trapezoidal channel designs were investi-

gated, with a 15-foot bottom width and 3-foot horizontal/1-foot vertical

side slopes used for the economic analysis.

Total first costs of the diversion channel and the outlet structure

are estimated at $3,511,000 and total equivalent annual costs are esti-

mated at $299,000. If it is assumed that total annual benefits, in the

form of complete elimination of Beaver Creek and lake shore average

annual damages estimated at $235,000 could be realized by this alterna-

tive, the resulting benefit to cost ratio would be 0.78.

Although actual economic benefits and flood damage reduction

impacts have not been assessed, estimated costs of this alternative

exceed potential flood damage reduction benefits along lakeshore and

Beaver Creek. The alternative also has the potential of transferring

flood damages along the diversion alignment and also to the St. Marys

River. Because of an unfavorable economic result, this diversion

alternative is eliminated as a viable plan for flood damage reduction.

Diversion to St. Marys River via St. Marys Feeder Canal

The purpose of this alternative consideration was to investigate

modification of the existing eastern embankment spillway system to
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provide an east/west split of spillwav discharge proportional to the

historical drainage areas contributing to the lake. The historical lake

drainage area contributions are 59 percent to the western outlet and

41 percent to the eastern outlet. The alternative suggests a more

equitable balance of outflows that has potential to relieve flooding

problems along Beaver Creek.

This alternative was addressed in a report entitled, "Grand Lake

St. Marys, Miami and Erie Canal, Improvement Study," August 1979, pre-

pared for the Ohio Department of Administrative Services, Division of

Public Works, by Burgess and Niple, Ltd. ( 2 ) The plan as proposed by the

engineer includes, among other items, a major improvement to the exist-

ing eastern lock system consisting of replacement of the present

bulkheads with a new concrete ogee spillway having the same crest

elevation as the present west spillway (elevation 870.75) and channel

improvements which provide for greater flow capacity through the

St. Marys Feeder Canal.

This cited report included discharge rating curves (Figure D-4) for

the existing east and west bank spillways (derived from "Phase I Inspec-

tion Report," National Dam Safety Program, December 1978, prepared for

the U.S. Army Engineer District, Pittsburgh, by Burgess and Niple,

Ltd.) ( 3 ) The analysis and proposed improvement to the east embankment

spillway appears to he satisfactory to provide the suggested east/west

split of spillway discharge.

Conduit discharge potential for both the east bank and west bank

was neglected, however, by Burgess and Niple in the analysis of this

alternative. The west embankment structure contains four gated 30-inch

diameter conduits with an estimated total capacity of 450 cfs at lake

pool elevation 870.75 (from Figure D-5). The east embankment structure

contains one gated 42-inch diameter conduit with an estimated capacity

of 145 cfs at pool elevation 870.75 (from Figure D-6). Both discharge

rating curves, Figures D-5 and D-6, were developed from available

information by the Louisville District and are considered adequate for
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this survey report. Through an inspection of the existing conduit

discharge rating curves, the desired 41/59 percent proportional

discharge cannot be met for total discharge capacity.

Figure D-7 is a combined (conduit plus spillway) discharge rating

for existing and modified conditions. The existing west embankment

discharge rating curve includes four fully open gates plus spillway

flow. The existing and modified east embankment discharge capacities

are also presented. To satisfy the proportional discharge split, for

total outflow capacity conditions, an additional 42-inch diameter

conduit, or equivalent, would need to be added to the proposed Burgess

and Niple east spillway modification plan.

According to the cited report, the proposed spillway/outlet channel

modification is expected to result in: (1) a decrease in outflows to

Beaver Creek; (2) approximately the same maximum lake elevation, and

(3) greater increases in outflows from the eastern embankment outlet to

the St. Marys Feeder Canal. The proposed spillwav/outlet channel modi-

fication is expected to decrease outflows to Beaver Creek, but are of

such low magnitude, being on the order of 5 cfs and 15 cfs for 25-year

and 100-year recurrence intervals, respectivelv, as to result in

negligible flood damage reductions along Beaver Creek. In addition,

since the expansive lake surface is capable of storing large volumes of

inflow, the spillway/outlet channel improvement proposed, though allow-

ing a large increase in eastward outflows, creates only a slight

decrease in lake levels in the order of 0.1 inch thereby negating any

flood damage reduction benefits to the lake shore.

Lake Regulation (Re-Regulation)

Considerable public interest has been expressed in alternative lake

regulation methods for t'ie purpose of reducing flood damages along the

lake shore and Beaver Creek, as well as for providing greater dependa-

bility in obtaining and maintaining the seasonal pool level. Alterna-

tives considered it, this study have included variations in: (a) winter (')
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pool drawdown -- provide flood control storage to reduce flooding along

south shore and Beaver Creek; (b) initiation of pool filling -- attain

recreation pool requirements; ani (c) controlled releases -- reduce

flood damages along Beaver Creek and also south shore. Figure D-8

identifies the current operation schedule and defines the above

characteristics.

Filling Period. Three alternative winter pool drawdown levels were

evaluated -- 1-foot, 2-foot, and 4-foot below the west bank spillway

crest (elevation 870.75). Based on preliminary lake capacity data, the

1-foot, 2-foot, and 4-foot drawdown plans would require sufficient

inflow to recover 6,330 day/second/feet (dsf); 11,900 dsf; and 21,500

dsf, respectively, for the return to recreation pool, elevation 870.75.

A mass inflow curve (Figure D-9) was developed using the months of March

and April (1969-1978) to determine the various time periods required to

return the lake to recreation pool (the start of the recreation season

is considered to be in the period of late March to mid-April). For the

1-foot drawdown alternative, pool filling could be initiated on 3 March-

16 March to attain recreation pool by 31 March-15 April. The 2-foot

drawdown would require approximately the full two-month period (March-

April), while the 4-foot drawdown would not be recovered during the time

period investigated. (This evaluation was based on average inflow

conditions for the 10-year period, not an individual year basis.) This

mass inflow examination indicates the necessity of an early March

initial filing date to recover recreation pool by a desirable date.

Depletion Period. The time required to deplete recreation pool

storage varies with the extent of total drawdown and inflow during the

depletion period. For a west bank conduit release of 200 cfs and zero

inflow into the lake, the 1-foot, 2-foot, and 4-foot drawdown minimum

pool depletion time periods were determined to be 32 days, 60 days, and

107 days, respectively. To provide maximum available storage during

maximum rainfall runoff period of December through March, pool drawdown

for flood :ntrol storage should be completed by I December. For the

three drawdown alternatives being considered, initial drawdown dates of 0
30 October, 1 October, or 16 August would be required.
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Winter Drawdown. As was previously indicated, three winter pool

elevations were initially selected (869.75, 868.75, 866.75) representing

a 1-foot, 2-foot, and a 4-foot drawdown below the west bank spillway

crest. Because of the depletion and filling impacts of the 4-foot

drawdown alternative on the recreation pool and the resulting exposure

of mudflats, this alternative was not considered further. Associated

with the two remaining pool drawdown alternatives, two west bank outflow

release conditions were considered: (1) a maximium combined conduit plus

spillway overflow of 200 cfs; and (2) a 200 cfs conduit flow plus

uncontrolled spillway discharges.

Figure D-10 displays the elevation-frequency relationships of the

observed conditions for the period of record (Curve A I), the existing

operation schedule (Curve A), and four variations for filling, drawdown,

and west bank releases. In reviewing Figure D-IO it is apparent that:

a. Winter pool drawdown alone will not alleviate excessive pool

elevation problems;

b. An increase in the receiving stream(s) flow capacity must be

achieved to obtain an optimum control of pool fluctuations; and

c. A filling date of 1 April would have a substantial impact in

attainment of the recreational pool elevation.

From the perspective of maximizing attainment of the recreation

pool and minimizing the flood damages along the south shore, a winter

pool drawdown of 1-foot, a 1 March filling date, and a 200 cfs conduit

plus spillway discharge (Curve D, Figure D-1O) represents a potential

tradeoff to the existing operation schedule represented by Curve A.

Selection of Curve D requires consideration of the practicability of

increasing outflows to Beaver Creek for reductions in flood damages

along the south shore. Based on an economic evaluation, adoption of

Curve D operation schedule would result in an average annual flood

damage reduction (when compared to Curve B) to the south shore of

$21,500; however, this alternative would induce flood damages along

Beaver Creek by an average annual amount of $2,100.
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Clearing, Cleaning and Snagging

A clearing, cleaning and snagging alternative has been considered

for Beaver Creek. This alternative consists of removal of flow-

obstructing objects such as logs, rocks, debris, and bank vegetation for

the purpose of restoring the channel to provide better hydraulic

capacity and flow characteristics. In general, while usually being the

least costly method of channel improvement, clearing, cleaning, and

snagging alternatives are probably the least effective in reducing

potential flood flow heights. In addition, these types of alternatives

usually provide short term solutions to immediate problems since sub-

sequent new vegetative growth and high flows may redeposit additional

obstructions requiring that the clearing and snagging operation be

repeated at some later time.

A clearing, cleaning, snagging alternative was investigated from

mile 0 to 9.2 and from mile 10.2 to the outlet of Grand Lake, and would

consist of cleaning the channel area of debris, log jams and shoals, and

cleaning each bank of restrictive growth while leaving the stumps of

woody growth. Some channel excavation and reshaping would he required.

Stumping would not be included in this alternative in order to preserve

streambank stability and fish and wildlife habitat to the extent pos-

sible. A 1-mile section between mile 9.2 and 10.2 has been improved

sufficiently over the past years and is excluded from the analysis.

This channel improvement would provide a one-year, all season level

of protection which is a good level of protection for the use being made

of the flood plain. Reductions in flow elevations range from 1.0 foot

in the lower reaches and upper reaches to 1.5 feet in the middle reach

of Beaver Creek. These water level reductions are sufficient to mini-

mize overbank flooding to the maximum extent, but prolonged flows will

not be carried low enough in Beaver Creek such that tile drainage

systems can function properly.

First cost of this alternative is estimated at $1,000,000. The

annual costs of $97,000 (based on the current operation schedule for
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Grand Lake St. Marys) and annual benefits of $38,000, result in a

benefit to cost ratio of 0.4:1.0. Since annual costs exceed annual

benefits, this alternative is economically infeasible.

Channel Enlargement

In general, these types of alternatives consist of modifying an

exis ing watercourse to follow its original course, or constructing

entirely new channels. In existing channels the modifications can take

a variety of forms such as deepening or widening, side slope changes,

pavement lining, and redesigning bridge piers and other obstructions.

Riprap or other side slope protection may be added to prevent bank

erosion. This alternative necessitates channel excavation, and although

expensive, is an effective method to increase the flow capacity beyond

its natural state. The reuilts are usually long term provided that

maintenance practices prevent the accumulation of debris.

This alternative consists of channel improvement on Reaver Creek

from its mouth to the downstream western embankment outlet of Grand

Lake. Two sizes of channel improvements were studied for the purposes

of increasing the maximum release rate and reducing downstream flooding.

The improved channels are designed to hold 5- and 10-year degrees of

protection. A side slope of 1 vertical and 2 horizontal was considered

in order to assure some degree of certainty against erosion. The

alternative necessitates excavation on both sides of the channel. The

smaller improved channel alternative (5-year - Alternative C) would have

a bottom width of 40 feet at the upstream limit and 65 feet at the down-

stream limit. The larger improved channel alternative (10-year Alterna-

tive D) would have a bottom width of 60 feet at the upstream limit and

70 feet at the downstream limit. The two channel modification alterna-

tives would essentially reduce the existing 5- and 10-year events to a

level equivalent to the existing 1-year (all season) event. The project

limits were established in order to alleviate overbank flooding in the

entire Beaver Creek reach.

0
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S The costs and benefits for these two plans are presented below in

Table D-3.

TABLE D-3

ESTIMATED BENEFITS AND COSTS
OF CHANNEL MODIFICATION

BEAVER CREEK (MILE 0 TO MILE 10.6)
($1,000)

Benefit to

Degree of Construction Annual Annual Cost
Protection Cost Cost Benefits Ratio

5-year 1,609,000 228,000 70,818 0.31

10-year 5,342,000 523,600 77,121 0.15

As can be seen in Table D-3, benefit to cost ratios for both

channel designs are well below unity, making each of these alternatives

economically infeasible. As shown in Figure D-11, improvement of the

benefit/costs relationship is highly unlikely for smaller channel sizes.

Agricultural Levees (Beaver Creek)

This alternative provides a possible means of reducing agricultural

flood damages associated with the uncontrolled watershed runoff and any

releases from Grand Lake. Two levee sizes were reviewed. This levee

system was segmented and located on both sides of Beaver Creek (see

Plate D-4). Hydrologic profiles and low bank elevations were used to

determine the height, length, and location of each segment. For a 10- !

year level of protection, 12.5 miles of levee wold be required and pro-

tection afforded to 1,148 acres along Beaver Creek. Total first costs

are estimated at $4,000,000 and annual equivalent costs for the

improvement are estimated at $315,000. High operation and maintenance

costs due to frequent overtopping and requirements for pumping runoff

3behind the levees contribute to the infeasibility of this alternative.
For a 10-year degree of protection, annual benefits in the form of
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damages prevented amount to $60,700. The estimated annual cost and

benefits of S315,000 and $60,700, respectively, result in a benefit/cost

ratio of 0.19:1.0 making this alternative levee system economically

infeasible. Individual levee data are presented in Table D-4. Figure

D-11 also shows that improvement of the benefit/cost relationship is

unlikely for lower degrees of protection.

Lakeshore Flooding

Breakwaters

Breakwaters are structures constructed to reduce wave height for

the purpose of protecting shorelines or sheltering harbors. They are

classified as either (1) fixed (permanent), or (2) mobile (transport-

able). Fixed breakwaters have, until recently, been used for many

situations, but due to variable requirements for protection against wave

action, increased attention has been given mobile systems. Fixed break-

waters can be constructed of earth, stone, rubble, or concrete and can

be shore-connected or placed in areas of open water. Reduction of inci-

dent wave heights by fixed breakwaters is accomplished primarily by

reflection of wave energy, which can create very large horizontal forces

on a fixed breakwater. However, some fixed breakwaters can cause a

reduction in wave height by a combination of reflection and forced dis-

sipation through wave breaking. The relative amounts of energy dissi-

pated or reflected depends on the slope of the breakwater, the depth of

water, the wave height, and the wave steepness.

Due to the construction cost of fixed breakwaters, much attention

has been directed toward other methods of wave attenuation, namely

mobile breakwaters. The primary objective of the mobile breakwater is

to interact with the upper portions of the waves where most of the

energy is concentrated. As a result, the requirements for their design

and construction are considerably different from those of a fixed break-

water.
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Floating breakwaters, the only type of mobile breakwater judged

feasible for Grand Lake, can generally be classified as (1) flexible

floating structures, and (2) rigid floating structures. Flexible

floating breakwaters usually extend a small fraction of the water depth

below the surface. As a result, little wave attenuation is realized

through wave reflection and smaller mooring forces are developed. Many

types of flexible floating structures have been investigated, and each

incorporates (to varying degrees) viscous damping, destruction of wave

orbital motion, and/or energy absorption within the structure to

attenuate waves. In almost all cases, the length of the breakwater in

the direction of wave propagation must be longer than the wave length.

A rigid floating breakwater must extend deep enough below the sur-

face to encounter a majority of the wave energy. This is not the rule,

however, since rigid floating slabs behave more like flexible floating

structures when the structure length is much longer than the incident

wave length. Most of the rigid floating structures investigated attenu-

ate waves through various combinations of energy dissipation within the

structure, out of phase damping, wave interaction between incident and

reflected waves, and other wave interferences caused by the breakwater.

Since most of the wave energy is reflected in a rigid structure than in

a flexible structure, higher mooring forces are developed.

Of the many types of fixed and floating breakwater design concepts

available, five were selected as possibilities for application to Grand

Lake including two types of fixed breakwaters, a rigid floating struc-

ture, and two flexible floating structures. The fixed breakwaters

include dredge islands and the rubblemound breakwater. The rubblemound

breakwater was chosen because it is essentially the least expensive of

the conventional fixed breakwaters, and material for construction is

available locally. A rigid floating concrete breakwater was chosen

since it has had application in similar wave environments. Two designs

for flexible floating tire breakwaters were also evaluated. Floating

tire breakwaters have received considerable attention in the eastern

United States as an inexpensive alternative for reducing wave action in

inland lakes.
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Various results of the analytical modeling study can he used to

investigate an idealized case in which a breakwater is indistinguishable

from a lake boundary. That is, the breakwater serves to completely iso-

late the upwind and downwind lake segments. The possible transmission

of a wave across a floating breakwater is not accounted for, and the

effects of diffraction around the end of the breakwater are ignored.

In effect, the one-dimensional nature of the model nrohibits an

investigation of the efficiency of a breakwater that spans only a part

of the lake. Nevertheless, the results are of value in that they

provide an upper bound on the expected wave reductions.

Breakwaters were considered for use at Grand Lake St. Marys because

of their potential to resolve several problems relating to lakeshore

flooding and erosion, water quality, and recreation. The following

paragraphs evaluate the beneficial and adverse impacts of breakwaters in

these areas.

Lakeshore Flooding and Erosion. Breakwaters have application to

several of the physical problems identified in Grand Lake including

lakeshore flooding, severe wave action, and shoreline erosion.

Flooding of shorelines due to wind setup was shown to be possible,

particularly if water levels in Grand Lake are high. For example, dis-

placement of the mean water surface at the eastern embankment for a

50 mph westerly wind was shown to be 1.35 feet. Wind setup in water

bodies like Grand Lake is most prevalent when the prevailing winds and

major axis are coincident and there are no significant obstructions to

horizontal water movements. Therefore, in the case of Grand Lake,

relief could be provided by strategic nlacement of fixed breakwaters

such as dredge islands or rubblemound breakwaters. On the other hand,

floating breakwaters would directly respond to a long-period water

surface change and would have virtually no effect on wind setup. This

is because wind setup simply establishes a hydrostatic pressure gradient

to balance wind stress and is not caused by short-period wave action for

which floating breakwaters are designed. 0
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S Breakwaters can also serve to reduce shoreline erosion and wave

action. In general, breakwaters used for obtaining these objectives

would need to be evaluated on a site-by-site basis. However, the short-

period wave height has been found to increase in an approximate expo-

nential manner with distance along the lake axis (Figure D-12) and sig-

nificant reductions in wave action over the entire lake would require an

extremely complex and extensive breakwater system. For example, with

reference to Figure D-12, reducing the fetch along the major axis of

Grand Lake by two-thirds (33 percent of maximum fetch) results in only a

10 percent decrease in maximum significant wave heights. To achieve a

50 percent reduction in wave height at a shore, the breakwater would

have to be located within about 2,000 feet of the shore (5 percent of

maximum fetch).

Water Quality. The primary water quality related impact of break-

waters is to reduce wave-induced sediment reentrainment and transport

within the lake. The engineering analysis related to sediment movement

illustrated the capability of wind-generated waves on Grand Lake to

erode sediment from the lake bottom and maintain it within the water

column. These processes have created high levels of turbidity within

the lake. This is evidenced by the secchi disk readings of the EPA
(4 )

which ranged from only 12 to 20 inches at the lake.

Conceivably, were wave action to be reduced to a point where tur-

bidity was significantly reduced, potential adverse water quality

problems may arise. In Particular, reducing turbidity in the shallow

portions of the lake could lead to increased aquatic plant growth. This

in turn may have a negative impact on boater access and safety. The

value of suspended sediment within the water column in providing a sink

for nutrients has not been evaluated. However, there is evidence, based

on the water quality modeling performed, that the sediment may contain a

high proportion of the nutrients supplied to the take. Therefore, were

the suspended sediment reduced, the potential for algal blooms could

increase.
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A general improvement of Grand Lake's fishery is a malor beneficial

impact resulting from reduce,1 turbidity. However, reducing turbidity by

reducing wave action could have an adverse effect on dissolved oxygen

levels within the lake since wave action is a very effective reaeration

mechanism. Were breakwaters to be implemented on a scale large enough

to result in segmentation of Grand Lake, additional impacts on water

quality would need to be considered. In particular, segmentation would

reduce the exchange of water between the segmented areas. It is

possible that certain areas of the lake would receive a disproportionate

share of the annual nutrient load. Segmentation could, therefore, have

a negative impact on water quality in these areas.

As with any construction activity within Grand Lake, temporary,

localized adverse impacts on water quality can be expected during the

construction of breakwaters. Increases in turbidity and the associated

transport of nutrients into the water column are probable.

W& Lr-RelaLed Recreation. Many of the benefits to be expected from

breakwazer _,)nstrr!,tion in Grand Lake are associated with water-based

recreational activities. The consequeqtial creation of stillwater areas

is expected to promote water skiing and sailboating activities, consis-

tent with an overall increased interest in these sports. Boater safety

could also be increased, since the leeward side of the breakwaters will

provide a protected access route to shore. On the other hand, boating

access to all portions of the lake will be obstructed. Provision must

be made for boat passage at the ends or at designated points along the

breakwaters. A minor adverse impact is that the length of existing

speed lanes could be reduced.

As discussed earlier, breakwaters could have a beneficial impact on

the lake's fishery. Related to this is the increased use of Grand Lake

by sport fishermen. Shore-connected breakwaters, provided with walkways

for safety, could provide excellent access to deeper portions of Grand

Lake and alleviate a basic need for boats. This should be a major

consideration in any breakwater proposal for Grand Lake.
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Technical Feasibility. Fixed breakwater design requires investi-

gation of many parameters, which vary according to the type of struc-

ture. For an earth or rock structure, the most important considerations

are the depth of water and the foundation material. To assure stability

of rock breakwaters, a trapezoidal cross section is usually specified.

Therefore, for small increases in depth, increasing percentages of

material are required. A major disadvantage of fixed breakwaters is

that they cannot be easily moved in cases where adverse environmental

impacts are created by its construction.

Floating breakwater design is also dependent on many parameters.

However, in contrast to fixed breakwaters, they can be constructed

without much regard to water depth or foundation conditions. Mooring

floating breakwaters becomes a major consideration, as do the construc-

tion materials. Determining locations for achieving the maximum benefit

from breakwaters could be simplified by the use of floating breakwaters.

If the benefits derived from the initial placement are found to be less

than desirable, floating breakwaters may be moved to other sites requir-

ing wave protection.

Several disadvantages also exist. Floating breakwaters, in

general, require more maintenance and do not provide the same degree of

wave protection as fixed structures. Based on experiences with floating

breakwaters, year-round mooring in severe ice conditions is not possi-

ble. Floating breakwaters can be a hazard to navigation and a source of

liability if not effectively marked.

Based on this investigation, the conditions at Grand Lake are amen-

able for construction of either fixed or floating breakwaters. The

shallow lake depth can be considered an advantage for fixed breakwater

construction. The foundation characteristics are considered to he

satisfactory. Since dredge islands are currently being constructed on

Grand Lake and are being considered for wave protection, foundation

considerations are probably not required.
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Based on a wave forecast analysis, the wave climate in Grand Lake

is conducive to floating breakwaters. Since wave heights are on the

order of 3 feet and wave periods on the order of four seconds, floating

breakwaters can be constructed at a reasonable cost and provide signifi-

cant wave protection. Mooring floating breakwaters to piles is recom-

mended in shallow water conditions such as those encountered in Grand

Lake.

The most significant physical constraint on the use of floating

breakwaters in Grand Lake is ice formation. Since Grand Lake is shallow

its ability to store heat is minimal and ice inevitably forms as the

heat is released to the atmosphere during the winter season. A much

greater concern is related to the stability of the ice cover. Since

Grand Lake's surface area is so large, there is little chance of forming

a stable ice cover. Wind-induced stresses at the air-ice interface can

lead to the eventual deformation of the ice cover. This deformation can

cause significant damage to floating breakwaters and their mooring

systems. To avoid ice damage to these structures, provisions for moving

the breakwaters to areas sheltered from ice movement are required. Ice

formation around the structures should not cause damage as long as ice

movement is eliminated.

Economic Feasibility. Based on preliminary designs and costs of

previous applications for the types of breakwater under consideration,

unit costs for breakwater construction in Grand Lake were developed.

The results are tabulated as follows:

Unit Cost

Breakwater Alternative (per Lineal Foot)

Dredge Island Containment $ 200
Rubblemound $ 450
Floating Concrete $ 300
Floating Tire S 50
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Costs for dredge island type breakwaters reflect the need for

containment dikes on each side of the breakwater. The unit cost for

rubblemound breakwaters was based on a typical trapezoidal cross section

in 8 feet of water as recommended by the Corps of Engineers Shore Pro-

tection Manual. (5 ) The unit cost for floating concrete breakwaters was

based on a design wave height of 3 feet and a wave period of four

seconds, and includes mooring and installation costs. The unit cost for

floating tire breakwaters was taken from previous applications informa-

tion and represents a lower limit since a substantial portion of the

material and labor can be donated.

A total cost figure for breakwaters would be dependent on several

factors including location, orientation and spacing in the lake.

Because an overall plan has not been developed, only representative

costs can be given. However, to provide order of magnitude costs that

are consistent with the analytical methods used, the generalized length

of breakwater is equated to the width of the lake (12,000 feet) or to

breakwaters placed parallel to the length of the south shore. This

latter orientation has a greater potential for alleviation or reduction

of south shore erosion and flooding problems. Costs related to break-

waters are given in Table D-5.

TABLE D-5

COSTS RELATED TO BREAKWATERS

Dredge Rubble- Floating Floating

Island Mound Concrete Tire

Item ($200/LF) (S450/LF) (S300/LF) ($50/LF)

Cost to span $2,400,000 $ 5,400,000 $ 3,600,000 S 600,000
lake width
(12,000 feet)

Costs to span $8,000,000 $18,000,0o0 S12,OO0,000 $2,000,000
south shore
(40,000 feet)
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Based on analyses conducted in this study, a single breakwater is

not expected to produce enough of an effect on lake water quality or

physical conditions (shore erosion, wave heights) to result in measur-

able direct or indirect monetary benefits. An extensive series of

breakwaters would be required before benefits based solely on improve-

ments to these problems could be realized.

In contrast, a large number of breakwaters is not required to

possibly achieve a noticeable increase in lake usage. The benefits to

boating and fishing of even a single, strategically located breakwater

have already been presented. As such, there may be increased income

potential from increased or reestablished lake visitation due to the

improvements. For example, the approximate $4,000,000 annual loss in

revenue that apparently has occurred over the last several years rela-

tive to 1973 visitation levels would be nearly sufficient to justify

constructing any type of breakwater across the width of Grand Lake.

Even though a one-to-one correspondence between lake visitation patterns

should not be construed from this discussion, the results do have value

for comparative purposes. It is judged that, from a recreational usage

standpoint, an expenditure of $4,000,000 dollars on breakwater con-

struction would be preferred to the 2,000,000 cubic yards of dredging

that could be done for the same amount. This same preference would also

apply to water quality and physical lake condition improvements.

The most significant benefits to be realized would be for recrea-

tion with respect to boating and fishing in the form of income potential

due to increased or restored lake visitation.

Groins

Groins spaced along the south shore of Grand Lake have been

suggested as a possible means of alleviating shoreline erosion and local

flooding problems. Groins are constructed to build, widen, or stabilize

an existing beach by trapping littoral material. The structures keep

wave action from reaching the erodible backshore.
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Analytical results of the wind and wave field situation and the

northerly exposure of the south shore have revealed that westerly winds

are not the major concern for south shore protection. This means that

groins, connected to shore and oriented generally perpendicular to the

south shore, may not be very effective in alleviating the worst problem

conditions. Breakwaters parallel to the south shore could prove more

beneficial.

Overall impacts and costs of groin are similar to those discussed

for breakwaters. One noteworthy aspect is that groins often result in

localized sediment build-up due to the created current patterns.

However, this condition applies more to longshore transport in coastal

regions, and the short-term intensity and directional shifts of wind-

driven currents at Grand Lake should minimize its occurrence. There is

no evidence of localized sediment deposits near the existing Windy Point

breakwater.

Based on a unit cost of $300 per lineal foot of lake shore pro-

tected, it is estimated that a groin system constructed along the south

shore would cost upwards of $12,000,000. Groins perpendicular to the

south shore are not expected to achieve the desired impact of shoreline

protection and from a benefit standpoint are not perceived to be eco-

nomically feasible.

Shoreline Levees

The concept of shoreline levees has been considered as a measure to

reduce flood damage due to high, uncontrolled lake levels resulting from

isolated storm events. Two specific levee heights, 2 feet and 5 feet,

were selected for detailed analysis based on stage-frequency data for

lake levels. A reference elevation of 870 feet N.G.V.D. was used, since

this elevation is representative of the mean water surface elevation and

also provides a reference line for analytical purposes on USGS topo-

graphic mapping. A 2-foot high levee with a top elevation of 872 would

serve basically as a safeguard against persistent minor flooding during
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{i high water periods. Such a levee would provide protection for storms of

up to 10-year recurrence interval. If the lake is at its mean elevation

of approximately 870 feet, the levee would also contain wave action for

wind speeds up to 50 mph. The combined effects of waves and high-water

conditions reduce these criteria somewhat, but the overall reason for a

two-foot levee is not diminished. It cannot be anticipated that a two-

foot levee will protect against extreme hydrological conditions capable

of causing significant structural and economic damages.

The latter type of protection would be the planning intent of a

five-foot high levee. The selection of this particular height was

convenient for analytical purposes due to the availabilty of an 875-foot

contour on existing topographic mapping. More importantly, the hydro-

logic and hydraulic basis is that the maximum water surface elevation

associated with a one-half probable maximum flood (PMF) storm event is

approximately 875 feet N.G.V.D.

Inpactg. The most apparent benefit associated with shoreline

levees (dikes) is the reduction of flooding and its attendant damages.

Both nuisance flooding conditions resulting from wave action and severe

floods due to single storm events can be mitigated. An equally impor-

tant benefit of levees is protection against wind and wave-driven ice

and the resultant damages. On the other hand, an alleviation of the

persistent drainage problems along the south shore is not anticipated.

In fact, unless adequate Internal drainage is provided at a high cost,

ponding and drainage problems could be aggravated.

A principal adverse impact of levees is the associated disruption

of waterfront land, a large percentage of which is privately-owned,

landscaped property. A 30-foot right-of-way could be required to

satisfy recommended design features for the five-foot levee. Another

adverse impact is that levees will impede lake access for both private

landowners and visitors. A negative aesthetic impact also occurs since

the view of the lake is obstructed, primarily in the case of the five-

foot levee.
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Adverse impacts on wildlife could occur during J subsequent to

levee construction. The disturbance of the landscape, particularly in

those areas where access routes must transgress wooded areas, will

disrupt native wildlife populations and could affect feeding habitats.

The eventual hindrance of lake access created by a levee could also

result in a shift in wildlife watering patterns. If proper internal

drainage is not provided in these undeveloped areas, low-lying areas

could periodically and temporarily become wetlands. This would likewise

disrupt wildlife, and could prevent the establishment of a stable

indigenous population of lower-order animal and plant species.

Technical Feasibility. The technical and physical feasibility of

levees is limited by two factors. First, levees will prevent surface

runoff from the protected areas, and alternate means of drainage must be

formulated and implemented. This would be especially difficult in

developed areas since topographic relief is limiteA. The use of a storm

sewer system is constrained at Grand Lake by the high groundwater table

near the shorelines. The most feasible (but not totally effective)

alternative would be to collect water from roadways and paved areas,

with subsequent pumpout from a number of collection points. A regrading

program would be necessary.

Due to existing subsurface and groundwater conditions, a greater

concern is the potential for levee underflow when the lake level is

high. That is, if the lake level rises on the lakeward side of the

levee, the hydrostatic imbalance could initiate water movement under the

levee and into the protected area thereby reducing the utility of the

levee. Engineering solutions to prevent or retard this flow could be

developed, but the additional cost of implementation would be high.

The institutional constraints on levee construction could be the

most critical factor. This is particularly true at Grand Lake, where

the lakeshore property of highest value and most critical to protect is

privately owned. In order for a levee to be effective, no "breaks" in

its continuity can be allowed thereby requiring i00 percent cooperation )
from affected landowners.
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To evaluate the economic feasibility of a levee system for affected

areas of Grand Lake, a particular developed area typical of conditions

on the south shore was selected. This area is located west of Moorman

Road and State Route 703 (see Plate D-5). Due to the generally flat

near-shore area, the length of levee necessary to achieve the desired

protection is equated to the length of the 870 foot contour, with tie-in

to higher ground across undeveloped areas where appropriate. Two cases

of levee layout were examined. The first retains total channel access

to the lake, while the second minimizes levee length by cutting off

these access channels. The former system is not an impairment to boater

access, but the latter would either render most channels inaccessible or

require locks for passage.

Table D-6 presents data and associated total project construction

costs and benefits for this typical application. It can he seen that

levees are not cost effective for the expected level of reduced damages

for this example location. It is also observed that since there are

numerous private access channels, levee requirements and costs are

nearly tripled.

TABLE D-6

BENEFIT AND COST DATA FOR
SHORE LEVEE FLOOD CONTROL ALTERNATIVE

AREA WEST OF MOORMAN ROAD

Access Channels Levees Across

Maintained Access Channels

Levee Height (feet) 2 5 2 5

Levee Length (lineal feet) 14,000 14,000 5,000 5,000

Total First Cost $ 957,000 $1,752,500 $ 342,000 S 626,000

Equivalent Annual Cost 71,450 130,000 26,200 47,100

Annual Average Benefits 23,000 23,000 23,000 23,000

Benefit to Cost Ratio 0.32:1.0 0.18:1.0 0.88:1.0 0.49:1.0
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Extending the benefit/cost analysis for levee -onstruction to other

affected areas is complicated by the wide range of vai'- jrs of dwell-

ings along the south shore. Information provided by local realtors

Indicates that several properties with older cottages are essentially

selling for the cost of the land parcel, whereas the value of dwellfngs

in the newer developments approach (and no doubt exceed) $100,000. To

approach the question from a different vantage point, the break-even

point for the case of a five-foot levee in the example application Is

about $11,500 per dwelling if protection against total loss of each

structure is assumed. This is a reasonable average value for south

shore dwellings, and would appear to justify levee construction.

However, full loss of dwellings cannot be anticipated from a flooding

event that would be controlled by a five-foot levee. Even if a net

benefit did result, the technical and institutional constraints on

levees are felt to be limiting factors.

In addition to economic constraints, several adverse impacts are

associated with a levee system for lakeshore flood protection. The

levees could aggravate internal drainage and ponding problems behind

them. Levees would disrupt privately-owned waterfront property and

require wide easements (up to 30 feet) for their construction. Levees

would significantly reduce boater access to open water and boat docks

particularly for the channel crossing alternative. Levees would

significantly obstruct the lake view. Moreover, success of the levee

system requires no breaks in continuity and would necessitate total

cooperation with landowners.

Lake Water Quality Improvement Alternatives

Treatment of Wastewater Inflows (Point Source Controls)

The deterioration of Orand Lake is attributed, in part, to con-

tamination by domestic wastewaters. A great portion of homes, resorts,

and other public and private Facilities surrounding the lake are not

connected to public facilities and, therefore, use individual on-site 0
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(septic tank-drain field) systems or small package sewage treatment

plants. In addition, one municipal point source, namely the St. Henrys

Sewage Treatment Plant, discharges to Coldwater Creek, which is a

tributary to the lake. These methods of treatment have shortcomings

which result in improperly treated sewage seeping or discharging into

the lake. Improperly functioning systems aggravate the lake's water

quality problem in addition to increasing viral and bacterial levels and

affecting lake use for recreational activities. It is estimated that

these sources contribute 8 percent of the total annual phosphorus load-

ing to the lake (2,805 kilograms). Elimination of septic tank and point

source discharge problems would relieve a sizeable portion of the lake's

pollution problems, especially the high bacteria count.

The St. Henrys wastewater treatment plant contributes approximately

4 percent of the total loading to Grand Lake via Coldwater Creek; there-

fore, an explanation of methods of eliminating this source of phosphorus

is in order. This plant currently discharges an average of 127,600

gallons per day (0.13 mgd) of treated effluent having a phosphorous con-

centration estimated at approximately 0.12 mg/L. (4 ) Since Coldwater

Creek has a design low flow of zero at the dischage point, tertiary

treatment to supplement the existing secondary treatment would be

required to meet stream quality standards. Currently, there is no unit

process available to further reduce the concentration of phosphorus in

the effluent prior to discharge to Coldwater Creek. To remove the

remaining phosphorus, the effluent would have to he either evaporated,

diverted to another basin, or disposed of through a land treatment

alternative. Evaporation is impractical because of high cost for a

plant of this size. The capital cost of a multiple effect evaporator to

treat 0.2 mgd is In excess of $800,000. In addition, operating costs

are high because of the Pnergv requirements to drive the evanorator.

There are two ways to divert the wastewater treatment plant effluent

from Coldwater Creek. The effluent can be transported by pipeline and

redischarged into the Wabash River south of St. Henry. This is a dis-

tance of approximately 3 miles. A pipeline system comprised of force

main, pump station and gravity sewer would cost approximately $820,000
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(1980 dollars). This alternative, however, is further constrained by

the same low flow conditions in the Wabash River is in Coldwater

Creek. The second bypass alternative is to apply the effluent to

land. Preliminary review indicates the topography and soils in the

St. Henry area would be suitable for land application. The cost of

implementing this alternative was estimated to be approximately

$1,200,000 based on 0.2 mgd (1980 dollars), 0.5 mile conveyance, 10 week

storage, 2 inches per week application rate, underdrains, and a 70-acre

site.

Several approaches are possible in dealing with wastewater inflows

from areas immediately trihutary to the lake. The first involves

collection, treatment, and disposal of effluent directly to the lake.

The method requires high levels of treatment, at great expense, to

remove excess nutrients (phosphorus and nitrogen) prior to discharge to

the lake. The second treatment/disposal approach is to collect, divert,

and treat domestic wastewater away from the perimeter of the lake. No

treated effluent would be allowed to discharge to the lake.

Both concepts were the subject of studies included in the Grand

Lake Regional Sewer System Plan.(6) The first approach (Plan D)

considered a new treatment facility to be constructed on the southside

of the lake to handle all flows from existing and future developed

areas. Since this facility would discharge treated effluent directlv to

the lake, strict effluent limits would be imposed, particularly for

biochemical oxygen demand and nutrients. Treatment to the degree

required (8 mg/L BOD 5) is not possible with conventional secondary

treatment. Tertiary (advanced secondary) treatment would he renuired.

The second approach (Plan A) proposed to divide the immediate lake area

at the Mercer-Auglaize County line with the Cities of Celina and

St. Marys providing conveyance and wastewater treatment on the basis of

their respective county sewage flows in upgraded, expanded plants.

Effluent discharge would be other than into Grand Lake St. Marys.

The second approach (Plan A) was found to he the most cost

effective, environmentally acceptable alternative. Annual equivalent
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costs for Plan A and Plan D were estimated at nearly $1,800,000 and

$2,000,000, respectively. Total estimated capital costs of the

recommended plan is $14,912,000.

However, the contribution of nutrients from 17 domestic wastewater

treatment plants that currently discharge directly or indirectly to the

lake is minor, being approximately 2 percent of the total load entering

the lake on an annual basis. This nutrient discharge will have a

negligible impact on the long-range overall water quality of the lake

with respect to phosphorus load and concentration. Likewise, phosphorus

input to the lake from faulty septic tank-soil absorption systems close

to the lake are estimated to be contributing only small quantities of

phosphorus to the lake (less than 2 percent). The implementation of a

regional sewage system that encompasses the south shore is expected to

reduce the existing phosphorus loading to Grand Lake by less than 10

percent and little Improvement in the phosphorus concentration or

trophic state of Grand Lake St. Marys would be anticipated as a

result. (This may not be the critical concern, however, since the

primary water quality improvement associated with the proposed sewage

system is the reduction of bacterial pollution to the lake.)

Although the planned regional sewerage project (Plan A) is seen to

be a positive step toward reducing pollutants to the lake and in

particular bacteriological pollution emanating from human sources and

would effect a lifting on the currently imposed construction ban, a

major unresolved question is whether centralized collection and treat-

ment of wastewater, as planned, is justified because of the financial

burden it places on its residents. Costs would be high due to the need

for extensive collecting and pumping of wastewater along the south shore

where houses are scattered and topography is flat.

A third wastewater management approach involves on-lot systems for

low density or small community areas. Although a thorough analysis and

evaluation of this approach is beyond the scope of this study, it is

worthy of mention for possible application to the Grand Lake St. Marys

area. In the past, the nationwide tendency has been to provide
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conventional collection, conveyance, and treatment systems to meet the

wastewater management needs of low density areas or smaller communi-

ties). Recently, however, attention has focused on the consideration of

innovative on-lot systems as an alternative to central sewerage sys-

tems. In recent draft guidance documents, the USEPA has underscored

that alternatives other than central sewerage systems must be evaluated

for small communities, in terms of cost-effectiveness, as part of the

Section 201 planning process. Alternative approaches include the

following methods.

- Measures to improve operation and maintenance of existing

septic tanks including more frequent inspections and

timely pumpouts;

- New septic tank-drainfield systems;

- Holding tanks and "honey wagons";

- Various means of upgrading septic tanks, including mounds,

alternate leaching fields, vacuum and pressure sewers on

an individual household or a cluster of households basis;

and

- Systems to serve individual households or a cluster of

households such as wastewater separation, water con-

servation, and recycle systems where feasible.

Each of these techniques is discussed in the following pages. An

overview is provided at the end of this section with respect to the

potential of these various techniques for use in the Grand Lake

St. Marys area.
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Improved Operation and Maintenance of Existing Systems

In a properly functioning septic tank, heavier solids settle to the

bottom while lighter particles, including grease and foam, rise to the

surface and form a mat of floating scum. If not removed on a periodic

basis, these solids will fill the tank and carry over into the drain-

field, causing clogging and failure of the system. A program of regular

inspection should be maintained on an annual basis for septic tanks in

order to assure the timely pumpout of accumulated scum and solids from

the tank. Responsibility for a regular program of inspection and pump-

out could remain with the individual homeowner, or could be assumed by a

local or regional management agency.

New Septic Tank-Drainfield Systems

Malfunctioning septic tank-drainfield systems often are attribut-

able to the overloading of either the septic tank or drainfield. This

condition may result from the use of more water-intensive appliances and

garbage grinders in the home. Where overloading of a septic tank-

drainfield system has occurred, the installation of larger tanks or more

extensive drainfields may remedy the situation, provided that soils are

acceptable.

Holding Tanks and Honey Wagons

Another on-lot alternative is the use of holding tanks to nrovide

storage of wastewater from the home until the contents can be pumped out

and hauled away for proper disposal. This method of handling wastewater

should he considered as a temporary measure, at best. The use of hold-

Ing tanks is usually considered only in cases of extreme emergency. An

example case would be the frequent pump-out of failing septic tanks,

until a more permanent wastewater handling method could he implemented.

C
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A major consideration associated with the frequent pump-out of

holding tanks is the proper disposal of the liquid contents at a waste-

water facility, which could involve extensive distances. In addition, a

treatment plant should be able to accept the pumped-out contents,

without upset of its own treatment efficiency and plant performance.

Upgrading of Existing Septic Tanks

Existing malfunctioning septic tanks can he corrected by a number

of various methods. The applicability of each method is dependent upon

the cause of the septic tank failure, and upon whether corrections are

being made for an individual household or group of households.

Aerobic Tanks. The installation of larger septic tank-drainfield

systems has been previously discussed, with respect to relieving prob-

lems caused by existing, undersized systems. The use of aerobic tanks,

in which diffused air is provided to oromote biological activity, offers

an alternative to the use of septic tanks. Normally, the effluent from

an aerobic tank contains less solids than that from a septic tank. As a

result, a drainfield with smaller area can be used for the disposal of

the effluent into the soil. However, the aerobic tank is more costly

than a septic tank.

An air blower or compressor, with an energy source, is needed to

supply air to the aerobic system. As a result, more freauent owner

maintenance is required. If the aerobic unit stops functioning, then

the treatment process will become septic, and the tank will function as

an undersized septic tank, resulting in subsequent problems. These

maintenance requirements cannot be overlooked. The possibility of

creating a public management agency to provide regular maintenance of

aerobic units would be a logical consideration.

Elevated Sand Mounds. The itse of elevated sand mounds, in con-

junction with either septic or aerobic tanks, is a technique now being

considered by many health agencies. The elevated sand mound is simply a
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mound of sandy fill material which is placed on the surface of the

ground. The sandy fill serves as a physical and biological medium In

which the septic or aerobic tank effluent is filtered before being

absorbed by the natural soil. In cases of failing systems, an elevated

sand mound would replace the existing subsurface drainfield. Use of an

elevated sand mound would require that effluent from the septic or

aerobic tank be pumped to the mound for disposal. Approximately 330

square feet of sand mounds are needed per bedroom for use with a septic

tank; if an aerobic tank is used, the area requirements are reduced to

220 square feet.

It should be noted that, although it has promise, the elevated sand

mound is not a cure-all for all failing drainfields. It cannot be used

on a flood plain or any soil that is poorly drained, nor where the sea-

sonal water table occurs within 20 inches of the soil surface.

Alternating Drainfields. The use of dual drainfields for septic

tank systems is a technique that has had positive results in other areas

of the country. A gate or valve is used to switch flow from one absorp-

tion area to another, thereby providing a resting period for each. This

allows the establishment of aerobic conditions in the soil and the

renewal of its absorptive capacity. Greater areas are necessarily

required for dual drainfields. Lot size would likely pose a constraint

in the case of existing systems.

Community Systems

Where failing septic tank systems exist at a number of homes within

a given area, consideration should be extended to correcting these prob-

lems on an area basis, through the use of the elevated sand mound con-

cept. The elevated sand mound design would be similar to that for the

'* individual household, except that a dual mound might be required in the

event of a malfunction of the primary site.
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When converting existing septic tank-drainfield systems to a com- 3
munity sand mound, the use of pressure sewers should be considered.

Coarse solids would continue to be removed by the septic tank, and a

small effluent pump could be used to convey wastewater from the septic

tank, through the pressure sewer network, to the community sand mound.

New homes which might be connected to the pressure sewer network would

need a grinder pump installed.

Another sewerage system which has recently emerged as a bona fide

serious alternative is a pressure sewer system. This type of system

effectively solves the problem of serving areas with difficult topo-

graphic features such as hilly terrain and lakeside developments. The

concept consists of reducing wastewater solids by grinding and thence

pumping through small diameter pipe under minimal pressure to further

treatment and disposal. Each user or cluster of users discharges to an

individual collection tank and grinder Dump unit. Such a system elimi-

nates most construction problems commonly encountered in installing a

conventional gravity system. The network of pipe in the pressure system

closely follows the contour of the land and involves shallow installa-

tion just below the frost line. For the study area, conventional inter-

ceptor sewers and pumping stations would need to be utilized in con-

junction with pressure sewers, but costs of the pressure sewer system

may be eligible for up to 85 percent funding by the USEPA since they are

considered innovative alternatives. Vacuum systems are essentially

comparable to pressure systems in concept, but operate under a negative

(vacuum) rather than positive pressure.

New technology has provided the basis for consideration of alterna-

tives involving the separate handling of toilet wastes ("blackwater")

and other household water ("graywater"). Systems vary in their appli-

cability and range from composting toilets to incinerator toilets to

recycle toilets. Self-contained waste treatment and water recycling

toilet systems have primarily been installed for commercial and indus-

trial establishments.
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Even though toilet wastes may be effectively handled, the "gray-

water" portion of household wastes must still be treated and safely

disposed, most likely by a septic tank-drainfield system where soil

conditions permit.

Summary - On-lot Systems

A number of on-lot system alternatives are available for Crand Lake

St. Marys area. Their use should he seriouslv considered, either on an

individual household or group of households basis. The applicability of

each alternative is dependent upon the precise nature of the problems in

the study area and current methods of wastewater disposal. Detailed

studies will be necessary to gather additional data upon which to narrow

the list of on-lot alternatives down to a specific community basis.

Recent amendments to Public Law 92-500 permit the awarding to

grants for construction of individual, or community on-lot systems,

where a public body applies for such grant on behalf of a number of such

units and will assure that proper operation and maintenance is provided.

Such service must be shown to be cost-effective, compared to more con-

ventional systems. In addition, Federal funding at the 85 percent level

is also authorized for the use of "alternative and innovative" waste-

water management alternatives.

Table D-7 presents a summary of the on-lot system alternatives that

have been discussed in this section. Advantages, disadvantages, and

other comments are provided for each.

The fourth wastewater management approach deals witb existing

"package" treatment plants. The basic treatment process in these plants

4consists of aeration, clarification, and chlorination producing an

'- effluent phosphorus concentration of 7 to 10 mg/l, and effluent ROD 5 of

approximately 20 mg/l. The addition of mixed media filtration as a

-tertiary treatment process prior to chlorination would result in a

significant reduction in BOD 5 and suspended solids concentration to 8

mg/1 but little reduction in phosphorus concentration. Probably the
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most efficient method of phosphorus reduction is through chemical

addition prior to filtration. Phosphate can be precipitated from

solution by a wide variety of chemicals,'although economic factors

usually reduce the choice to iron salts, aluminum salts, and lime.

Tvpical removals are in the range of 70-95% for total phosphorus, 65-90%

for dissolved phosphorus, and 100% for particulate phosphorus for the

combined precipitation/filtration tertiary process. Drawbacks of the

process, especially for small package plants, are high equipment and

chemical costs, the need for careful process control, and disposal of

sludge, all of which contribute to higher operation and maintenance

costs. These conditions may possibly be beyond the capabilities of

these small systems.

General Summary - Treating Wastewater Inflow

Studies to re-evaluate regional sewerage needs include modifying

the scope of the existing plan; alternative and innovative on-lot

systems, either on an individual household or group of households basis;

and upgrading or converting existing treatment plants to include terti-

ary treatment and chlorination to name a few, are necessary but are

beyond the scope of this study. Federal funding is available to local

governments through the Section 201 Construction Grants Program to

facilitate such special studies.

Agricultural Land Management

Soil erosion, migration of phosphorus and other nutrients from

cropland, barnyard runoff, and the application of manure on frozen

ground are all problems in he Grand Lake watershed affecting water

quality. To a large extent, the problems of sedimentation and eutro-

'I phication in Grand Lake are the result of intensive agricultural use of

watershed lands. That agricultural activity is the predominant source

of suspended solids and phosphates has been demonstrated through

detailed monitoring and analytical studies in two nearby watersheds,
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the Honey Creek, Ohio, watershed(7)and the Black Creek, Indiana water-

shed. (8 ) These basins have much in common with the Grand Lake basin,

including similarities in soil types, physiography, agricultural land-

use patterns, and the types of crops produced.

Extrapolating from countywide data, approximately 81 percent of the

surface area of the Grand Lake watershed is in cropland, with the

remaining 19 percent distributed among pasture, woodlands, residential,

commercial, etc. From the standpoint of types of crops being grown,

surface susceptibility to erosion is high, with 60-70 percent of the

cropland area being planted in low density row crops, mainly corn and

soybeans.

To achieve maximum crop yields, farmers have been applying

increasing amounts of phosphate fertilizer throughout northern Ohio.

Between 1961 and 1971, both Mercer and Auglaize Counties have progressed

from a "less than 30 pounds of phosphate applied per acre" classifica-

tion to a "31-60 pounds of phosphate applied per acre" classification.

The average rate of application, however, has been in excess of that

required by the crops, and as a result available soil phosphorus levels

have increased dramatically. In Mercer and Auglaize Counties, the

result has been an approximate doubling of available phosphorus values

for field crop soils between 1961 and 1976 (Mercer County: from 30

pounds/acre to 51 pounds/acre; Auglaize County: from 21 pounds/acre to

44 pounds/acre). Reductions in phosphate yields to streams in the Grand

Lake watershed will therefore require controlling not only the loss of

sediment from cultivated land, but also the rate of fertilizer appli-

cations.

Beneficial and Adverse Impacts

The use of agricultural land management has as its primary objec-

tive the abatement of soil and nutrient loss. From the standpoint of

Grand Lake and its identified problems, the resultant benefits are a

reduction in sediment load, a reduction in nutrient input, and Improved
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water quality. These benefits are discussed in this section. No signi-

ficant adverse impacts on Grand Lake should occur as a result of

improved agricultural practice. Other beneficial and adverse impacts

could be realized by the individual farmer, but these primarily have an

economic basis and are discussed later.

Before proceeding with possible improvements, the present or

"without" condition is discussed.

Present Soil Loss and Nutrient Loads. The universal soil loss

equation (USLE) is a generally recognized tool for oredicting potential

soil losses from a given area. The factors that enter into the equation

are rainfall intensity and duration, soil erodibility, length and

steepness of slope, vegetative cover, soil management practices, and

erosion control practices. A detailed inventory and quantification of

these factors in Mercer and Auglaize Counties has been conducted as part

of the Lake Erie Wastewater Management Study.() Predicted rates of

soil loss using the USLE are presented on a countywide basis in Tables

D-8a and D-8b. The columns correspond to cropland management scenarios,

while the rows define various soil management groups. Column I repre-

sents present conditions for each county. The countywide averages of

potential soil loss are observed to be 3.83 tons/acre/year for Mercer

County and 4.47 tons/acre/year for Auglaize County.

Over 90 percent of the surface area of the Grand Lake watershed is

occupied by three distinct soil types that, although morphologically

similar, differ primarily as to drainage class (Table D-9). These

soils, formed in gently undulating glacial ground and end moraine, are

characterized by a silty surface horizon over a clayey (argillic)

subsoil horizon. Restriction of percolation by the low permeability

subsoil, and the ease of entrainment of the silts in the surface

horizon, combine to present a potentially erodible soil condition

reflected in high K-values. The Pewamo soil poses less of an erosion

risk as a result of its lower slope position and heavier surface

textures.
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To designate the three predominant soil types as to Soil Management

Groups, the Blount and Glynwood soils are judged to be SMG2, while the

Pewamo soils are designated SMG4. These Soil Management Groups are

defined as follows:

SMG 2: Somewhat poorly and very poorly drained soils which have

good response to surface or subsurface drainage.

SMG 4: Very poorly drained soil with fine textured surfaces and

relatively high amounts of organic matter, response to subsurface

drainage is good, but mulch cover retards warming of the soil in

the spring.

Based on the percentage occurrence of soil types given in Table D-9

and assuming that the remaining nine percent of the watershed has a soil

potential of 0.1 ton/acre/year (see "grassland" and "woodland" in Tables

D-8a,b), the average soil loss values are 4.37 tons/acre/year for that

portion of the watershed in Mercer County, and 3.75 tons/acre/year in

Auglaize County. Since about 85 percent of the watershed is within

Mercer County, an average soil loss under current conditions in the

Grand Lake watershed is 4.28 tons/acre/year.

Since most of the total phosphorus is of surficial soil origin, the

amount of total phosphorus being contributed by soil loss in the Grand

Lake watershed in milligrams per hectare can be estimated on the basis

of gross erosion by the relationship:(10)

Total phosphorus loss (mg/ha) -

gross erosion (kg/ha) x Total

phosphorus content of surface

soil (mg/kg) x Phosphorus

enrichment ratio.

D
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The phosphorus enrichment ratio reflects the selective washout of

finer particles (e.g., clays and fine silts) that have a higher phos-

phorus content than the bulk surface soil. This ratio varies from about

one to three, with lower values corresponding to high clay content and

high gross erosion rates. For the Blount soil series, an enrichment

ratio of 2.0 is typical, although values as high as 2.5 may be real-

ized. The mean total phosphorus content in Blount and Blount-Pewamo

soils is 455 mg/kg. Based on these values, the average phosphorus

contribution due to soil loss in the Grand Lake watershed is 8.74 kg/ha

(7.79 pounds/acre).

Both the soil loss and phosphorus contribution just computed repre-

sent potential values from a given plot of land. Before reaching a

watercourse, much of the soil and attached nutrients are redeposited, at

lower slope positions, primarily as a result of vegetative cover or

topographic depressions. It is estimated that ten percent of the soil

potentially lost actually reaches a watercourse. The corresponding

loads to Grand Lake are, therefore, 0.428 ton of soil/acre/year, and

0.78 pound of total phosphorus/acre/year. The total annual contribu-

tions due to soil loss throughout the watershed are 26,000 tons of soil

(sediment) and 47,000 pounds (21,000 kilograms) of total phosphorus.

These values compare well with earlier studies. The computed

annual sediment load of 0.428 tons/acre (274 tons/mi 2) is reasonably

close to the range of values (100-200 tons/mi2 ) for the US Geological

Survey classification of a "moderately low" sediment yield for Grand

Lake. The total phosphorus load of about 21,000 kilograms is also rea-

sonable when compared to the National Eutrophication Survey estimate of

19,170 kilograms from all nonpoint sources.

Expected Improvements. The maximum allowable erosion rates (T-

factors) given in Table D-9 are upper limits of the potential gross

erosion that a soil in crop production can withstand over the long-term

without a reduction in crop yield. For any given soil, the T-factor is

the goal in the development of conservation management plans. In tirder
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to promote this goal without an excessive economic burden on Individual

farm owners, the Ohio Department of Natural Resources has proposed

Agricultural Sediment Pollution Abatement Rules to the Ohio Legisla-

ture. Though several types of erosion are covered, the principal

impetus of the rules is that all agricultural landowners shall apply and

maintain conservation practices and follow a management system such that

the permissible soil loss values (T-factors) are not exceeded. To

assist landowners in meeting these requirements, the State will pay 75

percent of the cost of establishing eligible practices.

The current rate of sediment yield for SMG2 soils (6.54 and 5.58

tons/acre/year for Mercer and Auglaize Counties, respectively) indicates

that the Blount and Glynwood soils in cropland are significantly in

excess of the T-factors given in Table D-9. In light of the possibility

that farm owners may be legally bound to meet these criteria in the near

future, it is interesting to evaluate the overall effect of all lands

being within the T-factor limitation. With reference to Tables D-8a and

D-8b, the potential gross erosion rate tha, would result under this

compliance condition is indicated by summing Columns 2 and 3. SMG4,

grassland, and woodland are currently satisfying the T-factor and do not

change. The revised values for SMG2 are 2.95 tons/acre/year for Mercer

County and 2.86 tons/acre/year for Auglaize County. Converting these to

an average value for the Grand Lake watershed (as done previously) gives

2.05 tons/acre/year. The sediment load reduction to be realized by

comprehensively satisfying the T-factor is 2.23 tons/acre/year, or

13,500 tons annually to Grand Lake.

Of more concern is the resultant reduction in nutrient loadings.

Because the nutrient content of the finer, harder to manage soil

fraction is higher on a unit weight basis than the coarse soil types

conducive to removal by management practices, a one-to-one corres-

pondence between percent soil loss reduction and percent phosphorus

reduction cannot be substantiated. It has been assumed based on

information from other studies that the phosphorus reduction factor is

between 0.6 and 0.9 of the soil loss reduction factor. That is, for the
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a 52 percent reduction in the gross erosion potential If the T-factors are

satisfied, a 31-47 percent reduction in phosphorus contributed by the

sediments can be expected. This corresponds to a removal of 6,500-9,900

kilograms per year, or approximately 40 percent of the current annual

phosphorus loading rate to Grand Lake (relative to the USEPA loading

estimate). Although this in itself will not lead to a mesotrophic lake

classification, the steady-state total phosphorus concentration in the

lake will be reduced by about 40 percent. This is a significant reduc-

tion and could supplement nutrient removal by other measures to reach a

mesotrophic state.

The effect of other land-use scenarios and agricultural management

practices are given in columns 5-9 of Tables D-8a and D-8b. The corre-

sponding values for the Orand Lake watershed and the resultant annual

reductions in sediment and nutrient loads are given in Table D-10.

Leaving a fall residue cover with spring plowing or providing a winter

cover crop on all cultivated lands of the watershed would only slightly

reduce soil and nutrient loads over existing practices. This suggests

that many areas already employ these methods. Ultilizing only fall

plowing will actually increase the loads to Grand Lake, although not

significantly. If, however, either minimum tillage or no till planting

were employed, the reduction in soil loss and nutrient loads would be

dramatic. In the latter case, over half of the total phosphorus con-

tributed by sediments can be removed, representing about - 1 percent

reduction in the total annual phosphorus load.

A number of agricultural management alternatives exist for control-

ing the amount of soil loss from cultivated areas, as listed in Table

D-11. Also included in this table is a qualitative ranking of these

practices as to their beneficial impact on four categories: water

quality, soil protection, crop production, and other conservation

uses. This ranking is taken from the Rlack Creek Watershed Study.(R)
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Technical and Physical Feasibility

One of the principal tasks of the Lake Erie Wastewater Management

Study was a feasibility analysis of agricultural management practices

for specific watershed conditions. Of special note is that, of the 63

counties in the Lake Erie watershed, Auglaize County ranked in the top

10 and Mercer County in the top 15 in regard to the potential reduction

in soil loss under maximum reduction strategies, particularly reduced

tillage. That is, these counties can be considered preferred areas for

agricultural management practices. While it was recognized that all

aforementioned management practices would generally give favorable

results, several were identified as being more cost effective and

successful in sediment yield reduction.

Contour plowing and stripcropping are useful in reducing erosion up

to 50 percent on slopes greater than two percent. Because they are best

suited to soils with smooth, uniform slopes, their use is limited in the

Grand Lake watershed where slopes are generally irregular. Manipulating

the surface of sloping cropland by joining terraces and diversions,

which decrease slope length and runoff velocities, is also of limited

use since the slope to slope length criteria necessary for warranting

these structures is generally too low.

A large number of cropping systems can be proposed, and each system

will affect the generation of runoff and erosion to varying degrees.

Grass crops are more protective of the surface than small grain crops,

which, in turn, provide better protection than row crops. In the Grand

Lake watershed agricultural production is centered primarily around

raising crops to support livestock operations. The number of cropping

alternatives is, therefore, limited by the acreage needed to grow those

crops required for livestock feed. Within this economic constraint,

there is little opportunity to further reduce soil erosion since crop

rotation is widely practiced to control pest insects and vary nutrient

withdrawal.
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The remaining alternatives can he classified into those measures

aimed at restricting sediment detachment and transport from cultivated

fields, and those measures which attempt to control erosion in channels

once runoff has occurred or restrict sediment movement from the farm

site. Of these two groups of alternatives, it is far more preferable

from the standpoint of agronomic productivity and costs o; Implemen-

tation to concentrate on restricting runoff in the field and thereby

reduce or eliminate the need for costlier structures further down the

line.

Cultivation techniques which have proven successful in reducing

sediment erosion include:

Delayed Plowing and Residue Management. Fall plowing following

harvesting is a widely employed practice which promotes drying of the

soil in the spring. Plowing under the crop residue, however, leaves the

surface exposed to the damaging effects of raindrop impact, while

fostering detachment of soil particles for easy runoff removal. For

this reason, spring planting should be encouraged to reduce sediment

loss, particularly during early spring when the ground is saturated.

The actual amount of plant debris left on the surface will also depend

on the manner by which it is incorporated into the subsoil and on

whether the farmer chooses to remove the residue for silage. Proper

allocation of surface residue that retains maximum coverage during

critical periods will help reduce yearly losses.

Cover or Green Manure Crops. The purpose of winter cover crops is

to protect the soil surface from erosion during winter and spring

storm. Generally a small grain crop like rye is planted soon after

harvesting of the fall crops, particularly where the residue from the

previous crop is insufficient to provide adequate protection. In the1; spring, the crop is either harvested, plowed under or chemically killed

to prepare for the next crop plant. A chemically killed cover crop has

the advantage of providing a good surface residue for no-till planting

of row crops. The principal disadvantage is the extra costs involved,

especially when the crop cannot be harvested.
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No-Till Planting. No-till refers to the planting of row crops in

narrow slots opened in the soil without any physical disturbance of the

soil or crop residue between rows. Suitable for use on better drained

soils, no till is most commonly used in growing corn and soybeans.

Leaving plant residue on the surface, however, promotes greater growth

opportunities to insect pests and results in nutrient accumulation on

the soil surface. Otherwise soil structure, drainage, and moisture

retention are enhanced. Increased infiltration of the soil may result

in leaching of mobile nitrate compounds from nitrogen fertilizers.

Although most advantageous from a soil loss reduction standpoint, a

major constraint of greatly reduced tillage or no-till systems is that

they are not suitable for areas that have both erosion and wetness

problems. When large quantities of surface residue are left on the

surface, drying of the soils in the spring is reduced and warming of the

soil Is retarded. Significant yield reduction can result.

Minimum Tillage. This technique encompasses a wide range of

tillage practices, the objective of which is to retain as much of the

former crop residue on the surface for controlling soil erosion. Unlike

conventional tillage utilizing the moldboard plow which plows under

surface residue, minimum tillage emphasizes minimum disturbance of the

soil between planted rows. As a result, weed control relies heavily on

herbicides. Minimum tillage should be considered for row crops on

poorly and very poorly drained soils where no till is not feasible.

Economic Feasibility

Unit Costs. Because the implementation of agricultural management

alternatives is on an individual farm basis, it is difficult to define

unit costs. The best available information is the unit cost actually

experienced by the demonstration projects in the Black Creek Basin.

These are included in Table D-10, and should be considered as repre-

sentative costs for the Grand Lake watershed due to the similarities

between watersheds.
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Total Benefits and Costs. As with the units costs, total benefits

and costs to be realized by the implementation of the various techniques

cannot be specified. In general, the benefits are derived from

increased crop yield due either directly to a management practice or

indirectly to a long-term reduction in topsoil and nutrient losses.

Some techniques designed for specific remedial purposes (e.g., water

quality improvement) can actually be detrimental to crop yield, and the

lost income would have to be considered a cost for these alternatives.

A detailed study on the economic impact of changing tillage

practices in the Lake Erie Basin has been completed as part of that

study. The impacts of reduced tillage practices on yields, costs of

production, and consequent net income vary in accordance with the

applicability of the technology to different soil conditions. In

general, reduced tillage practices save labor and energy (fewer

operations), and require lower capital investment than conventional

tillage. Fertilizer inputs would be expected to decrease as sediment

yields drop, but chemical costs would increase due to greater dependence

on chemical weed control. Total operating costs and equipment costs for

minimum tillage and no tillage average about eight to ten percent less,

respectively than conventional tillage costs.

The following gives estimated percent income changes for minimum

tillage and no tillage (relative to the net income using conventional

tillage) for the two Soil Management Groups being considered:

Percent Income Change With
Minimum

Tillage No Tillage

SMG2 SMG4 SG2 Sl4

Mercer County 9.5 -1.0 10.9 Not given

Auglaize County 10.1 -0.7 11.6 Not given

0
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The predominance of SMG2 soil in the Grand Lake watershed points to

significant economic benefits if reduced tillage or no till practices

are implemented.

Given the topographic and drainage characteristics of the Grand

Lake watershed, it is anticipated that the costs of implementing many of

the agricultural management alternatives will exceed the benefits.

However, if the State of Ohio contributes 75 percent of the cost of

implementation under the proposed cost sharing program, the benefit/cost

ratio for the individual landowner will probably shift to favor imple-

mentation. The intent of the cost sharing program is that the general

public welfare will be enhanced as a result of agricultural management,

thus the actual negative difference between direct benefits and direct

costs is not the governing criterion.

Livestock Waste Management

Pollution of water courses as a result of livestock operation has

received increased attention in recent years. Among the identified

problems are discharges from animal waste collection and storage

facilities, runoff from feedlots, seepage from animal waste management

facilities, and improper land application of animal wastes. These

considerations are particularly critical in the Grand Lake watershed due

to the widespread presence of animal feedlots.

Although such pollution is of concern to the general public and

downstream water users, the cost of implementing remedial measures

becomes the burden of the livestock owner. With this conflict of

interest in mind, the Ohio Department of Natural Resources has proposed

rules to the Ohio Legislature that would both require compliance with

discharge limits and provide cost sharing to the livestock owners. In

particular, the proposed rules call for ;ero pollutant discharge from

some pollutant sources and minimizing pollution potential from others

for all "concentrated animal feeding operations". (Most of the live-

stock operations in the Grand Lake watershed will he subject to the
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regulations.) The State will provide 75 percent of the cost of estab-

lishing eligible practices up to $5,000 per person.

In this section, the water quality improvements that can be

expected at Grand Lake due to the full implementation of these regula-

tions are considered. Costs and benefits will be given some considera-

tion, although each is case dependent and of private concern. For

detailed information on livestock waste management, reference is made to

the Ohio Livestock Waste Management Guide.
(11 )

Beneficial and Adverse Impacts

Many of the beneficial and adverse impacts of implementing live-

stock waste management techniques have an economic basis and are

restricted to the individual livestock owner. These are dealt with

later. For present purposes, only the potential improvement in Grand

Lake water quality is considered. The recreational benefits related to

reduced nutrient loads and improved water quality have been discussed in

the evaluation of other alternatives and are not repeated here.

A study on the influence of land use on stream nutrient levels
(12 )

reports data on livestock in the Grand Lake watershed. This study

reports animal unit densities (animal units/km2) for the five major

tributaries. (An animal unit is the equivalent number of cattle that

would result in the same annual nutrient production as the actual

livestock types.) The reported animal unit densities for phosphorus

leads to a watershed value of 12,168 animal units, or 214,000 kilograms

of total phosphorus production per year. Of more concern is the

percentage of this nutrient production that actually reaches the

tributaries to Grand Lake.

kThe delivery ratio of phosphorus from an animal concentration area

was found to vary with distance from a watercourse. A conservative

estimate is that five percent of the produced phosphorus load will he

exported to a watercourse if the livestock operation is located within

3,000 feet of the receiving streams. Based on an examination of USGS
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topographic maps, it is estimated that 70 percent of the animal

concentration areas in the Grand Lake watershed are so located. The

corresponding annual phosphorus load to Grand Lake as a result of

livestock operations is 7,500 kilograms, or 23 percent of the current

total phosphorus load. If the reported disposal of manure on frozen

ground in the Grand Lake watershed is widespread, the 23 percent

contribution to the annual phosphorus load may be low.

Under the hypothesis that pollutant discharges from livestock

operations can be completely eliminated, a 23 percent reduction in the

annual nutrient input can be realized and the intake total phosphrus

concentration can consequently be reduced to about 0.12 mg/l. Although

eutrophic conditions are still indicated, a significant reduction in

phosphorus concentrations is realized and can serve to supplement

reductions from other nutrient reduction measures. Model studies

indicate that a 60 percent reduction in phosphorus loading rates could

lead to mesotrophic conditions in the lake. The elimination of

nutrients from livestock operations achieves nearly half of this goal.

Technical and Physical Feasibility

A review of the Ohio Livestock Waste Management Guide leads to the

conclusion that, although all management techniques may not be applic-

able to a particular livestock operation, some technique can be concep-

tualized to overcome any local topographic or operational problems.

That is, the overall feasibility of the measure is not restricted by

case-dependent physical constraints, and further consideration is not

warranted.

Economic Feasibility

The costs to implement and operate animal waste management

facilities are dependent on many factors, the primary of which are type

of system and size of the herd. Table --12 presents typical unit costs

(per head of livestock) for various waste disposal and runoff control
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systems for dairy, beef, and swine. Whereas actual costs are site

specific, these figures indicate the magnitude of the capital invest-

ments and annual costs. (All figures reported in this section are taken

from the Ohio Livestock Waste Management Guide.)

The primary economic benefits to the livestock owner are the value

of the manure, an increase in feed efficiency, and reduced labor re-

quirements. Manure has value as a substitute for commercial fertilizer,

especially considering recent price increases in the latter. Approxi-

mate annual values of manure produced per head of livestock are: dairy

cows, $35-$60; beef cattle, $35-$50; and swine, $5.00-$7.50. These are

1975 figures, and are probably much higher today. The range of values

corresponds to different waste disposal systems, thus indicating the

potential value of proper manure management.

Enclosed housing systems for livestock result in more efficient

utilization of feed. For example, the average daily weight gain for

feeder cattle can be increased by about 14 percent for the same feed

requirement if an outside lot is converted to a 100 percent covered

lot. The resultant increase in the turnover rate (ratio of one year and

the time actually required for the livestock to reach a designated

weight) could have significant economic benefits on an annual basis,

possibly several thousands of dollars.

The savings resulting from reduced labor requirements are not

expected to be significant. This is due to a concurrent need for

additional managerial effort to deal with increased disease, feeding,

and equipment problems of the more confined systems. In general, the

benefits just discussed cannot be expected to balance the capital

investments and annual costs associated with implementing livestock

waste management systems. However, the 75 percent cost sharing program

could shift the balance and encourage individual feedlot operators to

implement recommended measures. If so, users of Grand Lake may realize

a noticeable improvement in water quality.
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Dredging of Lake Sediments

The in-lake dredging of bottom sediments addresses more planning

objectives than any other alternative. In addition, more than any other

alternative, the recommended scope of the dredging program is dependent

on and an integral part of the overall lake plan. This is especially

true considering that analysis has identified potential physical con-

flicts resulting from in-lake dredging.

Beneficial and Adverse Impacts

Water Quality. The results of modeling analysis indicate that

no significant improvement in the phosphorus regime and related

biologically-oriented nuisance conditions can be expected from the

dredging and anticipated in-lake containment of bottom sediments at

Grand Lake. In fact, a slight degradation could occur if assumed model

conditions are truly representative of the prototype. The primary

reason for this lack of positive impact is that any projected dredging

operation can be visualized either as removing an insignificant depth of

sediment over the entire lake (e.g., 1.8 million cubic yards represents

an inch of sediment removal over the lake), thereby simply exposing more

of the same type of sediment, or as removing all the accumulated sedi-

ment from an inconsequential portion of the lake (as is now being

done). To uncover the natural bottom over the entire lake represents

approximately 100 million cubic yards of sediment removal. Over 35 per-

cent of the lake surface area would be required for dredge spoil con-

tainment in this case. Even if priority dredging zones could be

identified by a quantitative and qualitative sediment survey, as for

example cattail marshes, the overall reduction in lake nutrient content

is expected to be only a few percent.

The potential reduction of wind-induced sediment resuspension

resulting from lake dredging, and its consequential impact on water

quality, was not incorporated into the model. However, the results of

the analysis on the movement of sediment in Grand Lake due to wind have
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shown that no significant reduction of suspended sediments can be

expected, even for the extreme case of 3 feet of sediment removal. The

findings of the modeling study are therefore not invalidated, and no

noticeable improvement in water quality can be expected as a result of

the alleviation of wind-mixing effects by dredging.

A preliminary notion was held that dredging would promote aquatic

plant growth by reducing lake turbidity. However, the aforementioned

analytical finding that dredging will not appreciably reduce sediment

resuspension does not substantiate this notion. An exception would be

the potential for aquatic plant growth in dredged stillwater areas

created by breakwaters or islands, but even in this case the causal

reduction in resuspended sediment load would result more from the

structural alternative (breakwater or island) than from a combined

dredging operation to deepen the stillwater areas.

Up to this point, the anticipated beneficial and adverse impacts

(or lack thereof) of dredging on lake water quality generally refer to

long-term average conditions at Grand Lake. More perceptible temporary

and localized adverse impacts on water quality can be expected as a

result of any dredging operation. Most significant is an increased

turbidity and the resulting transport of nutrients into the water column

near the dredge site. In addition, decant water from the containment

area could have exceptionally high concentrations of suspended solids

and nutrients. Clarifier ponds for the decant water, including pro-

visions for the addition of chemical flocculants, are often incorporated

into the containment design to minimize this latter impact.

Physical Conditions, including Lakeshore Flooding. Dredging has

been promoted as a potential remedial measure for several of the phy-

J! sical problems at Grand Lake. These include flooding, severe wave

action, shoreline erosion, and fluctuating lake levels. Whereas some of

the modeling results support this contention, others indicate that the

contrary may be true.
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Flooding of downwind shorelines due to the long-period setup of the

water surface could indeed be reduced by a dredging program. For

example, model results show the wind setup at the eastern embankment for

a 50 mph westerly wind to be reduced from 1.35 feet to 0.90 foot in the

limiting case of 3 feet of sediment removal. In conflict with this

improvement is the finding that the significant wave height of the

short-period wave spectrum will increase with dredging. For example,

for the same 50 mph wind and 3 feet of sediment removal, the significant

wave height at the eastern end of Grand Lake will increase from 2.4 feet

to 2.9 feet. Conditions on the south and north shores are close to the

same magnitude and follow a similar pattern for the corresponding wind

events.

The objective of wave attenuation is more relevant to the short-

period, high-intensity waves. Therefore, the model results indicate

that the existing severe wave action is expected to be aggravated by

dredging the lake bottom.

A similar conclusion is reached regarding erosion of the lake

shoreline. Even though wind setup does impact on the erosive process,

the greatest concern is intense wave action and the overtopping of

erosion control structures. As a result, lake bottom dredging or any

other alternative that intensifies short-period waves would be detri-

mental to shoreline erosion.

Long-term fluctuations in lake level will not he significantly

influenced by dredging. If anything, the situation will be aggravated

if dredge spoil containment is within the lake basin. The reason for

this is that as the surface area of the lake is reduced, the change in

water level resulting from a unit increase or decrease in water volume

is greater.
K

Water-Related Recreation. The major improvements to be expected

from a dredging program at Grand Lake are associated with water-based

recreational activities. The most direct benefits are an increase in

boater access to extended portions of the lake, and an improvement in
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boater safety resulting both from the actual deepening process and the

potential for stump identification and removal. This advancement in

boater safety is, of course, offset by the potential intensification of

wave action that accompanies dredging.

Localized disturbances of fish habitat will occur during the

dredging operation. However, the long-term effect of deepening Grand

Lake should be an enhancement of fish habitat and the related recrea-

tional fishing activity. A decrease in lake turbidity, and its conse-

quential effects on fishing at Grand Lake, is not expected to result

from dredging.

One indirect benefit of dredging is the potential for extending the

wildlife refuge through the creation of protected dredge islands near

the southwest corner of Grand Lake.

Technical and Physical Feasibility

No technical or physical constraints that prohibit dredging sedi-

ments from the bottom of Grand Lake have been identified or documented.

The principal concern appears to be the proper containment and disposal

of the spoil material. This problem, comnmon to all dredging operations,

is aggravated at Grand Lake by the absence of suitable topography and

available land for spoil disposal outside the lake boundary. On the

other hand, a notable advantage at Grand Lake is that the spoil material

is relatively "clean." That is, the lake sediments are typically

nutrient-enriched soil displaced from the upstream watershed. Critical

concentrations of toxic or hazardous materials have not been identified

in the sediments. The value is that some typical containment require-

ments appear to be relaxed at Grand Lake (e.g., no special provisions

for impermeable leachate barriers). Considering the current dredging

operations at Grand Lake, care in the design, construction, operation,

and maintenance of containment areas should alleviate any regulatory

constraints.
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A related concern is the settling characteristics and engineering

properties of the sediment material. Difficulty in achieving an effec-

tive spoil settlement has been reported at Grand Lake, and this could

impact on the scheduling of a large-scale dredging program. The

engineering properties of the dewatered material are unknown at this

time, but could impact on the future use of the created dredge islands.

A positive indicator is the current use of dredge spoil land forms at

Grand Lake for roadways and recreational activities.

In a sense, the mere size of Grand Lake and the present volume of

bottom sediments can be considered as constraints. The reason is that

they prohibit the realization of many commonly referenced benefits of a

large-scale dredging program.

Economic Feasibility

Unit Cost. The unit cost analysis for dredging at Grand Lake is

predicated on two assumptions: (1) hydraulic dredging is the most

appropriate technique for large-scale dredging of inland lakes; and

(2) as a result of physical watershed constraints (e.g., flat topog-

raphy, land availability), the spoil material will be contained in areas

created within the current lake basin. The unit cost for a dredging

program is conveniently separated into the cost of the actual dredging

operation (pumping, transport), and the cost associated with the

creation of containment areas.

To develop the cost of construction for containment dikes, two

typical cross sections were developed in accordance with current Corps

of Engineers requirements for Grand Lake. Whether or not a dredge

island (or peninsula) would be developed for commercial or residential

purposes provided the differentiation in the cross sections. Contain-

ment cost for undeveloped land forms would be $0.50/cubic yard and

$1.00/cubic yard for developed land forms.

D
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The total unit cost for dredging is therefore $2.00/cubic yard if

the created land form is to remain undeveloped (e.g., wildlife habitat,

picnic areas), and $2.50/cubic yard if commercial or residential devel-

opment is projected.

Monetary Benefits and Costs. Basic to the unit cost approach is

that the total cost of a dredging operation is directly proportional to

the volume of sediment removed. However, the dependence of the dredging

volume on a currently undefined lake development plan prohibits the

computation of a single total cost for Grand Lake. To exemplify typical

costs, consider the volume of sediment that would have to be removed to

achieve various minimum depths at Grand Lake (i.e., the condition that

the entire lake would be at least as deep as the given value). The

results and associated costs are as follows:

Minimum Depth Required Dredging Volume Cost ($2.00/CY)

4 feet 6,600,000 CY $13,200,000

6 feet 18,600,000 CY 37,200,000

8 feet 44,300,000 CY 88,600,000

To remove and contain 3 feet of sediment from the lake, as represented

in the various analytical models, the cost would be $135 million or $168

million, depending on the future land use.

The results of the analysis for an extreme case of 3 feet of

sediment removal throughout the lake indicate little impact on water

quality. Any indirect benefits derived from dredging solely on the

basis of water quality improvement at Grand Lake are therefore judged to

be insignificant.

The analytical findings related to physical processes signify that

changes can be expected if extensive dredging occurs. However, if the

results for 3 feet of sediment removal are extrapolated to a more
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realistic scope of dredging at Grand Lake, the physical impacts become

very small. For example, changes in wind setup and wave heights would

be, at most, on the order of inches. Considering the type of nuisance

flooding that is prevalent at Grand Lake, any increase or decrease that

might result from lake dredging will have a negligible economic impact.

In addition, there is no justification for assuming that indirect bene-

fits or costs will be realized due to such slight variations in the

physical conditions at Grand Lake.

Improvement in water-based recreation as a result of dredging will

provide indirect benefits from increased lake usage. In order to esti-

mate public benefits resulting from lake visitation, a dollar value must

be put on recreational activities. In 1973, the Water Resources Council

established standards of $0.75 to $2.25 per visitor-day of recreation

participation, depending on the type and quality of a facility. If

these numbers are adjusted to reflect 1980 dollars, the value of a

visitor-day may be in the range $1.50-$4.50. Water-related recreation

usually corresponds to the upper end of the scale, and thus a value of

$4.00 per visitor-day was selected for Grand Lake.

Table D-13 presents recorded and projected visitor-day figures for

Grand Lake, and the respective revenue that could potentially result.

The projections have been developed using approved forecasting methods,

and appear reasonable. Nevertheless, they must be taken to represent

upper limits of lake visitation if Grand Lake were free of its problems.

Of more significance is the documented progressive drop in visitation

since 1973, and the corresponding loss of annual revenue. For example,

the cumulative loss of potential revenue since 1973 is over $22 million,

an amount sufficient to cover the costs of dredging to achieve a minimum

6-foot depth throughout Grand Lake.

DI10
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Three notes of qualification are necessary. First, data limita-

tions prohibit a differentiation of resident and non-resident lake

visitation. If residents account for a significant percentage of the

recorded number of lake users, some reduction in the computed revenues

would be in order. Second, the abnormally high visitation values

reported for 1972 and 1973 could, to some degree, be an artifact of a

change in lake usage estimation techniques. No documentation of such a

change has been ascertained, however. Third, the information presented

in Table D-13 is not meant to imply that the decline in lake visitation

is attributable solely to the shallowness of Grand Lake and the lack of

an extensive dredging program. Nor is it implied that the implementa-

tion of such a dredging program will, in itself, reverse the visitation

trend. What is intended is to provide an economic base against which

various alternatives that impact on the recreational value of Grand Lake

can be compared.

A potential direct benefit of a dredging program is the value of

the land created by the dredge spoil operation. To investigate this,

consider that the total dredging and containment cost required to form a

100-acre, 12-foot deep, developable site is $4.75 million. To balance

this cost, the land would have to be sold for $47,500 per acre, or

approximately $10,500 for a 120-foot x 80-foot lot. Real estate

information from the Grand Lake area indicates that this size of lake-

front lot is in great demand and currently sells for $12,000-$15,000.

An approximate balance therefore corresponds to a 75 percent subdivision

of the area created, and the economic viability of developing dredge

islands is indicated. The creation of peninsulas rather than islands

would reduce the cost by approximately 12 percent. A noteworthy aspect

of developing dredge islands is that any other direct or indirect

benefits of lake dredging can be realized without an associated cost.

Maintenance Dredging of Tributaries and Boat Channels

If an enlarged width on the USGS quadrangle sheets is assumed to

correspond to boat accessibility, approximately 7 miles of water are
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TABLE D-13

POTENTIAL REVENUE FROM GRAND LAND VISITATION

Lake Visitation Potential Net Revenue Relative
Year (Visitor-Days) Revenue 1/ to 1973 Visitation

1970 1,711,800 $ 6,847,200

1971 1,636,200 6,544,800

1972 2,106,100 8,424,400

1973 2,448,500 9,794,000

1974 1,725,200 6,900,800 - $ 2,893,200

1975 1,658,800 6,635,200 - 3,158,800

1976 1,489,900 5,959,600 - 3,834,400

1977 1,474,950 _Z. 5,899,800 - 3,894,200

1978 1,479,018.21 5,912,100 - 3,881,900

1979 1,219,637_2Z 4,878,500 - 4,915,500

2000 3,000,000_3 12,000,000 + 2,206,000

2020 3,600,000.1/ 14,400,000 + 4,406,000

1/ Based on $4.00 per visitor-day.
2 Visitation figures are for fiscal year, not calendar year

(Source: ODNR).
./ Projected.
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accessible on the tributaries to Grand Lake. In addition, about an

equal length of boat access channels to private dwellings exists along

the south shore. To guarantee that these channels satisfy their

principal recreational purpose, periodic dredging must be performed.

According to the State of Ohio major access areas are dredged approxi-

mately every 3 years.

Table D-14 presents estimated costs of maintenance dredging. These

values are based on a unit cost of $2.00/cubic yard, a 25-foot channel

width, and 2 feet of sediment removal. The corresponding cost per 50

feet of channel length is $185, or about $60 per year. This latter

figure is illustrative of a channel along a typical residential front-

age, and provides input to the issue of cost sharing for maintenance

dredging of private boat access channels.

TABLE D-14

COST OF MAINTENANCE DREDGING:
TRIBUTARIES AND BOAT ACCESS CHANNELS

Cost to
Dredge Every redging Cost

Channel Length 3 Years per Year
(feet)

Coldwater Creek 9,000 S 33,000 $ 11,00
Chickasaw Creek 7,500 28,000 9,300
Little Chickasaw Creek 3,000 11,000 3,700
Prairie Creek 4,500 17,000 5,600
Beaver Creek 7,500 28,000 9,300
Barnes Creek 3,000 11,000 3,700
Monroe Creek 2,000 7,500 2,500
Boat Access Channels 36,000 133,000 44,000

The major concern with this type of dredging is the proper disposal

of the spoil material. The current method of placing the spoil on the

channel banks is technically deficient due to the susceptibility of the

material to erode back into the channel. The proper containment of the
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waste along the channel banks is prohibited by the low containment

volume to dike length ratio, and the transfer of the spoil material to

in-lake containment areas is cost prohibitive. One alternative is to

form containment areas at the mouths of the tributaries. These areas

have a multiple purpose, and are presented in more detail in the section

on shoreline protection. A second alternative is the availability of

equipment for "spraying" hydraulic-dredged material on the watershed.

The feasibility of this technique for Grand Lake is enhanced by the lack

of any toxic or hazardous spoil contaminants. The return of the

nutrient enriched sediment to the watershed could actually prove bene-

ficial. The availability of suitable land (particularly agricultural

land) and the cooperation of the landowners are necessary for the

successful implementation of this technique.

Other Non-Point Source Phosphorus Controls

Precipitation Phosphorus Control

Precipitation contributes an estimated 780 kilograms of phosphorus

or approximately 2 percent of the annual load to Grand Lake St. Marys.

This loading originates principally outside the lake basin from such

sources as wind-induced soil erosion, industrial ash, smoke, and certain

mining activities, and the addition of organic phosphates to gasoline.

It takes the form of particulate phosphorus carried by wind and other

unit processes which is later removed by rainfall or other precipita-

tion. In general, it can be said that the phosphorus content of direct

precipitation on the lake surface, besides being small as compared to

other sources, is not manageable or controllable by man.

Goose Population Reduction

In recent years, Grand Lake has accommodated increased numbers of

migrating Canadian geese. Estimates indicate total phosphorus loadings

from geese to Grand Lake to be approximately 210 kilograms or less than

one percent of the total annual phosphorus loading. The orthophosphorus
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loading, that form which would be immediately available to the biolog-

ical system, is only 43 kilograms or less than one percent of the total

annual orthophosphorus loading to the lake. The fact that geese utilize

Grand Lake during the fall and early winter when biological activity is

at a minimum lessens the impact of these nutrients on the lake.

Approximately one percent of the total annual phosphorus load is

attributed to migrating geese, but the amount that is available to the

biological system is insignificant. Therefore, any program recommending

a reduction in goose population on Grand Lake by hazing or hunting would

have little impact on water quality.

Suburban Runoff Control

Suburban runoff in areas directly adjacent to the lake contributes

approximately 3 percent of the total phosphorus loading to Grand Lake.

This runoff, especially after a first flush during a heavy rain, may

carry a wide range of pollutants in high concentrations. Fertilizers,

pesticides, detergents, oil grease, salts, lead, domestic animal wastes,

and street litter are all carried through ditches or directly to the

lake.

Property owners can have a positive effect on water quality by

reducing the amount of pollutants in stormwater runoff. Fertilizers

could be applied to lawns and gardens if a soil to.st indicates a

nutrient deficiency. Then, fertilizers should be applied only when and

where runoff would not present problems. An effort can also be made to

prevent leaves, lawn clippings, and other yard debris from being carried

to the lake in runoff. Composting may be an effective measure to con-

trol pollutant loadings from this source. Frequent street cleaning in

paved areas is also helpful in preventing nutrients from reaching sur-

face waters. Lake residents could make additional efforts to use low

phosphate detergents to reduce phosphorus seepage to the lake from

septic systems. Management methods could be employed in the following

areas:
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(1) minimum fertilizer and pesticide application -- lake shore

residents, areas adjacent to drainageways to the lake.

(2) composting yard debris -- lake shore residents, areas adjacent

to drainageways to the lake.

(3) frequent street sweepings -- developed areas adjacent to lake

(Celina, north shore, south shore).

(4) use of low phosphate detergents -- Grand Lake north shore from

Harbor Point to Lakeland Beach, and Northwood and Sandy Beach;

south shore from Montezuma to Southmoor Shores.

Erosion and Sedimentation Control Alternatives

Shoreline and Streambank Protection

For purposes of this study, four specific types of shoreline and

streambank erosion control measures representative of the range of

available alternatives were investigated: (I) riprap, the most commonly

utilized and often the least expensive method for streambank protection;

(2) gabions, a more stable method than riprap that requires similar

materials; (3) aluminum bulkheads, selected to represent the many types

of bulkheading available; and (4) concrete fabriform mats, one of the

many applications of synthetic fabrics for streambank erosion control.

Four types of erosion problems at Grand Lake were considered

including tributary streambank erosion, boat channel erosion, lakeshore

erosion, and island shoreline erosion. No documented data exists on

past or present rates of erosion, although the often observed movement

of sediment plumes away from shorelines could lead to a preliminary

judgment of excessively high rates. What remains unclear is whether the

current erosion patterns will continue once the dredge spoil previously

deposited on the banks is eroded and the natural streambanks are re-

exposed.
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Beneficial and Adverse Impacts. Tributary Streambanks.

The streambanks of the tributaries to Grand Lake have the lowest per-

centage of protected length among the four categories under considera-

tion. The protection is limited to several areas where individuals have

implemented various bank protection measures, including primarily make-

shift wooden bulkheads and tie-back walls. In addition, it is the

streambanks that appear to be most susceptible to the disposal of highly

erodible dredge material at the water's edge.

The retardation or prevention of streambank erosion has two direct

benefits. First, the land bordering the tributary will be stabilized.

This latter benefit should not be overestimated since, even though a

relative contribution is due to the existence of dredge spoil on the

banks, the general conclusion is that the dominant sediment source is

watershed soil loss.

One important planning aspect of streambank protection is the pro-

gressive development and urbanization of the watershed. Due to

increases in peak discharge rates in the tributaries, current erosion

rates could be significantly increased over the next few decades. Of

particular concern is Coldwater Creek due to the high current and pro-

jected rates of development around the municipality of Coldwater.

Noticeable widening of downstream reaches of Coldwater Creek has

reportedly occurred in the recent past as a result of intensified

erosion.

Lake Access Channels. Property protection and sediment load reduc-

tion are also the primary benefits to be realized from protecting boat

access channels. For three reasons, however, this aspect of shoreline

protection was not given further consideration. First, access channels

are not subjected to the erosive forces of streamflow and waves. The

potential effects of boat wake must be locally dealt with. Second, the

protection of access channel banks is very similar to streambank protec-

tion. And third, a large percentage of channel length has already been

protected.
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Lake Shoreline. The boat and shore reconnaissance surveys have

provided valuable insight to lake shoreline protection. In general, the

north, east, and west shores of Grand Lake currently have adequate bank

protection. A few exceptions were noted along inlet channels and embay-

ments, and some existing protection measures are seriously deteriorated

as a result of improper installation and/or excessive wave and ice

action. Nevertheless, it has been shown that the investigation of

shoreline erosion problems can be limited to the south shore. Condi-

tions on the south shore are reasonably summarized by the statement that

developed shoreline is protected and undeveloped shoreline is not. Bank

erosion along the undeveloped areas of the south shore is the most dra-

matic in the Grand Lake study area, with approximately 5-foot vertical

drops and uprooted trees observed in several reaches. The State of Ohio

has initiated an extensive riprapping program for these areas. However,

the success of any such program is limited by access problems. In

addition, the irregular nature of the shoreline and the existence of

islands and peninsulas magnifies the scope of work involved.

The formulation and implementation of olans that address this

problem are aided by the fact that much of the undeveloped and unpro-

tected land is State-owned. An alternative is now formulated for which

shoreline protection of large portion of the problem area is but one of

many benefits. The alternative is conceptualized for Chickasaw and

Little Chickasaw Creeks in Plate D-6, and involves the contruction of a

protected dike to isolate or enclose the existing embayment areas near

the mouth of each major tributary. Although not necessary for this

illustrated presentation, similar diked areas could be depicted near the

mouths of Coldwater, Prairie, Monroe, and Grassy Creeks. The prevalence

of private residences near the embayment areas of Beaver (Upper) and

Barnes Creek will probably restrict the implementation of this alterna-

tive at these sites.

The direct benefits of this alternative are complete shore protec-

tion incorporated into the design and construction of the dike, a

reduction in the irregularity of the shoreline, and the development of
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multipurpose containment areas. For example, the areas could serve as

disposal sites for spoil material during maintenance dredging of the

tributaries and access channels, with subsequent conversion to a wooded

wildlife habitat and shore buffer zone. Another potential use is as a

sedimentation pond, but the feasibility of this use would require data

on the settleability of the sediment load. It is noted that no private

property or tributary access is directly impacted by the alternative.

An adverse impact is the loss of the embayment areas. From a

recreational standpoint, however, the areas are not in current use due

to the prevalence of aquatic growth and the impact will be small. A

more critical impact is the potential elimination of viable fish

habitats. At this time, the overall importance of these embayments to

aquatic species cannot be Judged.

Dredge Islands. The problems associated with erosion from future

dredge islands should be alleviated by more stringent containment

requirements. In the case of existing islands, the alternatives are:

(I) retrofit shore protection; (2) simply allow the natural loss of the

islands to proceed; and (3) develop a larger scale plan that indirectly

provides shoreline protection.

A constraint to implementation of bank protection on the islands is

economics. The "do nothing" alternative can be somewhat Justified by

the small contribution of dredge islands to both the annual sediment

load to the lake and the overall recreational usage of the lake. The

third alternative is related to the creation of large containment areas

that could include the existing islands within protected dikes.

The aforementioned containmint areas near the mouths of tributaries

would of necessity include some enisting dredge islands. However, other

containment zones constructed for dredge spoil disposal could likewise

be positioned near islands. One particular alternative is to create a

relatively large dredge island that would encompass several of the

currently unprotected islands between Coldwater Creek and Montezuma f)

Bay. The areated land form could serve as a well-defined water-based
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Sextension of the State's goose and wildlife refuge. The progressive and

dispersive movement of the waterfowl and wildlife into developed areas

would be relieved.

Given the apparent lack of current usage, the adverse impacts of

island modification on recreational activities at Grand Lake are

expected to be insignificant. On the other hand, carefully planned

islands would enhance the recreational value of Grand Lake by augmenting

the wildlife sanctuaries available by boat. Land-based access could

also be easily implemented. One adverse impact would be a potential

increase in the nutrient load to Grand Lake due to the concentrating of

waterfowl and wildlife on these islands. However, proper runoff control

and a good vegetative cover should be sufficient to preclude any serious

problems. The native fish population will be disrupted during the

period of implementation, but the long-term effect will be an enhance-

ment of fish habitat near the shorelines and within any embayments

created by the islands.

Technical and Physical Feasibility. As evidenced by the current

level of shoreline and streambank protection at Grand Lake, there are no

technical constraints to implementing protective measures. Most of the

constraints have a physical basis, but even those can be overcome at

additional expense.

In the case of streambanks, limited access due to private land

ownership or wooded areas prohibits the use of recommended transport and

placement or construction techniques. Each of the four types of protec-

tion can be installed from a water-based vebicle. Of the four, aluminum

bulkheads appear to be the most conducive to installation from a small

barge. A second constraint on the itse of riprap, gabions, and concrete

fabriform mats is the recommended 1.5:1-3:1 bank slopes for stability

purposes. Given the existing vertical nature of the banks, this implies

an extensive cut into the bank (and most likely into private property).

On the other hand, aluminum bulkheads are installed vertically, with no

major modification of the shoreline. A constraint that Impacts pri-

marily on bulkheads and mats is the need to maintain subsurface drainage
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from the watershed, especially considering the widespread use of tile

drains. The same two protective measures would be a problem in areas

where private or public access to the water must be preserved.

The protection of lake and island shoreline is for the most part

constrained by the same factors. Installation and operational problems

will be alleviated if the diked containment areas are used for shoreline

protection. The reason is that proper grading and other necessary

preparation of the shoreline can be controlled during the contruction

sequence.

Economic Feasibility. Unit Costs. Rased on unit labor, material,

and equipment costs, the unit cost for placed riprap is S20.OO/cubic

yard. To account for access problems and possibly water-based

installation, the labor and equipment costs are doubled and the total

cost becomes $31.00/cubic yard. Assuming that adequate protection

requires riprap protection between 3 feet below and 5 feet above the

mean water level, and a 2:1 slope, a 1-foot typical thickness converts

to almost 0.7 cubic yard of riprap per lineal foot of protection. The

resultant cost is $21.70/lineal foot. To account for the use of filter

cloth or other filter material, use $27.00/lineal foot.

The 1978 unit cost for 12-inch deep, stone-filled gabions is

$18.60/square yard. If the installation cost is doubled to account for

access and installation difficulties, and a 10 percent inflation factor

is imposed, the 1979 unit cost becomes $26.35/square yard. To convert

this to a linear footage basis, the gAblons are assumed to be placed at

the recommended 1.5:1 slope and to be required between 3 feet below and

5 feet above the mean water level. The resultant unit cost is approxi-

mately $42.00/lineal foot.

The material costs for the aluminum bulkheads depend on the gage of

the metal, the size and spacing of the anchor plates and rods, and the

need for stiffening beams. For the type of installation at Grand Lake,

material costs would be $30.00-$35.00/lineal foot, and the total unit

installed cost would be approximately $60.00/lineal foot.
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S The recommendation for concrete fabriform mats is a 4-inch thick

mat at a 3:1 slope. For 10 feet of vertical protection, this converts

to 31.2 SF/LF, or $62.40/LF of shoreline.

The unit cost for containment dikes to implement either of the

specific alternatives formulated in this section is SOO/LF.

Total Benefits and Costs. Table D-15 presents the costs associated

with complete protection of various reaches of shoreline and streambank.

The tributary lengths correspond approximately to currently accessible

portions, as indicated by an expanded width on the USGS topographic

maps. The value for the south shore is a rough estimate for currently

unprotected shoreline, including Montezuma Bay, but not accounting for

the shorelines of access channels and dredge islands. The impact of the

irregular shape of the south shoreline is indicated by the fact that

over 11 miles of shoreline still need protection, even though the total

length of the lake is only 8 miles.

The results presented in Tables D-5 and D-15 provide an interesting

comparison. Under the assumption that shore protection measures and a

nearshore breakwater will provide the same level of erosion protection,

it is observed that shoreline protection is the most cost effective of

the two alternatives. An exception is floating tire breakwaters, but

this alternative is technically infeasible for such a large installa-

tion. It can be argued that the benefits derived from a breakwater

would he greater due to its multi-use pQtential, but on the other hand

shoreline protection would have fewer and less severe adverse impacts.

One noteworthy feature is that the total costs of the alternatives to

protect the south shore are not proportional to the respective unit

costs. The reason is that shoreline protection measures must span the

actual footape of the shoreline, whereas a breakwater need only be

aligned along an east-west axis.
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S The principal direct benefit of bank protection measures is the

value of land that is preserved from erosion. If the typical selling

price of a lakeshore lot is converted to a square-footage basis, the

cost of shoreline protection in most cases far exceeds the value of the

land saved. Of course, such a strict economic criterion is often out-

weighed by other factors when personal property loss is at stake, and

shoreline protection is recommended.

Sedimentation Ponds

Sedimentation ponds are structures considered to reduce the amount

of sediment and nutrients entering the lake.

Beneficial and Adverse Impacts. Primary objective of sedimentation

ponds is to provide a quiescent zone in an otherwise flowing watercourse

for settling suspended and settleable particulate matter. This con-

trolled sedimentation in designated areas reduces the sediment load to

downstream water bodies and provides for ease of removal of the

collected matter. Because of the shallowness of Grand Lake, the

upstream removal of settleable solids is an especially beneficial

mechanism. An equally important benefit of sedimentation ponds to Grand

Lake is the removal of any nutrients bound to the captured sediments,

especially considering the extensive agricultural usage of the water-

shed. A long-term effect of sedimentation ponds is the imorovement of

the water quality of (rand Lake. Many secondary benefits, primarily of

a recreational nature, can be realized as a consequence of water quality

improvements.

Several negative aspects of sedimentation ponds can also be identi-

fied. First, localized nuisance conditions are created. The ponds can

be compared to stagnant water ponds with their attendant high rates of

algal growth, unpleasant odors, and conditions conducive to insect

breeding. A second adverse impact is that severe storm events could
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"washout" the ponds and result in a pulse injection of sediment to Grand

Lake. Benthic organisms in downstream channels and in the immeliate

receiving areas within Grand Lake would be subject to sediment burial,

the severity of which would be very dependent on antecedent conditions

in the sedimentation ponds and receiving waters. Of even more concern

is a possible accompanying pulse injection of nutrients and the possi-

bility of triggering serious water quality impacts. The third negative

impact is that currently productive land would be required for the

ponds. Depending on the settling characteristics of the sediment load,

this land requirement could be significant. A final problem associated

with sedimentation ponds is that the alternative represents a long-term

operation and maintenance commitment. Periodic cleaning of the ponds

must be carried out to minimize the potential of the previously men-

tioned "washout" and to prevent flooding as a result of channel

alternations.

Technical and Physical Feasibility. The siting of sedimentation

ponds in the Grand Lake watershed is the most significant constraint to

their implementation. Several siting alternatives are available, with

advantages and disadvantages specific to each. From a land availability

standpoint, the most feasible alternative is to site ponds within the

lake at the mouths of the major tributaries. This alternative is pri-

marily limited by the need to maintain boat access and fish passage to

the tributaries. A previously mentioned possibility to eliminate this

constraint is to create containment areas near the mouths (but offset

from the main channels) and to use these for sedimentation purposes.

The disadvantage is the need for facilties to convey the tributary flow

to these ponds in a controlled manner. The access constraint can also

be overriden if the sedimentation ponds are placed on the major tribu-

taries upstream of the currently accessible reaches. The acreage of

currently productive private land needed for this alternative is the

principal constraint, as illustrated below. So as not to require a

large single parcel of land, small sedimentation ponds could be located

on the feeder streams to the major tributaries. The economy of scale )

associated with both construction and maintenance costs is a detriment
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to replacing one large pond by several smaller basins. A final alterna-

tive is to locate a sedimentation pond on individual farms, but this is

limited by cost and institutional constraints.

The requirements for a sediment basin to serve the entire drainage

basin of Chickasaw Creek are used to exemplify the siting constraint.

Ordinarily, the grain-size distribution and the corresponding settling

rates of the sediment load are used to establish the residence time

required to achieve the desired removal efficiency. However, the pro-

cedure to be used in this analysts was to size the pond as a function of

the residence time. The important design parameter, therefore, becomes

the flow rate, for the required lake volume is directly available once

the flow rate and residence time are known.

The acreage of land required to implement the sediment basin

alternative for the two flow rates is plotted against residence time in

Figure D-13. A mean depth of 10 feet was assumed on the basis that this

will provide sufficient depth for settling and storage without an

excessively deep excavation. It is often found that a significant

percentage of the suspended load is removed within the first several

hours, whereas only a small percentage increase in removal occurs over

the next several hours (or days). If this condition is satisfied at

Grand Lake, sedimentation basins may prove feasible. For example, a 4-

hour settling period would require only about 15 acres of surface area.

Three notes of qualificatiun are necessary. First, the percentage

reduction in nutrient load will he less than the reduction in sediment

load, since the finer sediment fraction not being retained will have a

higher nutrient content than the settled course material. Second, if

rock is encountered within 10 feet of the ground surface, the mean depth

must be reduced and the required acreage of land will be increased.

Third, the requirements given in Figure D-13 are for Chickasaw Creek

only.
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Economic Feasibility. Unit Costs. The two major cost items for

sediment basin construction are the land purchase and the excavation.

Real estate information indicates that agricultural land in the Grand

Lake watershed is currently selling for $2,000-$3,000 per acre. The

$3,000 per acre figure is selected to reflect the trend toward increas-

ing property values. An excavation cost of $1.00/cubic yard has been

selected, in accordance with typical unit prices for excavation by

scrapers and front-end loaders. The cost to dispose of the excavated

soil has not been included since the method of disposal or possible

utilization of the material is unknown at this time.

Total Benefits and Costs. Based on the selected unit prices, the

total cost to construct sediment ponds is computed and plotted as a

function of retention time in Figure D-13. An important observation

from the plot is the sensitivity of the cost to the residence time, and

therefore to the settling characteristics of the sediment load. For

example, the cost associated with a 20-hour residence time is over $1.5

million, whereas the cost for a 4-hour detention is $300,000. Tn a

sense, 4-hour detention basins can be constructed on all major tribu-

taries for the same cost as constructing one 20-hour detention basin on

Chickasaw Creek. Based on the selected unit price and the two ranges of

residence time, estimated capital cost to construct sediment ponds on

each main tributary to the lake is given in Table D-16.

Sedimentation ponds also require maintenance and "clean out" for

their effective application. The clean-out period will depend on the

yet to be determined design trap efficiency, so no specific cost can be

quoted. As a rough estimate, consider that the estimatPd sediment load

to Grand Lake is 100 to 200 tons/mile 2 /vear, or about 13 acre-feet per

year from the entire watershed 1 3 ) At a removal cost of $2.00/CY, and

assuming a 50 percent trap efficiency, the annual cost of pond clean-out

is about $21,000. This corresponds closely to the alternative approach

of considering that a two-man crew working for a 6-month period each

year should be able to maintain all the ponds in the watershed.
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From an economic standpoint, the most direct benefit of sedimenta-

tin ponds in the consequent sediment reduction is maintenance dredging

of tributaries. With reference to Table D-16, if the annual costs of

maintenance dredging of the tributaries are reduced by a factor of one-

half (50 percent trap efficiency), the net annual savings are $22,500.

This is very close to balancing the cost of maintaining the sedimenta-

tion ponds. A similar decrease in maintenance dredging of access

channels and the lake bottom is not expected in the short term. This is

due to the current volume of sediment in the lake and its ease of

transport as a result of wind mixing. Note that the annual sediment

load is equivalent to only about one-hundredth of an inch of sediment

over the lake bottom.

Sedimentation ponds can be expected to improve lake water quality,

but no direct economic benefits can be identified as a result. The

possibility of indirect revenue gains due to increased recreational lake

usage has been discussed in previous sections.

!t
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SECTION E

HYDROLOGY AND HYDRAULICS

I24TRf ON

This section provides methodology and assumptions used in

establishing the hydrologic and hydraulic conditions of the Grand Lake

St. Marys study area. Data were developed from which the extent of

flooding and flood damages could be developed. Information is provided

on the development of flood related alternatives.

LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION

The Grand Lake St. Marys Basin, as shown on Plate E-1, is situated

in Mercer and Auglaize Counties in west-central Ohio on the drainage

divide between the Wabash and St. Marys Rivers. The lake is formed by

two earth dams, constructed from 1837 to 1845, over Beaver Creek on the

west and Chickasaw Creek to the east. The impoundment inundates the low

watershed divide forming a lake with an approximate surface area of

21 square miles at pool elevation 870. The lake is approximately

8 miles in length, east to west, and averages over two miles in width

north and south. Average lake depth i3 6 to 8 feet.

The total Grand Lake drainage area, as published in "Drainage Areas

of Ohio Streams," prepared by the U. S. Geological Survey in cooperation

with the Ohio Department of Natural Resources, is 112.1 square miles.

The report further states, "the portion of Grand Lake drainage area

assumed tributary to Beaver Creek is 66.2 square miles," or approxi-

mately 59 percent of the total. The remaining area, or the "eastern

portion of Grand Lake area assumed tributary to St. Marys River is

45.9 square miles," or approximately 41 percent of the total. Nearly

all of Grand Lake's drainage area lies to the south of the impoundment.

Beaver Creek, apparently the major outflow exit for Grand Lake,

flows westwardly 10.6 miles to the Wabash River. The average streambed

slope for Beaver Creek is approximately 1-foot per mile and average
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channel depth is 10 to 12 feet. Total drainage area below Grand Lake is

58.8 square miles.

The land surrounding Grand Lake is predominantly agricultural

except for those areas immediately adjacent to the lake and the

residential communities of Celina and St. Marys. The gently sloping

terrain, within the study area, is classified as prime farmland with

soil types and a reported high water table, which are conducive to slow

permeability. The top of basin location, gently sloping terrain and

general lack of topographic relief subjects Grand Lake to periodic

extreme wind conditions.

CLIMATOLOGY

Since its organization in 1891, the National Oceanic and

Atmosphetic Administration (NOAA - Weather Bureau) has been the

principal agency for collection and dissemination of climatological

data. There are 12 weather stations lying within a 30-mile radius of

the subject lake site. Two stations, Celina and St. Marys, are

immediately adjacent to the Grand Lake watershed. Temperature and

precipitation data in excess of 20 years are available for the station

near Celina. Precipitation data In excess of 40 years are available for

the recording station near St. Marys. Only one short-term (9 years)

evaporation station is within close proximity (60 miles) to Grand

Lake. There are no first order weather stations nearer than Cincinnati,

Ohio.

From records published in the "Climatological Data--Annual Summary"

for data through 1978, the following normal precipitation data is

furnished for the St. Marys station:

January 2.27" May 3.84" September 2.85"

February 1.84" June 3.96" October 2.39"

March 2.79" July 3.31" November 2.41"

April 3.63" August 2.89" December 1.99"

Normal Annual Total - 34.17"
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Based on snowfall monitoring stations at Van Wert and Greenville

S (located approximately 30 miles north and south, respectively, of Grand

Lake), the average annual snowfall for the basin is about 23 inches.

January is the month of maximum snowfall with an average of aboutt six

inches. Approximately, 85 percent of the average annual snowfall occurs

during the period December through March. The basin is seldom covered

with snow for an extended period of time, and snow melt is only a minor

contributing factor to floods.

Based on records for the "West Central Division of Ohio, the

normal annual temperature for the Grand Lake area is 51 degrees F.

During the months of December, January and February average temperatures

are below freezing with January as the coldest month having an average

of 27 degrees. July is the warmest with .n average of 73 degrees.

Southern and central Ohio is affected by frequent temperature

changes, high humidity and intense precipitation caused by the passage

of storms originating in southwestern United States and the Gulf of

Mexico, and moving north-eastwardly toward the north Atlantic coast.

The Grand Lake area is on the northern edge of this storm path. The

cyclonic storm contributes the most frequent excessive runoff for the

various types of meteorological disturbances which produce precipita-

tion. Storms of this type generally occur during the period from mid-

winter to late spring when conditions are conducive to high rates of

runoff. Convective storms which produce rainfalls of high intensity

generally occur during the summer months, when transpiration and

infiltration losses are the highest, therefore, seldom cause significant

flooding. Topography of the basin is such that orographic rainfall does

not occur.

STREAMFLOW RECORDS

The U. S. Geological Survey and the Corps of Engineers are the

principal agencies operating stream gaging stations with additional

cooperation, in recent years, from other Federal and State agencies. No

streamflow gaging stations exist within the Grand Lake, Beaver Creek or

E
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upper St. Marys River watersheds. Published streamflow records are

limited to the gaging stations for the Wabash River near New Corydon,

Indiana, and St. Marys River at Decatur, Indiana within the general

study area. The New Corydon station monitors streamflow from a 262

square mile drainage area, while the Decatur station records data from

Its 621 square mile area. Neither of these stations proved to he

representative of the Grand Lake or Beaver Creek drainage basins.

Therefore, from preliminary regional investigations the gaging station

for Greenville Creek near Bradford, Ohio was selected as most repre-

sentative of the natural (without Grand Lake) Beaver Creek Basin. Once

daily lake water surface elevations are observed and recorded by State

Parks personnel. The 24-hour pool difference, together with estimated

Grand Lake outflows, were utilized to determine lake inflows.

HISTORICAL FLOODS

Limited data prohibits detailed commentary and analysis of past

flood events. However, the storms which occurred in March 1913, and

were centered near Bellefontaine, Ohio, produced the flood of record for

a majority of long-term gaging stations in both northeastern Indiana and

southwestern Ohio. The 5-day rainfall total was 11.1" at Rellefontaine,

approximately 40 miles southeast of Grand Lake.

Available water surface elevation records for the Grand Lake pool

begin in March 1927 and provide an indication of additional flood

periods. The maximum pool level of recorded data occurred on 15 January

1930 at elevation 872.83. The Ohio Division of Parks and Recreation

records also note an absence of gate operations during this high water

period. This lack of outlet openings produced the maximum attainable

pool structurally possible from available inflows. The peak lake

inflow, during the period of recorded data, was estimated to be near

12,000 c.f.s. This event occurred on 18 May 1927 and was the result of

a high intensity storm of short duration and low volume. This storm

produced a peak pool elevation of 871.75. Additional peak pool eleva-

tions in descending order of magnitude are presented in Table E-1 for

comparative data:

z-4
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TABLE E-1

OBSERVED PEAK POOL ELEVATIONS

Pool Pool
Date Elevation Date Elevation

15 January 1930 872.83 7 April 1978 R72.17
21 May 1943 872.67 30 January 1949 872.08
25 April 1972 872.67 10 April 1957 872.08
9 April 1938 872.42 21 June 1958 871.92
16 February 1950 872.42 6 July 1957 871.92

Local residents and farmers along Beaver Creek were interviewed and

subsequently reported significant flood events during Janury 1949,

December 1957 thru January 1958, March thru April 1964, May 1972 and

March 1965. Several lesser floods were reported during the June through

November months when crop losses are the greatest. No gaged data of

historical floods are available for Beaver Creek.

DESCRIPTION OF DAM AND APPURTENANCES

The western embankment is an earth embankment carrying State Route

703. The embankment is approximately 5,540 feet in length. A curved

uncontrolled spillway (37.2 foot chord) with a concrete ogee overflow

section discharges under a single span highway bridge. The spillway

crest elevation of 870.75 and top of dam elevation of 877.0 were pre-

viously determined. Four 30-inch diameter gated outlet conduits are

provided through the spillway section. The gates are manually operated

from within a gate house located over the spillway at the upstream side

of the embankment. Plates E-2 and E-3 present preliminary discharge

rating curves for the spillway and outlet gates.

The eastern embankment consists of an earth embankment carrying the

roadway of State Route 364. The embankment is about 2,380 feet in

length and has a top of dam elevation of 877.9. A 20-foot wide uncon-

trolled spillway is formed by two concrete walls across the lock chamber
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of the feeder canal to St. Marys River. The downstream wall at eleva-

tion 872.1 acts as a straight drop spillway. In addition, a 4-foot high

by 5-foot wide leaf gate controls flow through a 42-inch conduit which

outlets into the feeder canal. The gate is manually operated from the

upstream end of the conduit.

Available mapping is limited to the USGS quadrangle sheets with a

scale of 1"-2,000' and a contour interval of 5-feet. Area-capacity data

were developed by Burgess and Niple for above spillway crest (870.75

feet) and are presented in this report on Plate E-4. Limited data

prohibits extending area-capacity curves below spillway crest; however,

estimations were made to facilitate studies presented in this report.

GRAND LAKE WAVE HEIGHT

The draft "Alternative Development Report" prepared by GAI Consul-

tants, Inc., for Grand Lake stated "the preliminary objective was to

illustrate the effect of dredging on wave generation," in the wave

characteristic portion of their report. This analysis considered two

cases, a mean lake depth of 8 feet and a mean lake depth of 11 feet.

The GAI report states that "an increase in wave height will be observed

with an increase in average pool depth." Furthermore, Figure 7 of their

report shows only a 10 to 15 percent (approximately 0.6 foot) increase

in the significant wave height with a 3-foot additional pool depth. The

GAI methods, analysis and curve presentations are considered satisfac-

tory to evaluate various wave situations. Therefore, the significant

wave height associated with a 60 mile per hour wind and the pool at west

spillway crest would be approximately 2.8 feet. It should be noted that

wind setup, seiche effect and wave runup on various wall or bank slope

conditions must be added to derive the effective wave condition.

STANDARD PROJECT FLOOD -- GRAND LAKE

The "Phase 1 Inspection Report, National Dam Safety Program"

prepared by Burgess and Niple, Limited and dated December 1978 contains

an analysis of a flood produced by the probable maximum precipitation

(PMP) for Grand Lake. Synthetic 6-hour unit hydrographs were developed

0
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for the four major tributaries and local contributing areas. The HEC-1

computer program performed flood routing computations which indicated

that the western dam would be overtopped by 0.7 foot. A flood produced

by the 1/2 PMP would not overtop either dam. Outflow from spillways

only were evaluated in their studies. Although the Burgess and Niple

procedures did not strictly adhere to the latest Chief of Engineers

guidelines, their results are believed to be satisfactory for this

report.

SOIL SURVEY -- BEAVER CREEK

The soil survey of Mercer County, Ohio, was made by the Division of

Lands and Soil, Ohio Department of Natural Resources, in cooperation

with the Soil Conservation Service, United States Departaent of

Agriculture; Ohio Agricultural Research and Development Center; Ohio

Cooperative Extension Service; Ohio State University; Mercer County

Commissioners; and the Mercer Soil and Water Conservation District.

Their report, dated 1975, contains descriptions, characteristics and

tables indicating soil limitations for selected land uses and some

estimated properties for Mercer County soils. The following statements

were determined from data contained within their report: The predomi-

nate land adjacent to Beaver Creek is classified as Wabasha silty clay

loam which is very poorly drained soil that occupies low lying, level

and depressional positions on flood plains. The representative soil

sample was expressed as very dark grayish-brown, friable silty clay loam

from 0 to 8 Inches; 8 to 54 inches was dark gray mottled with dark

yellowish-brown, neutral changing to mildly alkaline in the lower part,

and firm silty clay. Wabasha silty clay loam has slow permeability in

the clayey subsoil and substratum, and a high available water capacity.

Drainage is difficult to establish due to the lack of suitable outlets

on the nearly level topography. This soil is subject to streambank

erosion and ponding of water for long periods following flooding. Depth

to the seasonal high water table was estimated to be from 0 to 6 inches.
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AVAILABLE DATA -- BEAVER CREEK

As previously discussed, no stream gaging stations exist on Beaver

Creek. Historic high water profiles are limited to the January 1959

flood, developed by the State of Ohio, Department of Natural Resources,

Division of Water. Although this profile depicts water surface eleva-

tions attained during the 1959 flood, it is not considered representa-

tive of a natural high water profile produced by the excessive flows.

Through interviews with local residents and a search of the January 1959

flood history, several accounts were reported where excessive flows were

retarded by ice jams and associated debris.

HISTORY -- B]EAVER CREEK

The Beaver Creek Improvement Association, no longer in existence,

promoted an extensive channel improvement project during 1950 and 1951

with the assistance of matching state funds. The channel improvement

included Beaver Creek from Grand Lake to its mouth and the Wabash River

from their confluence to the Indiana state line. This improvement

reportedly proved effective in eliminating most of the flood problems

for "several years." However, it must be noted that a below average

rainfall period existed after the channel improvement for "several

years." According to members of the association, no local funding was

provided for maintenance after the 1950's. As a result, uncontrolled

vegetation, tree growth and associated obstructions have gradually

diminished the flow capacity along much of Beaver Creek. The Mercer

County Engineer's Office in Celina, Ohio, has completed the new design/

cost plan for rechannelization of Beaver Creek. Their studies included

the existing and proposed modified channel cross sections utilized in

this report. Also included were the outlet invert elevation of field

tiles located during their survey.

LAKE REGULATION

Observed lake pool elevations provided hV the Ohio Department of

Natural Resources, Division of Parks and Recreation, for a 51-year
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period (1928-1978) were studied. These data are presented on Plates F-5

through E-21 for general familarization and reference. A regulation

schedule or plan of operation was apparently non-existent during the

early years. However, an increasing emphasis on lake regulation is

noted during the last 15 to 20 years, with a corresponding emphasis for

recreation and agricultural considerations. The existing "rule curve"

includes a 1-foot drawdown from recreation pool elevation 870.75

beginning the first of November. However, after the 1-foot of flood

storage is attained, minimal effort is exercised to maintain elevation

869.75 through the winter months. A practice of impounding some excess

runoff early in the year, to aid in attaining recreation pool by late

March or early April, appears to prevail.

Through discussions with the Grand Lake St. Marys State Park Office

Manager, a maximum west bank conduit release of 200 c.f.s. was esti-

mated. (The 200 c.f.s. was estimated from a HEC-2 backwater computation

for Beaver Creek and the reference mark established by the Park Manager

on Meyer Road Bridge.) This west bank outflow, when combined with

baseflows is considered near bank full flow at low bank locations along

Beaver Creek. During flood periods producing pool elevations in excess

of elevation 870.75, uncontrolled outflows pass over the west bank

spillway (200 c.f.s. at pool elevation 872.45) and would require a

reduced conduit discharge in order to maintain a maximum 200 c.f.s.

outflow. East bank outflows, during flood periods, are limited to

spillway flows with a crest elevation of 872.1 feet. The east bank

conduit is not utilized during flood periods.

A pool elevation-frequency curve (Plate E-22) was developed from

observed data. This computation included all annual peak pool eleva-

tions during a 51-year period of record (1928-1978). These peak pool

elevations resulted from a wide variety of initial pool elevation,

inflows and outflow conditions. Outflows for these annual events ranged

from spillway flow only (January 1930) to an estimated total west bank

outflow (conduit plus spillway) of 550 c.f.s. in April 1938.

E
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Plate E-23 presents observed pool elevations on a percent of time

basis. For example, pool elevation 871.75 was equaled or exceeded 272

days during a 51-year period (1928-1978) or 1.46 percent of the total

time (18,628 days). Several time periods, year-round (January through

December) and recreation season (April through October) were studied and

the results presented. An improvement, through lake regulation efforts

is noted during the last 20 years (1959-1978).

LAKE RE-BUGULATION INVESTIGATION

Re-regulation of Grand Lake, for annual flood events, was under-

taken by "paper routing" methods with complete forecasting capability.

East bank channel capacity, without modifications to the retreat channel

and St. Marys River, is minimal. Therefore, only existing spillwav

(crest elevation 872.1) flows entered this evaluation (an estimated 50

cfs at elevation 873.0). West bank downstream control is limited to the

previously discussed Meyer Road Bridge over Beaver Creek. A maximum

conduit outflow rate (west bank only) of 200 cfs for above rule curve

conditions was selected for this study. Starting at pool elevation

870.75 (west spillway crest), uncontrolled spillway flows require

gradually reduced conduit flows to maintain a maximum 200 cfs release.

Upon attaining pool elevation 872.45 the conduit is closed, and uncon-

trolled west bank spillway flows will exceed 200 cfs with an additional

rise in pool elevation. Also considered was an outflow condition with a

constant 200 cfs conduit release plus uncontrolled spillway flows.

The time required to deplete recreation pool storage will vary with

the extent of total drawdown and inflow during the depletion period.

Based on preliminary lake capacity data, zero inflow and a maximum 200

cfs release rate, drawdowns from recreation pool of 1-foot, 2-foot and

4-foot were considered. Minimum time periods were estimated to be 32

days, 60 days and 107 days, respectively. The probability of increased

inflow periods begins in December, which emphasizes the necessity of

maximum available storage during the "flood prone months" (December

through March). Therefore, if a completion of drawdown date of
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1 December is adopted, the initial drawdown date can be readily deter-

mined for the zero inflow and 200 cfs maximum release criteria previ-

ously set forth. For the three drawdown plans considered, initial draw-

down dates of 30 October, 1 October or 16 August would be required.

Loss of pool storage through evaporation, water supply wlthdrawal, and

leakage would be considered as a "head start" toward the drawdown

goal. This loss condition must he evaluated each year, resulting in an

adjusted initial drawdown date. Once achieved, the winter pool ele-

vation should be maintained through the -flood prone months." This

available flood storage will reduce excessive outflows and the peak pool

elevation during high inflow periods.

Based on preliminary lake capacity data the drawdown plans consid-

ered (1-foot, 2-foot and 4-foot) would require sufficient Inflow to

recover 6,330 day second feet (dsf), 11,900 dsf or 21,500 dsf, respec-

tively, for the return to recreation pool. Average daily inflows were

evaluated occurring during a 10-year period (1969-1978), for the months

of March through April. The resulting mass inflow curve (Plate E-24) is

considered a valuable tool when evaluating the return to recreation

pool. The start of the recreation season is considered to be in late

March or early April. The mass inflow curve presents various time

periods that will -eturn the lake to recreation pool for the 1-foot

drawdown plan. However, the 2-foot drawdown plan would require approxi-

mately the full two month period, while the 4-foot drawdown would not be

recovered during the time period studied. It must be realized this

evaluation is based on average inflow conditions (IO-year period) and

not on an individual yeir basis. This mass Inflow curve examination

indicates the necessity of an early March initial filling date (for two

of the three drawdown plans) to recover recreation pool hy a desirable

date (late March or early April).

4Two winter pool elevations were selected (869.75 and 868.75)

representing a 1-foot and a 2-foot drawdown from recreation pool, for

additional studies. The practicality of a 4-foot drawdown was con-

sidered in the depletion and filling discussion of this report, and

C
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consequently omitted from further studies. Two filling periods (1 March

and 1 April) were considered, both allowing one day filling conditions,

which permits restoration of recreation pool with all available inflows.

Table E-2 presents observed peak pool elevations, in descending order,

the number of consecutive days above pool elevation 871.75, and the

estimated maximum mean daily outflows in cubic feet per second (cfs).

Lake pool elevation 871.75 is reportedly identifiable as the water

surface elevation, together with wind wave action, where "severe lake

shore flooding begins." Table E-2 presents 11 of the 12 observed annual

events, for 51 years of record, which exceed elevation 871.75. Further-

more, note that 7 of these 12 events occur during recreation season,

minimizing the beneficial effects of various drawdown plans especially

when coupled with an early filling date (1 March). Also peak mean daily

outflcws in both oberved conditions and "paper routed" plans exceed the

suggested 200 cfs h16XmL release; in addition, the duration in day

above elevation 7i..75 !Lhs a wide variance.

Based on observed data, recreation pool was obtained during 37

years of the 51 years studied, or expressed as an exceedence freauency

of 72 times per 100 years. The observed 10-year exceedence frequency

elevation was 872.3 (Plate E-22). Through an attempt to reproduce the

present plan of lake regulation, Curve A was developed. Curve A

represents a maximum controlled outflow of 200 cfs, a 1-foot drawdown

and the 1 March filling date. Curve B presents reductions derived form

increased outflows (200 cfs conduit plus spillway flows) with a 1-foot

drawdown and the 1 March filling date. Curve C was developed from the

2-foot drawdown, 1 April filling date and a 200 cfs conduit plus spill-

way outflow plan. Curves A and C provide an envelope for the plans

considered. The resultant exceedence frequencies, at elevation 870.75

are 67 times and 46 times per 100 years for the plans represented by

Curves A and C. Also, regulation plans (A and C) produced 10-year

exceedence frequency pool elevations of 872.46 and 871.75, respec-

tively. Additional comparative data may be obtained from Plate E-22.
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It becomes apparent, through study of Table E-2 and the pool

alevation-frequency curves, Plate E-22, an "optimum rule curve" alone

will not alleviate excessive pool elevation problems. An increase in

outflow capacity (west bank and/or east bank) and/or a reduction of

natural inflows must be achieved to obtain the optimum control of Grand

Lake pool fluctuations.

INCREASED GRAND LAKE OUTFLOWS

The 51 years (1928-1978) of available pool elevations are the sole

data source for Grand Lake inflow evaluations. A study of these records

indicates two severe inflow periods occurring at critical times. These

inflows were experienced during a 6-day period in mid-May 1943, produc-

ing approximately 11,750 day second feet (dsf), and a 6-day period in

early June 1958, resulting in approximately 11,300 dsf. Both events

occurred during prime crop and recreation seasons. Also, for this

evaluation, it was assumed that the initial Grand Lake pool was eleva-

tion 870.75 (west bank spillway crest). To limit the Grand Lake pool

elevation to a maximum 1-foot rise above west spillway crest would

require a total mean daily outflow of approximately 818 cfs and 743 cfs,

respectively. These flows would be required through the selected severe

inflow periods (mid-May 1943 and early June 1958) disregarding down-

stream conditions. Any reduced outflow period would proportionately

increase the required subsequent discharges to meet a maximum 871.75

pool elevation criteria.

A drainage area proportion ("the portion of Grand Lake drainage

area assumed tributary to Beaver Creek is approximately 59 percent of

the total") of the previously stated outflows would require west bank

outflows of 480 cfs and 440 cfs for the two inflow periods studied. Th

estimated capacity of the four west bank gates, assumed fully opera-

tional, and at pool elevation 870.75 is 450 cfs. Therefore, a combina-

tion of fully open gates and spillway flows would be required to pass

these proportioned flows.

9-14



The "eastern portion of Grand Lake area assumed tributary to

St. Marys River is approximately 41 percent of the total." Forty-one

percent of the required total outflows (818 cfs and 745 cfs), as

previously discussed, equals 333 cfs and 300 cfs for the two periods

studied. East bank outflow capacity, without modifications to the

retreat channel and St. Marys River is reportedly minimal. Therefore, a

suggested Fourmile Creek diversion channel was considered to carry this

41 percent of total inflows as east bank outflows.

DIVERSION CHANNEL

Available mapping is limited to the USGS quadrangle Sheet

(St. Marys, Ohio) with a scale of 1"= 2,000' and a contour interval of

5 feet. Selection of a diversion channel route was predicated on a

"best fit" to existing topography as presented on Plate E-25. This

route connects the Grand Lake pool, through a portion of the Grand Lake

State Park area, to the extreme headwater area of Fourmile Creek, near

State Route 29. This selected route crosses the drainage divide and has

an estimated rim of basin elevation of 904 feet. A stream profile,

Plate E-26, presents stream mileage from the mouth of Fourmile Creek and

thalweg elevations a. derived from the USGS quadrangle sheet. Also

noted is an approximate diversion channel slope used in discharge

capacity computations.

Plate E-27 presents water depth vs. discharge curves for four

trapezoidal channels. The two bottom widths considered were 10 feet and

15 feet. Side slopes were 1 vertical to 2 or 3 horizontal for each

bottom width. From the discharge rating curves a water depth of approx-

imately 4-1/2 feet should be expected for the range of discharge consid-

ered and the various channel configurations. A mean water velocity of

approximately 2.8 feet per second would be observed. It must be noted

that this preliminary investigation does not include modifications to

existing bridges, St. Marys River or Fourmile Creek from its mouth to

mile 3.75. Also, a gated structure must be added at the Grand Lake

origin of this diversion channel for total costing purposes.
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MODIFIED EAST EMBANKMENT DISCHARGE CAPACITY

This subject was addressed by Burgess and Ninle in their "Grand

Lake St. Marys, Miami and Erie Canal, Improvement Study" dated August

1979. The Burgess and Niple studies included discharge rating curves

(Plate E-2) for the existing east and west bank spillwavs in their

"Phase 1 Inspection Report, National Dam Safety Program," dated December

1978. Their analysis and proposed improvement to the east spillway

appear to be satisfactory to provide the proportional east/west split of

spillway discharges. Conduit discharge potential for both the east and

west bank was neglected. The west embankment structure contains four

gated 30-inch diameter conduits with an estimated total capacity of 450

cfs at pool elevation 870.75 (from Plate E-3). The east embankment

structure contains one gated 42-inch diameter conduit with an estimated

capacity of 145 cfs at pool elevation 870.75 (Plate E-28). Discharge

rating curves were developed from available information and are con-

sidered satisfactory for this report. Through inspection of the conduit

discharge rating curves, the 41/59 percent proportional discharge split

cannot be met for total discharge capacity.

Plate E-29 is a combined conduit plus spillway discharge rating for

existing and modified conditions. The existing west embankment dis-

charge rating curve includes four fully onen gates plus spillway flow.

The existing and modified east embankment discharge capacities are also

presented. To satisfy the proportional discharge split, for total

outflow capacity, an additional 42-inch conduit or equivalent must be

added to the proposed Burgess and Niple east embankment spillway

modification. Limited data prohibits retreat channel and St. Marys

River channel modifications investigation for an increased discharge

capacity.

REDUCTION OF NATURAL LAKE INFLOWS

Grand Lake pool fluctuations are influenced by the rainfall-runoff

patterns of each storm, the allowable outflow rates through existing

structures or various outflow alternatives and the Grand Lake pool

elevation based on seasonal regulation alternatives. The storage volume

between Grand Lake pool elevation 870.75 (west bank spillway crest) and

1-16
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elevation 872.83 (the maximum pool of recorA), is approximately 29,530

acre-feet and is considered as a feasible storage volume for this flood

control alternative. Potential inflow retarding basins, one each on the

four major tributaries were selected. Damsite locations were based on

maximum drainage area controlled and maximum storage available versus

structural, residential and topography limitations (Plate F-30).

Damsite "A"" is located on Coldwater Creek apnroximately 0.35 mile

downstream of Siegrest Jutte Road and only a short distance upstream

from the corporate limits of Coldwater, Ohio. The damsite drainage area

is 9.3 square miles controlling only 48 percent of the Coldwater Creek

Basin. Length of the dam would be approximately 0.6 mile with a top of

dam elevation of 915 feet.

Damsite "B" is located on Reaver Creek approximately 0.2 mile

downstream of Guadalupe Road and approximately 0.5 mile upstream from

the corporate limits of Montezuma, Ohio. Drainage area at this 4amsite

is 18.9 square miles or 03 percent of the Beaver Creek Basin tributary

to Grand Lake. With a top of dam elevation of 890 feet, the dam would

be approximately 0.65 mile in length.

Damsite "C" is located on Chickasaw Creek approximately 0.5 stream

mile upstream of Guadalupe Road and no apparent urban development

nearby. The damsite drainage area is 15.3 square miles or 83 percent of

the Chickasaw Creek Basin. With a top of dam elevation of 90n feet, the

dam would be approximately 0.55 mile in length.

Damsite "D" is located on Little Chickasaw Creek approximately

0.4 stream mile upstream from State Route 703 with no apparent urban

development nearby. The damsite drainage area is 6.6 square miles or

more than 85 percent of the Little Chickasaw Creek Basin. Length of the

dam would be approximately 0.3 mile with a top of dam elevation of 890

feet.

Area-capacity and drainage area data are based on USGS quadrangle

sheets with a scale of 1" 2,000' and a contour Interval of 5 feet.
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Top of dam area and capacities are presented as follows:

Drainage Top of nam Storage rapacity
Area Elevation Area (Acre- (Inches on
(Sq Mi) (Feet msl) (Acres) Feet) Drainage Area

Damsite "A" 9.3 915 427 2,500 5.0
Damsite "B" 18.9 890 749 6,340 6.3
Damsite "C" 15.3 900 239 1,360 1.7
Damsite "D" 6.6 890 130 628 1.8

Totals 50.1 1,545 10,828

The total capacity of 10,828 acre-feet, for the four damsites

considered, is lacking approximately 18,700 acre-feet of the selected

goal capacity of 29,530 acre-feet for this study. This maximum flood

control storage, of 10,828 acre-feet, is limited at each of the four

sites by rim of basin elevations. These top of dam capacities, as

stated, could not be realized in actual operation because of over-

topping and freeboard considerations. Additional locations would only

provide a capacity of 300 to 500 acre-feet maximum storage based on

topographic limitations.

For this study several basic assumptions were made to determine the

reduction of observed peak pool elevation for Grand Lake; first, that a

full 10,828 acre-feet is available for flood storage; second, assuming a

general basin wide storm pattern producing a sufficient runoff intensity

to fill each retarding basin to its capacity regardless of their out-

flows; third, a starting pool elevation the same as the observed condi-

tions prior to the storm; and fourth, the observed outflows for Grand

Lake, for each storm event, up to the time of the observed peak pool

elevation. These stated assumptions will, in effect, produce the maxi-

mum Grand Lake pool reductions possible. In the following table are

historical flood events, in descending order of magnitude, and their

computed reductions.
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Observed Data Estimated Modification

Date Pool Elevation Pool Elevation Reduction In Feet

15 Jan 30 872.83 872.11 0.72

21-22 May 43 872.67 871.04 0.73

25 Apr 72 872.67 871.94 0.73

9-10 Apr 38 872.42 871.67 0.75

7-8 Apr 78 872.17 871.40 0.77

Based on the preliminary pool elevation frequency analysis, the

Grand Lake pool elevation of 871.75 (one foot above west bank spillway

crest) is equaled or exceeded once every 4 to 5 years. Through the

above estimated retarding basin reductions, the modified exceedence

interval, for elevation 871.75, would be once every 14 to 16 years.

A dual purpose can be realized through duty as sedimentation

ponds. The trap efficiency of a sedimentation pond is increased by a

permanent pool having a quiescent zone for the settlement of suspended

particulate matter. However, this will further decrease the flood

storage capacity of each retarding basin. Negative aspects of sedi-

mentation ponds, with a permanent pool, include high rates of algal

growth, displeasing odors and conditions conducive to insect breeding.

Additionally, an adverse impact could be realized from a "flushing out"

effect by a severe storm and result in a pulse injection of nutrient

loaded sediment into Grand Lake. These negative aspects of a dry bed

retarding basin would not be of the same magnitude.

A guideline outflow rate of 5 cfs per square mile would total

250 cfs outflow from the four retarding basins. This inflow into Grand

Lake plus inflows from the remaining uncontrolled area Is considered a

substantial west bank outflow rate in order to maintain a stationary

lake pool. However, it should be noted that even higher outflows would

exist if the pool were allowed to rise to its original elevation.

Outflows of greater magnitude would be observed at Damsites "C" and "D"
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through spillway flows produced by storms having greater than 1.7 inch

and 1.8 inch of runoff, respectively.

HYPOTHETICAL EXISTING STREAM fROFILES --

BEAVER CREEK
The discharge-frequency analysis, from preliminary investigations,

for the gaging station Greenville Creek near Bradford, Ohio, was

selected as most representative of the natural (without Grand Lake)

Beaver Creek basin. The Mercer County Engineer's Office provided the

existing and proposed modified channel cross-sections. Manning's

friction loss coefficients were estimated from topographic maps, aerial

photographs and field investigations. With the above discussed input

data the HEC-2 computer program was utilized to develop a range of

hypothetical stream profiles as presented on Plate E-31. Plate E-31

includes the existing streambed elevation (average slope of 1-foot per

mile); the estimated top of low bank elevation (average channel depth of

10 to 12 feet); basic bridge data (stream mile, top of road and low

chord); and field tiles (stream mile and outlet invert elevation).

These stream profiles representing existing channel conditions, and

without Grand Lake contributing, extend from the Tndiana qtate line on

the Wabash River up Beaver Creek to the west bank Grand Lake outlet

structure.

HYPOTHETICAL EXISTING AND MODIFIED FREQUENCY

CURVES

Elevation frequency curves were developed for representative

locations at river miles 0.34, 2.67 and 7.50 along Beaver Creek (Plates

E-32, E-33 and D-34). Curve "A" presents the existing Beaver Creek

conditions, without Grand Lake contributing. Curve "A" combines

existing Beaver Creek conditions with coincident flood flows, of equal

exceedance frequency from the Grand Lake west bank spillway. Curves "C"

and "D" are the results of additional HEC-2 computer runs representing

channel modifications similar to the Mercer County Engineer's Office

proposal (Curve "B"). Their proposal is basically a removal of unde-

sirable vegetation, trees and tree stumps with a minimum of channel

excavation. Also, comparative data were developed to reflect various

Grand Lake re-regulation schemes in combination with Beaver Creek

channel modifications. Q
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TABI.i: -I

SUMMARY OF ESTT'fATFO FTRST COSTS

FOR CONSIDERED STRECTERAI PLANS (Si, 00)

Plans Federal Non-Fe deral Tota I

1'etlteiti'I Basins

'"A' (Co Idwater Crek) 4, 3W 706 ,io

B (Beaver Creek) ,6q¢, 1,052 4,792

"C" (Chickasaw Creek) 2,73/4 323 3,097

"1C" (Little Chickasaw Creek) 1,74P 1(,5 1,Q13

DI'versin Channel 3,193 395 3,911

Channel Improvements

Clearinr, Cleaninfg, Snagging 025 1

17n] a rgetme, t
40'-fS' I..Ci fh 1, 36 2Q3 I,60Q

6o --70 1,1i idt h 3,032 1,410 53"2

A-, i .it] torn] Levees

Section i 516 79 iq

S"ct inN 2 371 69

Sect ion 3 295 56

.,ec Io 4 572 150 722

SePC io, 5 255 1q8 :.2

c, ion , 3n7 52 399
1 . ' ~, W,6 164 1,130

Shoreline Lvees
-2' i ight w/Access 808 163 971

'leiclht tw!At-es5 1,515 237 1,753

2' Height w!,/ Access 280 58 347

Height w/o Access .41 85

Sed imen t zLion Ponds (4-hour Retention)

Cnl dwater Creek 293 70 323

Hieaver Creek (Upper) 279 74 392

Prairie Creek 75 20 09

Chickasaw Creek 248 0; 314

li tt le Chickasaw Creek 98 26 124

Barnes Creek 93 14 67

F-2
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TABLF F-3

COST [:5TIM!ATf' FOR

DIVERSION TO FOURMILE CREEK

Item Uni t ruant 1 t v Cost (qtO1Ae r)

Federal

Clearing and Grubbing Acre 'I s2,OO0.00 S 42,n0

Excavation (Earth) CY 200,80n 1.30 262,o0o

Excavation (Rock) CY 133,900 P.6n 1,152,0o

Haul to Waste Area CY 402,000 1.o 402,00n
Norfolk & Western

R.R. Br. Job I L.S. 240,no0

Outlet Structure Job 1 L.S. lo,on

Contingencies @ 20% 441,6o

Subtotal S2,649,600

Engineering and Design @ 117 291,460

Supv. & Insp. @ 5% 132,500

Overhead @ 3% 79,900

Subtotal '3,193,000

Non-Federal

Rights-of-Way Land Acre 16 q1,200.00 S 20,000

Waste Area Land Acre II 40 .o0 9,n0

2 - 72" RCP Drainage Pines Job I L.S. I,O00

2 Bridges Job 1 T,.S. 200,OO

Guardrails Job I L.S. 1,000

Land Acquiition Job 1 L.S. 15,o

Contingencies ( 20% 50,000

Total N'on-Federal First Cost S301,0

Engineering and Design @ 12% S 33,no0

Supervision & Inspection @ 6/ 16,000

Overhead 0 3% ,o00

Subtotal - Non-Federal S 358,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED FIRST COST 53,511,000

F-5



TABLE F-!

COST EST FORTE FOR

CLEARINC AND CLEANING BEAVFR C(REW

Unit

Item Unit Quantity Cost (Rtuindo 4 )

Federal

Clearing and Snagging Acre 20 .2,000.00 S58,)0

Channel Excavation CY 212,00 2.40 505,nn

Riprap CY 2,6A0 25.00 66,50n

Tile Pipe Extensions LF 1,350 1o.o 13,0)

Filter Cloth SY 4,gO 2.SO 12,000

Seeding and Fertilizer Acre 90 1,400.00 70,nn

Subtotal ,72 ,00o

Contingencies 0 10% 73,nn

Engineering @ 11% 0, o0

Supvervision and Inspection ' 6% 44 ,000

Subtotal, Federal Sg25, nn o

Non-Federal

Rights-of-way Acre ,)nn 0 59,n0

Acquisition 5,000

Contingencies 15,oo

Subtotal, Non-Federal S 8o,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED FIRST COST S,05,000

F-6'I o
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TARLE F-6

DETAILED ESTIMATEr) COST

BEAVER CREEK LEVEE UNIT I

10-YEAR PROTECTION

CRAND LAKE ST. MARYS, OHIO

Unit Amount
Item Unit fuantitv Cos t (Rounder)

Federal

Light Clearing Acre 10 $700.00 5 7,000

Stripping, Excavation C.Y. 14,9OO i.OO 15,000

Inspection Trench C.Y. 17,267 3.00 52,000
Embankment C.Y. 41,948 1.00 42,000

Borrow Excavation C.Y. 50,338 1.10 56,ono

96" RCP Drainage Pipes L.F. 110 1,200.o 112,000

Concrete Closure and Vault Job I L.S. 20,nOO

Seeding and Fertilizing Acre 23 0O0.O0 21,000

Contingencies @ 20% 69,000

Construction Cost S 414,0o

Engineering and Design @ 15% 62,000

Supervision and Inspection @ 6% 25,000

Overhead @ 3.5% 15,000

Federal Cost $516,o00

Non-Federal

Levee Right-of-Way Acre 15 1,500.00 23,000
Borrow Right-of-Way Acre 6 500.Ou 3,000

Utilities and Relocation Job 1 L.S. 20,000
Land Acquisition Job 1 L.S. 20,000

Contingencies @ 20% 13,o00

Total Non-Federal Cost S 79,000

Total Project Cost 5595, 000

F-8



TABI.E v-7

DETAILED ESTIMATED COST
BEAVER CREEK LEVFF ['NTi' 2

10-YEAR PR'TE(TIDX
GRAND LAKE ST. MARYS, O[HIO

Unit AMount

Item Unit Ouantitv Cost (Rounded)

Federal

Light Clearing Acre 1l S700.00 S 8,000

Stripping, Excavation C.Y. 10,O0 1.00 11,000

Inspection Trench C.Y. 13,400 3.00 40,000

Embankment C.Y. 26,200 1.no 27,00

Borrow Excavation C.Y. 31,425 1.10 35,000

96" RCP Drainage Pipes L.F. 80 1,?00.00 o6 ,0n

Concrete Closure and Vault Job I L.S. 15,nno

Seeding and Fertilizing Acre 14 900.00 13,00

Contingencies f 207 49,000

Construction Cost S 2 n4,000

Engineering and Design 0 157 47,000

Supervision and Inspection @ 67 18,000

Overhead 0a 3.5Z 12,000

Federal Cost $371,000

Non-Federal

Levee Right-of-Way Acre 10 1,500.00 15,o0

Borrow Right-of-Way Acre 3 500.0 2,000

Utilities and Relocation Job 1 L.S. 20,000

Land Acquisition Job 1 L.S. 20,000

Contingencies P 20% 12,o00

Total Non-Federal Cost S 60,00

Total Project Cost $440,on

9
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TABLE F-8

DETAILED ESTIMATED COST

BEAVER CREEK LEVEE UNIT 3
10-YEAR PROTECTION

GRAND LAKE ST. MARYS, OHIO

Unit Amount

Item Unit Quantity Cost (Rounded)

Federal

Light Clearing Acre 6 S700.00 S 4,OO

Stripping, Excavation C.Y. 15,160 1.00 15,0oO

Inspection Trench C.Y. 9,650 3.00 2q,OO0

Embankment C.Y. 16,71,0 1.00 17,n

Borrow Excavation C.Y. 20,100 1.10 22,n00
96" RCP Drainage Pipes L.F. 55 1,200.0 66,On

Concrete Closure and Vault Job 1 L.S. 30,0ON

Seeding and Fertilizing Acre 9 qOO.O0 9,000

Contingencies @ 20% 38,000

Construction Cost $ 230,n0

Engineering and Design @ 15% 40,000

Supervision and Inspection @ 6% 15,000

Overhead @ 3.5% 10,000

Federal Cost 5295,000

Non-Federal

Levee Right-of-Way Acre 7 1,500.O0 11,000

Borrow Right-of-Way Acre 2 o0.00 1,000
Utilities and Relocation Job I L.S. 20,000

Land Acquisition Job 1 L.S. 15,000

Contingencies @ 20% q,O00

Total Non-Federal Cost S 56,000

Total Project Cost S351,ON
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TABLF F-9

DETAILED ESTIMATED COST

BEAVER CREEK LEVEE ITNIT 4
10-YEAR PROTECTION

GRAND LAKE ST. MARYS, OHTO

Unit Arnount

Item Unit Ouantitv Cost (Rounded)

Federal

Light Clearing Acre 13 $700.00 S 9,000

Stripping, Excavation C.Y. 18,670 1.00 19,00'

Inspection Trench C.Y. 18,670 3.00 56,000

Embankment C.Y. 63,000 _.O0 63,000

Borrow Excavation C.Y. 75,600 1.10 83,000

96" RCP Drainage Pipes L.F. 80 1,200.00 96,000

Concrete Closure and Vault Job 1 L.S. 30,000

Seeding and Fertilizing Acre 26 900.00 24,000

Contingencies @ 20% 76,000

Construction Cost S 456,000

Engineering and Design @ 15% 73,000

Supervision and Inspection 3 6% 27,000

Overhead @ 3.5% 16,000

Federal Cost S572,000

Non-Federal

Levee Right-of-Way Acre 17 1,500.00 26,000

Rorrow Right-of-Way Acre 8 500.00 4,000

Utilities and Relocation Job I L.S. 20,000

Land Acquisition Job 1 1.S. 75,000

Contingencies 0 20% 25,000

Total Non-Federal Cost $150,000

Total Project Cost q722,000

F
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TABLE F-10

DETAILED ESTIMATED COST
BEAVER CREEK LEVEE UNIT 5

10-YEAR PROTECTION
GRAND LAKE ST. MARYS, OHIO

Unit Amount
Item Unit Otiantitv Cost (Rounded)

Federal

light Clearing Acre 9 $700.00 $ A,000

Stripping, Excavation C.Y. 8,500 1.00 9,000
Inspection Trench C.Y. 13,225 3.00 40,000

Embankment C.Y. 17,150 1.00 17,000
Borrow Excavation C.Y. 20,570 1.10 23,000

96" RCP Drainage Pipes L.F. 40 1,200.00 48,000

Concrete Closure and Vault Job - - -

Seeding and Fertilizing Acre 4 900.00 4,000

Contingencies R 20% 2q,o00

Construction Cost $ 176,000

Engineering and Design @ 15% 30,000

Supervision and Inspection @ 6% 12,000

Overhead ( 3.5% 7,000

Federal Cost S225,000

Non-Federal

Levee Right-of-Way Acre 9 1,500.00 14,000

Borrow Right-of-Way Acre 2 500.00 1,OO0

Utilities and Relocation Job I L.S. 100,000

Land Acquisition Job I L.S. 50,000

Contingencies @ 20% 33,000

Total Non-Federal Cost 8198,0

Total Project Cost 5423,000
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TARLE F-11

DETAILED ESTIMATED COST
BEAVER CREEK LEVEE UNIT 6

10-YEAR PROTECTION
GRAND LAKE ST. MARYS, OHIO

Unit Amount

Item Unit Ouantitv Cost (Rounded)

Federal

Light Clearing Acre 10 S700.00 S 7,000

Stripping, Excavation C.Y. 10,800 1.00 11,OO0
Inspection Trench C.Y. 10,100 3.00 31,000
Embankment C.Y. 39,600 1.0 40,000

Borrow Excavation C.Y. 47,500 1.10 52,00
96" RCP Drainage Pipes L.F. 40 1,200.00 48,000
Concrete Closure and Vault Job - - -

Seeding and Fertilizing Acre 14 900.00 13,000

Contingencies @ 20% 40,(00

Construction Cost $ 242,000

Engineering and Design @ 15% 39,000

Supervision and Inspection @ 6% 16,000

Overhead @ 3.5% 10,o00

Federal Cost S307,000

Non-Federal

Levee Right-of-Way Acre 10 1,500.00 15,000
Borrow Right-of-Way Acre 5 500.00 3,000
Utilities and Relocation Job 1 L.S. 10,000
Land Acquisition Job 1 L.S. 15,000
Contingencies @ 20% q,00

Total Non-Federal Cost S 52,000

Total Project Cost s359,000

F
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TABLE F-12

DETAILED ESTIMATED COST
BEAVER CREEK LEVEE UNIT 7

10-YEAR PROTECTION

GRAND LAKE ST. MARYS, OHIO

ITnTit Amount

Item Unit Quantity Cost (Rounded)

Federal

Light Clearing Acre 25 700.00 S 18,000

Stripping, Excavation C.Y. 29,500 1.00 30,000

Inspection Trench C.Y. 21,780 3.00 65,000

Embankment C.Y. 141,120 1.00 141,000

Borrow Excavation C.Y. 169,350 1.10 186,000

96" RCP Drainage Pipes L.F. 140 1,200.00 168,0o

Concrete Closure and Vault Job - L.S. -

Seeding and Fertilizing Acre 43 900.00 39,000

Contingencies @ 20% 129,000

Construction Cost $ 776,000

Engineering and Design @ 15% 116,000

Supervision and Inspection @ 6% 47,000

Overhead @ 3.5% 27,000

Federal Cost 8966,000

Non-Federal

Levee Right-of-Way Acre 25 1,500.00 38,000

Borrow Right-of-Way Acre 17 500.00 9,000

Utilities and Relocation JoIN I L.S. 30,000

Land Acquisition Job 1 L.S. 60,000

Contingencies @ 20% 27,000

Total Non-Federal Cost S 164,On

Total Project Cost $1,130,000
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ANNUAL COSTS

Construction time was estimated to require less than two years for

any of the structural plans; therefore, investment costs are based on

firht costs for construction. Annual costs are computed using 7-1/8

percent interest rate and 50 -year economic life. Oper,,tion and mainte-

nance costs are estimated after reviewing these costs accring to

similar projects. Annual costs for the structural alternatives are

developed in Table F-15.
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SECTION G

FLOOD DAMAGES AND BENEFITS

FLOOD DAMAGES

The areas considered for evaluation of flood damages and benefits

include the 10.6-mile reach of Beaver Creek From its confluence with the

Wabash River at mile point 0.0, upstream to mile point 10.6 at the

western outlet of Grand Lake St. Harvs, and the south shore rn of Grand

Lake St. Marys from the southwest corner to the extreme southeast

corner. The extent of Flooding anc character of Flood losses were

determined from a survey and appraisal of property in these two distinct

areas. Office studies included the compilation and analysis of the

collected data, determination of affected areas, preparation of work

data, stage-damage curves, frequency damage curves, and computations of

average annual damages. The conditions of development and price level

are based on the field investigations made especially for this report in

May 1979, November 1979, and February 190.

Extent and Character of the Study Area

The study area is situated in Mercer and Auglaize Counties in west

central Ohio on the watershed divide between the Wabash and St. Marys

Rivers. The lake has a surface area of approximately 21 square miles,

is eight miles in length, and averages over two miles in width, north

and south. Beaver Creek flows approximately 10.6 miles from the western

end of Grand Lake St. Marys to its confluence with the Wabash River,

while the eastern discharge flows into the St. Marys River, via the

Miami and Erie Canal. For study pup-oses, Beaver Creek is divided into

two reaches, reach BC-I extends from the confluence of Beaver Creek and

the Wabash River at stream mile 0.0, to stream mile 4.75, and Reach RC-2

from stream mile 4.75 to Grand Lake St. Marys at stream mile 10.6.

Selected representative gauging locations within the lower and upper

reaches were selected at stream miles 2.67 and 7.50, respectively.
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Within those areas immediately adjacent to the lake, the land is

primarily agricultural and open land, approximately sixty percent of

which is equipped with some form of tile drainage system. Per field

survey efforts in conjunction with pertinent office data, it was deter-

mined that the majority of land in the Beaver Creek flood plain is used

for corn, soybeans, and hay production, with average Per acre yields of

101 bushels, 28 bushels, and 1.5 tons, respectively, under flood-free

conditions.

Two local real estate agents were contacted during the December

1979 field survey effort concerning the evaluation of property within

the estimated 3,216-acre flood plain of Beaver Creek. A conservative

overall estimate of the value of the farmland was $800 less per acre for

farms in the Beaver Creek flood plain than for comparable farms in the

county removed from flooding problems. The prevailing price for medium

size farms, with improvements, was estimated to average 32,700 per acre

in the general primary areas of Mercer County compared to approximately

$1,900 an acre for properties located in the 13eaver Creek flood plain.

Area-inundated curves for reaches BC-I and BC-2 are shown in Plates C-2

and G-3.

The land adjacent to the lake, particularly along the south shore,

consists of many private and commercial establishments used primarily

for recreational purposes, along with several residential subdivisions.

Much of the land to the north of the lake remains undeveloped. To the

surrounding towns of St. Marys, Celina, Montezuma, Coldwater and

Wapokoneta, there are sizeable revenues to be earned each year from the

commercial base directly dependent upon recreation on the lake. Table

G-1 presents a summary of the number and value of units within the study

area affected by the 100-year flood.
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TABLE G-1

ESTIMATED VALLUE AND NUMBER OF UN TS
AFFECTED BY THE 100-YEAR FLOODI !

GRAND LAKE, ST. MARYS, OHIO

Area Type Property Units Value

(s,000)

Grand Lake, South Shore Residential 142 6,3Q0

Beaver Creek

Reach BC-i Agricultural 1,815 3,450

Transportation

& Utilities L.S. 3,600

Total Reach BC-i 7,050

Reach BC-2 Agricultural 1,400 2/ 2,660

Transportation

& Utilities L.S. 1,550

Total Reach BC-2 4,160

Total Study Area 17,600

I/ October 1979 prices and conditions.
2/ Acres.
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Tangible Damages

Present (1979) flood damages were determined for crop, non-crop,

transportation facilities, and public utilities categories along Beaver

Creek. Residential damages were evaluated for the Grand Lake St. Marys

south shore properties. Estimation of these damages was based on field

survey data gathered during May 1979, November 1979, and February 1990,

and subsequent office studies. Damage to each category of development

within the 100-year and the 10-year flood frequency zones are tabulated

in Table G-2.

It has been determined that two present condition assumptions

currently exist. Through discussion with the Grand Lake St. Marys Park

Management it was determined that the present conditions are represented

by an estimated 200 cfs annual outflow and 200 cfs maximum west bank

conduit release depicted as frequency-elevation Curve A. Through

observation, curve A1 was also computed and plotted to reflect present

conditions for Beaver Creek with a coincident spillway outflow from

Grand Lake St. Marys. The damages and benefits accruing to Beaver Creek

and Grand Lake St. Marys which appear in the preceding tables were

evaluated from both sets of present condition assumptions.
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TABLE G-2

ESTIMATED DAMAGES FOR OCCURRENCE

OF SPECIFIC FLOODS-
1/

GRAND LAKE ST. MARYS, OHIO

10 0 -Year 1O-Year

Area Property Category Flood Flood

Grand Lake, Residential 635.0 465.0

South Shore

Beaver Creek 2

Reach BC-i 2 /  Crop 18.3 14.9

Non-Crop 21.5 18.0

Transportation Facilities 8.0 2.6

Public Utilities 9.6 7.2

Subtotal 57.4 42.3

Reach BC-2 2  Crop 19.5 19.0

Non-Crop 10.1 4.6

Transportation Facilities 11.6 3.7

Public Utilities 13.9 4.6
Subtotal 55.1 31.9

Total 747.53/ 539.23/

Reach BC-i 4 /  Crop 18.3 14.4

Non-Crop 21.6 17.6

Transportation Facilities 8.1 2.5

Public Utilities 9.7 7.1

Subtotal 57.7 41.6

Reach BC-24/ Crop 21.7 18.9

Non-Crop 10.6 4.0

Transportation Facilities 11.9 3.1

Public Utilities 15.4 4.3

Subtotal 59.6 30.3

Total 752.33/ 536.93/

I/ October 1979 price levels and conditions.
2/ Based on A as the present condition.

3/ Damages fof Grand Lake St. Marys included in totals.
4/ Based on A as the present condition.
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Character of Flood Losses

The general character of losses to major prooerty categories of

development are discussed in the following paragriphs.

Crop. The analysis of crop damages involved relating flooding

along Beaver Creek to crop gross valuation data. The dross crop damace

per acre values for reaches BC-I and BC-2 were determined for the major

crops produced in the study area (corn, soybeans, and hlay) based on

estimated current average flood-free yields and normalized prices pro-

vided by the U.S. Water Resources Council, dated September 1979. Crop

damage curves, developed by relating crop area inundation data and gross

crop valuation data, are shown on Plates '-. and G-5 for reaches RC-I

and BC-2.

Non-Crop Damages. This category consists of lamage to agricultural

properties other than crop, i.e., siltation of tile, debris removal,

land erosion, and repair and maintenance of surface ditches and on farn

roads and levees. Damage to personal propcrty such as farm huildngs,

feedlots, and fencing Is virtually nonexistent; therefore, it will not

be considered in this report. Plates G-6 and G-7 show ostimated non-

crop damage curves for reaches BC-I and BC-2.

Transportation Damages. This category includes e-timates of

physical damages to roads, road fills, bridges and culverts based on

interviews with county and state highway departments and supplemented by

pertinent in-office data. Disruptions of publf(7 traffic due to floods

were described as very infrequent, involving Isolated cases of short

duration. Estimated transportation damages curves for reaches BC-I and

BC-2 appear as Plates G-8 and G-9.

Public Utilities. Representatives of telephone, gas and electric,

water, and other public utility services were contacted about flood

damage costs Incurred along Beaver Creek. In most cases, problems

resulting from flooding were described as minimal and were considered to

be little more than the cost of normal maintenance. Damages to public
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utilities, although not of great significance in tile studv aroa, aro

illustrated by the public utilities damage curves presented as Plates

S G-10 and G-11.

Urban. Flood damage surveys were made at selected residences along

the Grand Lake St. Marys shoreline area. Recause commercial establish-

ments in the area were located either at elevations out of reach of

flooding, or sufficiently removed from the lake shore, damages were

virtually nonexistent, and therefore not evaluated here. A sampling of

dwellings were surveyed as to dollar amounts of residential damage,

debris removal, content damages, and other areas in which costs were

incurred as a result of flooding.

The residential damage curve is shown as Plate G-12. The total

value of residences along the south shore of thp lake was estimated at

$6,390,000.

Average Annual Damage

Average annual damages are the weighted averages of all damages

that would be expected to occur on a yearly average basis. Present

(1979) average annual flood damages were -omputed by relating damage

curve data to that provided by all-season flood frequency curves for

reaches BC-I, BC-2, and the lake shore area.

Present average annual damages for the south shore are estimated to

be $150,000 for some 142 private shoreline properties. &verage annual

damages in reaches BC-l and BC-2 of Beaver Creek were evaluated for the

two present condition assumptions. Present average annual damages in

the considered area are presented in Table G-3.

Flood damages for the lake shoreline area are attributed to a high

lake level combined with wave action. The probability of damage is

depicted on the damage-frequency curve, which is developed by plotting

damage for stage (from the stage damage curve) against flood exceedence

frequency for comparable increments of stage. The damage frequency
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curve for the Grand Lake St. Marys south shore Is shown on Plate r-l.

Based on curve A as the present condition, composite damage-frequency

curves for Beaver Creek reaches BC-I and BC-2 are qhown as Plates C-14

and G-15, respectively. Based on curve AI as the present condition, tOe

composite damage frequency curves For Reaver Creek reaches RC-1 and AC-2

are shown as Plates G-16 and G-17, respectively.

Intangible Damages

Occasionally the greatest damages caused by floods are those that

have little economic relevancy. In the Grand Lake St. Marys study area

the occurrence of flooding disrupts social well-being and contributes to

the deterioration of the environment, housing, business, economic devel-

opment, and recreation. Flooding discourages further development,

reduces motivation and strains local resources.

Future Conditions

The magnitude of future flood damages in the urban area on the

south shore of Grand Lake St. Marys can he affected by changes in both

the number of structures and the real value of damageable property in

the flood plain. Increases in the real value of damageahle property,

primarily contents of residential structures, or affluence growth, was

evaluated and appears in Table G-3.

In the Beaver Creek portion of the study area, crop yield increases

are expected to account For most future increases in damages. The

Economic Research Service, USDA, has developed crop yield projections

for the nation and for the states where the commodity amounts to one

percent or moee of the national output. By use of the ERS methods and

procedures, crop yield projections were developed For the study area,

and extended to the year 2035 to provide a 50-year projection period.

The data were utilized to project future crop damages. The future

damages were then discounted at the current FY 71 7-1/8 percent rederal

interest rate. The present and average annual equivalent flood damages

for Beaver Creek also appear in Table G-3.
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FLOOD REDUTON BENEFITS

Flood damage reductions were evaluated for each of the alternative

plans discussed herein. Tangible average annual benefits occur from the

reduction in present average annual damages resulting from the full

operation of the alternative channel improvement plans for Beaver Creek

reaches BC-I and BC-2 (Plate G-1), and the lake regulation and levee

plans for Grand Lake St. Marys.

The concept of shoreline levees has been considered as a measure to

reduce flood damage due to high, uncontrolled lake levels resulting from

isolated storm events. Two levee heights, two feet and five feet, were

selected for analysis based on stage-frequency data for lake levels. To

evaluate the economic feasibility of a levee system along the south

shore of the lake, the area located west of Moorman Road and State Route

703, which was considered representative of conditions along the south

shore, was selected. Two cases of levee layout were examined; the first

retains total channel access to the lake, and the second minimizes levee

length by cutting off the access channels. It was concluded, based on

total project construction cost and benefits (Section D, Table D-7) that

the two 2-foot high lcve across the access channels was the only cost

effective levee plan.

In order to derive average annual equivalent benefits for Beaver

Creek reaches BC-I and BC-2, future (1985) damages were discounted at

the 7-1/8 percent Federal interest rate, then added to base year damages

for each of the alternative channel modification plans to derive average

annual equivalent (AAE) damages; the AAE damages were then subtracted

from AAE damges computed for the present condition, resulting in total

average annual equivalent benefits.

Affluence benefits to base year and future residential property

contents were evaluated for Grand Lake St. Marys based on per capita

income projected by OBERS for BEA Economic Area 069, within which the

study area is located. The affluence projects were carried out to the
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year in which the value of the residenttal rontents eniiteos to 75

percent of the value of the residential stritcttires with no increa.qe

thereafter. The reduction in present average annial iamage' afforded Nv

each of the alternative plans considered, and the resultant average

annual equivalent benefits, are presented in Table ,-4 for Reaver rreek

and G-5 for Crand Lake St. Marys. A comparison of floo.1 reductions

along Beaver Creek, by foot, between the alternatives, Is shown In Tahle

G-6. The reduction in the Grand Lake St. :larvs pool elevation by the

considered lake regulation plan considered is presented in Table C-7.
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TABLE G-4

FLOOD DAMAGE REDUCTION

CONSIDERED PLANS OF IMPROVEMENT

GRAND LAKE ST. MARYS, OHIO

BEAVER CREEK

Flood Avg. Annual

Damage Equivalent
Area Considered Plan Reduction Benefits

Beaver Creek
Reach BC-i Channel Improvement/

28-ft bottom width 27.0 32.4
48-ft bottom width 4 35.7 42.7

60-ft bottom width 4/ 39.8 47.7
68-ft bottom width 5/ 36.3 43.4

Reach BC-2 2/ 28-ft cottom width 3/ 29.5 37.3
48-ft bottm width 4/ 35.1 44.7

60-ft bottom width 4/ 37.3 46.9
68-ft bottom wth 5 35.8 45.2

Total 28-ft bottom width 3/ 56.5 69.7
48-ft bottom width 4/ 70.8 87.0

60-ft bottom width 4/ 77.1 94.6

68-ft bottom width 5/ 72.1 8R.6

Reach BC-I 6/ 28-ft bottom width 3/ 14.4 17.0
48-ft bottom width 4/ 23.1 27.4

60-ft bottom width 4/ 27.3 32.3

68-ft bottom width 5/ 23.8 28.0

Reach BC-2 6/ 28-ft bottom width 3/ 16.6 21.0

48-ft bottom width 4/ 22.2 28.0
60-ft bottom width 4/ 24.4 30.7
68-ft bottom width 5/ 22.9 28.9

Total 28-ft bottom width 3/ 31.0 38.0
48-ft bottom width 4/ 45.3 55.4
60-ft bottom width 4/ 51.7 63.0

68-ft bottom width 5/ 46.7 56.9

I/ October 1979 price levels and conditions.
2/ Curve A represents the natural condition.

C&S Mercer County channel improvement.
4/ With no spillway outflow
5/ With pr sent lake regulation.
6/ Curve A represents the natural condition.
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TABLE C-5

FLOOD DAMACE REDUCTION
CONSIDERED PLANS O1P IMPROVEMENT

GRAND LAKE ST. MARYS, OHIO

GRAND LAKE ST. MARYS

Flood Avg. Annual
Damage Equivalent

Area Considered Plan Reduction Benefits 2/

Grand Lake St, Marys Lake regulation: 21.9 26.6

200 cfs conduit piY7

spillway discharge

Shoreline levee: 2 feet 23.0 28.4

in height

Shoreline levee: 5 feet 23.0 28.4
in height

l/ Represents plan which allows for maximum attainment of the
recreation pool and minimization of the flood damages along the

south shore: a winter pool drawdown of I foot, a I March filling

2/ date, and a 200 cfs conduit plus 
spillway discharge.

Average annual equivalent benefits include affluence growth
to residential contents

G
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TABLE G-6

COMPARATIVE FLOOD REDPCTION DATA
ALTERNATIVE PLANS OF IMPROVEMENT

GRAND LAKE ST. MARYS, OHIO

BEAVER CREEK

Flood Reduction in Feet I/
i-Year 10-Year 100-Year

Area Considered Plan Flood Flood Flood

Beaver Creek Channel Improvement

Reach BC-i 2/ 28-ft bottom width 1.7 0.9 0.8

48-ft bottom width 2.9 1.7 1.8
60-ft bottom width 3.8 2.5 2.4

68-ft bottom width 2.8 2.1 1.7

Reach BC-2 2/ 28-ft bottom width 2.5 1.1 0.5
48-ft bottom width 4.1 2.1 0.9

60-ft bottom width 5.3 3.4 1.1

68-ft bottom width 3.8 2.5 1,0

Reach BC-I 3/ 28-ft bottom width 1.2 0.8 1.2
48-ft bottom width 2.3 1.6 2.2

60-ft bottom width 3.2 2.4 2.9

68-ft bottom width 2.2 2.0 2.7

Reach BC-2 3/ 28-ft bottom width 1.8 1.0 0.7

48-ft bottom width 3.4 2.0 1.1
60-ft bottom width 4.6 3.2 1.9

68-ft bottom width 3.1 2.4 1.1

I/ At hypothetical gage miles 2.67 and 7.50 Beaver Creek,

reaches BC-I and BC-2, respectively.
2/ Based on curve Alas the natural condition.

3/ Based on curve A as the natural condition.
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TABLE G-7

COMPARATIVE FLOOD RED'CTION DATA

ALTERNATIVE PLANS OF IMPROVEMENT
GRAND LAKE ST. MARYS, OHIO

GRAND LAKE ST. MARYS

Flood Reduction in Feet I/
1-Year 1O-Year 100-Year

Area Considered Plan Flood Flood Flood

Grand Lake St. Marys Lake Regulation:

200 cfs conduit plus 0.4 0.3 Nil
plus spillway discharge

I/ Represents winter pool drawdown of 1 foot, a I March filling date,

and a 200 cfs conduit plus spillway discharge

G-15
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PLUATES



SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVE CHANNEL IMPR\T-F' T PLAVn
AND PRESENT CONDITIONS

A' Present conditions; coincident flows

(Beaver Creek plus Grand Lake spillway outflow)

A Assume 200 cfs annual outflow and 200 cfs nax-nJ-

controlled release

28-fot channel improvemownt

(C & S Mercer County channel i-prr-et

C 48-foot channel improvement, no spillwTiv iut-

D 60-foot channel improvement, no spillway outflov

68-foot modi'ied channel present lake re'ui tr-cn

Plate G-11
14
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SECTION A

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

GENERAL

The public involvement activities for this studv are described

below with comments on the objective emphasized at each meeting.

NOVEMBER 1978 - INITIAL COORDINATION MEETINGS

This meeting was held in Columbus, Ohio with personnel of the

Ohio Department of Natural Resources. The purpose of the meeting was

to inform attendees of the initiation of the Grand Lake St. Marys Survey

Investigation, present a tentative study schedule, discuss the study

efforts, invite comments on water resources problems in the study area,

and obtain contacts for obtaining available information concerning the

study area.

This meeting was held in Celina, Ohio with local officials and repre-

sentatives of local, civic, and private organizations from various com-

munities for the purpose of introduction and to inform attendees of the

initiation of the survey investigation. A tentative study schedule was

presented and a general discussion of study efforts. Local perceptions

of water and related resources problems were presented. Lake water quality,

flooding, sedimentation, and erosion were cited as major concerns in the

area. (Exhfbit A-1)

A
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APRIL 1979 - LOCALLY SPONSORED PUBLIC MEETING

A locally sponsored public meeting was held in Mercer County, Ohio

at the Western Ohio Branch Campus, Wright State University. This meeting

was attended by approximately 55 persons comprised of local, state, and

Congressional officials, representatives of Chambers of Commerce for the

Cities of Celina, and St. Marys, private interests, and the general public.

The Louisville District was invited to make a presentation on study back-

ground, water resource problems and needs, study efforts, coordination

efforts, and obtain local views concerning water resources problems.

(Exhib t A-9)

DECEMBER 1978 - COORDINATION MEETING

The meeting was held in Columbus, Ohio with representatives of the

Ohio Department of Natural Resources. The main purpose of the meeting

was to: (1) update study progress, (2) reconfirm problems, study

direction and scope, (3) introduce alternatives being given consideration,

and (4) present remaining study schedule.

SEPTEMBER 1980 - COORDINATION MEETING

A meeting was held in Columbus, Ohio with representatives of the

Ohio Department of Natural Resources ,nod Ohio Environmental Protection Agency.

The purpose of the meeting was to update study program and purpose, field

questions and comments on the Stage 2 report previously submitted for

review, and discuss conclusions and recommendations for inclusion in the

final report.

A-2



NOVEMBER 1980 - LOCALLY SPONSORED COORDINATION

MEETING

A locally sponsored quasi-public meeting was held in Mercer County,

Ohio at Wright State University, Western Ohio Branch Campus. This

meeting, arranged by the Lake Development Corporation, was attended by

approximately 30 persons comprised of local, state and nublic and private

interests. The Louisville District was invited to make a presentation

of study findings. All problem areas were addressed as to alternatives

investigated, costs, impacts and feasibility. A public information

brochure was prepared and distributed at this meeting. (Exh:ht A-10)

NEWS ACCOUNTS

Fxhibits A-1 through A-I)1 illustraitc varie.s ne,'s a rticlt 1 vcnCe Ia iu g

the Grand Lake St. Marvs 5tuy.
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S Lake Cornplexiies
(Continued from page onoe
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sed,nsns: yield. aind basin soils in P5 a-i kh-'s' 11 isepe , thcosidaett "ele

cci-main', of clays and silts nc':nane,: and tro-onirsome "tile d: ;ins observed4 mNs not
v, a, n.u~ ot par'?( ilan, 'Ir'i report :ls, strtsstnxl h- licing pl-rvn: " and
SL -: '';b e'osi-n lil 1tie.' 1 ieestig3Lac os! the ro"In' e' - 'r

'Tb sst-enf the dnphxed sec moilhassr pr oblIem in s as -'' Ir
r I, ars IV tie the main nfei 'in AD) gamit toInn; nov- j -"d i rev m s-' u-

gut Z i ! (pr i ttiam,?-c: sou -'e L; II" condions ii' i'r03d Lake Fit Coier the tlie ol!n''
mra -. ; e' P tied byave action carrot be cunide-ec copt,rvi 1 altsi uncerta,t cv".'L
ti- anid t n-i- barlk protection etahe On -us~ia u" on ot rc r .Nt.r

could oe heIsts m- content actmetalO r, 's1 1. a0 s se;acf.L a
Fitso mar scarce Is inflow dai, are available 7nlefl '

fin io n di-:na~e bain th-nt floodibgPrutlof' 5 O?7
sor can't; st~ies prantces e ' 1 . ts'1anc Ad al Uoe lake southern sbc-

a's r te nsc-e beneficial " mrn T r 'altlaon food hazard inn reps~ notc. ' bc-mc ii'

B the moste important booiitu n cps the, ret'N siroe topu)grOphi and toe

stw, re ;c 'icg to nednien- inoil ' 'n"-'w uitderat floid deveopmec are gene'a::. at a

efic':oc 0- Ip rate at MCW i,-ee-n is,'s of ths lake The problems on the sct-

wh :h the lake caiches and en -no: liv" !ee area alooc roo aide are nunneroos reCmes l's

reiv Sec. nmo (e sint'^ neat Fear Turkies Rd and oriented develspmect, ao'sao
*;an And x.' thin respect. "the Ha'1i fIt *'the lake 'tend to make an-
5n t, cont- batinc drainage Fivvvt'r atevi, hrl been lowering of tine cater sonlar

are., arc- large norface area Of repin";d the retort so:", along undesrabe;: sojs in the
Grand Luke make it a searly- Beusen Creek whim~ rism for upld watershevt are pqon'!'
Idea sedrrntatin basin " l07 milen from lnn vaPs: bank d-ained poor drainage pt~o a

Crrerosion seems to he of CGrsif Lake St Mares until hgln cater table roo'es, most
a aiidosiread problem, the ta e' t~re ~i 'Riven in so.:5 to be seasnra.', wet
rer :: inoci~aes, lodging front wesiero Mlercer Count' flloctjaatc lake cii'leve
I hb' evtort of dredging Floodmc is catit in. pant by cause localied and widespread

n-nvto keep chnnl "restnice! chacoel eond;aeso flocidogi arid. "*wave rerun

opt arC the lock is! fonod control alongr Lin sooth shore occur,
sl.ore in Grand Lake. Prior fromn freqoect wioi-nci,nii'

Lace abo-eline croson s t sirfac, draaue. low crek wai action
coscernated b.% 'unosat cave grad cot 1 $ fec' pe- ocile an'!
an:- ics acin" which Oftec h~porcreek stages th at 0,-ever' Hdoccie- the repo-! notes.
bre.'ks doc'n reck npnap and adeqoate nt-int for nuotns the're is no ed-nce of damage
coc-:ce:c sa.' and Other artifrial drains tW Beavor to hudrg' or ho~mes due to

pc-oie strtops "The Cree ' fiend ig nr the sooth shore "

tror: :;,,r and effectiveness of Ti'h e r e is lrtsLd daa Tomorroc the water qual~'-
thse protnci:ve measures io a regarding the "trig cCY of! aatal"sn
flout 'i of concern." the report itoodtirn along Beaver C44ek
ns'e. "In addition, many the report states as wel. a,
atss both public and private. "concern for What is really tse
are anprsltetd " substantial pnsblern "

Stt'eacnk erosion as con The report does DotO

s i d e r e d "moderate " while boiweser, that the on;! tyPe
iilnlot!. are judced to be par, along Beaver Creek is Defiance THE DAILY STANDApRD
ticiilar"., susceptible to ice and Walt-v-h Associatiosn, which I0
wnd~t-iorued erosion aonencaa poorly droomed. Also CELUIA, OHIO

Also dredgee spoil material adequate artficia] drainaige ' is
"placeei ! unprotected rows commonly difficult to eouh:shi OA,2ri 116
and left unprotected erodes because of the neal flat
qa rkds back Into channels anid topograph'y and law gads11(l to
in,, otoc- pojrts o! the take"
Containment of dredge spoil is
Oos. as the repert states,
sirlie ' redeod rows i currently.
are suspected of contnbottng a
areaT deal of sedvm-oil back inlo,
tht lace and csnnel' where
brnudt" i taicreamed for long
pcn' ods of Lie'
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THE DAILY STANDARI'

CELINA, OHIO

Cr4051 lWe St Man-s. thne ended near the rf-i Of tie tas:
epnr notes cenoc)y Tne lose a8:

N~itraies.maoh'e are a sup;,i-ted :in estrti~nt-sj-
pot entla piDe"7 atn iSO-f OO ip to 1IN coyl'

santpks laces neca, the sooth mortlloeri' en er-cpiosei.
tore indicating a posoblYe :he dame: nr' for. be~rz Intoek
Meahnt hazard iso' near tue D4 snfa'so Pe-, ari, ct-dist
northwest garner, from which "in the decade of 1000-19tio,
Celina s water sorpy 5 tan se-.i :itjrg_--irr7-kd te
"sources tndicate that n, sirate appoiren::. g~eo~'atfrj c ,
problem exists ' according war:- e~s~o.pv'.-r: i! nj
Ia the report toe fiiyers of 0Me like" tip

NutrDis enter the la"-, mpor' flats d oii '5vies
through sewage and surface the fake bottom' a".n u"c*- of
ruofft, and ptimilkii fromr the rentarnE s: tnirg I a"',

shIto reIi n e development and and leglaons wre removed.
tributaries on the soo'.nern end. with 200 to 3110 o- ate~ lacing

In its Natonof Ea r oph-catton their 000c cn esulfting in ,
Starve:, in t1t- trip Enatran- plsadii~
to e n t a I Protectin .gesc% Vifo-n the lake was "1:s
estimated that 92 percent of Inc after toe drooit i- aetoi
phooptaras enterorg Grand Increased as a re< i: l- d" a,
Lake tSt Mars-s cam. fromi f ':i~ieaii'to vege.: --
P nt siacs cop:.ind 4-ic s 0 cr ittgnrea. ngy t't:t
'od ha-niarco tor e\amtt) e g~ol fin' t- a, , - so-

. p on soure, also0 con time the lake 'sos o nr~edi,
autid the save of mos '-o- a re. , i-. c ., -

nitracrcn entering tee fake EPA bad': Of Aire to a torn;,.
C011setoded atarmaa'er Area air fli1"1

Industrial effiurns - in itj.' i5n'reii5' waso ate-r- the

ease Area Ne , for-a s one oi :et, -I- i,'" rf~l arid e-hite
Coldstater Creek for roofing crp! 

0
,-ne toe dmn

water - 'do nor "I'r toe .,

lake, the corp. report sacs '1T'it lke ce-nil i tn.o
LsAkeo .se toe isA,- vI refoc-" lfid Fc : od~f
On Manteco.'ea Boa. tita. uni a Cootn,~e . tr- riCO' s-\ *r

minor elf ect or. nii , en: oatis sever I vi'- ro e r'-p;"''
Dotnestic hit-ran wastes. otatev Tore *j,;r Onoi become

however. cantas ng Ic sv of nOut r ie n' * 13 & attn ,
Miospnros tuieref ire. con- r e ! I % i s-iarp lb:aooti~

Siitrt ion of the C,~ di to- Pop iha or ',ce'-s t ;'l

Ranitary sewer sit'w - snoiv. da- A ere insi:an a.
Produce anrr. 'riproveo-ivnt r n- per -ortatasa of lon e-green
tropoir conlii it s co ag.e

"Tnie effect of the nutrient lotr in "hte nas: 20 to r Veras
kevels an algaet pcndocikiitt is ' int.ei wafeor charige has
orrmpionded by ,vner favojrs arcurrad in tre prsdoetisttv of
the report s ales inctidong a t he l ake Nutrient con
La n yd'aoliL residence !rce eesrra~isns hose inereoise
4i13 y ea s- Idiot mAKes toI le s" lrinasealI and Ile lake baa
mnare bosceptibte to ireried berotre a 'has -r esom-pet nf

ffttn tint 2 as tj at'- al cultuiraily e'atroptsie in
"sallo0w, war 500cc"- i,ois neor' teeport states
lake which ritribotes to hr. Thiss detelnpitent. otrneurrelr.
Creaed plankton prtoducion will' toe sn-creased south-shore

Aeenrding tn tie report. desei'tpment and grea-e' oar of
Grand Lake St Mar-n en- fe":tioec to farming has
Perered trirec Stages at 'e'aiiied in hiaeRrgrm a I gpa e
relation is biotog1Cic peodac becomiung donsuoaot
Wilty The lient nt-ape began Toier blue-green algae not oily

during thle take'# Fornmation aind iContinued on page Is
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Lake Quality Imipairedl
(Coniinuw frr'-. n, nrice

pra t:.e mO~ I: A.0. te " i tt Pene'3 0

but an o 81tev inc a 1!l ,

no rma ' food &l]: Tr b, ij 'rm S j

preen, are n. j: 1:f- I

great nn:c'il as a fin.: 3"'U'l T'- e: I,,
by the hipler If fom '1 rt, ren

prodoet 'an 0' les ':B)C S an, 0 e '' f-' n
site n(I ar d n an -'U de -e a' I ~ It'

re flar: nfr n. '- t c
b ia uh eer e Ti 'I
do::i:nxi ;.- no ". "

Wn~ Ci 110

ofiat ' r(m,~n' i r- to' .- a ni

aen,as:tmeJa: i;: 'in05

2di andh i s i .., ,, a7 ! - -.

[t'n''i : ' n . ' I , -ai

ru in of I i'4i 11 C"'' r ~fsI
2iesn e of i t I c,,F - ni S

;rnuee ii so e -e3 -e"

Ctl~ra'ier n' r 'I
bearvi hea i 'n, 'c

A n! ow .e re c:. )r o -' 0

nic ai o e n to I' ,!l

a! the iar of o ; 'i

pnuci ie pre i ei eo

Steaing bae'e' 1 -ir" a, .IA o f d. 4, 10 0n

IiV:dtl e;tjU", of 'i dto dpi "' i. ". r, -. V"r X1' 'Ire

poh'4 'nclu' h(' en': .' '"I ' 11

aieen t,,, 0Cc im i- n. t cn 'a' ,50 din I" a't

terfior, c'.,n~t 'II. 1 di had-n ree nft': w a,.,nad
di t' ';'rftrF I 4T , i n

Th c h SIg l". for.. !cc:',:
meel f, 'n a!aH AIYSADR

(tar iv l." in"e isa% h i n CEL NA OH O l .1 I ,I 1:

vtin s 'o Il, r l, i~m arl/ ,8 ; 1 1 " - The r

case with floral's And whi- . n'-i titr I S F 1

thle readings"' mat no! he 1C e ervep rep'-''
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Lake Wildlife Imperiled
(Editor' 1 Note: rollowing is S TIP ic of baud pag'Ts h ve drencc spri s tes acon, I- ' - , , - .- .- -

fth third in a four-part series been s r3 .are nvtoracA su:r s.e Lh~iae reac--C e r a-: as 1

on the 1U S. Army Corps of and arip e hclis7i. n,, ;niercme o- e-c andi is ai; a::s --,.
1mog i n.ee ra s reconnaissance are seen. heron roo~c- s ' C ec.tini roojifl -atmnc anrIr U, Ve- e .
report onl Grand Lake St no 1 gtr foicid arourkit a-ii- Aetc Is "1 1. ey -k, 1,
Udar) s. Todays* installment and other wettland birds have A Fitfi 3nd Wi'Vi, e *. r- ;, 'I F-I, a, b-C
cowcrns a companion report become inscorrnmon cue to toe Po,-n-a nColu~.cn. said - re or.
subitted to the corps by the reductiori of wetiand habienl 'Anta -I wWd e.er ca!i '--'-r e' a 5 0 Cr
U.S. Fish and Wildlile Service). The KWS report als55 notes thse s jir'r I 'e "t" nd 8team Y, at e a a.

that 'a compreisenrve stais of 'unruie t is eotrl-sely racu111; ,At "-i- tr
Ft SEE OG~t rooplalkion and benths Lt . ig4 0VLto i ~el Ats a I a.an, te.u.e Loiala

Man s activities awe fiOUtMr flora and faica is ar a:naddazieT a' 1FT at,
whreateninX Grn ak Lneded. sunce recet data as not Ti w -e~dan .-. vvssi

Marys' iWe as a habitat for avaicable t h a r:alnlv- wet'ard Me ,r a' rn.--:, I
Wih eid wildlife, and -.e Sinc e other lakesh-c e &-ca., hat ta' Se ;-s!vcIcd tv -rs1'
presaure wil cotttunue to mn- have Ueen ueu-eloped. toe soath !c, iiaa--.c- zor,:.: box m i e, Ow' r,
crease snore, iarge:% hecivise Of its a. Id cii- a.: ,-s as ,, si ir a'- , ,

'The lake area still proeidet low-lying land. remains the effect -e rufle- to te tx-sat ri; ;3 e ark"
"a good warriater fishery.' ma)oa! site of Tisliural areAs ii a. cit' o tie sic' Fit- 5 ivero ;,e - av

aanctuary for 4b species of nonducive to wiiOle fiab.at has prcpo-ed qt~tn--, a,4r(- ,
znamrns, 23 speciJes oi rep- *%~e.(Pcitnin thsere ha, oiern ei an 1,e": C' u- -eas e !. !:
tiles and 14 species of am- limited mainly to seasoral a aben-v-. a - natlve -, rv1 t ini Cncr a: a-ti
prabtas. "adequisin wetand residesi-evs and tra~jer courcs F ,r d n g fr mlarshi
habitat to make it important for but "a hossong de~reolment 0 -evPsit -to, FWS 7, -oc- ( , "-"",1 v'.-- r t,,
wsterfous prodiuction, as well y e ar - r o u d r Ps1 t L1 is Ie- 1 aa_!
as "one of the best loi-ations Curreniiiv underce-itr or. l- Ws, r p, 1, c c e train ,Pi in -, : s , .
in %ho for bhi-atching lakefront rn" s odiihl 0- of:ee .rpw7 v- f tc

Bitt contnued cirriers-ial the te A! s,. t., rIs r, rie.,--aitZ Ci-S_ jae S c-,r" 5 c
and resident.i deveioprnent I'el-Iment Of KMJtiAa Re A- fistc- F is a nd - ;"!n. -i kit-
alon~g lake shorelines, along scurs-s-s is proposinig aeeca, Ws i ites rC t o'd a; n. T1 as 51) 0- C,

a it t h nteos-se a,7ricu~tge -

practicosI Itaicjeopardined ic-e ~s R4t

lake areas future as a f~sn ind -~ s , siCJ.

wildlife "resource base T rn2,10 !:

That is the ratirer sote-mn THF DA'I"v STANDtAR' ~ -- 'i - -5

aessIm ent offered by the U S CTN 5 -.--

liar and Wildlife Service a CI!A'
brwnch of the L S Department ,io, .. o1,

ofthe Interior, in its ,~f'cl 9~ a ' Pitrg 007---
preliminary re;-drt to the U S Ensirantrenia! factors. ar-i n.
Armly Corps of Engineers ftca- osr a
whirl, is randuoting a three- gsivic- ar -. nus r . , - ,, a - " -

pear, congressioru:y-authurned char.-,-,' t,- - -

stud) of the ls-a a ae pcp- anl-s t t ,.rn", T Ars-r ti,
N at ural1 proditettvity of Arys. a" .. cesssi, of 1

desirable fish and wildlfe susr!nit i. a: !Its ,Fft -~ fvu siin in -is se "P re-1
resources has declined at Grand a decline ;n In, na-ril- a- t \ -
LAOe St Marms ov-er the last 4i'ersits ,, .;d! fe, ac - rcon: rei"- Ci - 11 M'.n t
75 years," the Ftii and Wildlife to the FVS reihart 13a -P, e 1 -- 10 1.
fPWSi report notes. "ivth With hc-car elc~roacrnc--r0-- 0-niOou: !aae-et
Continued development aroundt the rensalt.ig ~es- , , -~~ 1
Th lake the qualitv and Ise t1atnidas pop,axics ,f e.-55Cr, .5
quantity Of the I i st 1ng amfphibians and rei-is a-ll A,'7- itursr 1.1e ejs,-.
resoo rre base wvill continue Io Continue to dercne ae 1.e .o nl
erode The problemn is complex, slitce-a J bll hi. urpaled from \tiste i-sn r 01i7

-however, degraded water the area - aq - P, .: d".1
quality and detradt-d fish and Appraximate!, 2% sp,.- s Of tti, FI I, r i ant
wildlife habitat are two key birds have been . nserte e o ithlce r a introdiwed tri,
factors %shhob accoant. for the lake area, but - in re-cnj sears
"saw" kM." the quality of 'birainz has

decreased sonew hit due tii
destrcions Of habitat " Ar
Itfurett bald sigie was
Sighit' las in IM the rep":
10(ii5  while XMV recent
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(Ccfinaed itum pegp me) large preidaters to reduc,
side rable population fliue- populalson of stunted blueg:l!
tuations* reaseded from IM aind shad, and generally bette-
througha IM was evidence that kowedge of fish management
b IaeCk cappie ted carp and natural reproduction of
dominated In the first half of desired apeaes"
the period, with gizzard shd Pplto levels of gamne

agricultural activity took root and ullback prominent front mamlmawdpoa,

factors contributed to a change oerea t es-ne date as . u rround ing agricultura'
of lake water quality from cool-. nldds h report tcountes." the FWS report
clear to warm-turbid ... This Shore seiting data collected states. But intensive farming
was followed by a ear. by the Division of Wtldlife each practices. including the remova'
responding change of the fish sutmmer at slx sites (StL Marys at fencerows to make moom for
community to carp, crappies Piate park beach, Windy Point a d d i t to o a aI cropland. "hits
channel catfish and bullhead. Beach, Harbor Poit, SCattY'S resulted tn the destruction o,
Populations of water-relatedi Seach, Jack Oak Point end the the necessary habitat to main-
avifauna (birds of, the region) backwater are Of Montezma tain a high density of upland
also decreased, while heron and Bay)In d Ic a t e cnsderable wiitie."
c o rmior a nt colonies disap- yearly fluctuation Ins catches~ of
peered.." individual species . Some species remain coin-

And despite considerable (Although) the most dominant Mon: muskra., opossum. fox
effort. "tb. goal of returning species was gizzard shad, Aid gray squirrel, ottoiltai
the fishery population to its followed by common shiner, rabbit and whitetail deer. Bu:
former condition has not baen hybrid sunfish and qu-.l1back " residenial development "has

accomplished." The highest number of cat- had adverse impacts an a
Since teat-net data became. oes per hour tn the tet nes number of mammalian

available itt 1932 from the Ohio was recossled from 19464. tie species." Ote report notes.
Division of Wildlife, let FINS report notes, from a htgh The lake is part of a minor
desirable species sucs as of 67.3 fish per hour in 1946 flyway for geese. and
"crappies, carp, chtannel cat- to a low of 7.1 in 1970 (the "triousatids of migrating ducks
fish, buillhbead, illback an last available reporting period. end geese use the lake and St
gizzard shad" have emerged Since 1432. the report states. Mary$ Rtiver As a resting area
dominant. Among th --ca. Grand Lake St. Marys has been diiri ng spring and fal

stocked with fish periodically, migrations"
although the total number The Canada goose manage-
stocked "baa decreased ever men', program at the Merce,
sevenfold" fromt the 1932-55 C ou nty waterfowl refuge.
period to the 19511-78 Period, started in 1956, produced 31.147
'Until 1955, the largeet Per- geese from 1957 through to79
oentage of fish stocked was According to division of wildli~fe
bluegill, which accounted for data, the refuge produces an
58.8 percent of the total. But average of 259 nests. 1,447 eggs.
bluegill did not fare welt in the and 1.153 goslings 6IN perces'
lake, anid the remaining hatching rate, annually. Mercer
members of the species usuially County ranks I=t among Ohio
were stunted. counties in annual waterfowl

THlE DAILY STANODARD Other stockings until 1665 "harvest," with 2.391 taken
CELINIA, OHIO Included bullhead 15 1 per- annually by hunters from 1966

cent). largemouth bass (5 61. through 1975.
crappie 13.61 and channel cat Fish and Wildlife. however,4fish (LI). Northern pike were has recommended that moure

(o Ale?,ch K5L) introduced to the lake in 1949 extensive surveys of waterfowl
as a large predator fieh- And. other than geese be conducted
"It is interesting to note that in the future.
gizzard sha (110.614 of them) "itn summary.' the report
were introduced into the lake states. "we believe the fish and
via the stocking program In the wildlife resource base will
lIM and tWas." cottinue to be adversely af-

11he emphasis In the Stocking fected by individual, un-
prgram has shif ted from small coordinated proels on and
predatory fish (bluegill, for in- around Grand Lake. A corps
stance) lo large predator@ project to cotrrect existing
(arthemif pike and striped problems, as defined by local
bass). romn 1OW6714 o ver community leaders, coiuld be
11011,M northern Pike' =.000 (1it i t b e r ) detrimental or
00rtem Pike eggs 134,696 beneficial to fish and wildlife
largesnouth bees and over 77.660 rasournes. We believe alter-
stripers were stocked in the natives exist which would im-
M110s, prove those resources. and -e

Cesge hi the Mocking recomnmend the purmt cit thsse
program, the rept Mes, "awe alternatives -,

Pitiebly dhue to the areilabiliti Tomorrow. Formulation of
41 batdauy Ii placement of aliernaiives
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L ake AlternAtives Are Listed
(Editor's Note: Following ts the study through all three sed~menl: dredging to remove include wav-indce erol

Tse last in a four-part seis sages. which would lIA sediment and organic debris. control practices suer
an the U.S Army Corps Of through the end of 1981. bttom sealing to isolate riprap Slid other pro-.e-
Ena g i nle er a 'reconnaissance Stage two's current focus sedimieiit from the water structures. wave supprfs
report on Grand Lake St. invoives social, econoi aNd column. treatment with floc- via artific:31 islands. penirn-..
Marys Todays article concerns environmental studies of ONe culaots. which perhaps would and offshore breakv --
the reports section 00 for- lake ares, as well as Amaggregate solids and nutrients deepening the lake: lake t.-
!sulation of alternatives.) examination of cultural and fish into small lumps; and nor stabilization; and medif.,.-

DySEEF G'' and wildlife resources Also p h aslo g i calI modification, or and creation of lakeshore
By STEVE rFOUGHT underway is a study of the chianging &be structural formas.

Having idnife l ro ake's hydrology and hydraulics characteristics of pollution Stream bn rao
problems with flood control, Prp arto reof thees coulds b erosion i-
water quality, water-related r*~r noes aol be a ion o te ge

yarato preliminary stage two report Anothser internal technique. by rsgtto wt rs
receaioI ad hi5cal will continuse through the spring the report adds, would ho ac- re tati plan h sers.v

dynamiucs, the UlaS. Aspycorps,
nine s t my of p r itd a public meeting onthe ceieratmng the Outflow Of fabric or solid mats ort,St Enier talyo rn formulation of gtage two plans nafrienta. with the objectiv, of ban, or riprap. Boat.- -J~e t Lse frJue 4itfi~ay fuminlg nutrients and byeosscudh

jaseopig amoredefnitei- As part of its reconnaissance % -m toe lake at a faster than dressed with smiar te .
range of solutions .. but at not-osaeoe-tentrlrt e~r
a gross level of detail." rpr-orstg on -thnaulrte"Since the -ver.:%

U etede beon nxtCorps has listed a wide range Th'lie se alternatives could erosion damage var _' -If xteded beynd eitof possible solutions to Grand ei' the fo.~ossng measures cording to the underlying ca..,
September an1d into "Sag Lake St. Marys' problems, The encouraging farmers in the each protection meosu-e ti
three " the study "Would cap- repor emphasizes however, drainage basin to maintain be indidualv designed lv,
eentrste on developing an in- that "no costs are i ncluded and vegetated buffer strtps between the requiremnents of trie
creased level of detail an none of these alternatives, cultivated areas and drainage. ticula- situation," the rt ,
refinement on a decreasing should be construied as recoin- ways to restrict their time o' oe
Number of alternative Pln mendations," use and miethod of application Reducing sedimentation ' g:-

At present, the corps' lake All potential solutions tc of phoshale fertilizers, and to hand-tni-hand With TeduCtIv.
atucy has been% tunded through water quality problems are pi .ant winter cover crops to erosion: t-" report s","
stage two , which will focus onl predicated on "restricting the reduce barren-land soil loss, "Stopping rosmion conple,
ape-:fic improvement alter- amounts of available nutrients constructing sediment traps on not always phs-sicap.% pos
nat~ves, but only In "VOSS that contribute to undesirable dramize canals leading to the or economicallc feas,h'e

,detaI.-. A third stage, if plant growth." tribut Iaries of the lake, Possiibe methods o! er-'
congressonally fuinded. would External treatment measures. deepecrng the lake. deac- cing recreational resc. -

be aimed at provig greater or those aimed at reducing tisating nutrients In major would include: providing e,.
detail of the alternatives. pollution input in tse watershed tributaries; proftibiting waste- public access, deeperu ir.

According tn the study's basin, include sewage diver- water effluent discharge withouit lake it recreational a-va
tietable, the completion Of mioo. runoiff diversion and-or nutrient removal: and, eur- removig stump's for boa-
@at a g e two - tentatively treatment, soil conservation, ve)ing the lake to determine s af e ty : conssructi'.g f.
scheduled for September - ad chemiucal additive contro: exact sourres of bacterial habitats to replace those
represents a 'potential atop.- To'e applicability of interntal contaminat ion. in slump remnova;: dredgic: a
onat local officials conv-rne itnn esrs h ni PesshI e physical its- triftuta- channelsi and a:-,s.,
with toe lakie are harboring high report notes, might be limited provements to the lake might channieia, hdentifying the hey.
Cxpet&UMSa for onmatifnof a by the large aurface area of

the lake But possible internal
tahnliqlaeS Might include: plant
harvesting to remove aquatic THE DAILY STAKDARDf
wowds and algae an duce CELIA, OHIO
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1aC-s channels and keeping
Glem open; reducing wind.
driven wave action, increasing
the ratio of Shorehne property
to lake surface; aid, cre.:jnt
limited Stillwater areas wi6t
protective island or rock pilers
for boaters and skiers.

lood control could be
promoted by channel clearing
and cleaning; channelmodification (known in some ThE DAILY STANDARDquarters as dhannelization); CLINA. OHIO
levees; floodwalls; agricultural
drinage improvements; p-.liwaru rWt;m or dvi&ton oi 7 A492rh 46 L
flood flows; and ajlillway
modificabt.

Non-structural alternatives
include: development of flood.

plain infiormation to identify
flood areas and warn of possble
hazards: flood-plain zoning
ordinances; development of
open-space policies; posting
warning signs; flood insurance:
and, public-purchased land
easements for flood-prone land.

Without lake improvement
measures, the corps report
notes, health hazards will in-
crease if fecal pollution is not
controlled; the summer
population of Grand Lake St.
Marys probably will continue to
decline; property %alues around
the lake might not improve;
aesthetics are likely to decline
because of water quafity
problems and safety hazards
due to stumps in the lake and
great wave acion will contmue
to exist.

Without improvement
measures, the etrophication of
the lake will continue. The
musty odor will persist, as will
water taste problems, high
sedimentation, nutrient loads
and bacterial contamination.

With Improvements,
population. particularly during
the summer, will increase.
Likewise, property values
should benefit from lake im-
provements, which also
probably would entail the use
of the local labor force in
physical prolect&

,1
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THE DAILY STANDARD
____________________________CELINA. 0H'0

On The Loose
By STEVE FOUGHT

A Rallying Point With regard to water quality.
Perhps wor ofprai Isobviously the main concern of

Paps word oflprdis Islca ficas the re~por
U.Sth A ngri isrc of tess I It I I I te reconsnaiasance Idecitified in black and white the

Ub ecmnaln ce report an ftpot already has pid somne major problem as
aro Lake St. Marys was the _ rther handsome dividends to "etrophction." a condition

01b)ct of a recent jc,,-pan the local Lake improvement exemplified by high lesels of
sim to this newspaper. effort. Trus, the report Itself unwanted nutrients.

The Louisville Cory, office I, ba not improved the water Furthermore. the decline in
conducting as fsderally-ftuded qality at Grand Lake; nor bas ovrall water quality, the report
studiy of Grand Lake St. Marys -It reduced sediment loads or stited. is at lea~st partialiv
lader Section 217 of the lolod algast cocetraitions Or flood responsible for the lake's failure
Cant"a Act of 197. Stage two, bistards. to attract s many viior e
form ul a I on ofallroative Wha th reor has *c- sufc sr asohr a

galisiti04 as a "gross leve, of osentlished, however, is nearly lakes. And to this extent. the
dew~, is51n the works. as lmnpor~mt. it not s tangible pob~em with water quality is

lTss study will continue at -It has raised the level of public related to the local econormlc

)tut through the fall of dhue 001it~ousiiess about the local well-being.
year. And tnles victimized by Ilke, its makeup, its problems The Important point is t~at
the budget-cutting hysteria and 1.9 ivery much ur.- Grand Lake's assets and draw-
currenttly weeping the land. the derestimated role in the life and back., at long last hsve been
"tuY well might extend thog economic health of the ares. qijant~fied through intenq~ve

1911 and even further For the first time ever. tie research. While actual its-
Judging from the quality of -myriad problems of Grand Lake provement projeA-ts remain a

the Meconntilsacce report, an St. Man's have been identifiel. distant hope. at leasth~fe
funds allocated for continued catalogued and discwsse in. mnec hansmi for seekeig
atuy of Grand Lake St. Marys belligeritly in a single package asnistance for such projects has
Will be money well spent, some-. osioes~maiossjmw bees set in motion.
00in which cannot he said for At the very least, the corps
aln federal programs. certann TO no one's surprise it reconnaissance report should
COMp pro~ect Included. Indeed, fou06nd Grand Liske'it opsm represent a rallying point for
90 authors of tiie recces t be as massive as erbes *v er yo ne oncernedi about
Gaiasmne report noted that, - oplex.tesr Grand Lake St Marys it was
whbile not directly beeicial to Drawin upo Vanu only through the cooperation of
OWi particular are, cosnnud hiatrat sources therpot ral, tate and local agencies
feaearch into Grand Lake St- ated the evojunof th ae rot that t report became a
ary might be valuable se a fromi A cool dlear body af water Because of this rare display

Sort of Pilot PrOWec for us a' hc supported a reltvl fLsy n h st h op
ethemski wt dinahu, ande anmec fishing ar. of engineers and the local of-

3rehiems - abs ad5nSundance of icisx who helped secure hatsd-
W1a I, bas MW parcshal into& lg for the study, it is not

secY utdbody of water as unrealistic today as it was
*"a n aa**mweioped tourist in the past to bold out a

-mj~ c repuey lau. measure of hope for the sir-
~1S arphe 

5~Y ~l~me. vival of Grand Lake St. Marys

asa lowe rewo.
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TRE DA!LY STANDARD
CELINA. OH'O

Tuesday Evening, March 25, 1980

Prom time to time there have been news stonie-
In the State Line Farmer describing fines levied b'
ODNR against farmers ,or businesses) around the sit(
for flas kills We make an attempt to runm each and

o fo rvry one of these that comes across the desk, and
bopefully they are not taken in the wrong vein by th(
general public They are not to make ODNhR look lilk(
the bad guys who are looking to line their pocketbool'

By J Swygart at the expense of farmers, but to stress that pollutior
b a serious problem, a problem that is being deal

A Stop To Polution A close look at the location of the fines shows thal
the majority violations have occurred but e

The monsoon season officially ha arrived in north 2  
ouMties It's not that these counties have more in

Western Ohio as the March rains have set in and we stances of pollution, but rather that these counties have
jowly a daily occurrence. Rivers and streams * decided pollution is a serious enough problem and have

1 mgain have left their banks, and as they recede, take provided the manpower to search out violators.
some of Mercer County's precious topsoil with them. Now Mercer County is among that group. and
Du how many other pollutants are accompanying the iopefully if. or rather when. the abatement coordinator

'rainfall as it finds its way to various waterways around discovers a violation, he will not be met with a hard-
the county? core resistance but rather with a willingness to correc"

Deputy chief for state pollution abatement Robert the problem.
Goettemoeller was in Coldwater last Thursday evening Animal wastes are not the only type of pollution
to outline the state's new pollution abatement standards, problem facing residents of Mercer County. Topsoil
focusing mainly on animal wastes, and it was vie lowe and sediment are also serious cases.
to see such a large crowd on band (over 35) for the The recently released report by the U.S. Arr,
prog r a m  

Corps of Engineers on Grand Lake St Marys offered
But those in attendance were probably the ams a condensed list of possible actions that affect Mercer

who needed to be there least. Their problems were County farmers. They include:
most likely not the serious type, while the few farmers - Encouraging farmers to maintain vegetated
around the county, and there are some, who have real buffer strips between cultvated areas and al
problems in controlling animal waste were probably buffe tri p betw eec it aeas and r lt
not there. I hope i'm wrong, but Isn't that the way it dranageways to help reduce sediment loads and reduce
Usually works? OVerload nutrient transport.

Until now, the responsibility for seeking oat - Encouraging planting of winter cover crops tW
pollution violators has rested with the Division of roduce barren land loss
Wildlife of the Ohio Department of Natural Resources, - Construction of sediment traps on main drainage
with the Mercer County Soil and Water Conservation canats leading to natural tributaries.
District also doing what It could to prevent animal - Restricting tne time of use and method of ap-
vasts pollution. But the SWCD had neither the time plcation of phosphorus fertilizers within the drainage
ar the manpower to concentrate on that area alone. basin to help reduce phosphorus loads in Grand Lake.

But with the creation of the position of aninal - Prohibiting direct discharge of wastewater e.
waste pollution abatement coordinator, to be a3mbed fluent into Grand Lake without nutrient removal.
by Dave Reichelderfer. a serious effort will be made Not discussed in the report, but nonetheless a mucb
b keep die counws oaems ad lak fm f talked-about subject, is legislation prohibiting the fall
bgrant d at pollaU. -plowing of river bottomland.

In the next few years some important answers
to serious questions must be tackled, and it is good
to know that attenion is already being paid In these

EXHIBIT A-7
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ARMY CORIPS ZNViG tIRS AT LARK ietnd r wta The engimemr were reeewMEET - Al Scaa, P.E., left. md Dove to mw a"d .ugetioul from~ 16cm rsajda
Weye, bolb ofthbe PIimialm divioin o Sthe and knowledgeabie lake e.Wmhaits, some of
Army Carp of Vagime of Cbe LaotevO~e, alpom have teadurted tmaetr ewe studes. 7heKy., Ostild. discumi Wlth literested etsc meettng wa, hed this week at W0OSC braneblad eal, etate and lederal offical, be CUVPua .peaaored by Oe Lake DeiwiepoMa
esults of ter dody at Grand Lake 9tL Mary, Carp. of Grmd Lake OL Mary, (Lanber
whb regard it fortbramaig ~iprevaemt pbasa hy Jimay Son-).
pleas lar Oe haml hody ad wotw *rue

Si-Movqs Chj
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I7me Dalily Standard lNoveteber 7, 1080

Lake Improvement Too
Costly To Justify: Corps

by STRVEN IOVCBY wson allay-acrhin h- land resource improvemets." rates" Mrad Lake St Ma-
Grand aSIA M ar= =at Y stao of the local lake. ln determining the economic total sediment load wou~c

Iualt problems; aperbtr de Mhe ainnouncement feasibility of any particular cediced by Z1 percent lz'
reoye by reucn min Thursday mronag at a Meeting improve mentf alternative, erosion in the drainage at,

loas tan y i-lae mth ds, a , a£ d by the L41k4 because Of that Iimtation, the reduced bya like fgrea
accoring to a US. Ate pW Deveopmet Curporation corpeo measured its coats the lake's total phosphorus lo,
of Engineers spokesma. (WC). Against only those beniefits reduced by 40f perceit:"

Al Scalso. project mewgu Wone of lime Alternatives r-al11ed throuigh flood -otrol. But "in general. coet,
hr Me Corp, threa ecmidoed for resoltioin of the And did not consider any W ni viua (fainers) axce

laka's uatereelatad problem direct bueeits associatedi wi th benefits derived froir !
proved io he cost-effective th e ennanced economic' plemenuing the practices " Ti

1Scalso said. whicho apparenl aes atheftic or recreational report said cot-ta-ing bo) r.
ra OWt the pasibility of a potetial~ of the lake. and federal agencies possiL akeDecal improvement project by Flood-control benefits were "could shift the balance to to'laotne f ae one) te corps calculated for the 10.6 miles ofImlenainndruct.

judged to be cotmfetv codn o&tog rf evr Cek fo at eooncbr-i i oii.
Alternative! to contro lak of the corp' loa aepaecooluestce with the Wabash farmers

shoreline flooding included two report, 'those alterniv-ives River downstream to the Wet Ofth er watier-quairv I-
breakvaters (permanent and subject to implementation by Bank spillway and also for the provement a I t e r n a t' e
mobile grains (breakwaters the Corps of Engineers were lake's Pouth sho0re fronm west examined by the crirp,
constructed prispendicular to &.M to be ecoomically no of Montezuma Bay eastward to cluded: livestocki tia.
shorelines .and. shoreline feasile." gut the final setge B ar nt 6Creek tSouthmoor manage'sent: treatmee' o
levees None ware found go be of the onirp nit . hchi Shom ss. tributary inflowt: drsdg :
cost-eftertsse expected to be completed by Die corps estimated average destratificatosn And aera,

Alternatives considered for late sunmer of 181. will in- annual flood damages to nutrient inactivation; dils
reduiction of flooding along clu dea "some additional residences along the south shore lake drawdown; lw
B C55er Creek included evaluation of alternatives at $ltt.MO (for some t1ll private sealing: and, biotic banrs,::
detention basins, diversion of (whuch t will then be coordlinated properties;. and for properties In each instance. costs'A r,
late overflows to the St Marys with various state and federal - principally farmland - along fkind to be prohsibitive U.".
Riser via Four-Mile Creel. a aencies to seek interest and Beaver Creek a. $B5.000. weighed against estunot
clearing and cleaning prograrr authority in the conitinuation of lIn esastimg lake water- bEnefisa.
for removal of flow-obstructing detailed studies andor 1U, quality improvement Alter- A mon g the alternat, -
objectis. channel enlargemen ,lsstabi." natives. tioe corid ococluded considered for control_.
atd agricultural levees WDC Dutae Dennis Gebiele, that -to a large extent, the shoreline erosion were bes.

The corps estimated Mlai to a Ction buisinessmant. said he water qiiatit problems in the waters; riprap. giabiomo froy.
clean at miles of Bteaver Creek did nme perceive thme corps' lake are the result of intensive filled wir holtets . bulkiseuo
would cost en etimated 1 l a test report as "totally agricultural use within Its and, concrete fablarm, mat.
illion far Outweighing negatiue. a watershed " 'le report said 22 But "complete protection to'

benefits i~e lcast-eavemite "bu i a t lpln-f tons of total phosphorus and 13 40,000 feet or curren-.
channCel nlargement project piece U~ves If the corps cannot tons of sediment '*reach the unprotected, irregular miutt
considered would have coa af t ike a project out of the lake, lake annually from agricutltusral *hor* area." according to v>
estimated 11 Q1 million, lso bhey can at laai steer s in area relaint. would coat $1.62 milL.
coat-ineffective the prope iturt in " "'Na phoqihoru leading for riprap. 02 million fe'

Diversion of lake overflows to The local lake study vex represents approximately 40 gabions vil4 mollio to,
lMe St Marys Rtiver would softrinll along with 21 other percent of the tota Annual load bulkheads: and, 40.74 million to-
w"]ai the construction of a meAt orstigtiomi b) section 217 of reaching the lake fronm li concrete mats
aulit Structure on the est ode Me U.S. Flood Cant"] Act of sources " Other erosion and sedlmerx.,
of Welakenand atwomlede" LEN ltacope was onfused by It aid that "If all cropland boo-controll alternativst in
ecit channel IQ Pour-Mile Omitk. low "to avalatig The ad- Is tihe watershed could be eluded protection oftrbt.
at es stiated coat oft$ 5 pisbility and economic Managed to satisfy Sol Coo, streambanks and aattmetr-
million, also cat'lineffectaae haitillity at providinkg floo sort at mo Service ... ponds both of which were ats

The corps; draft report .gsmitral ad related water and Mumaxi allowable wms (Continued on page fwc.
concluded Mhat, given the
Availability of funds And the
reportsn findings on cost-
effectiv'eness current Deli.
aaemenmt Practicee ith

regard to dredging And oontro!
of lMo lake pool probambly could
set be improved upon
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UNITED STATES
1 ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECT4ON AGE%C,

fCHCAG O LLIO

1 FEB 1979

Colonel Thomas P. Nack
District Engineer
U.S. Army Engineer District, Louisville

P. 0. Box 59

Louisville, Kentucky 40201

Dear Colonel Nack:

Thank you for your letter of January 26, 1979, inviting us to

participate in a study of flood control and related problems at Gran-

Lake St. Marys, Ohio.

We welcome the opportunity to participate in this study, and would

like to designate Mr. Robert L. Kay of my Staff (312/353-2307) as our

representative.

Thank you for offering us the opportunity to be involved in the

discussion and coordination of this project.

Sincerely yours,

Barbara J. Tay r, Chie4

Environmental Impact view Staff
office of Federal Activities

. B
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 200 North High StreCt, RCc; "2

Colurhus, Ohio 43215

February 2, 19"

Colonel Thomas P. Nack
Corps of Engineers
Louisville District
P.O. Box 59
Louisville, Kentucky 40201

Dear Colonel Nack:

We appreciate your invitation to participate in the survey
investigation of Grand Lake St. Marys, Ohio. Earl V. Scott.
District Conservationist at Celina, Ohio, has been selected
to represent the US Soil Conservation Service in this stu>v.
his mailing address and telephone number is as follows:

301 North Riley Street
Celina, Ohio 45822
Telephone: 419-586-Z546

SincerelV,

Robert E. Quilliar.
State Conservationist

EXHIBIT 11-2 C I
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CO.,.bus Ohio 43716
JOHN H ACKERMAt. M L' M r,

T holi (614' 466 3S43 itD-L-0.O T
If no 6l 

r 
(1 141 6 686 6

February 6, 1979

Thomas P. Nack
Colonel, Corps of Engineers
District Engineer
Department of The Arry
Louisville District Corps of Engineers
P. 0. Box 59
Louisville, Kentucky 40201

Dear Colonel Nack:

Doctor Ackerman has asked me to reply to yojr recent letter. We certainly
thank you for providinc the Ohio Department of health witn the Opportunitv
to participate in your study atjrand-take St. Marys, Ohio.

Mr. Frank C. Petrie, Jr.. will represent the Ohio Department of Health and
participate in your study. Frank is the Acting Sanitarian in Cnarge o=

the Department's Recreation Unit. I am sure he will do a fine job anJ
provide you with assistance during the study. Frank may be contacted at
(614) 466-5190 in Columbus. Ohio, or at (614) 385-6851 in Logan, Ohio.

In your letter You mentioned that coordination with other State and loce '

agencies would be necessary. I hope you intend to include all the local
health departments within whose jurisdiction your study will tare place.
Mr. Petrie will be of assistance in coordinating that activity.

Sincere _

John Frazier, Chief

Bureau of Environmental Health

JF/cw

cc: John H. Ackerman, M.D.
Director of Health

cc: Joesph G. Laco, Chief
Division of PEHS

cc: Frank Petrie
Acting Sanitarian in Charge
Recreation Unit

OILIC HEALTH COUNCIL

T. J i 1mO non,. Chman Arinod 0 Allenwt. 0 0, Vice Chor'non J o c .. , ,N. R Ph
Maiy A. Arm4. M D W.lhirn Dot.er. M 0 J B6.,c W*,ar. C V*M Rchgad V ew.ner. D O.S

EXHIBIT B-3
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)hio Department of
Administrative Services

30 EAST BROAD STRFET
COLUMBUS. OHIO 43215

JAMES A. RHODES, Governor RICHARD D. JACKSON, Director

February 6, 1979

Thomas P. Nack, Colonel
Corps of Engineers
District Engineer
Department of the Army
Louisville District Corps of Engineers
P. 0. Box 59
Louisville, KY 40201

Re: File No. M-1159

Dear Colonel Nack:

in reference to your letter of January 26, 197,9 conceining
the proposed study of Grand Lake, St. Marys near St. MaryE,
OH, we welcome the interest of the Corps of Engineers.

We, of course, will participate in any way that we can. We
are enclosing the "Scope of Services" of a contract which we
currently have with Burgess and Niple, Limited, Consulting
Engineers of Columbus, Ohio. Their report will be in oui
hands around May 1, 1979.

Mr. Ray Weisent of my staff, telephone number (614)4,ke-4780
is hereby designated as my representative to work with you in
any way that will be helpful to your comprehensive study.

Very truly yours,

RAYMOND R. KOHLI, P.E.
Deputy Director
Division of Public Works

RRK: acr

TU/1

EXHIBIT B-4
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United States Department of the Interior
GEOLOGICAL SLRVE\

Water Resources Dzvisio-
975 West Third Avenuc
CoinMtus, Ohio 43212

Fer ruar.. 8, 1979

Colonel Thomas P. Nack
District Engineer
Corps of Engineers
Department of the Am,
P. 0. Box 59
Louisville, Kentucky 40201

Dear Colonel Nack:

We received your letter Qf-- .U3Y -2 6,-9 -addressed to James F. Blake.
concerning a survey in Grand Lake St. Mary's, OhiO. Please note our
correct address and that Is " k District Chief.

We would be happy to participate in the study to the extent that our rran-
power resources will allow. Our capability would include: Measurement
of discharge (momentary and/or continuous); measurement of most allaspects of water quality, including suspended sediment loads, limnlcoical
work; flood routing and frequency analysis; time of travel studies; and
lake contents surveys, etc.

Daring the early planning phase of this study, either Richard Hawkinson,
my assistant, or I will participate in any meetings. If we become sub-
stantially involved in the hydrologic work of this study, we will appcint
a project leader.

If you have any questions, please call my MIS number, 943-5258.

Sincerely yours,

David E. Click
District Chief

DEC:jh

EXHIBIT B-5
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United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIF SRVI 1l

Fedetdl Buiding. FOTI Snell r AFA-F

Twin (ities. Minnesota 5S11:

FEB 15 1979

Colonel Thomas P. Nack

District Engineer

U. S. Army Engineer District

Louisville

P. 0. Box 59

Louisville, Kentucky 40201

Dear Colonel Nack:

In reference to your letter of February 6, 1979 regarding the impendine
study of Grand Lake, St. Marys, Ohio, we appreciate the early notifica-
tion of your plans in this area.

The site falls within the summer range of the Indiana bat (Mvotis sodalis)
and lies along the migratory routes of the peregrine falcon and Kirtland's
warbler. One proposed plant, the Plantain, heartleaf (Plantago cordata),
has been recorded for Auglaize county, Ohio, which is within the area.

Merryll Bailey has plans in March with John Kessler of your biological
staff to examine other potential CE project sites in Ohio and Ill]inois
so will include Grand Lake in that field trip. It is difficult to ascertain
potential problems and suggest necessary assessment studies without first
examining habitat within the area. Hopefully his forthcoming trip will

resolve this problem.

Your Stage I work plan which includes non-specific environmental (.0,)
and fish and wildlife (.06) studies should be useful in identifying
problem areas and in designing surveys to investigate specific probler
areas.

Hopefully, Mr. Bailey can discuss this proposed project in relation to
the other projects during our March meeting and explore the cumulative,

long range effects of the flood control projects as a unit.

Sincerely yours,

D. R. Rtsvtassen
Assist. nt Rgicnal Direator

EXHIBIT B-6
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Re and Lake St. Marys Sjr~e,
Corps oT-ngineers Stud-,

Colonel Thomas P. Nack Februarv 23. 1g9
District Engineer

Corps of Engineers
Louisville District
P.O. Box 59
Louisville, Kentucky 40201

Dear Colonel Nack;

The Ohio EPA would be pleased to provide input for your study of the
Grand Lake St. Marys area. We understand that your investigation is
authorized by Section 217 of the Flood Control Act of 1970. Although
your study proposal includes the areas of flood control, flood damage
reduction, drainage, water quality, and water related outdoor recreation;
our input would be limited to water quality and water related outdoor
recreation. You may contact Mr. Gary Martin, Assistant Chief in our
Division of Surveillance and Standards at (614)466-9092 for further
assistance during your study.

You may wish to contact the Onio Department of Natural Resources if
you have not already done so. Perhaps Mr. Pete Finhe at (614)466-6020
could provide input for your study in the areas of flood control and
flood damage reduction. I believe Ohio DNR could also assist you in
water related outdoor recreation.

Thank you for this opportunity to work with the Corps during this study
of rrand Lake St. Marys.

Sincerely, - /

James F. McAvoy

Difector

JFM:sam

cc: Gary Martin

I1,*
State of Ohio Environmental Protection Agency James A. Rhodes, Governor
Box 1049, 361 E Broad St.. Columbus. Ohio 43216 (614) 466-8565 James F McAvoy Directo,
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ODNR
Ohio Deportrnent of Natjre Fesource-

April 9,. 19-9

Colonel Thomas P. Nack, District Engineer
U.S. Army Engineer District, Louisville
6,30 Federal Place, P.O. Box 50
Louisville, Kentucky 40201

Dear Colonel Nack:

Reference is made to Your letter of 2t January 109>
concerning the Grand Lake St. Marys survey study.

In accordance with your suggestion, I ar. pleased to
designate John Cousins, Chief of our Division of Water,
to serve as your contact for the stud\. Mr. Cousins can
be reached at (614) 466-4to8.

A, you are aware, the Grand Lae St. Marys study is
one of our highest in priority. We are, therefore, vitally
interested in assuring that viable alternatives are developed
for resolution of the vater problems.

Sincerely,

Director

RWI :dkc

cc: Wayne S. Nichols, Deputy Director for Resource Protection
John Cousins, Chief, Division of Water

JAMES A RHODES Goenor ROSERT W TEA'ER DIecPo
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ODNR
Ohio Department of Natural Resourcea,

May 22, 1979

Colonel Thomas P. Nack
District Engineer
U.S. Army Engineer District
P.O. Box 59
Louisville, KY 40201

Dear Colonel Nack:

Thank you for the opportunity to review your proposed Stage
I Work Plan for Grand Lake St. Marys, Ohio.

The Work Plan as proposed is quite acceptable to us and we
look forward to working with you and your staff in this coopera-
tive effort. Please keep us informed when we may be of
assistance.

cincerelv,

ROBERT W. TEATER
Director

RWT:ck

JAMES A RHODES Gove no, • ROBEP' A TEATER D,reco,
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ODNR
Ohio Department of Natural Resources

DIViSIO O WATER

September 17, 1979

Mr. Neil E. Jenkins
Chief, Planning Division
U.S. Army Engineer District
P.O. Box 59
Louisville, KY 40201

Dear. l_-.-4en-ins:

This is in response to your inquiry dated 7 September 1979 about fish
and wildlife data and needs for additional studies.

Please find attached copies of pertinent inservice documents, publica-
tions and/or reports, which may assist in providing the requested waterfowl,
furbearer and game production information. In addition, a copy of the Grand
Lake St. Marys 1978 Annual Fisheries Report is attached. It should be noted
similar annual reports are available for several years between 1970 and 1976
but not refered to or considered on Table 1, page 6 of the preliminary Fish
and Wildlife Report, submitted by the Fish and Wildlife Service. We
recommend that you or your staff meet with our Wildlife staff to discuss this
matter in greater detail. Much useful information is contained in file data
which requires time and judgement to extract. Hopefully the data requirements
can be made More specific.

We wonder whether the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service staff is fully
aware of the time and funding constraints on the Grand Lake Study. Given
these constraints, we feel it is imperative that the study place major
emphasis on evaluation and recommendation of specific solutions to the most
urgent of the problems. These might include shore erosion control, pool
level control and nutrient/algae reduction. Under separate and additional
funding authorization, we would enthusiastically support the four-season
biological study proposed by Mr. Oberst, although conclusions based upon a
single year of study can be difficult to interpret. Under the existing
circumstances, we concur in your proposal for more limited biological studies.

Sincerely,

n H. Cousins
Chief

JHC:ck

cc: Carl Mosley, Jr. - Robert Lucas

Enclosure

JAMES A RHODES Govorno ROBERT W TEATER D,ecror *CmeJohn H. Cousins
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-_ I . Inter-Office Comm .cation
TO: Al Scalzo, Army (E,L-isville, Kentucky DATE' Sete e 3, l-

FROM: Carl A. Wilh .1 jhief. Division of Strategic Plannin.'

SUBJECT: Review of SateI In erim Report for Flood Control and Allied Pures;

at Grand Lake St, Marys.

Thank you for the opportunity to review the Stae II InteritM Report for
Flood Control and Allied Purposes at Grand Lake St. Marys, Ohio, (May, 1983).
While we would like to see some portions of the Report developed in greater
detail; nevertheless, the Report does an excellent job of addressing the
major issues, incorporating past studies and presenting the relative merits
of various control measures. This information enables local, State and
federal officials to make some sound policy judgements.

In our view, the Report makes a very significant finding:

'..primary contributors to the decline in lake water quality
are from phosphorus and sediment. As the water quality de-
clines, the quality of the recreational experience the lake
will support will also decline... Grand Lake St. Marys can
be considered eutrophic... With these conditions the lake
may become unacceptable as a source of water supply and re-
creation .... The most significant contribution of phosphorus
to Grand Lake St. Marys appears to be f om non-point sources
or rural, primarily agricultural land."

dhile this finding echoes that of past studies, it has not resulted in an
alteration in basic governmental approaches to the Lake's problems. Past
studies and current program emphasis appear to be on the flooding, dredging
and bacterial problems in the Lake and its tributaries. As a result, public
expenditures (current and proposed) appear to be directed at symptoms rather
than long-term solutions.

Because of the large local and State capital investment in the Lake, (most
of which is based upon its maintenance as a source of recreation and water
supply), it would appear that future efforts should focus on the primary
problems of agricultural runoff including animal feedlots, (contributing
74% of phosphorus load).

This study, as well as past studies, underscores the need to carefully assess
the cost-benefit of future State and federal expenditures. For example, the
Report currently estimates a 14% phosphorus contribution from urban and
suburban runoff. Expanded development of the south shore, which ma result
if carrying capacities increase with construction of sewerage facilities,
could worsen water quality problems and offset gains made by other capital
expenditures.

1 Grand Lake St. Marys, Ohio, Draft Public Information Brochure, pp. 9-10.

E
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Based on the Report's results, several additional areas need to be looked
at:

].a. Because agricultural runoff has been identified as the "mia'.
contributor of phosphorus, additional analyses is needed to oe-
fine critical problem areas in the watershed tributary to tne
Lake; initially for feedlots and secondly for farmland.

b. Cost estimations of changes in agricultural practices and feed-
lot improvements need to be refined. In general, existing cost
estimates may be overstated (e.g. p. D-73) and do not consider
the alternative of treating only critical areas as opposed to
the total watershed.

c. Existing county agricultural programs need to be evaluated to
determine the level of resources that can be directed to the
problem and the additional funding and manpower needed. Existinz
funding/manpower levels of Mercer and Auglaize County Soil and
Water Conservation Districts should be evaluated to determine
their needs. County Extension and ACP programs need to be lookec
at to determine if their education and funding resources respect-
ively might be better focused to help alleviate existing problems.

d. State and federal agricultural programs should give priority
to this area of the State, specifically SCS, ASCS (Special
Projects) and the Division of Soil and Water Districts, ODNR.

2. More analysis is needed to determine the cost/benefit and
and environmental impact of the facilities recommended by the
Grand Lake Regional Sewer System Facilities Plan, by Finkbeiner,
Pettis, Strout. Loca governments should take advantage of
recent changes in the Clean Water Act which allow lower cost.
miore flexible ("innovative and alternative") solutions to water
quality problems resulting from on-site sewage systems.

3. Additional study of in-Lake sediment and its impact on water
quality should be done, particularly since it has implications
for the cost-effectiveness of watershed land treatment and
large scale Lake dredging.

4. The impacts on sediment transport to the Lake and the severity
of flooding that might occur from a watershed land treatment
program should be studied in greater detail.

5. Because of the shared responsibility for the quality of Grand
Lake St. Marys, the rural, urban and suburban sectors of the
community need to be equally involved in analyzing and choosing
alternative control strategies.

EXHIBIT B-11
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6. Unfortunately, federal grant programs to control nonpoint soucE
pollution are largely lacking. However, even in the face oe ths,
State, federal and local agencies need to cooperatively devise
a comprehensive fundin; program directly focused on the Lake's
primary problems. This may involve non-traditional types of
expenditures and vastly improving the financial statjs of loc3'
soil and water conservation programs. Local programs to reduce
the problem of urban runoff should also be given priority since

this source of pollution may be expected to increase in import-

ance. In this regard, the Report could give more emphasis to
the traditional community "house-keeping" and land use programs
which help reduce urban runoff.

7. Because of local perceptions regarding the ineffectiveness of
of in-Lake dredging operations (p. C-15), the localized nature

of flood control improvements, controversy over the proposed
wastewater facilities plan, and the need to involve more agri-
cultural interests from the watershed, a greater public involve-
ment effort may be necessary. Army CoE representatives have
indicated that remaining project funds are limited (meeting
9/16/80) and therefore more in-depth analysis of subjects may
not be possible. Given this, an expanded emphasis on public
education through loc. meetings, etc., may prove to be the
most effective route to take at present. A better understanding

of the inherent costs and limitations of some controls and the
discussion of a watershed treatment effort may result in more

cost-effective approaches to mitigating the effects of the
Lake's problems.

If your have any questions regarding our comments, please contact me.

cc: John Cousins, Chief, Division of Water, ODNR
Greg Binder, Chief, Office of Wastewater Pollution Control, Ohio EPA
Bob Goettemoeller, Division of Soil and Water Districts, ODNR
Reading
File
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®DNR
Ohio Department of Natural PFsour,oes

DIVISION OF WATER
Fofao, Saae - COnmos Om,, 4322.4 . f64 466 4'5

October 3, 1980

Mr. James Duck, Chief
Plan Formulation Branch
US Army Engineer District - Louisville
P.O. Box 59
Louisville, KY 40201

Dear Jim:

Enclosed is a sheet of comments on the Grand Lake St. Marys
study brochure draft. I believe Bob Goettemoeller;s points are
well taken.

Sincerely,

Arthur F. Woldorf
Supervisor
Water Planning Unit

AFW:ck

Enclosure

JAMES A RHODES GOvrnor * ROBERT W TEATER Ofctor * JOHN H COUSINS C",e,
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Comoent Grand Lake St. Mary's (ohi

Draft Public Information Brochure

Cctober 2. 198K

Robert L. Goettemoeller

Deputy Chief, Pollution Abatement

ODNR - Soil & Water Districts

Table 3 on page 10 reflects figures for phosphorus loadings from

specific sources which seem much more realistic than previous draft.

These new figures need to be reflected in the text on pages 25 through

27, however.

I am still a bit concerned about the low figure for waterfowl. If

you total the animal units by Fed. EPA standards, there exists probably

between 1000 and 3000 animal units of waterfowl based on the resident and

migrant waterfowl. These animals are generally closely associated with

water. Although the Division of Wildlife has done a good job of enticing

the fowl away from the lake proper, this l% figure may be challenged at

the local level.

The text also needs to be clarified as to the contribution of domes-

tic and municiapl sewage to Phos. loading. The text should indicate which

category in Table 3, if any, includes these wastes.

RLG:lb

..
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ODNR
Ohio Department of Notjro 7 esorces

DIVISION OF WATER
Fountain S aS e Col. ns O',C 43.24 -1614 46,476,

November 10, 199PC

Mr. Al Scalzo
Chief, Planning Division
U.S. Army Enjineer District, Louisville
600 Federal Place
P. 0. Box 59
Louisville, KY 40201

Dear Al:

The public meeting in Celina went very well, I thought. The Lake
Improvement Association seemed to have a very good understanding and
acceptance of what you presented.

While talking with Soil Conservation Service people today, I real-
ized one area of your draft report which I think should be clarified
or strengthened. You make a good case for improved soil management
practices to control sediment-borne phosphorus. SCS agrees that farmers
need a bit of subsidy to justify no-till farming in ooorly drained areas.
But they also point out that no-till practices in the Grand Lake St.
Marys area require improved soil drainage which, in turn, requires im-
proved drainage outlets. It is quite important to us that the drainaae
outlet problem be pointed out in your comments. I understand SCS has
pretty good field data on this. You might want to talk with Marshall
Edens, Ohio SCS P.L. 566 and River Basin Planning Chief at (614) 469-
6932.

Sincerely,_

Arthur F. Woldorf
Supervisor

Water Planning Unit

AFW:ck

cc: Marshall Edens

JAMES A RHODES Govemnor * ROBERT W TEATER Decto" * JO-aP COUSINS.CRMe'
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United States Sol, Room 522, Federal BuildingDepamen o( Coner ato n 200 North High Street

Agrncultulre Ser Columbus, Ohic 43215

December 8, 19S,

Mr. Al Scalzo
Chief, Planning Division
U.S. Any Engineers District, Louisville
600 Federal Place
P.O. Box 59
Louisville, Kentucky 40201

Dear Mr. Scalzo:

This is to document our phone conversation of November 20, 1980 relative
to no-till farming and sediment control.

As stated in our phone conversation, I feel, and so do others in SCS, that
no-till or minimum till operations reduce erosion and the resulting sedi-
ment production. However, we have little or no hard data to support such
claims. As I said,"we feel."

Contacts with Dr. Sam Bone and others at Ohio State University, whose
names and phone numbers I furnished you, might be more helpful and
considered more authoritative.

I apologize for my lack of assistance but not being a research organiza-
tion, we have few licenses.

Sincerely,

M.arshall D. Edens
Water Resources Planning Staff Leader

cc: Arthur Woldorf, OlIR, Columbus, 01i

EXHIBIT B-14



CDNR
Ohio Department of Noturol Fesouroes

DIVISION OF WATER
Fountan 5uare . Columbus Oho 43224 - (614. 46-4'6

March 27, 1981

Mr. Neil E. Jenkins, Chief
Planning Division
U.S. Army Engineer District, Louisville
P.O. Box 59
Louisville, KY 40201

Dear Neil:

Thank you for the opportunity to review the preliminary drafts of con-
cluding sections of your proposed report on Grand Lake St. Marys. Copies
were shared with our Divisions of Outdoor Recreation Services, Parks &
Recreation, Soil & Water Districts, Wildlife, and Engineering, as well as
Ohio EPA and Ohio Water Development Authority. Our suggestions follow.

1) Sections on "Recommendations" and "Conclusions" should each begin with
a short paragraph which defines the purpose of the section. It should
be made very clear to the reader that the Conclusions present the
Corps' judgements regarding desirable future actions and priorities,
not necessarily limited by existing feasibility or authorizations. It
should be overtly stated that Recommendations relate exclusively to
Corps' comments to Congress about feasible federal action. Most
readers will not understand that your report must be addressed to
Congress.

2) The Ohio Public Works proposal to release increased flows out the east
end of the Lake should be discussed in greater detail to enable reader
understanding that the action will have negligible flood control
impacts on Beaver Creek and the Lake, and unknown impacts on the St.
Marys River flood plain. If you do have information on resultant
impacts on the St. Marys watershed, the reader should be referred to it.
We suspect that the impacts would be great and legally complex.

3) On page 13, next to last paragraph, add ODNR to cooperating agencies in
dredging program.

4) On page 14, second paragraph, we would prefer to delete this paragraph
due to conflict with an ongoing program.

5) Construction costs referred to in the report seem to be costs anticipated
if the projects were federally built. Unit costs tend to be much lower

JAMES A RHODES Governo, * ROBERT % TEATER Oeclo- JOHN H COUSINS Chef

EXHIBIT B-15
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Neil Jenkins -2- 'arch 27, 19b

for locally sponsored projects. Iterr 6, top of page 2 should recogrize
this difference so as not to unduly influence existing discussions abo.t
county projects.

6) Item 1, page I should refer the reader to the more detailed discussion
contained in the main report.

7) Item 3, page I would be more helpful if reworded positively, so as to
clarify that the Lake does provide some limited flood control but extends
the period of bankfull flow.

8) Item 18, page B. We doubt that minimum-till agriculturai practices will
in all cases cost farmers more than his benefits despite recently

published data. Would recommend you delete all words after the sem i-
colon.

9) 3rd paragraph, page 11, should also refer to ODNR state standards for
erosion and sediment control.

10) Item 1, page 12. Substitute "efficient" for "minimur

11) Page 12, next to last paragraph. Substitute "to enforce" for establish-
ing.

12) Phosphorus Reduction, page 10. We propose the following less specific
wording be used.

Phosphorus Reduction

Continued efforts should be directed toward phosphorus
reduction from sewage wastes. This can be accomplished by

regional collection, treatmert, aid disposal outside the
watershed or by improved on-lot and package plant alterna-
tives or a combination of solutions. Because of the
relatively high cost of installation of a centralized

sewerage system, the Ohio Water Development Authority has
received USEPA grant to do additional facility planning and

consider alternatives to the centralized system. From the
point of view of best lake quality management, discharge of
all sewage effluent to some point outside the watershed
would be the preferred alternative.

13) Several more specific suggestions from reviewers are provided in the
sheets attached. Use your own judgement.

Sincerely,

4 ohn IH. Cousins
/ Chief

JHC:ck

Enclosures

EXHIBIT B-15
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SECTION C

COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

On ( June 1981, drafts of the 'lain Report and Technical Appendix

were sent to selected Federal and nonfederal agencies, local organiza-

tions and governments, and to individuals and groups that had expressed

an interest in the study. The draft Main Report and Appendix were fur-

nished to agencies and government entities for review. This mailing con-

sisted of 30 copies of the report and appendix. All letters received

as a result of the review of the documents are displayed in this section.

Corps of Engineers responses to comments contained in the review letters

are appropriately displayed.
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Section A Fish and Wildlife Service Report dated
17 August 1979
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United States D)epartment of the Interior

I ISII -NNl) WII D 1)1 .I S1 R~'l(. I IN 3 RZFU~Ea TO:

East Lansing Area Office

Manly Miles Bu:lding, Room 202

1405 South Harrison Road

East Lansing, Michigan 48823

Colonel Thomas P. Nack
District Engineer
U. S. Army Engineer District
Louisville
Post Office Box 59
Louisville, Kentucky 40201

Dear Colonel Nack:

This responds to your February 5, 1979, letter, requesting a preliminary Fish and
Wildlife Report on The Grand Lake St. Marys project in Mercer and Auglaize
Counties, Ohio. These comments have been prepared under the authority of and in
accordance with provisions of the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (48 Stat. 401,
as amended; 16 U.S.C. 661 et seq.) and in compliance with the intent of the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. In accordance with the Endangered
Species Act of 1973, as amended, the information you have provided has been
forwarded to the Regional Director, U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Federal
Building, Fort Snelling, Twin Cities, Minnesota 55111. Information regarding
endangered species will be forwarded under separate cover.

INTRODUCTION

Grand Lake St. Marys is located in Mercer and Auglaize Counties in west-central
4Ohio (Plate 1). The lake was formed by placement of a dam on the headwaters of

Beaver Creek in the Wabash River watershed and a dam on the Miami and Erie
Canal which joins the St. Marys River in the Maumee River watershed. The two
dams formed a shallow lake with approximately 21 square miles of surface area.
The lake is approximately 8 miles long, 2 miles wide, and has an average depth of 8
feet. The total watershed draining into the lake is 114 square miles. The lake is

: ~ owned and operated by the State of Ohio. Several lakefront parcels are managed
by the Ohio Division of Parks and Recreation, which operates a state park, and the
Ohio Division of Wildlife, which manages a fish hatchery and waterfowl refuge.
Presently, the general study area is intensively farmed, with predominately row
crops. Seasonal and residential dwellings surround the lake.

A-I
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Based upon information from your Stage I Work Plan, local interests have identified
the following water resource problems: flooding of farm land along Beaver Creek to
its confluence with Wabash River; flood damage along the St. Marys River; poor
drainage of agricultural land along the south shore; lake water quality problems due
to eutrophic conditions; shoreline erosion due to fluctuating water levels and
excessive wave action; degraded recreational use of the lake due to water quality,
wave action, and underwater hazards; and influx of silt and chemicals (including
nutrients) from farm, residential, and industrial activities.

Grand Lake St. Marys was created in the mid-1800's as a water supply reservoir for
the canal system in the area, and secondary uses included residential and industrial
water supply. Recreation, such as boating, was not considered in its construction;
consequently, trees and other vegetation were left in the basin which included the
southern edge of Ohio's Black Swamp. Clarence F. Clark (1951, 1960), a life long
resident and naturalist of the lake area, provides a comprehensive natural history
of the lake from its early years to the late 1950's. Prior to 1890, the flooded forest
apparently provided a haven for both fish and water-dependant wildlife.
Largemouth bass, bluegill and other sunfish, perch, bullhead, and frogs were caught
in abundance by numerous commercial fishermen and private individuals. In
addition to providing food for local families and bar patrons (where free fish were
served with drinks), fish were shipped by the barrel to markets in Cincinnati and St.
Louis. Commercial fishermen gave accounts of catching 300 pounds of bass from
11 nets in 24 hours. Another fisherman shipped 6 to 8 barrels of dressed fish per
week during the spring. A sport fisherman reported taking 50 to 60 bass per day.
"Fishing was excellent," and the fish populations apparently were not adversely
affected by this uncontrolled fishing pressure. Clark surmised that the following
factors led to this condition: the lake water was cool and clear; and stumps, snags,
logs, and "moss" or submerged aquatic vegetation provided ideal habitat for fish
and aquatic related animals, while buffering wave action on the shallow lake. The
lake, likewise, provided quality habitat for large numbers of resident waterfowl,
cormorants, and wading birds. These fish-eating birds had no apparent adverse
effects upon the fishery resource, according to Clark.

Near the end of the century, the oil boom hit the lake area. From 1890 to 1900 a
severe drought lowered the lake water levels, which resulted in removal of stumps,
snags, and logs. Hundreds of acres of corn were raised on the cleared lake bottom.
To supply water to the canal system a ditch was dug from the east outlet
approximately one and one-half miles lakeward. The massive mats of submerged
aquatic vegetation disappeared during the peak of the oil boom. At the same time
carp were introduced, and intensive agricultural activity began in the watershed.
All these factors contributed to a change of lake water quality from cool-clear to
warm-turbid waters. This was followed by a corresponding change of the fish
community to carp, crappies, channel catfish, and bullhead. Populations of water
related avifauna also decreased, while heron and cormorant colonies disapp.-red
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from the lake area. Since the inception of the degraded conditions at Lake St.
Marys, several decades of intensive efforts were made to replicate earlier
conditions which contributed to the lake's excellent fishery resources. These
methods included regulation of angling during spawning seasons, rough fish removal,
stocking of fish, and habitat improvement. All these methods are discussed in
detail by Clark (1960). Despite the large allocation of funds and man-power over
the years, the goal of returning the fishery population to its former condition has
not been accomplished.

Grand Lake St. Marys has always been a shallow lake, but it has become more
shallow due to deposition of silt and organic material. Most of the substrate is
composed of these materials, with few gravel beds remaining exposed for spawning
purposes. The east and west shorelines were formed by dams which are presently
riprapped to protect the shoreline. The north shoreline has a high bank with
sufficient gradient going north from the lakeshore. Consequently, the lakefront
property became developed with middle to upper priced residences, and some
lakefront property is being farmed. A significant portion of the shoreline has been
protected from erosion by land owners. Because of the development only small
shoreline areas remain in their natural condition. The state park exists along the
northeast and east shoreline. This park is currently being expanded to include the
west shore between the Coldwater Creek entrance and Monroe Road. Ohio DNR
was granted a Section 404 permit to complete the project which consists of eight
fill areas totaling 90 acres adjacent to and near the west shore. To minimize
adverse impacts to waterfowl, we recommended conditions to the filling and
riprapping of the southernmost site. We also recommended the use of 10 percent,
14 to 18-inch riprap to improve catfish spawning sites and the expedient completion
of riprapping to minimize erosion and turbidity.

The south shore has little relief above normal lake water levels. Because of this
condition much of this shoreline is undeveloped, although a housing development is
presently being constructed along the southeast shoreline. Most of the wetlands
around Grand Lake are found along the south shore. During the early years of the
lake, the south shore wetlands were shallow meadows, which were later replaced by
vast cattail marshes, some being one-half mile in width (Clark, 1960). In recent
years, cattail marshes have retreated and are now replaced by lotus, water lily, and
arrowhead. Other aquatic plants include coontail, pondweed, water weed, duck
weed, and bladderwort. The retreat of the cattail marsh was due to management
efforts to remove the cattails with a vegetation cutter, dredging in the cattail
marsh to provide deep open water for fishing and waterfowl hunting, and upheaving
of ice which removed cattails from some areas. Also, we suspect that a change in
water levels may have been a factor in the replacement of cattails. Based upon our
Classification of Wetlands and Deep-water Habitats of the United States, these
wetlands include Emergent Wetland and Aquatic Bed classes in the Lacustrine
system and Forested Wetland class in the Palustrine system. These classes
correspond to Types 3, 4, and 7, respectively, in Circular 39, Wetlands of the
United States.
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FISHERY RESOURCES

Phytoplankton studies of Grand Lake St. Marys were made by Roach (cited in
Clark, 1960) during a four-year period in the 1930's. The next intensive sampling of
phytoplankton was done in 1973 by Hilgert, et al (1978) as part of the National
Eutrophication Survey conducted by U. S. EPA. General conclusions of these two
studies are that the lake has become progressively more eutrophic, as indicated by
a several fold increase of phytoplankton density and a change of dominant groups,
from diatoms to blue-green algae. This change is exemplified by the odor and taste
problems associated with the lake water.

Clark (1960) includes a summary of zooplankton and aquatic invertebrates found in
Grand Lake St. Marys. Cladocerans are the major group of zooplankton found while
midges (Chironomidae) are the most abundant benthic organisms. Other
invertebrate groups found in the lake include crayfish, mussel naiads, leeches, fairy
shrimp, freshwater sponges and bryozoans. A comprehensive study of zooplankton
and benthos is needed, since recent data is not available.

Clark (1951, 1960) eloquently described the fishery conditions in the 1800's. At
that time, the most prized and abundant food fish species included largemouth bass,
bluegill and pumpkinseed. Other important species included bullhead and perch.
Both commercial and sport fish harvest were unregulated; however, natural
recruitment apparently sustained high yields. In 1894, the total commercial
harvest was over one-half million pounds. Largemouth bass, catfish, sunfish, and
perch comprised the major portion of the harvest while carp and frogs were
relatively minor contributors of the total poundage. Those years were the
beginning of the end of excellent fishing in the lake. The oil boom was nearing its
peak, fishery habitat was degraded by removing stumps and snags during the
drought years, the mats of aquatic vegetation disappeared from the near-shore
areas, and the surrounding watershed was intensively cleared and farmed. The lake
emerged with different physical and chemical characteristics which were reflected
by a change in the fish fauna. The earlier, more desirable species were replaced by
crappies, carp, channel catfish, bullhead, quillback, and gizzard shad as the
dominant species. This group has basically maintained its dominance since 1932.
Table 1 presents test net data at approximately 5-year intervals. The data
illustrate population dynamics of the sport fishery from 1932 to 1970. The data
indicate considerable population fluctuations throughout this period. Some
generalizations are that the dominance of black crappie and carp during the first
half of the period were replaced by gizzard shad and quillback during the second
half. Populations of white crappie and ct annel catfish remained relatively stable.
The period of highest catch per hour was from 1946 to 1955.

In addition to the test net data, shore seining data is collected each summer by the
Ohio Division of Wildlife. Surveys are made at St. Marys Park Beach, Jack Oak
Point, Seotty's Beach, Harbor Point, Windy Point Beach, and the back water area of
the waterfowl refuge. These data also indicate considerable yearly fluctuation in
catches of individual species. By far the most abundant species was gizzard shad,

' followed by common shiner, hybrid sunfish, and quillbaek. Clark (1960) includes a

list of 51 species having been recorded in the lake and its watershed, with recent
introductions of flathead catfish and striped bass.
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7.

* Considerable emphasis was placed on the fishery resources of Grand Lake in the
mid- to late 1940's. An intensive creel census was taken from 1946 through 1950,
with spot checks through 1955 (Clark, 1960). Maximum effort was extended in .948
with 26,787 anglers contacted. Catch per hour ranged from 0.6 in 1949 and 1950,
to 1.9 in 1951. From 1946 through 1950 the total estimated fish taken from the
lake varied from 382,073 in 1949 to 1,806,755 in 1946. From the 10-year creel
census data, an average of 67.1 percent of total harvest were crappies (black and
white); 18.3 percent, channel catfish; 7.3 percent, bullhead; 1.4 percent, bluegill
(only 1946 to 1950); 3.9 percent, carp; and 1.7 percent, largemouth bass. The
results of the census clearly indicate the importance of the lake for sport fishing.

Clark (1960) includes a comprehensive review of fishery populations in Grand Lake
St. Marys. Included are discussions of food and feeding of fishes, age and growth,
fish parasites, and competition in fish populations.

Grand Lake St. Marys has never had large populations of minnows; yet it supports
large numbers of crappies which typically feed on minnows. It is concluded that
gizzard shad play an important role in supporting populations of crappies, as well as
recent introductions of other predatory fishes.

Age and growth data of popular sport fish in Lake St. Marys are discussed by Clark.
These studies indicate that the growth of black crappie, white crappie, and bluegill
is slower when compared to the same species in other lakes. Black crappie
experienced the most growth during the first year and white crappie, the second
year. The slow growth rate of bluegill indicates that conditions at Lake St. Marys
are not favorable for this species. Largemouth bass had a normal growth rate, but
below the State average, until the fourth year when exceptional growth was noted,
followed by growth comparable to the State average.

No known studies have been conducted on parasites and diseases of Grand Lake St.
Marys fish. However, Clark includes a list of parasites and diseases which have
been observed on fish in the lake.

Competition of fish populations exists at Grand Lake St. Marys, as in any body of
water with aquatic biota. Clark suggests that "an understanding of the intricate
food relationships might assist in unraveling some of the mysteries of changing fish
populations in Lake St. Marys." Stocking of predatory fish has received new
emphasis to control stunted populations of bluegill and crappies, as well as provides
new opportunities for anglers.

Fisheries management efforts on Grand Lake St. Marys have been evident since the
early 1930's. One of the first management techniques included stocking of fish,
which began in 1932 (Clark, 1960). Until 1955, the largest percentage of fish
stocked was bluegill which accounted for 58.6 percent of the total, followed by
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bullhead with 25.1 percent, largemouth bass with 5.6 percent, crappie with 3.8
percent, and channel catfish with 2.8 percent (Table 2). Northern pike was included
in the stocking program in 1949. Pike were introduced to add a large predator fish
to the lentic system. It is interesting to note that gizzard shad were introduced
into the lake via the stocking program in the 30's and 40's.

From 1956 through 1978, major emphasis was placed on stocking of northern pike,
followed by largemouth bass. During this period, two exotic species, striped bass
and flathead catfish, were introduced into the lake via the stocking program.
Significant changes have occurred in the fish stocking program in Grand Lake St.
Marys. The total number of fish stocked has decreased over seven fold, and
emphasis has gone from small predatory fish (bluegill) to large predators (northern
pike and striped bass). Largemouth bass remained an important species throughout
the total stocking period. Changes in the program are probably due to the
availability of hatchery fish, placement of large predators to reduce populations of
stunted bluegill and shad, and generally better knowledge of fish management and
natural reproduction of desired species.

In addition to the stocking program, other fish management techniques included
regulation and the closing of certain portions of the lake to fishing during the
spawning season. Through comparative test seining, it was later found that the
sanctuaries had no greater populations of young fish than other portions of the lake.
From 1932 to 1955, rough fish were netted and removed from the lake. At first
only carp were removed, but later gizzard shad, quillback, and suckers were
removed as well. In later years, the total weight of shad caught exceeded the
maximum poundage of carp netted in the 1930's. Rough fish removal was
discontinued in 1958, since its results were negligible. Habitat improvement
methods on Grand Lake St. Marys are described in detail by Clark (1960). They
include placement of riprap along eroding banks, removal of cattails and dredging
of backwater areas where submerged aquatic vegetation was planted, and
placement of fish shelters, gravel beds, and spawning boxes.

Since the formation of Grand Lake St. Marys, the changes of the fishery population
has been as drastic as the changes which occurred to its aquatic environment. With
a more degraded condition of water quality and diminished fishery habitat,
populations of more desirable sport fish have decreased. Nevertheless, a good
warmwater fishery is maintained which provides fishing enjoyment for many
thousands of fishermen.

WILDLIFE RESOURCES

Approximately 90 percent of land uses in the Grand Lake St. Marys watershed is
agricultural, while less than 10 percent remains wooded (Ohio DNR, 1976). Most
forest areas are small, isolated woodlots surrounded by corn-soybean dominated
farming. The area is within the beech-maple climax forest type. However,
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Table 2. Stocking of fish and fish food in Lake St. Marys, 1932-1978 a /

GAME AND PAN FISH (1932-1978)

1932-1955 1956-1978

Species Total Number Total Number

Largemouth bass 243,503 134,800
Bluegill 2,546,409 1,719
Crappie (black & white) 144,204 271
Black bullhead 526,191
Brown bullhead 501,706 731
Yellow bullhead 45,981
Perch (yellow) 23,276
Channel catfish 121,669
Green sunfish 46,400
Pumpkinseed 25,652
White bass 2,400
Rock bass 480
Walleye 56
Suckers 40
Smallmouth bass 690
Mixed fish 800
Northern pike 829,333 208,809

232,000 (eggs)
Striped bass 77,832
Flathead catfish 9,000
Rainbow trout 500

TOTAL 5,058,790 665,662

FORAGE FISH AND FISH FOOD (1932-1955)

Minnows 2,928,299
Tadpoles 538,961
Crayfish 278,670
Shad 110,614

TOTAL 3,856,544

a/ Taken from Clark (1960) and Ohio Division of Wildlife files.

b/ Recorded as "bullhead".
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densities and species composition of woodlots have been modified by logging and
grazing. Many fencerows were removed to accomodate today's modern farming
practices. Therefore, travel corridors for wildlife are, to a large extent, limited to
stream corridors. Surrounding the lake, no significant forested areas exist along
the north, east, and west shorelines, due to housing, commercial, and agricultural
developments. Most woodland is found along the south shore. A more natural
condition exists there because of the low, flat terrain which is very susceptable to
flooding. Soils remain moist in this area as indicated by the species composition of
the vegetation. Tree species are similar to those found along riverine wetlands.
Specific vegetative survey data for the Grand Lake St. Marys watershed are not
available. Information on vegetation species would be useful in completing an
environmental assessment of the lake area.

Approximately 14 species from four families of amphibians and 23 species from
eight families of reptiles have been recorded in the two counties comprising the
Grand Lake St. Marys watershed (Conant, 1938; Walter, 1946; CE, 1979; Clark,
1960). The more common species include the cricket frog, striped chorus frog,
green frog, leopard frog, and the bullfrog which was economically important during
the commercial fishing years. The most common reptile is the snapping turtle.
With continued encroachment of man's activities in the watershed and the
lakeshore wetlands, populations of amphibians and reptiles will continue to decline,
while some species will be extirpated from the area.

Since the lake's formation, most bird species found in Ohio have been recorded in
the Grand Lake St. Marys area. Approximately 290 species have been observed in
the lake and its watershed (Clark and Sipe, undated). The area has been one of the
best locations in Ohio for observing a diverse group of birds. However, in recent
years the quality of "birding" has decreased somewhat due to destruction of
habitat. For example, an immature bald eagle was last sighted in 1966, and more
recent sightings of migrating eagles are very rare. Cormorants and occasional
flocks of white pelicans which formerly inhabited the lake area are no longer seen.
Heron rookeries are no longer found around the lake, and other wetland birds have
become uncommon due to the reduction of wetland habitat.

One of the most commonly observed and important groups of birds at Grand Lake
St. Marys is waterfowl. Because of the lake's large surface area and the excellent
wetland habitat surrounding the lake, it has become an important concentration
area for waterfowl. The lake is also a part of a minor flyway for geese, as
indicated by banding recovery data (Kauffeld, 1979). Thousands of migrating ducks
and geese use the lake and St. Marys River as a resting area during spring and fall
migrations. The area has had as :nany as 4,200 geese. Data on nesting and general
use by waterfowl, other than Canada geese, in the lake are scant or not available.
Some information is available on wood ducks along streams in the watershed, and
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the State has complete information on its Canada goose program. Waterfowl use
on Grand Lake St. Marys as determined by 10 biweekly surveys conducted in 1972
and 1973, was 65,346 days of use for ducks and 28,877 days of use for geese (Weeks,
1978).

Annual wood duck surveys are conducted on a 10-mile reach of St. Marys River in
Auglaize County. For the years 1974 through 1977, the survey indicates an average
of 0.16 pairs per mile, 1.98 birds per mile, 0.30 young per mile, 0.03 broods per mile
and a survey index of 2.47. The index indicates that St. Marys River is a nearly
average wood duck stream. Other streams in the watershed having wood duck
production, although undetermined, include Prairie Creek, Chickasaw Creek,
Beaver Creek, and the back bay of the Mercer County Waterfowl Refuge.

The Canada goose management program began at the Mercer County Waterfowl
Refuge in 1956. At that time considerable effort was made to increase Canada
goose populations throughout the Midwest. The program at Grand Lake St. Marys,
as in most locations, has been successful with 31,147 geese produced from 1957
through 1979. The present total population at the refuge is approximately 3,000
geese. Table 3 presents goose production data for the last six years. During that
period, a yearly average of 259 nests were studied, with an average clutch size of
5.62. The success rate for eggs hatched averaged 80 percent, thus producing a
yearly average of 1,153 goslings.

For waterfowl harvested from 1966 to 1975, Mercer County ranks 12th among
counties in Ohio with an annual harvest of 2,391 waterfowl, and Auglaize County
ranks 38th with an annual harvest of 763 (from Ohio Division of Wildlife files).
Special teal season harvest for 1978 was 40 teal in Mercer County and 40, in
Auglaize County (Miller, 1978). In 1976-1977, 167 Canada geese were harvested
from the Mercer Wildlife Area. Of these, 101 geese were banded in Ohio (Bednarik,
et al, 1977).

Mammals which have been recorded in the Grand Lake St. Marys area include 48
species from 14 families (Burt, 1957; CE, 1979). Residential development in the
area has had adverse impacts upon a number of mammalian species. However,
some species remain common, such as muskrat, raccoon, oppossum, fox and gray
squirrel, cottontail rabbit and whitetail deer. The main factors causing a reduction
of mammals are destruction of the lakeshore wetlands, and the removal of
fencerows and large woodlots.

Little wildlife harvest data are available specifically from Lake St. Marys
watershed. We suspect population levels of game mammals are typical of many of
the surrounding agricultural counties. Since 1977, Mercer and Auglaize Counties
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Table 3. Canada goose production at Mercer County Waterfowl Refuge,
1974-1979*.

Number Number Mean Percent Number
Year of of Clutch Eggs of

Nests Eggs Size Hatched Goslings

1974 348 1768 5.13 72 1287

1975 275 1594 5.80 85 1367

1976 244 1364 5.59 87 1200

1977 206 1154 5.60 86 1000

1978 248 1467 5.92 74 1100

1979 234 1332 5.70 72 961

Average 259 1447 5.62 80 1153

*Data provided by Ohio Division of Wildlife.
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have had a shotgun season for whitetail deer; previously, only bow hunting was
allowed. In 1978, the total deer harvest was 31 in Mercer County and 30 in
Auglaize County. Information on production of furbearers from the lake and feeder
streams is needed.

Current wildlife populations in the Grand Lake St. Marys area are very much
dependent on cover and nesting habitat. Intensive farming in the watershed has
resulted in the destruction of the necessary habitat to maintain a high density of
upland wildlife. The area still provides adequate wetland habitat to make it
important for waterfowl production. This condition must be maintained or
enhanced with project alternatives favorable to wildlife resources.

DISC USSIO N

Natural productivity of desirable fish and wildlife resources has declined at Grand
Lake St Marys over the last 75 years. With continued development around the lake,
the quality and quantity of the existing resource base will continue to erode. The
problem is complex; however, degraded water quality and degraded fish and wildlife
habitat are two key factors which account for the resource losses.

As previously mentioned, the lake water was clear and cool in the 1800's. Farming
in the watershed was not intensive and the small amount of silt from watershed
streams was filtered out by the shoreline wetlands, principally along the south
shore on which side the watershed exists. With today's farming practices which
includes large fields of row crops, surface drainage, and channel cleaning, silt from
eroded fields reaches the lake with little resistance. Excessive amounts of

fertilizer and herbicides frequently accompany the silt-laden waters. Because of
the shallow natural condition of the lake, wave action keeps the silt in suspension,

and the turbid water acts as a solar heat trap. This condition, combined with

unlimited nutrients (phosphates and nitrates), brings about the eutrophic conditions
which result in algae blooms and anaerobic conditions during certain times of the

year. Residential development surrounding the lake also adds to the eutrophication
of the lake. We understand a regional sewage treatment system is proposed for the

Grand Lake area which should eliminate most discharges of poorly treated sewage
into the lake. Improvement of the lake's water quality should also eliminate the

odor and taste problems experienced by the local community, which uses the lake

as a water supply source.

Best management practices should be mandatory in cases where pollution or erosion

problems exist on farmlands. Specific problem areas could be monitored by the Soil

Conservation Service (SCS) and the agency could provide technical assistance to

the farmer to correct the problem. SCS has technical information which includes
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solutions to most soil conservation problems. For example, all livestock should be
fenced out of stream beds and banks, but watering access could be provided. Grass
strips and buffers should be used in swales and along ditches and streams to trap
silt. Fall plowing should be prohibited in "bottom" land which is very susceptable to
flooding. Soil tests should be made to determine the need for fertilizers, rather
than using the manufacturer's wholesale use recommendations. Likewise, the use
of other farm chemicals, which are prone to be washed into the lake, should be
limited. We believe the lake's watershed is small enough, and the need is sufficient
to implement a program to monitor and regulate nonpoint source discharge from
watershed activities. The discharge of any improperly treated sewage into the lake
should be prosecuted. Treatment facilities should be provided for discharging
sewage from boats with toilet facilities. Septic tank discharges should also be
monitored.

One factor which is a major contributor to the decline of numbers and diversity of
wildlife populations has been the destruction of natural areas along the south shore.
Basically, other lakeshore areas around the lake have been developed; that is,
wetlands have been filled in and converted to other land uses, and shorelines have
been riprapped and/or concreted. Because of the low land along the south shore,
development has been limited, for the most part, to summer cottages and trailer
courts. Frequent flooding of the area has been a deterrent to widespread
occupation. Normal lake water levels are only inches below the level of access
roads to summer residences along the lake. Nevertheless, a housing development of
year-round residences is currently under construction on lakefront property
southeast of the lake. Also, Ohio Department of Natural Resources is proposing
several dredge spoil sites along the south shore. Thus, the resource base of
wetlands is under continual modification and/or destruction.

In addition to Federal regulation, we believe remaining wetland habitat must be
protected by local land use zoning. Adequate coastal wetlands with submergent,
floating, and emergent vegetation would be an effective buffer to the eroding wave
action of the lake. An extension and enhancement of existing wetlands should be
considered a viable project alternative. Funding for marsh restoration can be
obtained through the 1976 Water Resource Development Act (P.L. 94-587, Section
150). To complete a lakeshore protection feature, we recommend offshore dredge
spoil disposal sites. These islands should be located in near-shore areas to protect
existing developments from the wrath of wind, wave, and ice act. -n. The islands
could be of irregular configuration and should be located and managed for
waterfowl and other wetland inhabiting fauna. Technolegy developed by the Corps
should be used in constructing non-erodable dikes and pi-nting of wetland grasses
and woody vegetation. Fish attractors should be placed in appropriate areas to
provide cover for the fishery resource, while other channels could be deepened for
boating access. We believe the lake is of sufficient size to have multiple
recreational use. Open water with adequate depth is available (or should be made
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available) for skiers and power and sail boat enthusiasts. The amount of water
surface to provide for disposal of unpolluted dredge spoil, protection of existing
developments from wave and ice action, and enhancement of fish and wildlife
resources would be minimal. To make this plan acceptable, we believe the local
community must be informed of its attributes. With proper management of the
offshore islands, the vista created could be aesthetically pleasing and could provide
the desired privacy for residents.

Modification of the east outlet structure has been proposed to allow the discharge
of additional water into the canal outlet (and subsequently St. Marys River),
thereby reducing downstream flooding along Beaver Creek during flooding
conditions. We have no objection to this proposal provided that instream uses are
accommodated. Methodologies used for limited clearing and snagging to remove
log jams from Beaver Creek should be similar to those used by the Indiana Soil
Conservation Service and Mr. George Palmiter in northwestern Ohio. The Ohio
Department of Natural Resources and U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service should review
and concur with the work plan.

In summary, we believe the fish and wildlife resource base will continue to be
adversely affected by individual, uncoordinated projects around and on Grand Lake
St. Marys. A Corps project to correct existing problems, as defined by local
community leaders, could be detrimental or beneficial to fish and wildlife
resources. We believe alternatives exist which would improve those resources, and
we recommend the pursuit of those alternatives.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Based upon our assessment of the Stage I Work Plan and our review of existing
fish and wildlife resource information for Grand Lake St. Marys area, we
recommend that a detailed four-season fish and wildlife study be funded and
conducted prior to our preparation of the draft Fish and Wildlife Coordination
Act report. Emphasis of the study should be placed upon the following specific
resource elements for which more data are required:

a. A comprehensive study of the aquatic and terrestrial vegetation in the
watershed and lake area should be conducted to provide an adequate data
base.

b. A study of the lake's zooplankton and benthos should be conducted to
provide additional information on fish food organisms in the lake.

c. Waterfowl surveys, for species other than Canada geese, should be
conducted to determine current use of the lake area by resident and
migratory waterfowl species.
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d. A survey of furbearer and upland game populations, and the harvest of
those resources should be conducted.

At least 15 months would be required for completion and write-up of the four-

season study prior to our initiation of the draft report.

2. We also recommend initiation of studies to address our following concerns:

a. Site specific problem sources of silt and nutrient enrichment into the lake.

b. The impacts of stream blockages to the flow of flood waters in the lake
area.

c. Alternatives to increase and enhance the wetlands of the Grand Lake St.
Marys area. These alternatives could be developed with the additional
objective of providing shoreline protection from wave action.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide these comments at this early planning
stage.

Sincerely yours,

Area Manager

cc: Director, Ohio Department of Natural Resources, Columbus, OH
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